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Preface
From the beginning of the twentieth century,
the Navy has been a pioneer in initiating new
developments in radio-electronics and a leader
in their utilization in military operations. Since
radio-electronics has become an instrumentality
of major importance, vital to the defense of the
United States, this document has been written to
give adequate expression, with supporting evidence, to the important steps in its evolution as far
as possible. From its establishment in 1923, the
Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), through its research and development activities, has played a
major role in this evolution, so the principal part of
this document is devoted to its contributions in this
field and their impact on miiary operations.
By way of introduction to the subject, the
Navy's early important radio-electronics developments through World War I are summarized in
Chapter I. The impact of radio-electronics upon
the course of events leading to the establishment
of the Laboratory, its early program generation,
and organizational] development are reviewed in
Chapter 2. The remaining nine chapters state
NRL's many accomplishments which have been
achieved through its research and deveiopment
work with respect to radio-electronic phenomena,
systems, equipment, and components in support
of the Navy's operational needs. The resulting
developments have greatly improved the operational capability not alone of the Navy but also
of the other military services and other government departments of this country and its allies
and commercial interests.
Besides its general informative function, this
document may prove of value when change in
duty brings new responsibilities to officials
requiring background information on pertinent
specific radio-electronic topics as a basis for
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planning of future activities. Furthermore, it
may be useful to personnel beginning to engage
in work in specific fields through acquainting
them with what has transpired prior to their
entrance. An objective of this document is
to identify NRL's numerous scientific reports
which are associated with specific radio-electronic
topics, so that the detailed information these
reports contain may be made readily accessible
to those who may be involved with the subject
matter in the future. The document is so arranged
that each chapter can be considered as a separate
and distinct evolutionary treatise on the specific
radio-electronics areas of radio communication;
radar; radio remote control-missile guidance;
radio identification; radio navigation; electronic
countermeasures; precise radio frequency, time,
and time interval; electronic systems integration;
and satellite electronics.
About 1910, the original word "wireless," as
relating to matters pertaining to propagated
electromagnetic waves, was superseded by the
word "radio" in the United States. To bring
about advancement in the radio field, the electron
tube was developed. The versatility of this tube
led to the word "electronics" to express its
broad field of applications. The term "radioelectronics" as used in this document is intended
to indicate that the scope of the document
concerns that part of electronics dealing with the
utilization of radiations in the radio-frequency
spectium of particular interest to the Navy and
the other military services. The document cites
the Laboratory's contributions which have
advanced the operational capability of the Navy
in this field. It is not intended that it cover the
Laboratory's electronic achievements in such

fields as acoustics and optics, since these have
been treated by other authors.

Station, Washington (Anacostia), D.C. In 1923,
through transfer of this Laboratory, he became
superintendent of the original Radio Division
of NRL, a position he held until the end of World
War I!.The original staff of this division grew
from a total of 23 to over 1000 during World War
!!.
The Laboratory's present Electronics Area has
resulted from the evolution of this original Radio
Division. As superintendent of this division,
Dr. Taylor was responsible for original developments in radio communication at high frequency,
very high frequency, and ultra high frequency,
and in the fields of radar, radio identification,
radio remote control with respect to guided
missiles, radio navigation, electronic counter-

The author of this document, during his career
of over 58 years in Naval research and development, has had the great privilege of witnessing,
from an advantageous observation point, most
of the 75 years of evolution of naval radioelectronics. Participation in activities in this
field from the beginning of his scientific career,
in early Naval laboratories, association with NRL
since its establishment in 1923, and service as
superintendent of the later Radio Division of the
Laboratory during a period of nearly 23 years has
enabled the contctswithman
author knwledeabe
to develop and
maintain
meber
of
contacts with many knowledgeable members of
the Navy who have made important contributions, both operationally and scientifically, to
the advancement of Naval radio-electronics. The
author is greatly indebted to these individuals,
whose provision of much unique information has
made possible the writing of this document.
For nearly half of his career the author had the
opportunity of being associated with the Navy's
senior radio-electronics scientist, Dr. A. Hoyt
Taylor, whose scientific career spanned World
Wars I and 11. This association provided the
author with invaluable insight into the scientific
interpretation and treatment of Navy operational
problems. During World War 1, Dr. Taylor, in
addition to his Naval military responsibilities,
conducted research for the Navy in radio communication. After this war, he was head of the
Naval Aircraft Radio Laboratory, Naval Air

measures, and precise frequency and time.

From an operational standpoint, Rear Admiral
Stanford C. Hooper, whose career covered the
period from 1905 through the early days of radio
and World Wars I and 1i, had a marked influence
on the Laboratory's early radio program. His
activities benefited the author's understanding
of Naval objectives, viewpoints, and procedures.
During his career, Rear Admiral Hooper held
many key radio operational positions, including
that of the Fleet's first radio officer, and Head
of the Bureau of Engineering's Radio Division,
which sponsored the Laboratory's early radio pro.
career culminated
gram. His
Hscre
umntdiin the
h position
oiinoof
Director of Naval Communications under the
Chief of Naval Operations. During their careers,
Dr. Taylor and Rear Admiral Hooper, each in his
respective field, had tremendous impact on the
advancement of Naval radio-electronics.

"H.C. Him "A brief
Him 7 of the
Soud Divisio
NI.," )a
1947. NIL Librr V39484.4H396 Wd

To make NRL's achievements readily apparent

to the reader, highlights of special significance
have been set forth in the text in boldface letters.
At the end of each chapter, appropriate references to support the statements made in the docu-

Klein. "Underwater Souand jad Nava Acouticsl
Resarth and
Appicatiom befre 1939.- J. Acaust. Soc. Am, Kay 196 pp.931947. NILL Librar
V394.84.K55 Wd
NIfin

Homer 1. Baker, "A Brief
Hiuory of the NRL Sound Division ment are given, insofar as it has been possible to
Under the Ladership o Dr. Harold L Sston, 1948.1W7," [Wash.
locate the pertinent written material. Reference
in.iae 1967). NIL Ubrw V394.94.83 aef
sources include the Annual Reports of the Secre-

J.A. Sadeno, "Optics attheNavl Ieearch Labormwp," Applied

tary of the Navy (1898-1910), available in the

Optics. Dec. 1967, pp. 2029.2043, NIL Libivey V39.4.25 R
Navy Department Library of the Naval Historical
"Hiabliol
ato.
of Twemyars of Optical Space ReeachN"
Applied Opcs, Dec. 1967, p.p.2042070, NaL Library
V394Center. The NRL library has available the Bureau

94.T6 W

of Engineering's Monthly Radio and Sound
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Reports (1919-1948), later called Bulletins,
and referred to in this document as NRSR (NRL
Library VG77.AI5.B8 Ref); "Naval Research
Laboratory Legislative History, 1916-1942"'
(NRL Library V394.B4.U56 Ref); and "Establishment and Organizational Documents of the
Naval Research Laboratory" (NRL Library
V394.B4.G41 Ref), containing copies of important papers relating to the formation and
organizational development of the Laboratory.
The NRL correspondence files, stored in the
National Archives and the Federal Record
Center, are available through letter file numbers
and index in NRL's Correspondence and Records
Management Office (CRMO, as used in the references). Reference sources for both early and

later advances in Naval radio-electronics include
Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers
(IRE, now the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, IEEE) and other journals, available in NRL Library, as well as numerous reports
and documents available in NRL's document
room. Important references to NRL's contributions are Dr. A. Hoyt Taylor's "Radio Rcminiscences: A Half Century," available in NRL's
Library (V394.B4.T3 Ref), and "The First 25
Years of the Naval Research Laboratory" (V394.
B4.T31 Ref).
The pictures in this document are numbered
to permit identification and location in the
Laboratory's photographic files.

LOUIS A. GEBHARD

This document is a revision of NRL Report 7600.
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Foreword
retirement in 1965. He was responsible for many
of the developments in radar, electronic countermeasures, navigation, electronic data systems,
cryptographic techniques, high-frequency radio
communications, and satellite communication.
He engaged in many activities which established the basic guidelines of the Navy's research programs after World War II.
Throughout his long career, Dr. Gebhard
displayed a remarkable ability to recognize
and exploit new and revolutionary technical
approaches applicable to a multiplicity of
serious naval problems. His insight, leadership,
and unflagging enthusiasm supported his staff
in prompt exploration and application of many
important scientific breakthroughs to benefit
the Navy. He has received many awards for his
outstanding accomplishments, among them is the
Presidential Certificate which he received in
1946.
In 1924, Dr. Gebhard earned a L L. B. degree
from Georgetown University; he was admitted
to the Bar and was accepted to practice before
the Supreme Court. He earned a B.S. in Electrical
Engineering from George Washington University
in 1930. He was awarded a Doctor of Juris
degree by Georgetown University in 1967. Over
90 patents have been issued in his name.
Dr. Gebhard's interest and enthusiasm for
NRL and science have not been abated by
retirement, but have resulted in this history
of radioelectronics during the first fifty years
of the Laboratory-a fitting pinnacle to a distinguished scientific career.

Rare it is to find the combination of scientist
and historian-and in the right place at the right
time. The first fifty years of the exploitation and
development of ideas in radio and electronics
at the Naval Research Laboratory spanned an
exciting time in both fields. In the 1920s, radio
was in its infancy and radar was yet to be discovered. In the interim, through the development
of electronic tube technology and breakthroughs
in transistor and printed circuit board technology,
radio has progressed to its present state of
sophistication; and radar, having progressed from
theory to practicality to military application,
is now a reality. High-frequency communication,
the mainstay of the Navy in radio communication,
has its technological basis in the development
work done at the NRL during these fifty years.
And the man who chronicles these events as
they occurred in radioelectronics at NRL,
Dr. Louis A. Gebhard, is that rare combination.
In 1913, at the age of 17, he was issued one of
this country's first radio operator's licenses. In
1917, he was engaged in radio work while on
active duty in the U.S. Navy, stationed at the
Naval Radio Research Laboratory, Great Lakes,
Illinois. In 1919, as a civilian, he began original
research in aircraft radio communication at the
Anacostia Naval Research Station, Washington,
D.C. Dr. Gebhard transferred to the NRL in
1923 on the establishment of the Laboratory.
By 1935, Dr. Gebhard had advanced to the
position of Assistant to the Superintendent of
the Radio Division; in 1945 he was appointed
Superintendent, a position he held until his

ALAN BERMAN
Director of Research
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Chapter 1
EARLY NAVY RADIO-ELECTRONICS
INTRODUCTION
At the beginning of the twentieth century, the
.S.. Navy realized that radio communication
had reached a stage of practicality such that its use
might have great impact on tactics and strategy.
Long-distance communication with ships underway, hitherto impossible, could increase the
effectiveness of its operations at sea. Rapid,
direct control from Washington of its sea forces
as they ranged the oceans of the world would be
possible, enhancing their application and power.
The nation would gain in worldwide prestige and
in its diplomatic and economic posture. As these
considerations became manifest, the Navy proceeded with initial installations on its ships and
at its shore stations of the best radio-communication equipment it could procure. The Navy thereafter followed a program of improvement which
has continued to the present day. The conduct of
the program resulted in the Navy's becoming the
principal sponsor of radio-electronics in this
country and a pioneer in its early development,
The importance and uniqueness of radio communicatio~n relative to Navy use gave the Navy
dominance over other users and placed it in a
strong position to obtain funding from Congress.
Thus, the Navy was able to provide the principal
support in fostering the rapid growth of a radio
industry in this country. Due to the availability
of this industry, possible compromise of national
security through reliance upon foreign suppliers,
particularly in wartime, was avoided. Navy
sponsorship was particularly important to the
new industry during the critical period following
the initial installation of equipment on commercial vessels, to provide for safety at sea- After
this initial activity, little financial return was to

be had from other commercial radio manufacturing. This situation continued for nearly two
decades, until the advent of radio broadcasting
during the 1920's.
The Navy's recognized leadership in radio
placed it in an authoritative position to have
important influence on national legislation and
international agreements to control the use of
radio to avoid interference. The Navy became the
spokesman for the executive department of the
government in an effort which resulted in the first
legislation to control radio use in the United
States. It also originated the plan which became
the basis for the international control of the
assignment of frequency channels in the radio
spectrum, accepted by the nations of the world.
At the beginning of World War 1, the President
designated to the Navy responsibility for taking
control of all the nation's radio-communication
facilities (except Army field activities) and
operating them for the duration of the war.
During the war the Navy had the responsibility
for handling all radio-communication traffic with
foreign nations. After the war the Navy played
a major part in the formation and establishment
of the organization which became the present
Federal Communications Commission.
Among the achievements resulting from the
Navy's early initiative and sponsorship of research, one of far-reaching importance was the
development of the reliable electron tube during
World War 1. Prior to this development, tubes
had such short life and poor performance as to
make them unsatisfactory for service use. The
availability of reliable electron tubes after the
war was a major factor in the great expansion the
radio industry experienced with the advent of
radio broadcasting. The versatility of the ee-
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tron tube ushered in the new era of electronics
which in later years was to have a tremendous
impact on the nation's economy and interests,

munication. 14 The Navy followed these developments with keen interest, in view of its increasing
need for more rapid communication between the

an in-house scientific activity to provide support

squadrons operating in various parts of the

in the radio field and established a laboratory
for this purpose in 1908. Later, this support was
augmented by additional facilities to engage in
other phases of the radio field. These activities
proved their worth, particularly during periods
of lack of commercial interest in the Navy's
progressive needs, which was strongly evident
both before and after World War 1, when profits
from large procurements were giot available,
When the establishment of the Naval Research
Laboratory was proposed, those members of the
Navy staff directly responsible for the existing
radio activities gave early and strong support to
the proposal. They realized that consolidation
of radio activities at one location in the new
Laboratory, and association with other fields of
science in which the Laboratory was to engage,
would bring increased effectiveness and productivity. In the Naval Research Laboratory,
the Navy gained a fertile capability in radioelectronics which placed at its command new
scientific means of critical import to its success
in contending with the new and much more
powerful modes of warfare it was to experience
in future years.
The highlights of the technological progress
in radio-electronics brought about by the Navy,
the sequence of events following the early origin
of the Navy's in-house research activity in this
field, culminating in its consolidation with the
establishment of the Naval Research Laboratory,
and the extensive contributions of this Laboratory which have enabled the Navy through the
ensuing years to maintain its scientific leadership
in the field, are reviewed in this document.

world.' Cables to many remote points were
available, but rapid communication between
these points and ships at sea was lacking. In 1898
this need was highlighted by Admiral George
Dewey's experience at Manila Bay during the
war with Spain, in which fighting could have been
terminated sooner if prompt communication had
been available. When Guglielmo Marconi first
brought his radio equipment to this country to
report the International Yacht Races held off
the New Jersey coast in September 1899, the
Navy arranged for a group of officers to witness
its performance. The favorable results obtained 7
led to a demonstration of Marconi's equipment
installed on the USS NEW YORK (armored
cruiser No. 2), the battleship USS MASSACHUSETITS (BB-2), and the torpedo boat USS
PORTER (DD-59), and on shore at the Highland Light at Navesink, New Jersey. The Navy
appointed a board of officers to observe tests of
the equipment, which were conducted in late
October and during November 1899.'1 The tests
were successful and demonstrated the utility of
ship-shore and ship-ship radio communication.'
The USS MASSACHUSETTS was able to receive transmissions from the USS NEW YORK
out to a distance of 46 miles. On 2 Nov. 1899,
the first 'official" naval message transmitted
from a naval ship was sent from the USS
NEW YORK to the Navesink, New Jersey,
station to provide for refueling the ship at
the Navy Yard.' 0

BEGINNING OF THE NAVY'S RADIO

THE INCEPTION OF
U.S. NAVAL RADIO

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
At the conclusion of the 1899 tests the Navy
proceeded to negotiate with the Marconi Wire-

Toward the close of the 19th century experimenters had achieved considerable success in
demonstrating the practicality of radio com-

less Telegraph Company to obtain equipment
in quantity for installation on its ships and at
its shore stations. However, this company was
2
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COMPONENTS
4

1High voltage induction coil
2 - Mercury-jet rotary primary current
interrupter
3

-

HF autotransformer, with seven Leyden jars inside total capacitance - 0.014 uF

4

-

Adjustable spark gap

GATN

'
-uiMmT

"Variable inductance" -

PAS.
6

5 -Transmitting key
6

-

Receiver unit with an antenna switch,
relays, coherer (glass tube 4 mm inner
diameter filled with nickel-silver alloy
oxidized filings - exhausted - electrodes 1 to 3 mm long)

7

-

Receiver tuning coil

8 -

Morse tape printer

-

ZtD(TWY NAMPH@ CMKCTS~t-SL*NYRI
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60834 (311b)
NAVY'S FIRST RADIO EQUIPMENT
The U.S. Navy's first -wireless" (radio) equipment is shown here as installed on the
USS PRAIRIE (IX)2). This equipment, called the Slaby.Arco system. was produced by
the General Electric Company. Berlin. The -spark" transmitter had a power input of
I kW and a range of 100 miles. and it operated at a wavelength of 200 to 400 meters
'50 to [1500 kHz). The receiver used a coherer detector and a telegraph signal printer.
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reluctant to sell equipment outright and instead
offered a royalty arrangement which was not
acceptable, since the Navy believed it would
lead to a monopoly in this country. Furthermore,
there was concern over interference experienced
in the tests when two stations were transmitting
at the same time and whether adequate selectivity could be provided to avoid this interference. In view of these considerations the Navy
decided to investigate all likely sources of
equipment and to select the best for quantity
procurement."1
Radio equipments produced by United States
and European organizations were studied to
determine their potentialities and availability,
As a result, prior to the end of 1902, the Navy
purchased equipments from two American and
four European companies for comparison. Test
stations were established at the Washington
Navy Yard and the U.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis. Maryland. Two ships, the USS PRAIRIE
and USS TOPEKA, were made available.'2
Testing conducted during the fall of 1902 and
the spring of 1903 resulted in the selection of
the Slaby-Arco System, produced by the General
Electric Company, Berlin.' 3 During the tests,
communication was maintained between the
USS PRAIRIE and the Annapolis station out to
a distance of 90 miles, and between the two ships
out to 62 miles.' 4 Forty-seven Slaby-Arco equipments were purchased in 1903. These, together
with other equipments obtained for the tests,
provided a total of 58 equipments which were
installed on ships and at shore stations. With
the completion of these initial radio installations early in 1904, the U.S. Navy's radiocommunication system was launched. 5

EARLY RADIO EQUIPMENT
DEVELOPMENT
In 1903 the Bureau of Equipment of the Navy
Department established a Radio Division, to
have cognizance over the procurement of radio
equipment. This division proceeded to provide
additional equipment for expansion of the Navy's

LAS

system. Equipments of higher power and greater
sensitivity were needed to cover greater distances and to operate without mutual interference and with greater reliability. The newly
acquired Panama Canal Zone brought about the
requirement for communication with the mainland and with ships and bases in the Caribbean
Sea.'6 The diplomatic difficulties encountered
in the use of submarine cables at Manila during
the Spanish-American War emphasized the importance of radio to provide communication
coverage of the Pacific. Sources of supply of
radio equipment within the United States were
sought to avoid procurement hazards inherent
in relying on foreign sources, particularly in
wartime. By 1906 the Navy had obtained from
seven commercial concerns equipments for 57
ship and 39 shore stations, totaling 96, nearly
half the total number of stations in the world.' 7
In the tests of these equipments which followed,
ranges up to 640 miles between ships were
covered.' 8 Shore stations were established at
23 key points on the east and west coasts of the
United States. A station in Panama gave acceptable communication with one in Florida, providing the required contact with the Canal Zone.
Stations in Cuba and Puerto Rico provided additional coverage of the Caribbean. Installations
at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, and Cavite, Philippine
Islands, and on the islands of Guam, Marianas,
and Tatoosh (Washington), provided the first
coverage of the Pacific."9

EARLY RADIO TRANSMITTERS
Heinrich Hertz, in demonstrating the basic
principles of radio for the first time (1887-1888),
used line-of-sight propagated frequencies (approximately 24 to 960 cm, or 31.3 to 1250
MHz) 20 The range possible in direct transmission over the surface of a curved earth was thus
severely limited. Marconi's success was due to
the use of the lower frequencies, which extended
the transmission range through refraction by
the ionosphere. A frequency of approximately
313 kHz (960 meters) was used in the first transAtlantic radio transmission emitted from the
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10-kW station at Poldhu, England, and received
by Marconi on 12 Dec. 1901, at Saint John's
Newfoundland. 2' Another factor attending his
success was his use of the "coherer," attributed
to Edouard Branly ( 1 8 9 0 ),22 which provided a
much more sensitive detector than the "spark
gap" used by Hertz. Furthermore, with the
"spark- technique then available, the use of the
lower frequencies permitted the generation of
much higher radio-frequency transmitter power.

(300 to 500 kHz) for ships."' Shore stations
were assigned wavelengths up to 2700 meters
(I1I1 kHz). Navy procurement of transmitters
for ships continued at power levels from 1/2
kW up to 10 kW. By 1906 power levels up to
35 kW had been attained for shore stations.
Power capabilities continued to increase until
the peak of the spark-type transmitter was
reached in the 100-kW synchronous rotary
spark-gap transmitter, which the Navy obtained
from the National Electric Signalling Company
installed at the Arlington, Virginia station
in 1912."5 In comparative long-distance tests at
that time, this spark transmitter (2500 meters,
120 kHz) proved inferior to a 35-kW "arc"
transmitter developed by the Federal Telegraph
Company and installed at the same station
(1913). This event, together with the subsequent
availability of the vacuum-tube transmitter,
resulted in the decline in procurement of spark
transmitters, which ceased altogether after
World War 1. The spark technique basically was
not capable of improvement to meet the Navy's
recognized requirements for interference-free,
tactical and strategic communications. However,
it had served well in providing a simple, readily
available means of generating radio-frequency
energy to facilitate the early utilization of a
new and important communication capability.

Spar Trasmitersand
Early radio installations utilized the spark
transmitter, which derived its energy from the
discharge of a capacitor (Leyden jars) across a
fixed gap. The capacitor was charged by an induction coil operated on direct current through an
interrupter (vibrator, mercury, or electrolytic)
or by a transformer powered by alternating
current. Antennas were made as large and high
as ship masts and superstructure permitted. The
wavelength of the transmitter was largely controlled by the characteristics of the antenna.
Only rudimentary tuning was incorporated in to
the circuits- Due to the spark method of generation, the radio-frequency energy was spread over
a very wide frequency band, resulting in serious
mutual interference between stations. By 1906,
coupled circuits were extensively utilized, with
primary and secondary circuits separately tuned;
this innovation provideu some improvement in
limiting the spread of the energy in the radiofrequency spectrum.23 Subsequently, the spectrum occupancy was further reduced through
quenching" of the spark. The fixed enclosed
quenh
te rtaryquechedgap
gp,
andthe
"timed spark" were introduced to accomplish
this reduction. The interference experienced
was to a certain extent also due to the lack of

r

rnsitr

AcTasitr

The superior qualities of undamped, continuous waves, particularly with respect to
mutual circuit interference, were recognized
quite early, but difficulties in generation, frequency stability, control, and reception had to
be overcome before they were acceptable. The
"acmehdognrtigotnuswvs
truhteueo
eoatcrutcnann
through thegnen
use ofqunc
ahnnl
reoatciioonann
a direct-current arc between carbon-copper electrodes in a magnetic field and a hydrogen atmohad been introduced by Valdemar
Poulsen in 1903. However, not until 1907 did
the Navy obtain its first arc transmitters as
part of its first radio-telephone equipment.
This equipment was intended to meet the Navy's

cnstol
onfrequedsinc
pratoper asnent
station nde o ia eq ae dscpiay.o to
of prsonel.sphere
The standard wavelength for spark transmissions from Navy ships and shore stations was
first set at 320 meters (938 kHz). Later this
assignment was changed to 600 to 1000 meters

6
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EARLY RADIO COMMUNICATION INSTALLATION BATT~LESHIP
USS NEW JERSEY (1914)
The "spark" transmitting and receiving equipment in the radio room of the USS
the spark
NEW JERSEY is a typical pre-Worid War I installation. To the left is
is above.
capacitance
jar
Leyden
the
shelf,
the
below
is
gap
spark
the
transmitter;
transoscillation
the
is
right
immediate
and the loading coils ate at the top. To the
is at
former (on bench), and the "wave changer" is at the top. The crystal receiver
right
exttreme
the
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!AII
THE NAVY'S PRIMARY RADIO STATION.
WASHINGTON, D.C (1913-1956)
NAA was the Navy's "central" radio station for communication from the Navy
Department to Fleet Commanders and provided coverage of the Atlantic and continental U.S. The installation included the highest radio cowers in the U.S., the
"Three Sisters~ (tine 600 fg, two 400 ft), located At Arlington, Virginia. and the
most powerful transmitter in the U.S. 1100 kW. 113 kHz). This transmitter (lower
picture) comprised a generator And rotary spark gap (lower left), compressed-air
(apicitance (in tanks. lower right), and oscillation transformer (top).
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in 1913 in overseas (Atlantic) tests carried out to
a distance of 2100 miles in daytime, using the
same large antenna at the Arlington, Virginia
station for both transmitters. Based on the resuIts of these tests, the Navy ordered ten 30-kW
arc transmitters for shipboard use and one of
100-kW power for installation at the Darien,
Canal Zone station. Subsequently the Navy, in
developing its high-power chain of radio stations, installed arc transmitters at Chollas
Heights, California (200 kW), Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii (350 kW), Cavite, Philippine Islands
(350 kW), and Annapolis, Maryland (500 kW),
the last being completed in 1918.27 These were
the highest powered arc transmitters in the
United States. They were replaced by the model

requirements.
communication
tactical
fleet
Two equipments, constructed by the DeForest
Company, and installed on the battleships
USS CONNECTICUT and USS VIRGINIA,
gave fair results. Subsequently, 26 equipments
were obtained and installed on the ships participating in tht famed Great White Fleet in its
26

around-the-world cruise begun in late 19(".
Hasty construction due to the short time allowed
for delivery and lack of follow-up and of adequately trained operating personnel caused poor
performance, resulting in abandonment of the
equipment. As a result the Navy was without
radiotelephone equipment until about 191".
This experience was an important factor in retarding the development of intrafleet radio
communication.

TB.I 500-kW vacuum-tube transmitters in June
1934. A considerable number of arc transmitters
of 2 to 30 kW power levels were installed.
principally on the larger Navy ships. However,
reception aboard the same ship during arc transmissions, even with large frequency separation,
was impractical due to interference from arc
mush" and the proximity of the equipments.

The arc transmitter, due to its output of
undamped waves, produced much less interference than the spark transmitter. This factor
became of considerable opcrational importance.
As previously mentioned, an arc transmitter of
30-kW rating had outperformed a 100-kW
spark transmitter. This accomplishment occurred

THE HIGHEST POWER ARC GENERATORS
IN THE UNITED STATES
Two 5o-kW arcs I -. 50 kHz) were installed in the L:.S. Naval Radio Station, Annapolis, Maryland NSS) (1918) for coverage of the Atlantic Ocean, England, and Europe
The arcs were replaced by the Model TBJ 5O0-kW vacuum-tube transmitter (l934).

9
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711
TYPICAL WORLD WAR I ARC TRANSMITTING AND
RECEIVING SHIPBOARD INSTALLATION
The 5-kW arc transmitter is shown at the center, the loading coil at the upper left,
and the receiver at the lower right. These equipments provided ranges up to 4000
miles operating on wavelengths between 1200 and 3000 meters (250 to 100 kHz).

,

*

This interference could be avoided in shore
installations, which permitted adequate physical
separation of reception and transmission facilities. Arcs gave their best performance at the
longer wavelengths and were assigned channels
prin(ipally in the range 2000 to 4000 meters
(75 to 150 kHz) for ship installations and 4000
to 17,000 meters (17.5 to 75 kHz) for shore
installations. The arc transmitter reached its
peak at the 1000-kW level, as developed by the
Federal Telegraph Company under Navy sponsorship for the Lafayette Radio Station near Bordeaux, France. This station was turned over to
France in 1920.28
By this time, the vacuum-tube transmitter
proved capable of greater effectiveness in spectrum occupancy than the arc, since it could be
far more precisely controlled in frequency and
was free of the "mush" attending the generation
of the arc's radio-frequency energy, which caused
considerable interference. Furthermore, vacuum-

tube circuits were capable of amplification and
modulation with great flexibility and precision,
a capability not possessed by the arc. By 1922,
the problem of producing a vacuum-tight seal
between copper and glass had been solved,
making the use of the water-cooled metal anode
tube feasible.29 3'0 High radio-frequency power
to match that of the arc could then be produced,
the arc was thereafter displaced by the vacuumtube transmitter. Its demise was accelerated
during the 1920's through the advent of extensive national interest in radio broadcasting and
the reaction of the public to the arnoyance
caused by the "arc mush" interference.

High.Frequency (HF) Alternator
Transmitters
Beginning in 1903, the HF alternator, in the
form of a rotating machine, had been looked
10
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upon as an attractive source of HF energy. It was
free of the mush, characteristic of the arc, but
presented difficulties in design with respect to
high power, frequency stability, modulation,
and operation at a sufficiently high radio frequency, which had to be overcome. Inearly 1917,
the General Electric Company completed a 50kW HF alternator based on a design by Dr. E. F.
W. Alexanderson. Two such alternators were
installed at the American Marconi Company
station at New Brunswick, New Jersey, which
was taken over by the Navy at the beginning of
World War . These alternators were found to
have performance superior to that of a l0O-kW
arc due to the relatively pure sine wave of the
generated power, high efficiency, and ease of
modulation. Subsequently, the General Electric
Company developed a 200-kW, HF alternator
(22.05 kHz) which was installed at the New
Brunswick station in January 1918 for Navy
operation.al This transmitter carried the bulk
of the radio traffic between this country and
Europe for the remainder of World War I and
for a period thereafter. On I Mar. 1920, President Wilson approved the return of the radio
stations taken over by the Navy during World
War I to their owners, thus causing the transfer
of the New Brunswick station and the alternators
to the Radio Corporation of America, successor
of the Marconi Company. The superiority of the
alternators and their value to radio communication was well recognized by the Navy. However,
the progress made in the development of vacuum
tubes with water-cooled copper anodes which
could provide high power with mechanical
simplicity, ease in changing frequency over a
wide range, capability of operation at very high
frequencies, and far better control brought about
the Navy's abandonment of the HF alternator,

which decohered the filings by striking the tube,
thus reactivating the circuit. In some installations the coherer was connected directly to the
antenna and ground, and in others it was coupled
through a transformer. As was the case with the
early transmitter, the selectivity of the early
receiver depended almost entirely upon the characterisitcs of the antenna to avoid interfering
signals.
As a result of the early radio tests, the Navy
wasselectivity
convinced was
thatvital
the solution
of
to successof intheitsproblem
utilization of radio circuits for communication between
itsvarious ships and shore stations, many of

which must operate simultaneously. Immediate
attention was focused on this problem. By 1902,
the use of tuned coupled circuits to improve
selectivity had begun. Inductances, adjustable
with taps and continuously variable by means of
sliders," and continuously variable capacitors
had been developed. By 1906 circuits of improved selectivity were in general use. However,
the extent of improvement was limited by the
efficiency of the circuit components available
at that time and by the limitations of Navy
procurement procedures in the selection and
control of contractors. By 1906 the superior
properties of the electrolytic, magnetic, and
crystal (e.g., silicon, carborundum, galena) detectors had become recognized, and these displaced the coherer. The telephone receiver headphones accompanied these new detectors to
provide a combination for aural reception having
considerably greater sensitivity than the coherer.
The Navy's adoption of arc transmitters for
operational use required a new means of detec.
tion suitable for reception of the continuous
waves generated by the arc. This need brought
about the development of the "tikker" circuit.
employing a rotating metallic wheel with a brush
in light contact. This device, due to variability
of the contact, produced groups of audible
sounds in the headphones corresponding to the
transmissions by the charge and discharge of a
capacitor. The tikker was soon superseded by
the. "heterodyne" method of reception, which,

EARLY RADIO RECEIVERS
Early radio receivers used the "coherer" detector, comprising a tube containing metal filings
which became conductive through coalescence
when subjected to a radio-frequency field. The
coherer operated a tape recorder and a "tapper"
II
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EARLY RADIO RECEIVER (MODEL IP-76)
This receiver (circa 1910) comprised a primary coil for the antenna circuit, into which a
secondary coil for the local circuit could slide for "coupling" adjustment. The "tuning"
was accomplished with taps on the coils. The receiver used a crystal detector. An experimental "audion" tube detector is shown on the table at the right, with another somewhat
to the left. The vertical cylindrical containers with knobs on top are early variable condensers. Several pairs of headphones are also seen. A considerable number of the IP-76
receivers were procured and distributed to the Fleet and to land stations.

although devised by Reginald Fessenden in 1902,
was not found practical until the oscillating
vacuum-tube circuit became available in 1913.

although quite limited in gain, nonuniform in
performance, and unreliable, were used to some
extent until early in World War 1. The Navy
also obtained a considerable number of DeForest
vacuum-tube oscillators, termed ultraaudion,"
about this time, but they were of such poor
quality the Navy had to redesign them. However,

EARLY VACUUM TUBE RADIO
EQUIPMENT
Although Lee DeForest invented the threeelement vacuum tube Caudion") in 1906, it was
not until 1912 that the multistage audio amplifier,
and in 1913 the oscillator using these tubes,
became available. During 1913 the Navy purchased a number of DeForest audio amplifiers
equipped with audion tubes, assigning one to
each ship and shore station. The amplifiers,

their use made feasible the Fessenden heterodyne
method of reception which, with its clear "beat"
note, was for continuous-wave reception far
superior to the tikker method.
The Navy, in its efforts to utilize vacuum
tubes, experienced great difficulty in obtaining
tubes of adequate performance, uniform quality,
long life, and of low enough cost to make their
12
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ELECTRON RECEIVER TUBES USED IN EARLY NAVY RADIO EQUIPMENT
The audion (1912) gave very little amplification and was soon replaced by the J tube (1913), which gave excellent amplifica.
tion at audio frequencies, was reliable, and had a good life span. The N tube (1919) was the first attempt atminiaturization
and had reasonably good life. It was used in the first detection of ships by means of radio waves ( 1922).

general use economically feasible. Although
attempts were made by various organizations to
improve the vacuum tubes, considerable time
elapsed before acceptable tubes became available.
By 1913 the American Telephone and Telegraph

However, this tube found only limited use.
These tubes were followed by a thoriatedfilament tube (SE1444) which had superior performance in receiver amplifiers operating at
radio frequencies. It was used to a considerable

Company (AT&T Co.) had developed a receiving
vacuum tube employing an oxide-coated cathode,
which had substantial gain and reasonably long
life. This tube, which became known as the J
tube (later CW933), was subsequently incorporated in many Navy radio receivers.32 In
1920 a small counterpart of the J tube, known as
the N tube, was developed for the Navy (AT&T

extent in communication and navigation equipment, particularly that for aircraft. These tubes
were all triodes, and truly superior amplification performance in receiver tubes did not
become available until the tetrode tube, with its
shielded grid, appeared later in the 1920's.
Substantial increase in the power output of
vacuum tubes was not attained until 1915, when

Company) as a first attempt at miniaturization,

the AT&T Company developed the first vacuum
13
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tube producing as much as 5 watts output. This
tube was incorporated by the AT&T Company
into a transmitter comprising a master oscillator
and two-stage power amplifier which provided a
historic demonstration of the potentialities of
radio telephony during the period from June
through October 1915. The final amplifier used
550 tubes in parallel to obtain high power
(2.5 kW). The transmitter was installed at the
Navy's Arlington, Virginia, station and was
connected to its 600-ft-high antenna. The voice
and music transmissions (120 kHz) were heard by
Navy stations at Darien, Canal Zone, Mare
Island, California, and Honolulu, Hawaii, and
by the Eiffel Tower station in France.33
The equipment was used again during the war
mobilization period in May 1916 for two-way

'

60W4 (524)

conversation between Navy Secretary Daniels
in Washington and USS NEW HAMPSHIRE off
the Virginia Capes, which used a lower-powered
radiophone equipment.
The transmitter tubes used in the AT&T Company Arlington equipment proved to have very
short life and thus were not satisfactory for
normal Navy operations. Under Navy sponsorship, the AT&T Company developed a 5-watt
transmitting tube, known as the E tube (later
CW931), which also employed an oxide-coated
cathode.34 This tube had acceptable service
performance and was incorporated together with
the J receiving tube by the AT&T Company into
equipment for the Navy (1916).3a During
World War i, over 1000 sets operating at 500

.

COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT

to 1500 kHz (CW936), using these tubes and

This equipment, the CW916. was intended for Fleet opera-

designed for shipboard operation, were installed

tions And was used extensively during World War I,

on submarine chasers, destroyers, and battleships. These equipments were of inestimable
value in the antisubmarine campaign. The British
also made use of this equipment in their operations. This equipment provided a considerable
improvement over the spark and arc equipments
in reduced interference between stations and
facility of operation. This vacuum-tube equipment made effective voice communication for
Fleet operations available for the first time.3
A similar equipment (CW1058), designed for
aircraft operation, found service use, although

reception performance on aircraft was very poor
due to the existing high interference levels.30
Toward the end of World War I the General
Electric Company began the development of a
series of highly evacuated tungsten filament
vacuum tubes with power levels of 5 watts
(type T, later CG 1162), 50 watts (type U, later
CG 1144), and 250 watts (type P, later CG916).
These tubes, although not having the emission
14
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efficiency of the oxide-coated cachode, proved to

capacity, and inductance had been made, but no

have acceptable life, uniformity, and reliability
and were "standardized" for Navy serviCe.37 .3
By early 1921 the General Electric Company
had produced a l-kW tube (type CG2 172), and
by late 19)21 a 5-kW (nominal) tube (CG 1353).
At this time both the General Electric Company
and the AT&T Company had developed tubes
employing water-cooled metal anodes, and this
type of tube was used thereafter to provide the
higher powers in Navy equipment. The lower
power tubes were further improved through
replacing the pure tungsten filaments with
thoriated filaments, thus considerably increasing
the electron emission and power-level performance of the tubes.
Tubes of the General Electric Company series
were first used in several aircraft radio transmitters produced for the Navy and made by the General Electric Company at the end of World War
1.031 Subsequently, they were incorporated into
a series of transmitters of several power levels
for shipboard and shore-station operation,
covering frequency bands in the medium and
lower frequency parts of the radio spectrum.33

RNCADIO

quantitative measurements had been attempted
for aspects such as energy losses in components.
The determination of the efficiency of transmitting and receiving equipment could not
properly be made. There was no "well-defined
conception of the laws relating the energy sent
out from the sending antenna and that received
at the receiving antenna, beyond a distance of a
few miles." As a result, specifications and tests
were directed primarily to the communication
distance covered and to the capability of equipment to continue operating, particularly in a
shipboard environment.
As previously mentioned, by 1908 the Navy
had experienced failure to obtain satisfactory
performance from a considerable number of
early radio-telephone equipments it had procured. It was realized that this failure was due
largely to the lack of an in-house organization
with adequate technical competence which
could concentrate its efforts on radio problems.
This situation led to the establishment of
the U.S. Naval Radio Telegraphic Laboratory
in the autumn of 1908, under the Navy's
Bureau of Equipment. Working space and faAVALIN-HUSEcilities were made available for it at the National
INCETIONOF
Bureau of Standards, although a considerable
VARC-HHS
N OFSA
RADI RESARCHportion
of the work for it was done at Navy radio

Early Navy radio equipment was developed by
commercial companies under Navy sponsorship,
since the Navy did not possess a suitable inhouse capability. Although Naval military personnel made such modifications of equipment as
were possible with available facilities, their
attention was directed principally to the drafting
of specifications, the issuance of contracts,
supervision of tests, and acceptance of equipment under procurement. The Navy had to place
considerable reliance upon the statements of
manufacturers as to the performance which could
be expected from equipment. Up to 1908, asessment of the performance of radio equipment
was almost entirely on a qualitative basis. Quantitative measurements, even by the commercial
concerns developing the equipment, were
limited. Some measurements of wavelength,

L15

stations ashore and on shipboard. The laboratory
was placed under the direction of Dr. L W.
Austin, a noted physicist and an authority on
radio, who continued as its head until the laboratory was merged with others to form the Radio
Division of the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory
(NRL) in 192 3. Its staff reached a peak of approximately ten persons.
The Naval Radio Telegraphic Laboratory
carried on an extended effort to obtain data on
laws which govern the radiation of radio waves
over long paths. Observations were made on
transmissions from various Navy ship and shore
stations on low and medium frequencies. As a
result, what is considered to be the first
formula for radio-wave propagation over

ionospheric paths, supported by experimental
data, was developed. 40 This became known as

EARLY NAVY RADIO-ELECTRONICS
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U.S. NAVAL RADIO TELEGRAPHIC LABORATORY (1908-1923)
NRTL was the Navy's first radio laboratory. A Type IP.76 radio receiver (far right) is being investigated using audion tube
equipment (on table). This receiver was widely used until early in World War 1.

the Austin-Cohen formula. Original work was
also done on the measurement of antenna radiation resistance, the losses in inductances and
capacitances, the performance of various crystal
detectors, the analysis of three-element vacuumtube circuits and the characteristics of arc oscillation generators. The laboratory also assisted
the Navy in the preparation of specifications and
the testing of radio equipment.

craft in flight to the USS STRINGHAM,
located three miles away in the vicinity of the
U.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland,
on 26 July 1912. A quenched-spark transmitter
powered by a 500-cycle generator driven by the
aircraft engine and a fixed antenna suspended
from the aircraft wing were used. Reception on
the aircraft (by crystal detector) was limited to
very strong signals from nearby stations, due to
the ignition and other noises of the plane.34d
Following this early demonstration, the weight
limitation on available aircraft was a deterrent
to further action until 1916, when equipments
were purchased by the Navy from four commercial companies. The need for adequately

AIRCRAFT RADIO COMMUNICATION
The Navy's interest in the use of aircraft for
scouting and gun shot spotting brought about
the first radio transmissions from Naval air16
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FIRST NAVAL AIRCRAFT USED FOR
IN-FLIGHT RADIO TRANSMISSIONS
The first radio transmissions made from a Naval aircraft were made from this Navy
Wright B-I aircraft (1912). This aircraft was one of (he Navy's first two aircraft. It was
obtained from the Wright Company at the same time the other was obtained from the
Curtiss Company.

testing these equipments brought about the
establishment of the Naval Aircraft Radio
Laboratory at the Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Florida, in the summer of 1916. 34d The
only equipment that showed promise at that
time (type CE6IS, by E. J. Simon) comprised a
500-watt spark transmitter using a trailing-wire
antenna of variable length. The receiver used a
vacuum tube in a regenerative circuit, but it had
to contend with aircraft electrical interference,
which limited its reception range. The equipment weighed 100 pounds and transmitted signals
over a distance of 150 miles. Using one of these
equipments, the first "official" message was
transmitted from a seaplane in flight over a
distance of 20 n. mi. to the cruiser USS

Late in 1917, after the United States entered
the war, the need for aircraft radio equipment
for antisubmarine patrol, convoy, scouting, and
shot spotting became evident. Contracts were
placed with the International Radio Telegraph
Company, Cutting and Washington, National
Electric Supply Company, Western Electric Coinpany, and the Marconi Company to provide both
spark and vacuum-tube transmitters. These
equipments were tested by the Aircraft Radio
Laboratory, but their use during World War I
was limited .3 4 9 The laboratory also devised a
helmet with headphones which could be worn
with comfort.3 2e It was at this laboratory that
the first measurements of aircraft antenna characteristics were made"

NORTH CAROLINA on 15 March 1916 .34e
On I January 1918, the Naval Aircraft Radio
Laboratory was transferred to the Naval Air
Station, Hampton Roads, Virginia, where the
work of testing aircraft radio equipment was

Early work was done by the laboratory on radio
direction finders for aircraft. A rotating-loop
type equipment for mounting in the tail area
was developed. However, bearing errors were
considerable due to the high radio and acoustic

continued.1 4f

noise levels on aircraft and due to deviationsI

EARLY NAVY RADIO-ELECTRONICS

introduced by close proximity to metallic parts
of the aircraft structure. The "minimum" method
of bearing determination could not be used.
Instead, a "maximum" method was used employing two loops disposed at right angles; a
reversing switch through which the voltage of
one loop could be added to or subtracted from
the other permitted determination of the equisignal point and the bearing, as the loops were

To meet the problem, the Bureau of Steam
Engineering* decided to establish an in-house
capability to develop its own radio equipment,
to draft rigid specifications, and to manufacture
the equipment commercial companies would not
agree to make. In June 1915, the Bureau designated six of its Navy Yards to assume responsibility, each for certain radio components. 4"
Civilian expert radio aides were obtained to
take charge of the work in the several Navy
Yards. Of this effort, the greatest impact on

rotated'32d.34A

THE BEGINNING OF THE NAVY'S
IN-HOUSE DEVELOPMENT OF
RADIO EQUIPMENT
The performance of radio equipment the Navy
had been able to obtain for a considerable period
prior to 1915 lagged behind that possible with
the existing state of the art. For instance, lowloss inductances had been designed, but commercial standards did not permit their use. The
Navy had procured a radio receiver (IP--6) from
the Wireless Specialty Company in which tuning
was accomplished by the cumbersome and inadequate method of taps on inductances selected
with switches. This receiver, obtained in large
numbers even though it was known to have poor
selectivity, was installed on practically all Navy
ships and shore stations and remained in service
until early in World War I. The patent situation
was also a deterrent factor in obtaining updated
equipment. since commercial concerns were required by the Navy to assume responsibility
for any patent infringement involved in equipment they furnished. Furthermore, the equipment
produced under the standards used by commercial manufacturers lacked the ruggedness
necessary to contend with Navy shipboard er.
vironment. The many serious deficiencies were
forcefully brought to attention during the
Mexican incident in 1914, when President
Wilson ordered the Navy to seize the city of
Veracruz. The simultaneous transmissions from
the many ships, both United States and foreign,
concentrated at Veracruz, caused severe inter
ference with communications between the Fleet
and Washington.

the Navy's system was brought about by the
work of the Washington Navy Yard. assigned
the development of radio receivers and wavemeters. This activity became known as the
Radio Test Shop (RTS). Its establishment at
this time coincided with the beginning of the
exploitation of the vacuum tube, permitting the
RTS to make important original contributions
inthis field.
The RTS, in 1915, proceeded to develop a
series of long-wave, medium-wave, and shortwave radio receivers, which were manufactured in large quantities and used practically
exclusively throughout the Navy during
World War I. Some types were used for many
years thereafter. The first of these, the SE95
(30 to 300 kHz) and the SE143 (100 to 1200
kHz), had preselector and vacuum-tube circuits
arranged in separate cabinets, with provision
made for the use of crystal detectors if necessary. These were the first receivers to have dials
directly calibrated in wavelength, and the first
with low-loss inductances which used multiple
insulated conductors to reduce eddy-current
loss. These receivers were followed shortly by
the SE1420 (43 to 1260 kHz), which provided
for the first time a vacuum-tube feedback circuit
for regenerative gain on damped signals and
oscillator operation for heterodyne reception
-

on continuous waves.'2 "
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effect certain improvements in direction-finder
apparatus. In 1923 the radio research and development work of the Navy Yard groups, together with associated personnel, was transferred
to NRL to become part of the newly formed
Radio Division.

the functions of radio transmission and reception to reduce interference and to allow simultaneous operation. Naval Radio Station NAJ,
located on the Training Station site, served as a
relay point for messages sent between Washington, D.C. and the west coast, since direct transmission was not satisfactory. Simultaneous
transmission and reception at the site was not
feasible due to the high-power arc transmitter
interference. Circuits were devised by the Lab-

U.S. NAVAL RADIO LABORATORY,
GREAT LAKES, ILLINOIS
Early in 1917, at the beginning of U.S. entry
into World War i, Dr. A. Hoyt Taylor left his
position as head of the Physics Department of
the University of North Dakota and became
District Communication Superintendent for
the Great Lakes Naval District with headquarters
at the U.S. Naval Training Station, Great Lakes,
Illinois. Dr. Taylor was responsible for all wartime radio and wire communications activities
in an area encompassing the Great Lakes, west to
the Mississippi River, and south to Kentucky. In
addition, his previous interest in radio research
led to his establishment of a radio laboratory and
assembly of a suitable staff at that station during
the summer of 1917. The Navy at that time was
greatly concerned over the possibility of the
transatlantic cables being cut by German submarines. To contend with this threat, early
work was undertaken to determine the potentialities of underground and underwater
antennas to improve reception from overseas
very-low-frequency (VLF) stations (20 to 75
kHz). The results obtained by the Laboratory
were sufficiently favorable that these antennas
were considered for use in proposed transatlantic communication installations. Experiments on these types of antennas, both transmitting and receiving, were also conducted at
medium frequency (500 kHz) to determine their
operational performance and optimum length
with respect to frequency. The feasibility of
transmission from an antenna buried in the
ground was demonstrated by transmissions over
a distance of 0 miles to Chicago, Illinois, using
a 250-watt vacuum-tube DeForest transmitter. 43
In 1917 the Navy had to use shore-station
sites separated by a considerable distance for

oratory using long wire and loop antennas
which "balanced out" the transmitter interference, including arc mush, thus for the first
time permitting simultaneous transmission
and reception on a single site. A doubling of
communication traffic capacity resulted (August
1917).
Early in 1918 the activities of the Great Lakes
Radio Laboratory were transferred to the Naval
Radio Station at Belmar, New Jersey.
NAVY TRANSATLANTIC
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM AND
RESEARCH ACTIVITIES (1917-1918)
In October 1917, Dr. Taylor was directed by
the Navy Department to assume responsibility
for the establishment and operation of a transatlantic radio communication system with headquarters at Belmar, New Jersey. This system
comprised facilities taken over by the Navy from
commercial interests, principally the Marconi
Wireless Company, under powers incident to
war. The facilities included transmitting stations
located at New Brunswick, New Jersey (call
letters WII, later NFF, 200 kW, 22.05 kHz),
Tuckerton, New Jersey (call letters WGG, later
NWW, 100kW, 18.85kHz), Sayville, Long Island,
(call letters SLI, later NDD, 100 kW), and receiving stations at Belmar, New Jersey, Chatham, Massachusetts, and Bar Harbor, Maine.
This system represented the most comprehensive assembly and centralized control of radio
equipment accomplished up to that time.
Through its use the principal functions of radio
communication during World War 1,i.e., communication with European stations and broadcasts
20
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to ships in the Atlantic, were carried out. All
World War I transatlantic radio communications
were handled by this system, with Belmar as a
relay center for messages to and from Washington via telegraph circuits. Communication was
maintained with high-power foreign radio stations at Carnarvon, England (call letters MUU,
300 kW, 21.13 kHz), Lyons, France (call letters
YN, 150 kW, 22.2 kHz), Nantes, France (call
letters UA, 33.35 kHz), Stavanger, Norway (call
letters LCM, 300 kW, 25.00 kHz), and Rome,
Italy (call letters IDO, 350 kW, 28.57 kHz).44
The German version of the war events, transmitted from the high-power station at Nauen,
Germany (call letters POZ, 600 kW, 23.80 kHz)

In July 1918, Dr. Taylor was directed by the
Radio Division of the Bureau of Steam Engincering to proceed to the U.S. Naval Air Station
Hampton Roads, Virginia, to assess the status
of aircraft radio development with view to determining action necessary to advance progress of
the work.
U.S. NAVAL AIRCRAFT RADIO
LABORATORY, WASHINGTON
(ANACOSTIA), D.C.
The Bureau of Steam Engineering decided
that aircraft radio could be more expeditiously
advanced if research activities were located in
Washington, D.C. As a result, in October 1918,
Dr.Taylor was directed by the Bureau to establish
the U.S. Naval Aircraft Radio Laboratory, NARL)

was monitored. The messages leading to the
armistice were interchanged directly with the
Nauen station.
Early radio countermeasures intercept was
accomplished at the Belmar station through the
observation of certain transmissions from the
Nauen station on an unusual frequency, considered to be used for communication to the
German submarines in the Atlantic.
In addition to carrying out these responsibilities, Dr. Taylor continued his interest in research, through reassembling most of the Great
Lakes research group. Work on long underwater
and underground wire antennas was continued to
seek improved transatlantic reception. Means
of "balancing" loop with wire antennas were
devised whiLh provided discriminatory antenna
patterns; these patterns created improved signalto-noise ratios on European stations with respect
to static from the tropics. This technique was
then used extensively for transatlantic reception
operations. Considerable field intensity and
signal-to-noise-ratio data were obtained on the
VLF stations over the long oversea paths. The
results of studies of this data were utilized in
determining the design of subsequent Navy VLF
communication installations. 45

at the U.S. Naval Air Station, Washington (Anacostia), D.C." The Laboratory staff subsequently
assembled included members of the research
groups
previously associated
members with
ofth Dr.research
assebeincl
Taylor
and members of the staff of the Naval Aircraft
Radio Laboratory, Hampton Roads, Virginia,
which upon their transfer was disestablished.
The staff of the Washington group totaled about
15. Due to lack of space at the Naval Air Station,
part of the staff was located for a while at the
National Bureau of Standards. That part of the
staff located at the air station utilized a building
provided previously for the testing of aircraft
receivers. Although its title designated the
laboratory as "aircraft" oriented, the research
work extended to many other aspects of the radio
field, and soon NARL found itself acting as
principal advisor to the Radio Division of the
Bureau of Steam Engineering on all phases of
radio.

Radio Broadcasting
In 1919, NARL began the exploration of those
frequencies immediately above the medium.
frequency band to determine their capability
to provide additional channels for Navy communications. Transmitting and receiving equipments operable at the higher frequencies were

Early work on radio-frequency amplification
was also done here. The techniques developed
were incorporated in the transatlantic receivin,
circuits, providing improved reception.
21
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THE NAVAL AIRCRAFT RADIO LABORATORY' (1918-1923)
The Navali Ai rcraft Radio I.,horatiris %as located at the Naval Air Station. Washi ngton (A nACOSt, . M pending the con
struction Of facilities At NRL As shown. the Laboratory was host ito members of the American Radio Relay League (amateurs) dluring their convention in Washington, February 1922 It was the excellent cooperation of the radio amateurs
acting xs observers throughout the naition that Made it jpossible tor the Laboratory to determine the skip diStance versus
trequentv kcharacteristiss kit high-trequeviy wave propagation It was Atrthis Laboratory that the hrst dletection of ships
with retiecred radito wav-es mas ak iimplihed 19)_2 The .iokrari rs was Also A pioneer in rid to bro~ad csting 1 1022)

developed using vacuum tubes then, availasble.
To obtain observers for the conduct of' propagastion invest igat ions, contasct was established with
radio amateurs, who at that timec were restricted
ito the use of the higher frequencies. Through
their excellent cooperation considerable data
were obtained on NARL's transmissions from
points throughout the United States,

provide increased data for its propagation
investigations by instituting regular radio
broadcasts. The rapid rise of active public
interest in broadcasting brought into being
an extensive audience, which by 1920 was demanding scheduled broadcasts of all sorts of
new material. Music, songs by noted singers.
and talks by distinguished persons were broadcast, principally on 350 meters (858 kHz). The
laboratory station call letters, NSF and NOF,
became widely known. Many reports from
grateful listeners throughout the country

The Anacostia laboratory, soon to become
one of the original parts of the Naval Research
Laboratory, sought additional observers to
22
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FIRST RADIO BROADCAST BY A PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES (1922)

~2

*

*

\%,is broa.icst from the
Thea.ddress ot President WXG, 11.in na. the kdt-dition tit the Lint oli nt emoial on ;o NI.19'
Air,.raft Raio laiboratory. Anacostia. anti the N iv, s Rad~Iio ( entral station at Arli ngton. V irgi ni The equ i pmnt
it hu originali stifl oit N RI Thue equi pmnt 3ut
used tor both statioins w%,,sdevel oped by scientists who laten becam 1.in ofn
Anatolstia is shown in the. i nset at lower r ight

~~Naival

were received. During 1922, a number of
original broadcasts were accomplished, including that of the first address by a Congressman, by a Senator, by a Chief Justice of the
U.S. Supreme Court, and by a President of the
United States. The first broadcast of a session
of Congress was also made (1922). The firs(
talks to bc broadckast, a series on scientific subpects. wvere given beginning on 21) May 192 1, by

the. United States, F~irs( broadcasts of- note Wery
those by Contgressmna n (J. L Cable of- Ohio, 10)
Feb. 1922), a Senator (Senator Henry Cabot
Lodge of' Massachusetts),. a Chiet"Justice. of thle
Supremec Court (Chiet' Justice: White). the- U.S,
Marine Band (I - May 1922), andi the U.S. Navy
Band. An address of the President of the United
States was first broadcast on 3() May 1922, when
President W. G3 Harding dedicated the Lincoln

memnbers of thle staff (it N ARL Public-health
lectures. a series given by the U.S. Public Health

Memorial in Washington.,ID.C. -28 klI-1Z) 4 8 The:
first broadcast ot* a session of Congress wvas ac-
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3and wvere first made by the Surgeon hitivral of
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I larding delivered his annual address to
session of both houses
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using a "nodal point" technique. The first multipie radio reception system, allowing many
radio receivers to be operated from a single
antenna, was also devised (1922).3 ,5 This
receiving system was installed on the battleship
USS WYOMING and was successfully demonstrated during operations in the Caribbean Sea
and in Pacific waters during the early part of 1923.
The "centralization" of radio equipment and
the establishment of a "radio central" was
first accomplished in an installation aboard
the USS COLORADO (1923). The installation
incorporated the multiple reception system.
The transmitting and receiving functions were
separated to reduce interaction by locating the
transmitting function at one end of the ship and
the receiving function at the other end, with
transmitter controls and receivers in a "radio
central." This practice is continued in current
shipboard installations.5,s

The Laboratory constructed a radio broadcast
equipment and installed it at the Navy's station
at Arlington, Virginia, in late 1922, so that it
could be relieved of the routine broadcast work,
which was beginning to interfere with its research." This equipment was the first to provide
regular voice broadcasts of weather reports (423
kHz).
This early radio broadcast work included the
development of several broadcasting techniques,
the need of which became obvious as the work
progressed. Means for signal-modulation monitoring, audio-frequency equalization to avoid
distortion, acoustic treatment of broadcast
enclosure walls, microphone placement ,and
switching, and "on-the-air" signals were introduced'SIa
This work of NARL on the higher frequencies provided a substantial contribution
toward the advancement of radio broadcasting. The work also demonstrated to the
Navy the possibilities of these frequencies for
long-range radio communication.

Aircraft Radio

NARL proceeded to develop vacuum-tube
transmitting and receiving equipment capable
of operating at frequencies up to 300 MHz and
used this equipment in the conduct of short-range
communication experiments. With this equipment (at 150 MHz, with a 50-watt tube), the

During its existence, NARL was the principal
military organization engaged in radio research
directed to the solution of aircraft problems.
Some of the original work done at this laboratory
follows.
The "night effect" at low radio frequencies
was discovered (1919). 55 This effect is characterized by violent fluctuations of radio bearings
due to nocturnal variations of the ionosphere.

reflections of radio waves from a ship were
first observed (1922). The possibilities of
detection and location of objects by this method
was brought to the attention of the Bureau of

The discovery was made during investigations
conducted to determine the feasibility of navigation through the use of radio direction-finder
bearings obtained on signals from foreign high-

Engineering.5 2 The results of the work are considered a significant step toward radar.

power radio stations, in preparation for the first
crossing of the Atlantic by airplane, later accom-

The first multiple radio transmission systern which permitted the simultaneous operation of three transmitters on one antenna was
devised (19 22).slb Two vacuum-tube transmitters on different radio frequencies and a lowfrequency arc transmitter were accommodated,

plished by the Navy's NC-4 seaplane.
Aircraft radio shielding was devised which
made feasible for the first time effective twoway aircraft radio communication at medium
frequencies (1920).5 .57 The radio energy generated by an aircraft engine ignition system was
prevented from radiating, and thus interfering

'The title of the Bureau of Steam Engineering was changed to the
Bureau of Engineering on 4 June I920.

with radio reception, by enclosing all spark
plugs, cables, and attending devices within an

Radio Detection
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encompassing metallic shield. This shielding

Summaries of the work of early experimenters include the following

was a major factor in demonstrating for the

three references.
2. R.H. Marriott, "Radio Ancestors," IEEE Spectrum, June 1968
3 C. Susskind, "Papov and the Beginning of Radiotelegraphy,

first time the feasibility of "homing" by aircraft to aircraft carriers over long distances
(190 miles), through the use of radio bearings

IRE, pp. 2036-2047, Oct. 1962
4. C.Susskind. "The Early History of Electronics." IEEE Spectrum
a. Part 1,Aug. 1968, p. 90

on ship transmissions (F-5-L aircraft flight to
USS OHIO at sea, 6 July 1920).11 This tech-

b.Part

nique was subsequently used by aircraft carriers.
The

first

aircraft

2, Dec.

1968. p.57
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radio-communication

equipments giving effective and extended sere 9
vice in the Navy (1922) were developed s.s .60
Both fighter plane (SE1375,20 watts, 570 to 750
kHz) and patrol plane i SE1385, 500 watts, 300
to 570 kHz) equipments were provided. These
were purchased in quantities and installed in
virtually every Navy operating aircraft.
The first radio transmissions of teletype
printed messages were accomplished by

NARL, with instrumentation devised to make
the use of teletype feasible over radio circuits.

Nov. 4, 1899; files of Bureau of Equipment. National Archives,
Washington, D.C.
iI. Report of the Secretary of the Navy. 1902, pp. 10-31and ;75.

Transmissions were made for aircraft to ground
(and the reverse) while the aircraft was in flight
(1922).6 The devising of this instrumentation
was an important step toward effective remote

376; Navy Department Library
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Proceedings 1914 pp. 432-471
Naval last.
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control by radio.
Since these projects were elements of a continuing program conducted by personnel awaiting
thenaailabilita
onde byeerson
f ac iti e
the availability of new research facilities, they
will be more completely treated subsequently in
this document, under appropriate subject titles.
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newly formed Radio Division.
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Chapter 2
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
THE NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
INTRODUCTION
For many years, to improve its materiel, the
Navy had utilized the products of science insofar as circumstances permitted. It had also undertaken in-house scientific work in certain fields of
interest. To advance navigation, the Navy initiated specific efforts in hydrography (1830),
standard time ( 1830), and astronomy (1834),
the responsibilities for which were assigned to
the Naval Observatory and the Hydrographic
Office in 1866.1 .2 The Navy had long been concerned with technology which would improve
its ordnance, ship-hull design, propulsion,
machinery, fuels, and lubrication, and solve its
fouling and corrosion problems. From time to
time it had set up particular activities to deal
with these subjects. Official acknowledgement
of the importance of science to the Navy was
expressed when Secretary of the Navy, the
Honorable William C. Whitney, in his annual
report to the President ( 1885), stated "A Naval
vessel at the present moment is a product of
science... It is of little service to a nation to
have any Navy at all unless it is a fair expression
2
of the highest scientific resources of its day .However, in his efforts to attain this objective
the Secretary came to realize that serious and
frustrating impedimeits existed.

innovation. Such work as could be done to
improve technology was carried out principally
at Navy Yards, where anything of an exploratory
nature was subjugated to the exigencies of
their prime functions of construction and maintenance, and it suffered accordingly. The scope
of such work was limited usually to the area of
responsibility of the particular Bureau, Division, or Branch involved, and also by the meager
scientific resources available. When a proposed
proiect embraced the responsibilities of more
than one Bureau. difficulties in jurisdiction and
funding arose which tended to discourage progress. No means existed to bring together expertise in several scientific disciplines, familiar
with naval problems, which could provide that
cooperative interdisciplinary scientific activity
leading to the generation and development of
new ideas. Serious effort to bring about a change
in this situation did not occur until the nation's
involvement in World War I was imminent.

THE NAVAL CONSULTING BOARD
Early in World War 1, the devastating effectiveness of Germany's submarines forcefully
demonstrated to the American public the
impact science could have on warfare capability
and the necessity for preparedness should this
country be drawn into the conflict. Thomas A.
Edison, in an interview reported in the New
York Times Magazine issue of 30 May 1915,
expressed his views on preparedness for war,

Under the Navy Bureau system, established in
1842, the Congress had imposed such detailed
control of Navy funding and such rigid organizational structure, with closely specified functions, as nearly to preclude opportunity for
basic scientific investigation and exploratory
27
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and proposed that "...the government should
maintain a great research laboratory, jointly
under military and Naval and civilian control .
In this laboratory ".. .could be developed the
continually increasing possibilities of great
guns, the minutiae of new explosives, all the
technique of military and Naval progression
without any vast expense..............the
The Secretary of the Navy, then the Honorable
losephus Daniels, the first government official
to initiate action to deal with the new condi.
tions of warfare, decided to establish a *"Department of Invention and Development" in
the Navy to consider all new ideas and suggestions for improvement of the Navy and to
perfect those selected as worthy. The Secretary,
on 7 July 1915, outlined his plan in a letter to
Mr. Edison, requesting him to act as advisor to
a board to be established to recommend means
for attaining the Secretary's objective. Mr.
Edison assented to this request on I 3.July 1915.
The "Naval Consulting Board" which resulted
from this action comprised 24 ". ..leaders in the
inventive, engineering and industrial world...,"
nominated by 11 of the largest engineering
societies of the country. This board was a pioneer
organization in dealing with inventions and
scientific work in preparedness for war. Mr.
Edison became the board's first chairman. Its
first formal meeting was held at the Navy
Department in Washington on 7 October 1915.1
An "Office of Inventions" was established
under the Secretary of the Navy "to coordinate
the considerations of all suggestions, ideas,
devices and inventions-and to refer such as
the "...Board and
were deemed worthy .to
Departmental experts." On 7 December 1915,
RADM William Strother Smith (then Captain)
was appointed head of this office and Liaison
Officer with the board. 6
In its early days, the board covered a wide
field, carrying on a general campaign for industrial preparedness which led to the formation
of the Council of National Defense. Since the
council concerned itself with the broader func.
tions of preparedness, the board soon limited

its scope to consideration of new ideas and inventions submitted for advancing warfare and
eventually assumed this function for the entire
military organization. In dealing with these
new ideas the board soon recognized the need
of adequate experimental facilities. Although
the Navy had available such organizations as
Naval Observatory and the Naval Experimental Station, Annapolis, Maryland, it was
considered that the existing facilities were
wholly inadequate to contend with the problems
looming so large on the horizon at that time.
The provision of suitable facilities was the
subject of a study by a special committee headed
by Mr. Edison, who took a great personal interest
in the matter. It was considered that the Navy
should have a new laboratory "...for experimental research only..." which would have "...a
corps of technically trained men... .developed
.who would be familiar
during peacetimes. ..
with Naval Affairs and the present state of
development of the arts used in Naval Warfare
whenever war comes. This technical personnel
would be the nucleus for the mobilization of
scientists for war. .. .Money could be spent on
research and development without first making
an exact estimate of cost. ... Experiments on new
ideas could be conducted... .without expecting...
a useable product out of each experiment.
..The Laboratory's objective... .would be to
increase the knowledge of the Navy in regard
to the Arts and Sciences... .the management
would be civilian... .under the direction of a
Naval Officer. ...of high rank... distinguished by
his scientific attainments and managerial capacity
who should report directly... .to the Navy Department..." free from ". .. Bureau Control..."
"The various Bureau Chiefs should turn over
their problems... .to the Laboratory .--'
On 15 Mar. 1916, Secretary Daniels, Mr.
Edison, and certain members of the board appeared before the House Naval Affairs Corn'
mittee of Congress in support of the proposed
Laboratory? It was considered that the Laboratory
owes its existence to the work of the board, and
particularly to its chairman, Mr. Edison, since
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21. Admiral Win. Strother Smth
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24 Admiral W H Beneo0n
25. Mr Bion J Arnold
26 Admiral J Strauss
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30. Dr W iR Whiltey
31 Admiral 0 W Taylor
32 Mr MatthewB. Sellers
31 Mr, Hudson Maxim
34 Dr R S. Woodward
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COMMITTEE OF THE NAVAL CONSULTING BOARD CONCERNED WITH
A NEW NAVAL LABORATORY (NRL)
Thomas Edison IChairman) (center). Dr L H. Baekeland ( 12). President of the Bakelite Corporation, nominated by the American
Chemical Society. Dr. W. R. Whitney (30). Director of the General Electric Research Laboratory, nominated by the American
Chemical Solciety. Dr. R. S, Woodward ( N). Carnegie Institute of Washington, D.C., nominated by the American Mathematical
Society. Mr. H. E. Coffin (8), Vice President of the Hudson Motor Car Co.. nominated by the Society of Automotive Engineers.
COMMITTEES OF THE NAVAL CONSULTING BOARD CONCERNED WITH SCIENTIFIC AREAS
IN WHICH NRL WAS EVENTUALLY TO BE ENGAGED
"Wirelesa and Communications" (Radio), Dr. Peter Cooper Hewitt (Chairman) (9). inventor of the mercury arc light and rectifier.
nominated by the Inventor's Guild; Dr. W. R. Whitney (10); Dr. A. G. Webster (I I, professor of Physics, Clark University.
nominated by the American Mathematical Society; "Special Problems" t(icluding detection of submarines with Sound). Dr. B.G.
Lamnme (ChairmAn) 4 ), nominated by the American Institute of Electrical Engineers. 'Chemistry." Dr. W. R. Whitney (ChairDr. F.J.
."lcrct.
man) (10);t "Physics," Dr. A. G. Webster (Chairman) 0 1), "Metallurgy." Dr . W. Richards (Chairman))
Sprague iChairman) (1); "Optical Glass," Dr. L H. Baekeland (Chairman) 112).
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THE ACT OF CONGRESS ESTABLISHING
THE NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
Public Law 241, approved 29 August 1916, H.R. 15947, 64th Congress, Session 1.

GROUND-BREAKING FOR NRLS FIRST BUILDING
Secretary of the Navy, the Honorable losephus Daniels, broke ground for NRL's Building I on 6 Dec. 1920. It was Secretary
Daniels' interest in advancing the technology of the NAVYAnd his initiative, as the first government official to take action
to deal with the new conditions of warfare, which led eventually to the establishment of NRL. ADM R.E. CoontzUSN.
then (Ihief of Naval Operations, is to the immediate right of the Secretary and in the background. RADM William Strother
Smith, USN, NRL's first Director. appears further to the right and in the foreground.
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on 29 Aug. 1916, Congress appropriated SI,
000,000 for construction of a Naval "Experimental and Research Laboratory," a sum which
was increased to S 1,500,000 by Congress on
4 Mar. 191 7.9 The name of the Laboratory was
changed later to the "Naval Research Laboratory" (NRL). This change was recommended by
the Director in 1924, during Congressional
hearings for FY 1926 appropriations, and it
appeared in Public Law 398, approved I I Feb.
I1926.10a
The board, after considering several sites for
the location of the Laboratory, recommended
its consolidation with the Naval Experimental
Station, Annapolis, Maryland. Mr. Edison did
not agree with this, preferring a site on the
Sandy Hook Peninsula in New Jersey. In later
years, in a letter to the Director of NRL, complimenting the Laboratory on its development,
Mr. Edison said that his objections to an alter.
nate location had apparently been without
foundation.",, However, this lack of agreement
on a site at a critical time, together with the
beginning of direct U.S. involvement in World
War I on 6 Apr. 1917, delayed the start of construction of the Laboratory until the war was
over.
After the war, a report of the Navy's Engineer.
in-Chief, Chief Constructor and Chief oi the
Bureau of Ordnance, transmitted to the Secretary of the Navy, recommended proceeding
with construction of the Laboratory as proposed by a preliminary committee representing
the Bureaus of Steam Engineering, Construction
and Repair, Ordnance, and Yards and Docks.
Acting on this recommendation, Secretary
Daniels on 20 Oct. 1919 authorized construction of the Laboratory and directed the Bureau
of Yards and Docks to proceed.' 2 This action
included the decision by Secretary Daniels
that the site for the Laboratory would be at the
"Bellevue Arsenal... .on the Potomac River...
down the river from Washington.'" Surveys,
plans, and specifications were prepared and
proposals opened on 15 Oct. 192().'4 Ground
was broken for the first Laboratory building

Daniels, with the Chief of Naval Operations,
then ADM R. E. Coontz, present.
On 13 Sept. 1921, RADM William Strother
Smith was ordered to additional duty as Director
of the Laboratory by the Secretary of the Navy,
then, the Honorable Edwin Denby, in recognition of his valuable contributions to obtaining
the Laboratory.'5 However, RADM Smith retired
on 15 Sept. 1921, before construction was
completed. CAPT E. L. Bennett was appointed
to succeed him on 31 Dec. 1921, and was the
Laboratory's director at the time of its formal
commissioning on 2 July 1923.

(now numbered 1) on 6 Dec. 1920, by Secretary

tion, and

ORGANIZATION OF THE
NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
At the time the construction of NRL's first
buildings was nearing completion, the bureaus
of the Navy Department evinced little or no
interest in sponsoring work at NRL, with the
exception of the Radio Division of the Bureau
of Engineering. Other bureaus felt they had
adequate facilities, such as those at the Naval
Engineering Experiment Station, Annapolis,
Maryland. The head of the Radio Division of
the Bureau of Engineering, CDR Stanford C.
Hooper (later RADM Hooper), was strongly
convinced of the importance of consolidating
the radio and sound research work of the several
laboratories of his division in one location.
He thought that this work should be done at
NRL.16 In this matter he had to contend with
the objections of the Chief of the Bureau of
Engineering, then ADM J. K. Robinson, who
considered existing facilities adequate. The
nation's economy was then just recovering from
the postwar depression of the early 1920's, and
funding was difficult to obtain. The great pressure for disarmament caused Congress to scrutinize closely all military appropriations, and
the project for a new laboratory was an attractive
target to effect economy, particularly in view of
the lack of general Navy bureau support. The
funding that had previously been provided by
Congress was barely adequate to cover construc-
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THE COMMISSIONING OF THE NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
The Laboratory was formally commissioned on 2 July 192? by the Assistant Secretary of the Navy, then the Honorable
Theodore Roosevelt.Jr. (seated fourth from left). The Laboratory's Director, CAPr E.L. Bennett, USN, (standing). is shown
accepting the completed Laboratory. The commissioning ceremonies were held in front of NRL Building 1.

NRL as an organization devoted to Naval research would not have been realized at that
time.116 Congress finally appropriated S100,000
for FY 1923, for maintenance and operations'06,
and the Laboratory got underway.
Construction of NRL's buildings reached a
stage of completion making occupancy possible
early in 192 3. The Radio Division of the Bureau
of Engineering had formulated a plan for the
consolidation of its radio and sound research
and development activities at NRL-'T In accordance with this plan, the staff and facilities

fiscal year 1923 would provide only a minimum
for "maintenance" and little for "operations."
The funding provided through CDR Hooper's
organization and the prospects of the transfer
of the research activities he sponsored became
important factors. It was through CDR Hooper's
aggressive interest, and the support given by
RADM Smith and several members of the Naval
Consulting Board in appealing directly to
Congress, that cancellation of funding for NRL
by Congress was avoided. Had it not been for
their persistent efforts the establishment of
32
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THE NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY, PAST AND PRESENT
NRL at the time of its formal opening possessed five buildinp-a laboratory (Building 1l, a machine shop (Building 2), a
foundry and other support facilities tBuildings 3 and 4., and a power plant (Building i). The original NRL buildings are
now surrounded by over one hundred structures housing laboratories and support facilities. some general-purpose and some
highly specialized. The original five NRL buildings are seen outlined in heavy lines
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of the Naval Aircraft Radio Laboratory and the
Naval Radio Telegraphic Laboratory were
transferred to NRL on 16 Apr. 1923, to form
its Radio Division, with Dr. A. Hoyt Taylor
as its Superintendent. 8 At the same time, the
Sound Research Section of the Naval Engineering Experiment Station, Annapolis, Maryland,
part of a research group assembled at New
London, Connecticut, during World War 1,and
temporarily quartered at Annapolis, was transferred to NRL to become its Sound Division,
with Dr. H. C. Hayes as its Superintendent.
Due to these transfers of personnel, 16 Apr.
1923 is the date of the actual beginning of
NRL's scientific activities. However, the Laboratory was formally commissioned on 2 July 1923
(I July was a Sunday) by the Honorable Theodore
Roosevelt, .1r.,1 9 then the Assistant Secretary
of the Navy. The two divisions first to be organized, Radio and Sound. were begun with
scientific staffs totalling 14 for Radio and 3
for Sound. On the date the Laboratory was
officially commissioned, the research staff had
incrcascd, to 24, anti thi' personnel, together
with that of the Director's office and shops,
brought the total Laboratory staff to approximately 55.To complete the Bureau of Engineering's plan, the development and design activities
of the Radio Test Shop, V'ashington Navy Yard,
were transferred to NRL's Radio Division in
September 192 1

was located it the Navy Department, with the
responsibility for the immediate operation of
the Laboratory residing in the Assistant Director. On 13 Nov. 1928, the Laboratory was
established as an independent unit under the
Assistant Secretary of the Navy,'- 22 then the
Honorable Curtis D. Wilbur.
In 1931, the Chief of the Bureau of Engineering, supported by the Chiefs of the other technical bureaus, recommended that the Laboratory
be transferred to the cognizance of the Bureau
of Engineering, since this bureau had provided
most of its support during its existence by allocation of funds and assignment of problems.
The legality of this action, relative to the Act
of Congress establishing the Laboratory, was
questioned. The Judge Advocate General of
the Navy, whose opinion was sought, reported
that the Secretary of the Navy had authority
under existing statues to so at 2: Although
the proposed transfer of the l.iboratorv contravened the important printiple whi.h led tt)
its establishment ori'ginal ly, the 1.aboratorv
was "placed under the cognizanie of the Bureau
of Enicineering" on S Nov I ) I, b the Sec rtary of the Navy, the Honorable(
F Adani%
Shortly thereafter ( I')MI
the Set rctary
requested the Navys G~eneral Board to Lonsider -the question As to the poliot y whIth should
be pursued with respet to the Naval Rcsearch
Laboratory. its proper functions and its proper
position in the Naval Es.ablishment'
The
board held hearinzs to obtain the %iev s of the
several bureaus and offices concerned and %isited
the Laboratory On ') Feb l1,2. the board
reported to the Secretary that ,a) Naval rt
search, of which the Naval Researth Liboratory
is an essential agent, is a netessary Naval activity
anti should be continued. (bi The ativitic-s of
the Laboratory should be confined to research
and primary or laboratory experimentation
Subsequent full scale experimentation, service
test. and production should devolve upon the
material bureaus. ' The Ofhe of the Chief
of Naval Operations is best fitted to administer
the Naval Research Laboratory because the
Chief of Naval Operations is fundamentally

*

ADMINISTRATIVE STATUS OF NRL
On 25 Mar. 1922, the Secretary of the Navy,
then the Honorable Edwin Denby, establshed
and placed [the Laboratory] under the Assistant
Secretary of the Navy ... under the dire tion of
a Naval Officer not below the rank of (aptain,
who will be designated 'The Director'...and be
Attached to the Office of the Assistant Setrctarv
of the Navy ''2° From the establishment of the
I.,boratory, And until March I'12, the i)irctfor
Also was assigned the duties of "Tethnic.al
Aide for Inventions" to the Serctary of the
Navy 2 Until 192, the Ofhev of the Director
34
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responsible for the basic techniil improvement
of the Fleet and for its readiness for war."25
The Chief of Naval Operations opposed the
recommended transfer of the Laboratory to
his office on the grounds that personnel already
on the rolls of the bureaus would have to be
duplicated. Thus, the Laboratory continued to
remain under the Bureau of Engineering. During
the hearings of the Navy Department Subcommittee of the House Appropr4ations Committee on FY 1933 funding held bn I and 4
Mar. 1932, the subcommittee considered research operations in general, hearing the tesrimony of the heads of several major industrial
laboratories. No change in the administrative
position of the Laboratory was indicated by the
subcommittee. However, it ruled that the appropriation of funds for the Laboratory were
to be kept separate from those for the Bureau
of Engineering's

other

activities to

prevent

'research" from being interrupted by the urgency
of "production. "'2 6 With this special annual
appropriation <5100,000 for FY 1924, to $213,
000 for FY 1933) the Laboratory, in addition to

providing for its "operation and maintenance,"
had been able to make a modest start on new
areas of research and this function was continued,
On 9) Apr I12. the Bureau of Engincering.
then headed by RADM S NI. Robinson, in
stating its pohiy with respect to the Laboratory,
Ustablished very close control over NRIUs or
:
ganization and administrati(on. On i Aug. 19,,.
the bureau required the Laboratory to separate
the research work of its Radii) )ivision from its
ot
engineering %%ork through establishment
"

separate "resarh" and "engineerlg' divisions..
O)n 2') l)e . I
,, thc' bureau stated that "this
has proved unsatstiactory for a number oit
reasons" and rcquired that the tw divisions he
brought together again as a single Radio Divi
'
sii(n This close control was found cumbersome,
and the internal administrativc control was
turned over to the Dire tor, except for questions
()n general pil iv. early in 19;i. This arrange
menRt to some extent was implied in "Regula
iins (wurnirg the ()perat ion (of the Naval
R'svatrch laboratory." issued by the 1-lonorabl,

C. A. Swanson, then the Secretary of the Navy,
on 13 May 1935. 30 However, these regulations
still required that "All correspondence both
to and from the Laboratory shall be sent through
the Bureau of Engineering."
On 14 Sept. 1939, the Laboratory was "established as an independent unit under the
Secretary of the Navy by the Honorable Charles
Edison, then Secretary of the Navy.3 ' The
policy established 1
I Nov. 1939) by the Secretary gave the Laboratory a large measure of
administrative freedom.32 Secretary Edison had
taken great interest in the Laboratory, and had
visited it a number of times. His action un
doubtedly reflected the personally acquired
understanding of the factors attending the
administrative status of the Laboratory, as
well as the views of his father, Mr. Thomas
A. Edison. in this regard.
On 8 Dec. il3, Secretary. Edison established
a Navy Department Council for Research to
provide a "...higher degree of coordination
of Research. :"in the Navy. The Secretary was
convinced 'that " .. it was absolutely necessary
and the time had come to coordinate and centralize the control of research for the Navy
in order to make greater progress and to em
3' 3
phasize the value of research for the Navy.
The council comprised members representing
the material bureaus, with the Director of NRI.
presiding as senior member. The Director,
NRI, was also designated "technical aid to the

Scoretary ot thc Navy

and was required to

of the progress
"Keep the Secretary 3informed
4
')tresearch problems.
In January 19- I. the Director of the Labora
to)ry, then RADNI H. S. Bowen, recommended
t)the Secretary of the Navy that bureau status
be given to the Laboratory, that its name be
changed to the -Naval Research Center," and
that it supervise all rescarch for thc Nav ."
The proposal was not implemented.
()n 2" June I').), with the approval of President F. 1) Ri()scelt. the Co1uncil of National
l)et'nse (reatcd the National Defense Research
(Iornmitre.e to mobilize A meri(.an s ientists Ir
the purp()sv
sof
preparing the United States for
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participation in World War 11, should it be
drawn into the conflict, which had been underway since I Sept. 1939. The position of this
committee was greatly strengthened when it
was included in the Of~o,&if Scientific Research
andi Development, established in the executive
otficc of the President with the issuance of an
excutive: order by President Roosevelt on
28 June 1,._1I X" There was concern in thie
Navy respecting the relationship betweecn this
tomimittee and the Laboratory in the matter ofmobilizing scientists to deal with antisubmarine
warfare, thie Laboratory held the position that
it should have jurisdittion. Upon (the recommendation ot the Director of the Laboratory. the
Secretary of the Naivy, then the Honorable
1Frank Knox, requested the Navy's General
Board to rceew the Navy's research and] developmesit policy In general and the coordination
of research within the Navy LDepartmntAn, 35C. As
a result of the boards report, on 12 .Iuly 19-11,.
the Seckretar% placed the Laboratory under the
cognizance of the llureci,
of' Ships.* At the
same time, the Secretary established a Naval
Research and Devcloipment Board-to recOnI
mend to the Secorerary of the Navy action in
respect to Research and Develop~ment mnatters~
The board comprised members representing
the several niateriel bureaus and] the Chief
of Naval Operat io ns, with a chirman who
ofReserchandD~t,,--Iwas lso-(ordiato
wasals
nto(ordi
ofReearh ad
eve Opment.. 7 .3 -" It was this board that provi 'dd
liaison between the Navy and the National
Defense Researth Committee during the war.
On 19) May 190, the -O)fhc of Rescirc h
and Inventions' was established in the' ()fice
of the Secretary of the Navy by the Honorable
lames F-orrestal, then Scretary, to improv
the patent situation in the Navy' in view of

When the Office of Naval Research was
established by action of the 7 9th Congress on
I Aug. 19-46, the Laboratory was included as
part of this organ ization.39 VADNI Bowen was
appointed the first head] of this office, with
the title "Chief' of Naval Research." This aictionl
c:avc research a stronI4 position in the Naval
establishment, since the Office of Naval Research had acquired statutory authority and its
own con.,2ressional appropriation. The Laborator%
was then agai n In a position to serve all bureaus.
but free of the direct control of any one. Since
the National Defense Research (Committee
was a temporary wartime aigency, as It was phased
out of existence the Laboratory proceeded to
absorb such parts of its scientihc components
as were determined suitable to fit into the
Laboratory's research program.

SCOPE OF THE
LABORATORY'S ACTIVITIES
An idication of- the sLcentific. areas%In %s
Nc(Ii
theC Laboratory was eventually to be engaged
h
omru:srcueo
Naval Consult inrg Board. nfn i ttee's
elstabl Ished to consider "wireless
and
hscee
hmsr,
rdi)
muiain
wsgvnI

tricity,

and

metrallurgy)"

'A

spco mal

Problemis commnittee. Icave particular attention
to the Use Of sound in the detect ion of enemy
subinarincs.' ' Mr. Edison's slicial commiittee
h
rpse
e
aa
xprmn
n
ResearhIi Lboratory also recommnrded conduct1
of work in most oif these areas)" However, the
ALt of
oingress establishing the Laboratory
9 osa db idIyta
tws
rIa
a
wrorkyh itceran foirlarasr
re stec
1n
r
111~ic
enuerated. ncrti
which1 itd
12.
ciatdi
Labocrat iyws
whenith
wor enviione
as ofivte
tw i the SLaboratifi

By the Se retary's
tritii. Ism.
u ingressional
order the ILaboiraitory was included in this
office-:'" R ADNI H. S. Blowen, N RLUs former

by hci N av aICo ns ulting lBo ard , -rad io aind
Stiund,- were proivided for under thc plan

dIi recto~r, was appointed head] of this office.

'The' iurvat, 4 Engineerinp and th

optics,

h
we're:
.oin

of the Radio D~ivisuion of the: Bureau Of 111gr9
neering b%- the transfer oif- cxiting fao l1irs
to become NRL's Radio andi Sound Divisions.

HnIurct-411 t in%1Uc innI1~tt
n arh

)l I Auig 1921,. a 1i1.1 11 l'rlrLZ
rrd h11"
pressureresearch utn it maintinuned by the
and
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Bureau of Ordnance at the Bureau of Standards
was transferred to the Laboratory.4" Since
other offices of the bureaus were not interested
in sponsoring divisions, particularly with
.scientific" designations, their establishment
had to be accomplished through increases in
NRL's separate congressional appropriation,
which otherwise was hardly adequate for its
routine "operations and maintenance". Although forewarned of the probable adverse
effects competition might bring to their own
divisions, it was through the foresight of the
Superintendents of the Radio and Sound Divisions, Dr. A. Hoyt Taylor and Dr. H. C
Hayes, and their persistence in overcoming the
objections of the Director of the Laboratory,

search" and "engineering" components during
the period August 1932 to Decembet 1933,
and the existence of an "'Aircraft" Division
from January 1934 to March 1935,t both
required by bureau action, had no substantial
adverse effect in this regard. The Laboratory
organizational structure at the division level
remained otherwise unchanged until near the
end of World War 11.
While the Laboratory's growth was slow
during the period prior to World War I1, it
expanded rapidly with the approach of and
during the War. In March 1934, when some
growth began after the great economic depression, the population of the Research Department was 83, of which 40 were in the Radio

that new research divisions were instituted.4 1

Division. Near the end of the war in 1945

Sufficient funds were available to begin a "Heat
and Light" Division ithe title was changed to
"Physical Optics" in I91t, later to 'Optics",
and still later to "Optical Physics'* on
i June
1924, with Dr. E. 0. Hulburt as its Superin2
tendent.1 A "Physical Chemistry" Division
(title changed to "Chemistry" in 193-10 was
srarted on 15 AuL' I 92- , with Dr. F. R. Bichow
sky as Superintendent 4 3 On I Sept. 192-, a
Physical Metallurgy" Division (title later
changed to "Metallurgy") was set up, with
Dr. R. T. Nlehl is Superintendent'." In June
I9
ia"Thermodynamics" Division was started,
under Dr. R. I. C(antield." This division was

the Research Department population had reached
3209, of which 1020 were members of the
Radio Division. 47

merged

with

the

Nictallurgy"

Division

in

July I') .i. A
,\chaitis and ilectricity'
Division was begun in I' l, under Dr. D. 1..
Hay, with tile "ballistits" researthi unit pre
viously meitionCd inctluded in it.' In 19M-it
this division also acquired the therilodynaniks
activities of the Metallurgy l)ivisi ,
With the establishment of these divisions,
the several scientific areas of work set forth by
the Naval Consulting Board were brought to
fruition. In the years that followed, their research character was preserved by virtue of the
recognition of the value of their contributions
to the Navy, even during periods when the
Laboratory was under bureau direction. The
separation of the Radio Division into "re-

POSTWAR ORGANIZATIONAL
STRUCTURE
In May 1945 the Bureau of Aeronautics
requested the Laboratory to establish an Aircraft
Electronics Division . 4

Consideration

of this

request led to a decision by the Laboratory to
subdivide the original Radio Division into four
divisions, i.e., an Aircraft Radio Division, a
Ship-Shore Radio Division, a Fire Control
Division, and an Electronics Special Research
Division. The first three divisions, corresponding

respective to the Bureaus of Aeronautics,
Ships, and Ordnance, were to be supported
principally by these bureaus. The Electronics
Special Research Division was to be supported
principally by the Laboratory. The Laboratory's
decision to establish these divisions was made
effective 1 July 1945. Dr. A. Hoyt Taylor then
became Coordinator for these divisions and later
Consultant for Electronics to the Director of
the Laboratory, a position he held until his
retirement in 1948.
During 1946, the Bureau of Aeronautics
decided to establish a radio organization under
its own direct control and located at some
site apart from NRL, preferring this to the NRL
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divisional structure. The new organization was

to the position of Director of Research as its
first incumbent. 52 Three Consultants to the Director of Research were appointed to assist him
in the direction of the several scientific divisions. These Consultants were Division Superintendents, who retained the responsibilities relative to their respective divisions. Effective 24
Dec. 1952, these Consultants were designated
Associates to the Director of Research, to perform functions, each "... for a group of divisions
as designated by the Director of Research."53
The Consultants were relieved of their responsibilities as division superintendents.
On 17 June 1953, the Director of the Laboratory established a committee to review the scientific program and organization of the Laboratory
and to make recommendations on advisable
changes.54 The committee made its report to the
Director on 18 Jan. 1954." The Director, after
accepting the recommendations of this committee, established effective I Mar. 1954 a
Research Department under the Director of
Research with three principal scientific areasElectronics, Materials, and Nucleonics.56 Also,

planned to be formed through the transfer of
personnel and facilities of the NRL Aircraft
Radio Division. Delay in the determination of a
new location and other uncertainties was accompanied by the loss of a considerable number
of key personnel. Furthermore, a large percentage of the remaining personnel did not wish to
leave NRL. The situation was further complicated because it was not found feasible to localize completely the work of a particular Bureau
in one division. The Laboratory finally decided to
abandon the Bureau alignment of divisions.
It reduced the number of Radio Divisions from
four to three and renamed them on 26 Nov.
1946.49 The Electronics Special Research Division became Radio Division I, the Ship-Shore
Radio Division became Radio Division II, and
the Fire, Missile, and Pilotless Aircraft Division
(name changed from Fire Control Division on
15 Dec. 1945) became Radio Division 111. Radio
Division III absorbed the personnel remaining
from the Aircraft Radio Division, which was
disestablished.

the Associates to the Director of Research becamie the Associate Directors of Research for
Etiveicy. Theyeraassignd "le rsonsibility"rhespcieydn were alsond"ln respon-y
fteir
fothirepcveildanwrelsrsosible for "jointly assisting the Director of
Research in formulation, direction and management of the Research Department and its
program." The Nucleonics Area was renamed the
General Sciences Area effective 27 Feb. 1966.3'
The Electronic Area, as established on I Mar.
1954, included the three Radio Divisions and
the Sound Division. Radio Division I was renmdteEetoisDvso.RdoDvso
11 became the Radio Division, and Radio Division Ill became the Radar Division, absorbing
the radar activities of Radio Division I. Also,
a new Division, the Applications Research
Division, was established through the transfer
of the remnants of a Systems Coordination
Division previously established which had not
achieved its intended purpose. In addition, the
Applications Research Division acquired the

Originally the superintendents of the Laboraivisonsrepoted
svera
torysscentiic
directly to the Director of the Laboratory.
When the 80th Congress, under Public Law 313,
authorized the establishment of positions of
specially qualified scientific and professional
personnel," the Secretary of the Navy allocated
one of these positions to the Laboratory. As
directed by the Chief of Naval Research relative
to this allocation, the Director of the Laboratory
on 20 May 1948 established the position of
Director of Research, interposed "... between
the Director of the Laboratory and the ten scientific divisions, ... the position to be filled by a
.. ".0 A th sae tmethe
civiianscintit
samen tiete
t rat
coiiin sciett .of A
ofmnsrtion asoitry
h
positio of.btwe Director
posd "..betee
th Drecor f he abratry
and the eight administrative offices ... to be filled
by a Naval Officer." The first appointment to
this position was made effective 24 Jan. 1949.51
Effective 28 Jan. 1949, the Director of the
Laboratory appointed Dr. Edward 0. Hulburt
38
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"systems" activities of Radio Division 11 and the
operational research and engineering psychology
work of Radio Division I1l.
On 16 Sep. 1966, the Electronic Countermeasures activities of the Radio Division were
transferred to a new division, then established
under the title "Electronics Warfare Division.""
On 16 Aug. 1968, the title of the Radio Division
was changed to Communications Sciences
Div is ion."9
The Sound Division was transferred from the
Electronics Area to form part of a new Oceanology Area, a fourth major research area of NRL,
when this area was established on I Sept. 1967.60
On 19 Feb. 197 1, several organizational
changes were made. 61 In the Electronics Area,
the Applications Research Division was disestablished and a Tactical Electronic Warfare Division was established, replacing the Electronic
Warfare Division. The Materials Area was
renamed the Materials and General Sciences
Area. The General Sciences Area was renamed
the Space Science and Technology Area.
NRL's RADIO-ELECTRONICS

As a result, the consolidation of the Navy's
radio research and development activities
at NRL in 1923 made the Laboratory the
Navy's sole in-house organization with full
responsibility for advancing the Navy's
radio capability, with little outside assistance.
The radio staff assembled at NRL in 1923
represented experience in most aspects of
radio work active at that time. The Laboratory's
initial radio program was an integration and
extension (f the previous efforts of this staff,
as agreed to with the Bureau of Engineering.
Although limited to a certain degree by the
problems assigned by the Bureau, considerable
latitude was enjoyed in their generation and
execution. The areas of NRL's effort included
Radio Propagation, Radio Communication,
Radio Direction Finding (Navigation), Radio
Control, Radio Standards and Instrumentation, particularly Precise Frequency Determination, Generation, Measurement, and
Control. Problems pertaining to surface
ships, submarines, and aircraft were carried
Out.
The passage of cime witnessed work on
a succession of new phases of these subjects.
The exploitation of the radio-frequency
".pulse" principle brought about radar and
the radio identification of targets (1FF),
which became major parts of the radio
program. The work on radio control led to
the development of guided missiles. Although
prior work had been done, the incidence of
World War 11 resulted in an extensive and
continuing effort in radio countermeasures,
source
location,
interception,
including
jamming and deception. As the amount of
radio-electronic equipment aboard ship grew
to unmanageable proportions, efforts were
directed to its consolidation through multiplexing and systems integration. Throughout
the years, a great deal of effort was devoted
to new components and materials, since
these have been found to be a key to important
advances in equipment and systems. New
phases of these various subjects have continued to be parts of the Laboratory's program.

PROGRAM

At the end of World War 1, the Navy spon.
sored developments leading to vacuum-tube
transmitters which would accommodate the,
transition from the Navy's spark and irc equip
ments. After the war, commercial organizations
limited their work for the Navy principally to
the production of these lower frequency equipments. The rapid rise of the public's interest
in radio broadcasting, with prospects of extensive public demand and large profits, provided
J Strong incentive for commercial companies
t o become heavily involved in the broadcast
field. Their developmental efforts, therefore,
were concentrated on improvements in broadcasting equipment, particularly broadcast receivers. As a result, solutions of the Navy's
longer range radio problems were of little
interest to them. Undoubtedly, the drastically
diminished Navail appropriations clue to) exte-n
sive naitionail disarmament efforts during this
period had a strong influence on the situation.
39
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RADIO COMMUNICATION
INTRODUCTION
Since its establishment, NRL has conducted
the Navy's principal in-house research program
in radio communication. This program, through
the ensuing years, has provided the Navy with
the technical basis for continually improving its
radio-communication capability. In the highfrequency (HF) band, NRL's pioneering work in
radio propagation, quartz-crystal frequency
control, antennas, power generation, reception
techniques, security, and equipment development led to the adoption and extensive utilization
of HF by the Navy. As the laboratory was able
to determine propagation characteristics and to
devise means of power generation, radiation,
reception, and control at increasingly higher
radio frequencies, the Navy was able, successively, to utilize these frequencies, which became
known as the very-high (VHF), ultra-high (UHF),
and super-high (SHF) frequency bands. The
Laboratory's original work in satellite communication resulted in the Navy's establishment of
the world's first satellite-communication system.
NRL's continuing satellite-communication program has served to further advance the Navy's
operational capability. At the other end of the
frequency spectrum, the very-low-frequency
band (VLF), the Laboratory has conducted a
research program which has continued to enhance the Navy's capability for communication
with its submarines wherever they might be on
the high seas, and particularly when they are
submerged. There is hardly an installation of
Naval radio communication equipment afloat,
aloft, or ashore that does not incorporate some
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COMMUNICATION IN THE
HIGH-FREQUENCY BAND
That part of the radio-frequency spectrum
known as the high-frequency band (2 to 30 MHz)
is of major importance to the Navy today, since
it continues to carry the great bulk of its radiocommunication traffic. The exploration of this
frequency band was a major phase of the Laboratory's initial effort, an effort which has continued for many years in order to obtain the maximum capabilities of the band.

Radio Propagation
When the Laboratory began its radio program
in 1923, the Navy's longer range radio-cornmunication circuits and those of commercial
interests were established on the medium and
lower frequency channels (below 600 kHz). The
Navy had made very little use of the higher
frequencies, although it had planned to use the
600 to 1250 kHz band for short-range intrafleet
communication. As previously described, members of NRL's staff had demonstrated the possibilities of this frequency band for long-distance
transmission. However, Navy officials responsible
for operations considered the diurnal and
seasonal performance of these higher frequencies
to be so erratic and unreliable as to make them
operationally unacceptable for use over long
distances. Indeed, in issuing instructions for
the operation of new intrafleet communication
equipment under procurement and intended for
short-distance use, stress was placed on the need4

Preceding page blank
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then devised propagation theory involving

the higher frequencies to avoid possible interception by a potential enemy over long distances
through "freak transmission conditions"'
During the early 1920's the public interest in
radio broadcasting had grown to such an extent
that many of the channels in the intrafleet frequency band became occupied by broadcasting
stations.2 Considerable political pressure was
brought to bear upon the Navy to relinquish its
use of this band. To this. the Navy after vigorous
objection reluctantly agreed. 3 4. The frequency
band from 550 to 1500 kHz, then became known
as the "radio-broadcast band." As a result, the
frequencies above this band would have to be
used if substantial naval communication channel
expansion were to be effected.
Prior experience had convinced the Laboratory's staff that when the propagation characteristics of the higher frequencies were better
known, their utility in serving the Navy for
long-range communication would be manifest.
In order to obtain the evidence necessary to
convince the Navy of their value, transmitting
and receiving equipments at progressively higher
frequencies were developed. In seeking observers
to obtain propagation data on transmissions, the
cooperation of radio amateurs throughout the
United States and abroad was sought and obtained. These amateurs had increased rapidly in
number and, although restricted by the Federal
law of 1912 to the use of frequencies above 1500
kHz. had developed considerable competence
around this frequency limit. To increase their
effectiveness these amateurs were aided by the
Laboratory in improving their equipment for
operation at increasingly higher frequencies.
Through their splendid cooperation, extensive
propagation data were acquired at frequencies
up to the limit of influence of the ionosphere. 5'6
Study of the data revealed that signals which
disappeared after the "ground wave" was dissipated would reappear at a considerable distance
which would vary with frequency, time of day,
and season. This phenomenon, named the "skipdistance effect," was not accounted for by the
earlier ionospher ic -wave propagation theories
suitable for the lower radio frequencies. NR-L

equations based on the free-electron density
distribution in the ionosphere and on classical
formulas of magneto-optics containing a
critical frequency term which adequately
explained the high-frequency "skip-distance
effect" and which agreed with the experimental data (1 925).74-8,9,10,o lta.I12,3,14a.I5.I6 This
work laid the foundation for HF wave propagation theory.
During 1925, a new method of studying the
characteristics of the ionosphere was employed,
using HF pulses reflected from its conducting
layers. The heights of the layers were obtained
through determination of the time elapsed in
transit over the path. Means for generating short,
high-power, HF pulses were devised. Oscillographic recordings of the received HF pulses
reflected from the ionosphere gave unique
positive proof, for the first time, of the existence of its layers and data on its reflection
characteristics (first observations, 28 July 1925
on 4200 kHz).?. 20 This HF pulse technique,
first used in measuring the heights of ionospheric layers, was later applied by NRL in
its development of radar for range determination. The radio-transmission characteristics of
the ionosphere were investigated relative to
diurnal variations, the influence of magnetic
disturbances, and correlation with solar flares.
This work was done collaboratively with the
Carnegie Institute of Washington.
The pulse method has been in continual use
and is currently employed by the many ionospheric sounding stations throughout the world
in observing the properties of the ionosphere
over the HF band and in obtaining data on which
to base predictions of its future condition as
influencing circuit performance. These predictions have been of considerable value in the
selections of the radio-frequency channels best
suited for particular communication circuits.
Other HF phenomena were uncovered in
NRL's propagation work (1925-1928). The
existence of additional "transmission zones"
and corresponding *'skip zones" at progressively greater distances from the transmitting
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"ROUND-THE-WORLD" RADIO TRANSMISSIONS
+

NRL was first to make recordings of these phenomena of which this is typical (1928). St. S2.and S3. are pulses initiated by

NRL's transmitter. R,, R2. and Ri, are echoes or "splashback" returns from the first reflection zone via the ionosphere.
AS, and AS2 are received pulses which have travelled around the world. A:S, is a received pulse which has circled the world
twice. The upper retording is a 10O-cycle timing wave. The observations on "splashback" returns generated the first
concept
leading later to "over-the-horizon'" (OTH) radar.

source due to successive refractions by the
ionosphere and reflections at the earth's surface was verified. NRL demonstrated that
round-the-world HF transmissions could be
obtained through successive reflections from
the ionosphere with the proper choice of
frequency, time of day, and season (1926),
Encirclement of the globe not only once but

photographic film with a lightbeam-galvanometer

as many as three times in the same transmission and in both directions was observed
(1926). At the same time, reflections of the
pulsed HF transmissions from earth surface

in using HF circuits, charts were prepared based
on the results obtained which were used in selecting the most favorable radio-frequency channels
1 t
7
for specific transmission paths. ab. i ib.i

prominences, called "splashbacks," were first
observed. Splashback echoes from the first,

The Navy's Adoption of High Frequencies

second, and third reflection zones were identified. The conditions associated with these
phenomena and the interference they might
cause in the use of HF circuits were determined. The transit time of the splashback
transmissions provided a means of determining the distance of the prominences from
the point of transmission (1926). These
observations of HF splashbacks generated the
first concept of detecting and ranging on
targets over very long distances, using two-

In addition to its views as to the erratic nature
of high frequencies, the Navy also questioned
the feasibility of making the frequent changes
in channel assignment required to maintain
circuit continuity in contending with the diurnal
changes in propagation path and varying transmission distances. At the lower frequencies the
Navy had assigned channels with the assumption
that these designations would hold over long
periods. The Navy was concerned that the
technical and disciplinary difficulties involved in

way reflections of HF pulses by the ionosphere.

making the frequent channel changes required

This concept led to the later development
of "over-the-horizon" (OTH) radar9.2i13 To
provide recording of the transmissions and
timing, a high-speed oscillograph was devised
comprising a rapidly rotating drum carrying a

by HF might cause unreliability and delay which
could be disastrous in the midst of important
otperations.
To instill confidence in the feasibility of using
high frequencies for operational functions, a

type sensor.
The results of NRL's propagation work
permitted useful prediction of the performance of the ionosphere at HF under various
operational conditions; this capability was
important to the Navy's acceptance of these
frequencies. To aid the Navy's operating forces

I
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throughout the nation with HF equipment
provided by the Laboratory. 2 4 Interest in this
demonstration was widespread. Naval Radio
Communication Control, Navy Department,
Washington, used the IO-kW H-F transmitter
located at the Laboratory through remote radio
control for a period of a year beginning Decemher 1924. This station handled offcial Navy
communication trai~c with Panama, Canal Zone,
London, and San Diego, California, particularly
at times when the low-frequency, 500-kW, arc
transmitter at the Navy's radio station, Annapolis,
Maryland could not be received dlue to heavy
atmospheric7s.2 5 The results of these and maniy
other demonstrat ions impressed the Navy with

series of demonstrations was carried out. Highfrequency transmitters and receivers were
developed by NRL and installed on several
classes of ships and at shore stations. Quartzcrystal frequency control had reached a stage
of development warranting incorporation in
some of these equipments, to insure frequency
stability and channel adherence. These HF equipments were used on a variety of Navy ccommunication circuits during various types of operations.
During October 1924, the Navy's great dirigible, the USS SHENANDOAH, made its
historic transcontinental trip from Lakehurst,
New Jersey, to the west coast and return, and
established contacts with many stations
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the superior capabilities of high frequencies
as compared with the performance of the lower
frequencies. The important advantages attainable in long-range communication with relatively low power, with compact, light equipment,
and at relatively low cost provided a powerful
incentive for the Navy's acceptance of the high
frequencies. However, it was the pressing need
for more frequency channels and the experience
of high command with high frequencies that
brought about official acceptance.
On 1 July 1922, the Navy consolidated its
then existing Atlantic and Pacific Fleets into a
single U.S. Fleet composed of four elements:
the Battle Fleet, the Scouting Fleet, the Control
Force, and the Fleet Base Force. The newly
organized Fleet engaged in exercises during
the winter of 1922-1921 which, as reported by
the Commander-in-Chief on March 1923, disLlos'-d that communications within the Fleet
and between the Fleet and the Navy Department
were neither satisfactory nor reliable.2 6
During World War I, the primary need for
tommunication had been that between the
United States and Europe, accomplished as
stated previously. The communication needs
for operations at sea were limited to convoy
protection, antisubmarine actions, and the broadcasting of intelligence, meteorological, and
hydrographic information. The new Fleet
organization made necessary radio circuits
between the Navy Department, the Commanderin-Chief, Fleet and Force Commanders, Subcommanders, and all ships, thus greatly increasing
the total number of channels required. Simultaneous operation of several transmitting and
receiving circuits aboard a ship had to be provided for many ships. Experience in the Fleet
exercises had shown that arc and spark trans
mitters created such interference that simul.
taneous reception aboard the same ship was
practically impossible when they were used,
and they had to be abandoned. It was the Navy's
good fortune that high-frequency techniques
had then reached a state of development which
could provide the greatly increased capability
needed.

During the summer and fall of 1925, the U.S.
Fleet engaged in maneuvers in the vicinity of
Hawaii and then cruised to Australia and New
Zealand. Considerable success was experienced
during this trip in maintaining communication
directly with Washington using high-frequency
equipment installed on the flagship, USS SEATTLE, working with that located at NRL.2 7 0 At
Melbourne, for a period of ten days, traffic was
handled on high frequencies which was found
impossible at the low frequencies due to the
presence of heavy atmospherics not affecting
HF. Convinced of their utility, the Cornmander-in-Chief, U.S. Fleet, then ADM R. E.
Coontz, in his report to the Chief of Naval
Operations dated 16 Sept. 1925, in view of the
results obtained with high frequencies by the
USS SEATTLE on the Australian cruise
recommended that all flagships of the Fleets
and Forces, all cruisers and all high and
medium power radio stations be provided with
HF equipment.27 b On 5 Nov. 1925, the Bureau
of Engineering, based on NRL's extensive
efforts, made a final decision to include HF
equipment in the Navy's Radio Modernization
Plan, then being revised, greatly extending
planned HF installations beyond the original
28
recommendations.
Radio-Frequer y Channel Allocation
The advent of high frequencies introduced
a new aspect in the problem of radio-frequency
channel allocation requiring reconsideration of
previous allocations based on the properties of
the lower frequencies. It was evident that high
frequencies could cause interference over great
distances and that the low cost of installation
would make their use attractive to many interests.
Frequency allocation would, henceforth, have to
be accomplished from a worldwide viewpoint.
Accordingly, the Bureau of Engineering,
based on NRL's work and with its assistance,
prepared a new frequency-allocation plan
which included the high-frequency band.
This plan was adopted by the nations of the
world and, for the first time, established order
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,60834 (349)
NRL EXPERIMENTAL HIGH-FREQUENCY
CRYSTAL-CONTROLLED TRANSMITTER
This transmitter was first to communicate with Australia on 15,000
kHz. It handled traffic directly with the U.S. Fleet flagship, USS
SEATTLE, during the cruise of the Fleet to Australia in 1925, a demonstration which contributed importantly to the Navy's adoption of high
frequencies. L. C. Young, shown here, who developed the equipment,
was Associate Superintendent of NRL's Radio Division during the period 196.1945.

Fourth International Radio Conference, convened
in Washington on 4 Oct. 1927, and attended by
representatives of 80 countries (the largest
international conference in history up to that
time). At that time the frequency stability maintained by a large percentage of the world's
radio stations did not exceed 0.1 percent. NRL
had demonstrated the feasibility of maintaining
a frequency stability of 0.01 percent over a
period of several months, which if adhered to
would make many more frequency channels
available.30 This demonstration permitted the

in the utilization of the radio-frequency
spectrum (1929). NRL's propagation work had
shown that such a plan had to take into account
the diurnal and seasonal effects with respect to
distance and frequency. Its work on quartzcrystal frequency control, to be reviewed subsequently, had shown the need to have frequency
assignments for stations harmonically related for
effective transmitter design. The Navy's plan
received the approval of the Interdepartmental
Radio Advisory Committee on 25 Feb. 1926.29
The plan was submitted for consideration to the
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Navy to insist that the nations attending the
conference accept higher stability. The conference agreed, stating in its regulations that
... Waves emitted by a station must be maintained upon their authorized frequency, as
exactly as the state of the art permits...' 31
The Navy's plan became the basis for the agreement of the conference on the allocation of
radio-frequency channels and the control of
emitted frequency.3 1 The convention resulting
from the conference became effective I Jan.
192) for the ratifying governments. This agreement was of far-reaching importance, since it
established order in the international use of
the radio-frequency spectrum and made available
a greatly increased number of frequency channels
having worldwide clearance,
High-Frequency Equipment

changes in antenna properties and power-supply
voltages were major causes. Nationwide attention was drawn to the difficulty in the transcontinental trip of the dirigible USS SHENANDOAH, previously referred to. during which
wild excursions of the beat note resulted from
the swinging of the trailing-wire antenna when
underway.
Intrafleet HF Equipment
To provide improved frequency stability,
NRL, in its development of the first intrafleet
equipment for the newly adopted frequency
band, 2000 to 300W kHz, provided components
of maximum rigidity and constancy and which
used relatively low coupling between master
and amplifier circuits (1923). To minimize thc
influence of antenna variations the transmission
line, matched itboth ends, to feed the transmutter output to the antenna was introduced.
This Lombination provided frequency stability
Lonsidered acceptable in the assigned frequency
hand at that time. 3 4 Experimental models ( 100
watts output) were given service tests on the
USS CALIFORNIA and LISS TENNESSEE and
were reported to "exceed expectations" 1 )2.) V
Patterned after NRl's design, I 1) of these
equipments were obtained from commerti.il
m.inufacturers and installed on battleships.
cruisers, and destroyers. These equipments
became known as Models TV. TW. and TX
(varying in power supply voltages), and were
the first to provide effective intraflet conmunication. Liter, they were modernized through
the incorpor on of quartz-crystal frequency
control and gave service over an extt-nded
period.-' s- 7

General interest in high frequencies grew
rapidly. ind many demands were placed on NRL
by both the Navy and outside interests for
equipment for installation on ships, aircraft,
and shore stations. Upon the approval of the
Navy's Modernization Plan, the Laboratory was
charged by the Bureau of Engineering with the
development of the radio equipment necessary
to meet its objectives. Demands for Fleet
equipment became so pressing that interim
measures were resorted to, such as the quick
assembly of "breadboard- equipment and tht:
provision of instructions to enable Fleet personnel to modify the Navy's first succ ssful
voice-communication equipment, the CW 936,
which operated at the lower frequencies. 32
Early high-frequency transmitters employed
the master oscillator-power amplifier principle,
which, while providing satisfactory frequency
stability at the lower frequencies, was soon
Piezoelectric (Quartz) Crystal
found to need improvement for operation at
Frequency Control
high frequency. Difficulty was experienced in
maintaining a beat note of sufficient constancy
Exp-rienc.e with existing methods of frequency
with the main mode of operation, continuous(ontrol made evident that if the Navy were
wave and heterodyne reception. The lack of
successfully to use the higher frequencies, new
rigidity of components, changes in their th.irmicans of control would have to be devised.
acteristics due to temperature variations, and
Attordingly, NRI. initiated its investigations
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with frequency stability adequate for operational use over the high-frequency hand,
became the Navy standard cryst al-cont rolled
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oscillator circuit (1924).43 a It was used extensively for control of transmitter output.
Since the mounting elements in contact with
the crystal had some influence on its frequency, crystal holders were developed which
minimized the "load" on the crystal while
physically restraining it to avoid changes due
to vibration. These became the Navy standard
crystal holders for ships and aircraft and were
used for many years."' To obtain the highest
possible degree of frequency stability with
crystals. which were found to change slightly
with temperature, precise temperature control
was provided for the groups of crystals necessary to give the several frequency channels
required in the equipment. 4 -1'4 1
Studies of crystal structure relative to trequctcy stability and power output resulted in
the determination of the best mechanical mode
and the most effective "cuts" with respect to
47

ftAll likely crystalline materials,
Alpha quartz, having A doubly refracting, asynimetric atomic structure, was found to have
superior oscillator properties. NRL discovered
that if the quartz crystal were cut at the proper
angle relative to its axes, a "zero frequency.
temperature coefficient" could be obtained
(1924). 4 8 However, at that tine, to tanke advantage
of its high power output for transmitter control,
the "X-cut," in which the surface of the crystal
is normal to the X axis, was used. Its use in Navy
equiplent extended through A considerable
period,
Since many crystals were required by the Navy,
and since quantity production methods were
unknown, NRL developed practical crystalgrinding and rapid frequency-ad lusting techniques which expedited manufacture at reasonAble cost. The Laboratory became the sole
supplier of finished quartz crystals until June
1),2, when this responsibility was transferred to
the Optical Shop of the Washington Navy Yard
The Y'ard later was relieved of this task when
tommerctial production becime .Available. Some
Navy activities still prepare special crystals.
During World War II existing maeans of produltion were found incapanble of meeting the
crystal Lxes..-

tremendous demand for quartz crystals. To
relieve this situation, NRL devised a tube
counter-x-ray-spectrometer technique which
provided an accurate, rapid, and reliable method
of determining the optical axis of quartz adaptable to the production line. This development
gre.tly .Lcceler.ted fabrication, permitting the
production goal to be attained And at substantally
reduced cost t 19.120'
Crystal-Controlled Transmitters
The first crystal-controlled, high-frequency
transmitter, developed by NRL early in 192.1,
was of relatively low power about five watts).
In increasing the power output, ditficulty was
encountered with self-oscillations generated
in amplifiers, not experienced At the lower
frequencies. These oscillations resulted from
the increased effect At high frequencies of the
coupling between output and input circuits due
to the grid-anode capacity of the amplifier tubes
triodes) then available. A further difficulty
resulting from this coupling was the loss of much
of the power generated by the crystal oscillator.
which, instead of performing its function of
driving the input circuit of the first Amplifier,
was passed through the .unplifiers and radiated
by the Antenna. In overcoming these difficulties
the "balanced-armplifier" circuit ws introduced.
in which the voltage in the input circuit of the
amplifier due to the grid-anode capacitive
coupling was balanced by a voltage of opposite
polarity induced in the input circuit by inductive
coupling fed from the output circuit 1)2- ) In
addition, electromagnetic
shielding of the
4
tritical parts of circuits was provided. U
These measures prevented uniplitier self-oscillatron and conser'ed crystal oscillator power, and
also
ilninmzed undesirable radiation which
resulted from keeping the oscillator running to
insure stability during the "key-up" position of
the normal "keyed" continuous-wave ((W) mode
of.operation.
t1igh-frequency crystal-controlled transmitters
incorporating the balanced-amplifier circuit were
developed tor various power output levels.
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NRL's efforts resulted in the first high-power,
high-frequency, crystal-controlled transmitter; a power output level of over 10 kW at
4I(K) kHz was attained on 3 Nov. 1924.'W-I-2
This equipment was used extensively at 4200.
kHz by the Navy Department for handling
regular transoceanic and transcontinental
communication traffic for a period of a year,

beginning

DecLmber

1924.

Its

fostering Navy confidence in the operational
utility of high frequencies. The Nav), Departincet continiued to use this anid othe-r higher
trequencli equipment providied bli NRI. ini
handlinig its commnunication traffic uncil the newiA
tacilities it the NavN's Radio Station. Arli1nt:- n1,
Viriziinia, becameti available oni ) Mayi 102-,
Another
itficulty, in developig trltst.tlcontrolled tranismitters t~c iine
rhe geneirit
tion of ouitput powecr above Oo() kli z. wvhere
the output of crIIstal1 OS,,i lators declinedl raj'idlv.

successful

operation over long distances and the high
stability of its frequency helped greatly in
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To solve this problem, "doubling" an d( "tripling"
amplifier circuits with means to suppress undesired harmonics were devised (1924 ).43e ,S3 5

possible with high frequencies to obtain complete
and continuous coverage of large ocean areas,
such as the Atlantic, through simultaneous
transmissions on several properly chosen frequencies, so that the Navy could broadcast
messages to be received at the same time by its
ships wherever they might be in the area. Coverage of the North Atlantic ocean area with
high frequencies from shore was provided
for the first time through NRL's development
of a crystal-controlled transmission system,
termed the Cornet Transmitter, which was
installed at the Navy's Radio Station, Arlington, Virginia (NAA) for control by Naval
Radio Central at the Navy Department (19261927).56-9 The transmitter comprised four units,

Shore Station High-Frequency,
High-Power Transmitters
The remarkable results being obtained with
high frequencies (1924) brought up the question
of abandoning the Navy's many large and expernsive arc transmitter installations. To obtain
additional experience on which to base a decision, NRL was requested to provide a shore
installation of a suitable high-power, high-frequency transmitter. At this time it also appeared

60834 351)

THE "CORNET" HIGH-FREQUENCY, HIGH-POWER TRANSMITTER
NAA It was controlled b. Radio
f
This transmitter, the Model XD,was installed at the Navy's radio sratimn. Arlington. Virgina
Central at the Navy D'partment and provided continuous ,t'rage of the North Atlantic Ocean area through simultaneous broad,asts on four radio-frequency hands (units, left to right, i|pcrat' at 400-.4525, 8000-9050, 12,000. 11,500, and 16.000- 18,100
high-power, high-fruquency equipment suitable for
kiIz). The transmitter, developed by NRL ( 196 1'2-), wcs the Navy's first
regular ope.rational

IsC It gave service over many years.
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covering respectively the bands 4000 to 4525,
8000 to 9050, 12,000 to 13,650, and 16,000 to
18,100 kHz, which could be operated simultaneously or independently. The transmitter,
also designated the Model XD, had a power
output varying from 10 kW for the lowest frequence unit to 5 kW for the highest, a power
leve'
-ily 2 percent of that of the arc transm', i iThis equipment gave satisfactory service
.,any years. The experience gained in its use
fc
w. an important factor in the Navy's decision
to abandon all of its arc installations.
The Navy was not able to interest commercial
organizations in providing additional, orgently
needed, high-power, high-frequency transmitters
for its shore stations and requested the Laboratory to make them. Multichannel (4000 to 18,100
kHz) crystal-controlled transmitters of 5 kW
output resulted. These equipments, designated
Model XF, were installed at the Naval radio
stations located at Mare Island, California (1927)
and Darien, Panama Canal Zone (1928) and gave
6- 2e
extended service.
Ship High-Frequency Transmitters
The newly developed HF techniques were
used in crystal-controlled transmitters, which,
because of urgent demand, were made in
quantities by the Laboratory (1925). These
transmitters, developed by NRL, and designated Model XA, were the Fleet's first crystalcontrolled high-frequency operational equipments (500 watts, 4000, 8000, 12,000 kIlz
bands). They were installed on ships such as
the USS MEMPHIS, TEXAS, SEATTLE, CAMDEN, PITTSBURGH, PROCYON, ROCHESTER, TAMPA and WYOMING (1926-1928).6
equipThe USS MEMPHIS received the first
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ons its
to France
was tested
ment, which durig
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Th trip
Comaning

THE FLEET'S FIRST CRYSTAL-CONTROLLED
HIGH-FREQUENCY TRANSMITTING
OPERATIONAL EQUIPMENT

during june and july 1926.64 The Commanding
Officer of the flagship, USS MEMPHIS, in reporting on the performance of the equipment to
the Navy Department, stated that "...the new

This equipment was designated tht'Model XA SOO waft.

ioo.

Model XA transmittcr has given unusually good

results and is practically the only means of
The
(ommunication that the MEMPHIS has. ...

Soo(). I .i().0 kHz bandsi. a number wcre made b

'operated
NRI.and installed on ships togain cxperictiv whn

by reguljar Navy personnel l I9251
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other transmitters on the MEMPHIS are of
practically no military value whatever ant it is
recommended that they be removed. 63
At their request, the Coast Guard was furnished several Model XAs, their first HF

power could be avoided through the use of
available air-cooled tubes.

equipments, which were used by them in the
International Ice Patrol of the Atlantic during
the 1926 season. The Coast Guard reported that
with them their ships were, for the first
time,
ale to maintain
.... direct communication with
Washington," a performance beyond the capability of their lower frequency equipment and
of importance to safety at sea." Several equipments, modified for operation on alternating-

been unsatisfactory operationally until the late
1920's. The severely limited space aboard submarines forced the use of lower power and
prevented the erection of antennas of sufticient
size to radiate efficiently at the lower frequencies, so the performance of radio equipment
on this class of ship was greatly inferior to that
on larger ships. The low power and small
antennas effective at high frequencies were

current power supply, designated Model XB,
were made for the Marine Corps (their first
HF equipment) for communication with their
foreign bases I1920).67 At their request, the
Signal C(orps of the Army was furnished a Model
XB, their first IHF crystal-controlled cormunication equipment I19261 which they had
duplicated in quantities and installed in their
Army (ommunication Net, where a largenmount
of trathc was handled over a considerable

attractive for such installations. 'To demonstrate
the superiority of HF over tne lower frequencies for submarine communication, NRL
developed the Model XE crystal-controlled
transmitter, the first submarine high-frequency equipment (1927-1928).1111 The Model
XF Included for the first time an important
improvement in Amplification made possible by
the newly available screen-grid, tour-element
tube .t This tube contained an additional grid

period ' "IrThe experience acquired in the use of the
Model XA equipment aboard the different
classes of ships convinced the Navy that high
frequencies were capable of providing a reliable
seaborne communication capability far superior
in performance to that of the lower frequencies.

interposed between control grid and anode,
which, held at the radio-frequenLy potential
of the atthode, shielded the input and output
circuits from each other. This shield prevented
the coupling between these circuits which
previously had caused trouble with self-oscillations. The General Electric Company provided

Ship High-Power, High Frequency
Transmitters

early models of this tube, enabling the Laboratory to devise circuits which provided efficient
amplification and greatly simplified HF trans-

In order to determine the power level appropriate for shipboard high-frequency installations, a S-kW transmitter (Model XF-I), suitable
for operation aboard ship, was developed anti
installed on the USS TEXAS 1929) 9 It was
found that this high power level caused radiofrequency field intensities in the vicinity of the
large guns so great that sparks could be drawn
from them The hazards involved in handling
.n"Imunition led to a decision to limit power to
I OW Furthermore, at this power level, the
d itikulties encountered in the use aboard ship
of the water coo led tubes needed tor the higher

Add~kdbWQ5

Submarine High-Frequency Transmitters
Radio communication from submarines had

mitter construction and operation. The Model
XE (2000 to 18,100 kHz) comprised a crystalcontrolled oscillator CW 1818 tube), an
intermediate amplifier (two SE
ll1 , 9 -watt
tubes in parallel) and a power amplifier (one
SE ; 124 , '50-watt tube). The transmitter was
installed on the submarines V-I and V-2 at San
Francisco, and tests were carried out on a trip
to Hawaii anti return with good results (,June
I)28). At Hawaii communication was established, both day and night directly with Washington (NRI.,
a long-distance record for submarines The forwarding endorsement of the
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letter from the Commander Submarine Division, Battle Fleet, to the Navy Department
reporting on the results obtained with the
Model XE HF equipment stated, "The Commander-in-Chief, U.S. Fleet is pleased to
forward subject report which is timely in
that it demonstrates that high frequency
equipment is essential to submarines for long
distance daylight communication" (Aug.
19 28).73
Although great difficulty was encountered
during installation of the Model XE transmitter
due to narrow passageways, the large V type
submarines nevertheless had sufficient space to
accommodate the equipment. To meet a demand
for equipping the smaller and more numerous
S type submarines, the Laboratory made a
quantity of smaller but lower powered equipments designated the Model XK (March to May
1929). These comprised a crystal-controlled
oscillator (CW 1818 tube), an intermediate
amplifier (SE 3119,
amplifier (SE 3119,

7

5-watt tube), and a power
5-watt tube) and covered

7

THE FIRST SUBMARINE HIGH-FREQUENCY
COMMUNICATION TRANSMITTER

a range of 4000 to 20,000 kHz. The equipments
were installed on the submarines S-42. S-43,
S-44, and S-46. During the patrol trials held by
the Submarine Divisions of the Battle Fleet in
November 1929, considerable propagation data
were acquired with the XE and XK on shipdistances and performance at ranges out to 500
nautical miles on high-frequency transmission
over sea water. Also, the minimum exposure of
a submarine's periscope antenna above the
surface of the sea, while otherwise running
submerged, necessary for satisfactory communication with surface vessels was determintd
out to ranges of 500 nautical miles. About three
feet was found to be adequate. Submergedsubmarine communication under these circumstances with NRL's equipment was
maintained out to 80 nautical miles. The
Force Commander in his report pointed out
the value of this submarine capability in

This equipment, developed by NRL (Model XE, 2(00 to

wartime for submarines operating over wide

60834 (353)

18,100 kHz), and installed on the V-1 and V-2 submarines,

patrol areas.

demonstrated the utility of high frequencies for submarine
communication during Fleet trials in the Pacific Ocean
(1928).

The Navy, having relied upon medium fre-

quencies for transmission from submarines, was
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concerned whether high frequencies could perform all the necessary functions. Even though
the space aboard its submarines was severely
limited, it decided to equip them with both
frequency bands combined into one equipment.
However, when it sought quantity procurement
of such equipment from major commercial companies, these organizations stated that they could
not make equipment covering the frequency
bands and provide other features specified to fit
in the space available (1928). To contend with
the reluctance of commercial organizations
to combine both LF and HF capabilities into
one compact equipment, NRL developed a
crystal-controlled transmitter (200 watt, 300
to 600, 2000 to 3000, 4000 to 18,100 kHz)
which became the Model TAR equipment
(1929). 75 The transmitter was arranged in sections so it could easily go down a submarine
hatch. Its design provided flexibility for use
with loop, flat-top, and periscope antennas with
quick-frequency-shift and safety features desirable for submarine operation. The satisfactory
performance of this equipment was demonstrated
aboard the Submarine S-21 assigned to the Laboratory (1930).
When the laboratory's model was shown to
representatives of commercial concerns, one of
them agreed to produce the Model TAR equipments and supplied enough to equip 20 S type
submarines (1930-1932). Subsequently, additional quantity procurement was obtained from
other concerns which provided equipment of the
same basic design, designated the Model TBG
(1933) and the Model TBL (1935).
The submarine S-28, equipped with the Model
TAR, while making passage with the vessels of
submarine divisions I I and 19 from San Diego
to Lahaina, Hawaii was able to maintain solid,
two-way communication with either of the submarines V-2 or V-3 located at San Diego. The
Commander of the Submarine Divisions,
Battle Force, reported that with NRL's Model
TAR equipment, two-way communication on

The number of crystals required to meet the
Navy's needs for HF communication channels
reached a point where access, storage, and supply
became a problem. NRL's earlier investigations
of master-oscillator circuits were therefore extended to obtain means of frequency control,
continuously covering the high-frequency band,
which would provide this flexibility, not possessed by the quartz-crystal oscillator, without
serious compromise in frequency stability." A
circuit had been designed which could be quickly
interchanged with the standard crystal holder
(type SE-3716) (1930). While this circuit provided flexibility in frequency and continuity of
operation in an emergency, it did not possess the
desired precision in frequency. It was found that
a circuit using a screen-grid tetrode, with the
screen grid maintained at radio-frequency ground
potential to isolate the oscillator from the output
circuit, could be made to give acceptable stability.78 In this circuit, the screen grid also acted as
an anode, which, together with the control grid
and cathode connected to a resonant circuit,
formed the oscillator. The output circuit, always
tuned to double frequency to minimize reaction
on the oscillator, derived its energy from the

HF could easily be maintained with other
vessels of the divisions enroute out to 200
miles and more. He also stated that the ex-

double-frequency component of the electron
stream drawn though the screen grid by the po.
tential of the conventional anode. This action led

perience "demonstrated the use and value of
high frequency for communication with
scouting or screening submarines in fleet
areas" and that "it was feasible to maneuver
the submarines in much the same way as if
they had been in visual contact" (1930).76
This and subsequent experience with high
frequencies in submarine communication convinced the Navy that it could dispense with
transmissions at medium frequencies. As a resuit, the space occupied by medium-frequency
equipment, particularly the large, cumbersome
"clearing-line" loop antenna, was made available
for other important uses.
"Electron-Coupled" Oscillator-Controlled
Transmitters
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crystal-controlled transmitters, the objective
of 0.01 percent in frequency accuracy was attained on 50 percent of the production during
the early 1930's and on practically 100 percent
by the end of World War 11, a large percentage
providing 0.005 percent accuracy at the latter
time. However, most of the earlier production
of electron-coupled-oscillator-controlled transmitters (all shipboard) gave a frequency accuracy
of only 0.025 percent. By the end of the war, an
accuracy of 0.015 percent was obtained on most
of these transmitters.
During this period, 15 different models of
shore station ( 15 W to 30 kW) and 15 models of
shipboard (15 W to I kW) HF transmitters were
'
The shipboard transprocured by the Navy.sa4
mitters were made in by far the greater number,
procurement of some of the models during the
war reaching very large quantities. For instance,
the Model TBK went through 21 versions, the
TBX, 19 versions, the TBL. 15 versions, and the
TCS, F7 versions.83 Each model and many of the
versions involved reconsideration of specifications and the incorporation of such improvements as could be accomplished at the time.
During the war period practically all changes in
design were of minor nature, procurement being
largely a matter of duplication of existing designs by competent manufacturers to produce the
large number of equipments needed.

to the name "electron-coupled" oscillator. Stability of this oscillator was enhanced through the
use of a resonant circuit of low inductance-tocapacitance ratio with highly stable tapped
capacitances and a tapped rigid inductance, fine
tuning being accomplished by the axial movement of a copper cylinder inside the inductance,
The oscillator resonant-circuit components were
well shielded and mounted in a compartment
maintained at 60°C. A compensating capacitor
was provided to minimize the effects of ambienttemperature changes on external components.
This oscillator (type 38160 tube) was incorporated in a transmitter comprising a frequencydoubling amplifier (type 38160 tube), an intermediate amplifier (type 38160 tube), and a power
amplifier (type 38161 tube) and providing a
power output of 500 watts over a frequency range
of 2000 to 4525 kHz. The transmitter proved
satisfactory in extensive tests and was demonstrated to commercial organizations in seeking
procurement. The commercial product was
procured by the Navy in considerable numbers
and was designated the Model TBF ( 1933). 79 The
frequency range of this type transmitter was
subsequently extended to cover from 2000 to
18,100 kHz.
The "electron-coupled oscillator" type of
transmitter developed at NRL provided for
the first time frequency stability equivalent to
that of the fixed-frequency crystal, but with
continuous-frequency coverage. This type of
transmitter became the forerunner of a series
of transmitters which saw Naval service over
a period of many years, extending through
World War 11.

The development of the high-frequency receiver, as a major component in HF communication systems, accompanied that of the transmitter.
A series of experimental HF receivers, mainly of
the "tuned-radio-frequency" type, were provided
by the Laboratory for service use during the
Navy's high-frequency trial period. Due to the
interest generated, some of these receivers were
quickly produced in quantities by NRL and
placed in service by the Navy. The first of the
series of experimental HF receivers developed
by NRL (September 19 24) " to find considerable Navy use was intended for installation in
aircraft. Its performance was limited by the

High-Frequency Transmitter Development,
1930 to 1945
During this period NRL's efforts were directed
to quick and positive frequency channel changing,
higher frequency stability, increased effciency,
reduced harmonic radiation, greater reliability,
and compactness.00 The results obtained were
incorporated into a series of models the Navy
procured from commercial organizations. With
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THE FIRST HI1GH-FREQUENCY RECEIVER
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plane's ignition interference. However, in
ship and shore installations, where the interference level was relatively much lower, it
gave attractive results. The Laboratory, with
the help of a local contra-,or, produced 35 of
these receivers, which were distributed to various
Classes of ships and to outlying radio shore
stations as requested by the Bureau of Engineering ( 92-1-I1926)." Receivers ot this type
were furnished the Marine Corps and U-S. Coast
(wuard I 1926). One was used in the dirigible
USS SHENANF)OAH on its historic west coast
trip during October 19L24. This receiver wxas of

the regenerative type employing an oscillating
detector and two stages of audio amnplificationl
(three CW- I i-14N tubes. 2000)to 1-.200 kHz).
Improved sensitivity and selectivity were
obtained in a subseq~uent receiver which employed radio)-frequency amplification for the first
time at high frequencies (192S). The HF amplifier. introduced ahead of' the oscillating detector, was -balanced- to obtain gain without
St It-oscl lation as was discussed previously under
crystal-controlled transmitters." The balance circult also served to prevent passage of energy from
the oscillating detector through the amplifier
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to the antenna, thus avoiding interference with

by the British during the war were equipped

other receivers on the same ship. An antenna
1trap" (antenna coupling unit, type SE 4363)
and capacitive coupling between the HF amplifier
and detector provided selectivity to avoid interference from the lower frequency transmitters
in close proximity on shipboard. The receiver
used four CW 1344 N type tubes and covered a
frequency range of 1000 to 20,000 kHz. Later,
when the screen-grid tube (SE 1182) became
available, its substitution for the triode in radiofrequency amplifiers resulted in increased gain
and simpler operation. This HF receiver, developed by NRL in 1925 and designated the
Model RG, was procured in numbers approximating 1000 and was used throughout the
Naval service." The Model RG was the
Navy's first "operational" HF receiver and its
principal HF receiver for a decade. In 1940,
the 50 U.S. destroyers sent to England for use

with Model RG receivers.

Superheterodyne High-Frequency Receivers
Since it was devised (1918), the superheterodyne method has been an attractive means of
obtaining radio-frequency amplification in receivers covering a wide frequency band. s' By
heterodyning the incoming signal to a fixed frequency, advantage can be taken of the superior
gain, selectivity, and simplicity possible when
circuits are optimized to amplify a single frequency In NRL's early work with this method,
difficulties arising in the shipboard environment
were encountered which were not experienced in
the commercial radio broadcast field to which it
had been applied. The many transmitters and
receivers, necessarily in close proximity, produced severe reaction between fundamental and

75449

THE FIRST HIGH-FREQUENCY RECEIVER FOR REGULAR OPERATIONAL USE
This receiver (Model RG, 1000 to 20,000 kHz). developed by NRL (1925), was the first to reach the Fleet in large numbers
It was first to incorporate radio-frequency amplification. It became the Navy's principal receiver and remained so for over a decade
continuing in service during World War II.
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harmonic frequencies of the transmitter and the
heterodyne oscillator, interfering with reception. Receiver response at the "image" as well as
the signal frequency made the receiver vulnerable
to incoming interference at the image frequency.
Radiation from the heterodyne oscillator in one
receiver caused interference with other receivers,
The tuning of the receiver input circuit caused
"drag" of the frequency of the heterodyne oscillator. The double heterodyning required for continuous-wave
reception brought additional
interference arising from the interaction of the
two oscillators. Early models of these superheterodyne type receivers made by NRL brought
these difficulties forcefully to attention when the
receivers were installed on the USS CALIFORNIA 1924-1 9 26).8-90
A substantial step in overcoming the difliculties experienced with the superheterodyne
receiver was made by combining the Model
RG receiver with a Model RE receiver (10 to
100 kHz), also developed by NRL, with the
latter acting as a fixed-frequency amplifier at
15 kHz (1927). The excellent shielding of
these receivers, the preselection of the Model
RG, and the provision of suitable coupling
circuits led to improved reception performance (1927). 9' A number of these receivers
were put into operational service.

such an extent that it became acceptable
for shipboard operation. Attention was given
to preselection, RF amplification before
detection, cross-modulation in detection,
heterodyne oscillator stability and isolation
from antenna circuitry, fixed-frequency
amplifier stability, adequate shielding, and
simplification of operation.92 The results
obtained in the work were incorporated into
a series of approximately 40 different receiver
models (some of which went through many
versions) produced by various commercial
concerns.m , 93 The first of this series, the
Model RAB, 1000 to 30,000 kHz (1935),
provided performance which in most respects
was not exceeded through the war period.H
However, its size and weight limited its
installation to the larger ships and shore
stations. Of the more compact and lighter
models which followed, the Model RAL
of the tuned-radio-frequency type and the
Models RAO, RBB, RBC, and RBS, of the
superheterodyne type, were procured in large
numbers, particularly during the war period,
and used throughout the Naval service.6
Navy Outfitted with High-Frequency
Equipment

In its subsequent efforts, the Laboratory improved the selectivity and RF amplification of
the tuned-radio-frequency type of receiver. The
freedom of this type from the interference problems of the superheterodyne, due to "image"
response and reactions from oscillator fundamental and harmonics, made it attractive for
Naval use. Nevertheless, the superior selectivity
and the large constant gain with stability over a
wide frequency range possible with the fixedfrequency amplifier of the superheterodyne resuited in its predominance. It was due to NRL's
continuing efforts that the performance of the

When the Navy became convinced of the operational value of high frequencies, it faced the
problem of procuring transmitting and receiving
equipment in sufficient quantity and variety to
outfit its many ship and shore stations. Toward
the end of the 1920's, commercial concerns began
to show interest in providing the Navy with HF
equipment, an interest probably stimulated by the
declining profits experienced as a prelude to the
Great Depression of the 1930's. To stimulate
the latent interest of commercial organizations
sufficiently to produce the HF equipment the
Navy needed to equip its Fleet, the Bureau of
Engineering arranged a meeting with representatives of likely producers. At this meeting, NRL
reviewed the technical problems involved in
HF equipment and the means it had devised to
meet these problems (1929). Standards of

superheterodyne receiver was improved to

equipment performance based on NRL's work

High-Frequency Receiver Development,
1930 to 1945
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I.4

TYPICAL RADIO COMMUNICATION INSTALLATION
USS DALLAS (1925)
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were set forth, e.g., ±0.01 percent in freaccuracy. These standards were agreed to

to 20,000 ft. NRL provided the first vibration,
shock, and inclination testing equipment

by the several commercial representatives-

simulating

These discussions were followed by a continuing NRL effort to provide contractors
with information on technical aspects and
environmental factors to be used in their
designs. The Laboratory furnished the Bureau
the technical information for its specifications,
interpreted contractors' proposals, and maintained such surveillance over contractors' designs and equipment as was necessary to insure

(1934)." The continuing effort with its series
of improvements in test equipment and
methods led to more accurate simulation of
the service environment. The results of the
program were of vital importance to the
reliability not alone of high-frequency equipment, but also to that of a wide variety of
other electronic equipment, including radar
and sonar equipment. The effort paid off well
in combat operations during World War il.

satisfactory service performance.
Prior to the beginning of the procurement of
high-frequency equipment in the 1930 period,
the effects of the environmental factors of
temperature, humidity, vibration, shock, and
ship roll and pitch on the performance of radio
equipment had been given only superficial consideration. The serious effects of these factors
on frequency stability at the higher frequencies
and the emphasis placed on considerations of
structural ruggedness to obtain reliability led
the Laboratory into an extended effort to place
these factors on a quantitative basis. Information was obtained on the range and combinations
of temperature and humidity, and variations in
ships' attitude experienced by the Fleet in
worldwide operations. Observations were made
of the vibration and shock, including that of
gunfire, to be encountered aboard ship. Requirements to be met by manufacturers were established, and testing equipments simulating
shipboard conditions were designed so that
compliance with the requirements could be
determined.

shipboard

operating

conditions

The extent of the impact of NRL's environmental efforts is indicated by the many thousands
of these high-frequency equipments, both transmitters and receivers, principally for shipboard
installation, which were obtained by the Navy
from various manufacturers, with procurement
greatly accelerated during the World War 11
period. The magnitude of this wartime buildup
is evident from the increase in number of the
.981
Navy's ships from 2082 (C Dec. 1941) to 3,7
(1 Dec. 1944).n Practically every ship carried
at least one complete HF communication installation, and the larger ships were equipped with as
many as 26 transmitters and 40 receivers.
These high-frequency equipments gradually
took over the major portion of the Navy's radiocommunication load from the lower frequencies.
During the war they provided a means of communication which contributed importantly to
the war's successful conclusion. Many of these
equipments continued in active service throughout
the Navy for many years.

In carrying out this environmental program, NRL provided the nation's first large
temperature-humidity-pressure chamber (20 X
20 x 10 ft high) which permitted electronic
equipment to be subjected to precisely controlled combinations of temperature and
humidity conditions experienced in service
(1935)'7 The pressure-control feature of this
chamber provided a means of determining the
performance of airborne radio equipment (a

Aircraft High-Frequency Equipment

subject to be dealt with later) at altitudes up

aircraft transmitter was heard at points several
63

NRL developed the first aircraft high.
frequency equipment, demonstrating its
operation in a flight from Washington to
Lakehurst, New Jersey and return on 25 Sept.
1924. During the flight, two-way communication was maintained between the aircraft
(DH-4B) and NRL's station (NKF) on 3700
kHz out to a range of 70 nautical miles.," The

RADIO COMMUINICATION

THE FIRST NAVAL OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
EQUIPMENT
This NRL-developed equipment tI19;4) was first to provide vibration, shock, and ins lina
(ion simulation oit the Naval shipboard operational environment for determining the
[wriormAnte oft clettront equipment It was used in its work to continually upgrade
the suitability And reliability oif electronic equipment. The Model TBN high-frequency
communiLAtion transmitter, based on NRL's developments, is shown mounted on the
platform,

hundred miles distant, but the aircraft reception
range was limited because of ignition interference. The aircraft transmitter was of the
master oscillator-power amplifier type, with an
output of 7-1/2 watts. The NRL receiver was
the first high-frequency receiver to be developed for aircraft or ship use and was later

reproduced in quantities as previously described in the section titled "High Frequency
Receivers." BecAuse of vibration in the aircraft,
the received signal on ground had a rough "beat
note.- This difficulty was avoided in a subsequent
experimental equipment though the use of crystal
control, which provided a constant beat note
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(April 102). A number of experimental equipments were provided the Fleer to obitain operatonail c ,'erienc inl aircraft.
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concerned with the need for frequency-channel
shifting when using high frequencies, the fragility
of crystals for frequency control, and the assumed
greater weight of high-frequency equipment.
The interference from aircraft ignition systems,
greater at the higher frequencies and thought to
require unacceptably heavy ignition-system
shielding, was also an impediment.
NRL continued its pursuit of improved aircraft ignition shielding to reduce the interference with radio reception. A study of the sources
of interference led to the development of
adequate means of shielding engine ignition
components, including a new type of spark
plug (1927). The application of NRL's aircraft ignition shielding developments to
Naval aircraft eliminated the interference
problem and made high-frequency reception
on aircraft practical. 0-10 In June 1929, at a
conference arranged for the consideration of
the ignition-interference problem and attended by representatives of the aircraft
industry, the Laboratory presented the results
of its work. Shortly thereafter, ignition shielding was applied generally to Naval aircraft.
Later it was utilized in commercial aircraft.
In reporting the results of tests on long-range,
high-frequency communication made by the
U.S. Fleet, Aircraft Scouting Force, its Coinmander, in his report, stated, "The marked
improvement of receiving conditions in the
planes is ascribed chiefly to ignition shielding..." (December 19315 A requirement
for ignition shielding was included in the
1932 edition of the General Specifications
for the design and construction of airplanes
for the Navy.
The Bureau of Engineering decided to explore
the frequency range 3000 to 4000 kHz for
short-range fighter and spotting aircraft communication and sponsored NRL's effort to provide suitable equipment (19 26).106 The first such
equipments procured were the models MD (General Electric) and ME (Westinghouse) (19271929) 107 These were followed by the Model
GF transmitter (5000 to 8000 kHz), accompanied
by the Model RU receiver. (193 1-1933).108 The

Model GF/RU equipment was the first to provide
acceptable two-way, aircraft voice communication, feasible because of the availability of
effective ignition-system shielding. The Model
GF/RU (Aircraft Radio Corporation) was procured in large numbers and used extensively,
and continued in use through World War 11.
Although of relatively low power (5 waits),
the Model GF was also used for patrol aircraft
which required coverage over long distances.
The Models GH (Westinghouse) and GI (General Electric), also procured, provided greater
power (100 watts, 4000 to 13,575 kHz). These
equipments were followed by a series of models
for patrol planes, the development of which
paralleled that of shipboard high-frequency
equipment. NRL maintained surveillance over
these developments to insure acceptable service
performance. The Navy has found the high-frequency
band very useful for long-distance communication
by its aircraft.

Teleprinter-Facsimile
The first transmissions of teleprinter messages over a radio circuit were accomplished
on 6 Sept. 1922 by NRL staff members just
prior to moving to the present laboratory
site. Transmissions (590 kHz) were made from
aircraft in flight out to distances of 50 miles to
ground and in the reverse direction, with acceptable results.'"9 Instrumentation, particularly for
reception, had been prepared to adapt the teleprinter ("teletypewriter," "teletype") to radio
equipment. The instrumentation developed was
utilized in early guided-missile control. During
April 1923 the first trials of the teleprinter over
Navy long-distance operational circuits, Annapolis -San Francisco -Pearl Harbor, were conducted using high-power, low-frequency transmission.110

Subsequently, other experimental
use was made of the teleprinter, but the error
rates over long-haul circuits were not low
enough to be operationally attractive prior to
1944.
67
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FIRST RADIO TRANSMISSIONS OF PRINTED MESSAGES
Teletype printed mc'ss Lges wcrc first transmitted over a radio

ir
tuit with this cquipment 1,)2'),
with transmissions bKtween
an atircraft in Ilight and the labortory itthe Anacosti A Nay al Air Station ThecqUi pntenr it i ed tic iiti to dt the tclet'p'
to the raio transmitter and recive r The instrumentation developed by pre-NRL stafl numvnbers was later adapted by NRI to
the r.idio control of Naval .raft

teletypewriter practical" over radio circuits. 13
The major factor in the poor performance of
previous teleprinter systems had been due to
the action of the automatic volume control in
receivers which caused a large rise in the level
of the noise and actuated the teleprinter improperly during the "off" period of the "on"
and -off" keying method previously used in
continuous-wave
operation.
NRL's
system
avoided this by using a continuously transmitted
signal, thus holding the received signal at constant level. Furthermore NRL provided for receivers a frequency-shift converter to convert
the FSK signal for teleprinter operation, a
visual tuning indicator to permit precise setting
on the frequency channel, and a device for

NRL was first to develop a teleprinter
system for use on radio circuits which provided operationally acceptable error rates
(1944). NRL's system employed "FrequencyShift-Keying" (FSK) in which the frequency
was shifted 850 Hz between two states, "Mark"
and "Space," with high precision. In view of
the Fleet's urgent need, NRL's system was
quickly put to use on Fleet radio circuits and
extended as soon as possible to the entire
Naval communication system. NRL's FSKteleprinter system greatly increased the speed
and accuracy of handling radio communication traffic, reduced the number of operators
required, and simplified their training.""" 2
NRL's efforts resulted in ".. .Making the use of
68
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The unique. optical components, provided by

antonaicially starting the teleprinter. Modific.1tion units were developed to td.1pt SubSt.11ntially
.11l high-trequerny transmnitters in service and
convert them to lFSK. (onmrittors were guided
in providing kits for field inoditika.tion.
The first U.S. transmission of photographs
over a radio circuit (facsimile) was accomplished in May 1922 by NRL staff members,
cooperating with Mr. C. Francis Jenkins. a
Washington, D.C., scientist. Tr.knsinissions

Nir. Jenkins, were rotating glas disks, the edges
ot' which varied in thickness, tbrming prisms.
At the transtnitter, a light beam passed through
the disks ind the photographic plateC And im1pinged on ai selenium cell. The light beamn wa.s
cau1sed to scan thie photograph horizontally bv
one pair of disks and vertically by a second
pair, A siilar optical systemi at the receiver,
synchronized with the transmitting system.,
prov de.d st ann ing ot a photosensitive surtace
to reproduce the phiotograiph. The signal produce'd by the seleniumn cell m1odulated the
transimittC
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beam at the receiver, to reconstruct the image.
On 12 Dec. 1922, this facsimile system was
demonstrated to the Director of Naval Cornmunications, RADM H. J. Ziegemeier, and the
Chief of the Bureau of Engineering, RADM S.
S. Robinson. On 2 Mar. 1923, photographs of
President W. G. Harding and the Secretary of
Commerce, Herbert C. Hoover, were transmitted
from NOF to the Evening Bulletin Building,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the first U.S. longdistance facsimile radio transmission."14 "'1
Later, after an experimental period in which
NRL participated, the Navy equipped certain
of its ship and shore stations with facsimile
equipment and has continued to use it for the
transmission of weather maps, photographs, line
drawings, and other graphic material,

signal, to scan a viewing screen to reproduce
the images.
NRL participated in a number of early adaptations of television to serve Navy functions. One
application was in the guidance to targets of
assault drones used as guided missiles, described
in Chapter 5 (see also Ref. 7c in Chapter 5).
Another was concerned with the provision of
an underwater search vehicle equipped with
television for assessing underwater damage to
ships and assisting deep-sea divers in salvage
operations. The vehicle was remotely controlled
from a surface ship (1947).11'
NRL developed the first television submarine periscope buoy for sea-surface observations by submarines submerged at great
depths (1952).'" This buoy, proposed to the
joint Weapons Evaluation group in 1950, had
the objective of extending the surface observations function of the usual periscope to much
greater depths. A periscope-like optical system was mounted on the top of the buoy and
extended to a television camera carr ied in the
body of the buoy. Observations with the remotely
controlled optical system could be made in
azimuth by continuous rotation of it in either
direction and in elevation from minus 10 degrees
to plus 45 degrees. An erect image was maintamned on the television screen by the introduction of a rotatable dove prism in the system.
In scanning the field, 525 lines per frame interlaced and 30 frames per second were used. The
buoy was demonstrated aboard the Laboratory's
picket boat in the Chesapeake Bay in sea states
of one to three. The system had attractive potential for special applications.
NRL developed a special television system
to provide, a means of locating and observing
objects on the ocean floor from surface ships
(1963)."' This system was used for long periods
of time in water as deep as 8400 feet with an
installation on board the USNS GILLISS
(AGOR-4).
NRL developed the first satisfactory television system for the observation, within a
submarine, of the performance of outboard
equipment (1964)"'2

Television
The first radio transmissions of visual images
of moving objects were made in 1923 by NRL
in cooperation with the Jenkins Laboratory
in Washington, D.C11-118 The transmissions,
on 550 kHz at 500 watts, were made from
NRL's station NOF to the Jenkins Laboratory,
where the moving images were displayed.
On 13 June 1925, this "pre-television" system
was demonstrated to the Secretary of the
Navy, then the Honorable Curtis Wilbur;
the Chief of the Bureau of Engineering,
RADM S. D. Robinson; and the Director of
NRL, then CAPT Paul Foley. Moving imnages
of a model windmill and a dancing doll were
displayed. Motion-picture filns were also
transmitted. The quality of the reproduced
images was approximately 15 lines per inch.
At the transmitter, the moving images were
focused onto a ground-glass plate, which was
scanned by a series of lenses mounted spirally
on the surface of a rapidly rotating disk. The
rotating lenses focused the picture elements,
in turn, onto a photocell to provide the signal.
At the receiver, a similar rotating-lens arrangement caused a light beam, modulated by the
70
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UNDERWATER TELEVISION SYSTEM
The television system shown here installed aboard the USS TIRANTE was developed by NRL in 1964. It permits observation
of the performance of outboard equipment from within the submerged submarine while underway. Four television cameras can
be seen on deck about the experimental submarine communication buoy structure (see arrows).

The system eliminates a considerable quantity of
instrumentation otherwise required. The system
was first used in determining the performance of
NRL's towed radio-communication buoy, while
under development, during its "nesting" operation
in the deck of the submarine USS SEACAT (SSA99) while submerged (1964). It was also used for
this purpose on the submarine USS TRUTTA (SS421) during 1965. The system was most useful
whenever it was necessary to observe nesting of
such buoys.

Communication Circuit Multiplexing
Satisfactory quality was obtained in the highfrequency band with facsimile when ionospheric
conditions were good, but when conditions became unfavorable the quality was severely
reduced. The irregularities of the ionosphere

caused the incident energy of a signal element
to be refracted over several paths of varying
length, with correspondingly different delay
times. Some of the components of the original
one-millisecond signal were delayed as much as
four or more milliseconds. 23 To avoid interference, acceptance of a new signal at the receiver had to await the arrival of all components
of a previous signal. The transmission time of a
standard weather map then became one hour, as
compared with the usual 20 minutes. To overcome this difficulty, NRL developed a multiplex
system which was first to provide good quality
reproduction of facsimile consistently under
multipath conditions over high-frequency circuits (1948).14 This multiplex system was also
first to provide satisfactory accuracy in teleprinter operation at high speed under unfavorable ionospheric multipath conditions in the
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THE FIRST TELEVISION SUBMARINE PERISCOPE BUOY FOR SEA-SURFACE OBSERVATIONS BY
SUBMARINES SUBMERGED AT GREAT DEPTHS (1952)
This NRL-developed television system permitted observations in azimuth to 160 degrees and in elevation up to 45 degrees.
with full control within the submarine. Picture quality was equal to that of U.S. commercial television standards.

high-frequency band. It has been used extensively in high-frequency teleprinter systems. In this
system, the amplitude-modulated facsimile output was converted into quantized mark and space
type signals of one millisecond duration. Sequential
signal elements were commutated into eight properly spaced audio-frequency (2400 to 4500 cycles)
channels in such a way that each channel carried
one in eight of the sequential elements. Thus, the
channel signal elements were permitted to be of
eight-millisecond duration, adequate to contend
with any ionospherically delayed signal component.

ends of the radio circuit. This system was given
extended trials over high-frequency long-distance
circuits such as that from Washington to San Francisco and was proven to give satisfactory facsimile
performance under multipath conditions. This multiplexing system permitted the transmission of 7 by
7-3/8 inch facsimile copy in seven minutes.

Similar, synchronized, multiplexing devices per-

described, the first high-frequency, single-

forming these functions were provided for both

sideband

High-Frequency Single-Sideband System
To accompany the multiplex system just
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system,

providing

a substantial
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increase in communication capacity through
radio-spectrum conservation with suitability
for shipboard operation, was developed under

ment and procurement of equipment incorporating the results of NRL's work, contractors
were guided and extensive performance in-

NRL's leadership and guidance ( 19 5 5 ).12.1

vestigations were made to insure satisfactory

By suppressing one of the two sidebands produced by the modulation, and also by suppressing
the carrier, introducing it instead at the receiver,
spectrum use can be reduced solely to that
required by the original signal. Concentration of
the available energy on one sideband provides
greater effectiveness in its use (9 dB). NRL
conducted a thorough investigation of the
problems encountered in using single-sideband
systems for ship-ship-shore communication and
the advantages to be had in their employment,
Several techniques were devised and included
in an experimental system intended to utilize
existing Navy continuous-wave transmitters and
receivers (1946-1952).127,128 Early single-sideband
systems used means to perform the necessary
functions of such complexity and requiring such
exacting adjustment and highly skillful servicing
that they were impractical for Navy use aboard
ships. Furthermore, unacceptable signal distortion occurred unless the receiver was tuned
precisely to the transmitter frequency. This
limitation required the transmitter to be continuously active, a situation which could not be
tolerated on shipboard. A major difficulty was
the lack of adequate precision in the frequency
control of transmitters and receivers. A precision
of about one part in 10s was required, but such
precision was not then available aboard ship.
NRL's work (to be described later) on highly
precise frequency standards and on frequency
synthesizers which could produce output frequencies of the required accuracy on a decade
basis from a single crystal standard made
single-sideband operation feasible. The highly
precise frequency control also made available
advantages of single-sideband transmission
not otherwise possible, including low harmonic and intermodulation distortion due to the
behavior of the ionospheric transmission medium, unlimited circuit netting, so important in
task-force data and information exchange,
and far better circuit reliability. In the develop-

service use (1955-1963). The efforts led to equipment capable of providing eight teleprinter
channels utilizing the same spectrum bandwidth
previously required by a single FSK teleprinter
channel of the conventional double-sideband
type. The equipment became identified as the
Models AN/WRT-2 (transmitter), AN/WRR-2
(receiver), and AN/URC-32
(transceiver),
thousands of which were obtained (1955-1968).
At least two equipments were installed on
smaller ships, with greater numbers on larger
ships. The single-sideband system superseded the
double-sideband type, and other military services
adopted such equipment, including the NRL advances. Commercial communication systems have
also greatly benefitted by NRL's work.

Communication Security
For many years, the Navy, to prevent the
extraction of the intelligence in messages being
transmitted over radio circuits, used a five-letter
code with letters transposed in accordance with
permutations established by complex "cipher"
patterns. Later the "encryption" process was
enhanced by the availability of electromechanical devices operated from a typewriter-like
keyboard or a punched tape. The "key" of
these devices could be changed at frequent
intervals to reduce the probability of code
breaking. The encryption process introduced
considerable delay in transmission of messages,
which became a heavy burden at the principal
communication centers during World War 11.
As many as 100 especially qualified officers had
to be assigned to such centers to contend with
the traffic load.

Electronic Encryption System
An important advance in carrying out the
encryption function was made when NRL
73
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developed the first "on-line" electronic encryption system, which is generally basic to encryption systems (1947 ).123. 128 The system was placed
in operation on Navy transcontinental and transoceanic trunk circuits and gave satisfactory per-

formance (1953). As improved components became available, the basic system was broadly
modified to meet the needs of the several military
services. Instead of transposing the letters of the
message, this system transposes, in random
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fashion, the "mark" and "space" signal elements to

must have adequate "randomness" to avoid the

be transmitted. The work was first directed to provide cover in transmitting facsimile material. The
amplitude-modulated output obtained in scanning the facsimile material was "quantized" to produce a"mark" and "space" type signal. This was combined algebraically with the random output of a
code generator to produce the encoded signal to
be transmitted. The code generator employed a
number of continuously rotating disks scanned
photoelectrically. The disks had holes located
near their edges placed in angular positions
corresponding to the code key. As the disks
rotated, light beams passed through the holes
activating photo cells, the outputs of which
were combined electronically. The code-generator output was the binary sum of the signals
produced by the several disks. Additional disks
with holes located in various angular positions
were provided for changing the key. This method
of generating the random signal was modified by
employing binary digital "ring" circuits when
suitable binary magnetic storage elements
became available. The key could then be inserted
electronically in the "ring" circuit. A similar
code generator, synchronized with the generator
at the transmitter, was used for decoding at the
receiver,
Although intended at first to provide cover
for facsimile transmission, this security system
met an immediate need for adequate security
on Navy teleprinter circuits. Since the teleprinter
output was already quantized, it could readily
be combined with the random output of the code
generator. The code generator, designated the
AFAX-500, was procured in quantities through
contract. The generator, together with the multiplex system previously described, provided the
Navy with secure, reliable, low-error-rate means
of transmission over long-distance high-frequency
circuits.

discerning of any pattern which might lead to
code breaking. The Navy became concerned
about the security of the punched-paper-tape
cipher keys supplied by a central military
organization, which it used to produce the random stream of elements (1950). The degree of
randomness had been determined by visual
inspection of the tapes, a method which did not
appear adequate to uncover possible weaknesses.
To provide a statistical basis for judging
security quality, NRL developed the first
statistical analyzer for determining the "randomness" of punched-tape cipher keys (1952).
The use of this device uncovered many weak
keys and brought about substantial improvement in the security of communication in the
several military services which relied upon
the keys.
The operational speed of the electromechanical
counters used in the first analyzer limited the
length of the cipher key that could be analyzed
and the depth of the analyzing process. The speed
was also inadequate to match the operational
speed of the magnetic binary digital type crypto
generator under development. As a further
step, the Laboratory developed the first
electronic real-time statistical analyzer, which
made thorough and rapid determination of
the randomness of security cipher keys
practical (1957).129,s1
The performance of
this key analyzer proved successful, and the
details of its design were made available to
other military organizations. This type of analyzer was widely accepted by the military
services, and it materially contributed to the quality of their secure communications. This analyzer
was based on modern statistical technology applied
to modern electronic binary digital circuitry. A
measure of the probability of randomness was obtained through autocorrelation, crosscorrelation,
and automatizing the routine and repetitive parts
of the statistical analysis of a time series.

Cipher Key Quality

Electronic Station Call Sign Encryptor

The cipher keys of crypto generators, which
comprise binary streams of digital elements,

The practice of assigning call signs to ship and
shore stations for purpose of identity permits
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of' the density of' comnmunication
traffic with the individual stations. Under certain circumstances such association is of military
value to hostile forces. By changing the call
signs of stations in a random way, uncertainty
can be introduced to deceive the hostile interests.
To accomplish this, NRL developed the first
electronic station call-sign encryptor, which
included a novel matrix algebraic computer
technique using a prime number as a radix for the
alphanumeric series- letters plus numbers (1956). 1 ,31
This deuvice was used successfully by the Navy in
regular operations over a period of several years at
association

mch. ni

odel

I IN)tt is shti' n on ti uc left anrdits biniry

on the right

irs Washington, D.C. radio-communication terminal. It provided a 20-to- I reduction in operational
manpower as Compared with that required by the
mechanical devices previously used, and made callsign encryption practical.

Coi..oromising Emanations
Commnunication systems, equipments. connect-

ing lines, or cables handling classified matter
may emit compromising emanations which can
be exploited through clandestine means, thus
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This NRI.-developed device was used successfully by the Navy in rrgulair operations over a period
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perimeter. Investigations leading to the effective suppression of these emanations to avoid
compromise is an activity of concern not alone to
the Department of Defense but also other government departments and offices. NRL has been a
pioneer in this field and has made many contributions to the various organizations.
Another example of unique activity in this field
is related to shielded cables, conduits, and ducts
cont~lin

used to pass classified matter. Emanations from
these information carriers, even though of extremely low energy )evel. may be subject to surreptitious interception by various means. NRL was
first to develop adequate procedures to determine
the electromagnetic leakage from shielded nonferrous cables and magnetic leakage from ferrous
conduits and ducts. These procedures resulted in
standards widely used by organizations concerned with secure communications (1965).112 The
procedures for nonferrous cables cover the entire
radio-frequency spectrum. Those for ferrous conduits and ducts provided accurate means of determining magnetic attenuation at lower frequencies.
The Laboratory has conducted many investigations of communication systems which have led to
the correction of their security weaknesses. It has
provided new techniques to advance the capabili-
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ties of new security devices and to eliminate the
weaknesses of existing delinquent devices. It has
furnished critical technical information for procurement specifications for new security equipment and
has provided guidance in the preparation of federal
standards used by all government departments. The
results obtained have had significant impact on the
security of communication systems used throughout the world by the various government departments. NRL's specialized expertise, acquired over
an extended period, brought wide recognition as an
authority in this field.

HighFreqencyAntenas(five
HighFreqencyAntenassign
The relatively small size of high-frequency
antennas, as compared with the size required at
the lower frequencies. was an Important factor
in meeting the need for greatly Increased radiocommunication capacity oft Nav-al ships A .onsiderable number of high-trequency antennas.
usually half-wave dipoles. could be accnm
modated aboard ship without interaiction. whereas
only very few lower frequency Antennas could ble
installed in the limitted space avacilaible However.
during World Watr 11. the number oit high
frequency circuits used tbr tcommlind tunctions

Increased ito such an extent that atntennai congestion on shipboard became11 A serious problemn
The communication ships (Tvpe A60~ serving
command had so many atntennas chat .t circuit
Adiustment (If any one oit themn would so react
upon the others as ito make rapid changes in
frequencv Impract icaml To remiedy this situation
NRL sought to provide atn antenna sttucture
having broad frequentj radiatting characteristics,

so tht

A singl.ntnacud

c.mmae

several transmitting or receiving equipments
operating simiultaneously
The problem was
primarily oine of transmission, since the labioratorv hatd developed fairly efiective mneans for
multiple reception using an aIVIriodic Atntenna
1022. 10.- which hatd continued in use throughI,
out the Navy H owever, no tratnsmitting atenna

having efficient radiating characteristics over
the high-frequency band without serious gaps
was available. Through an investigation of
various Antenna structures. NRL found that two
concentric cylindrical tubes, when properly
arranged and proportioned, could provide a 3-toI frequency coverage with A Voltage-stAndingwave ratio not exceeding 3 to I (known as the
sleeve antenna). Is' 13 Although previously applied as a single antenna on the Guppy type sub.
marine. the SS 350 (1948), the first extensive
installation on the broadband sleeve antenna developed by NRL was made on the task fleet flagship
USS NORTHAMPTON (1953).' Ten antennas
triansmitting, five receiving) of the new dereplaced SO of the earlier type and in three
sizes provided continuous effective coverage of
the high-frequency band. The new broadband antenna was subsequently applied to destroyers, aircraft carriers, cruisers, and other classes of ships
with NRL providing the necessary technical inforniatio n and guidance."' This antenna has Also
found extensive use at shore stations throughout
the world. Nevw applications are continually arising.
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type submatrine. I SS 0,0 .La i ii~luded in its
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tion oft this concept 00I4S) The inclusion of a
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ship*% stack as part of a high-frequency antenna
sistem Uas first accomplished by NRL on the
L'SS 69 (lass of destroyers (1949)."" Both forward ind Ait-tacks of these ships were used as the
sleeve set tions of two of the antennas The first inst.lationt .truer
clss of vessel was on the SS
NOtRTHAMPTON (l S)+
Its application to
other ships continues, utilizing such parts of the
superstructure is gun turrets and deck houses

Conical Monopole Antenna
NRL developed the conical monopole
antenna to meet the requirement for a highfrequency antenna of low height to minimize
obstruction to aircraft in landing at Naval
Air Stations
9%). Hundreds
H
of these antennas %%ere installed at Air Stations, both
Navy and Air Force, throughout the world.
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antenna received wide acceptanice, and a great

size as to obstruct vision in docking. After
further investigation, NRL developed the
conical monocone antenna, which avoided the
vision-obstruction difficulty (1959). The
nionocone antenna was first installed on the
USS OBSERVATION ISLAND (1959). This

variety of new applications were found. This antenna comprised four sloping-wire radiating elements, supported and fed from the top of a central
mast. An equal number of impedance-matching
wires are disposed beneath the radiating elements.

THE "CONICAIL-MONOCONE" HIGH-FREQUENCY BROADBAND ANTENNA
This antenna was developed by NRLd1959) to minimize visual obstruction aboard ship caused by the structure
of certain types of broadband antennas. A 48-to- I scale model of the USS NORTHAMPTON is show.n, with two
sections of this type of antenna (upper 2 to 6 MHz, lower 6 to 8 MHz). It comprises four sloping-wire radiatmng
elements for each frequency band, supported by a central mast. Three pyramidal sections are feasible for more
complete coverage of the high-frequency band. This type of antenna has been applied to several classes of Naval
vessels.
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The antenna structure, when properly proportioned, provides coverage over a frequency range of
5 to I at any point in the high-frequency band, with
a voltage standing-wave ratio not exceeding 3 to 1.°
This antenna lends itself to the stacking of sections,
so that with three sections, the lowest frequency
section encompassing the other two, coverage of
the entire high-frequency band (2-30 MHz) is fessi
ble, and valuable deck space is conserved.

confirmation was first used on the US$ NORTHHAMPTON (1967).
To improve the shipboard antenna-design
procedure, the Laboratory devised a model
technique through which scaled mode of
antennas and ships were subjected to meauremats to determine the best antenna place.
meat configuration (1948). The Laboratory
has used the model method to provide romplete high-frequency antenna suits for many
classes of Navy ships including command
ships, aircraft carriers, guided-missile ships
(Type DLG), cruisers, mine sweepers, and
support ships. Broad application was possible.
The ship models included the various structural
elements influencing antenna characteristics and

High-Frequency Shipboard Antenna
Radiation Characteristics
To preserve the broadband and azimuth radiation characteristics of antennas,
their placement
and that of other structural elements required
aboard ship must be arranged to minimize interaction. During World War 11, to improve
antenna performance, the Laboratory made
azimuth radiation pattern measurements of
antenna installations on nearly 100 ships of
various classes, including battleships, aircraft
carriers, and communication ships (AGC
class). These ships, just commissioned or
overhauled, were sent to a point offshore at
the Laboratory's Chesapeake Bay site to have
the Laboratory me the performance of their
entire electronic systems before proceeding
to their operational missions. The Laboratory
also made such improvements as were possible
in the time allocated. The antenna-pattern
measurements were made by having the ships
circle buoys anchored in the Bay, while instrumentation on shore made measurements, or by
having a small craft carrying instrumentation
circle the ship. The measurements disclosed many
objectionable "nulls" in the patterns. The problem of making the necessary changes was found
so involved that only limited adjustments of
antennas could be made in the time available.
An NRL improvement in confirming shipboard
installations utilizes a helicopter, with instrumentation suspended below and at sufficient distance to
avoid field distortion. Ships can be circled quickly,
and by making measurements at various altitudes,
elevation patterns can be obtained. This method of

were mounted on a flat metallic surface simulating
the sea. Changes in models based on the measurements could be made quickly and easily, expediting
the antenna placement design. At first, scale factors
up to 120 to I were used. Later, to provide greater
design accuracy the model size was increased so as
to lower the scale factor to a maximum of 50 to 1.
The arrangement resulting from the model work
was confirmed by measurements on a full-scale
installation aboard the particular ship for which it
was designed.
The model technique has given excellent
results, the performance of final shipboard
installations corresponding quite closely to that
of the models. It was first applied to the Guppytype submarine (SS 350), in which the conningtower structure was used as the sleeve section of
a sleeve antenna (1948).141 The structure was
modelled with a scale factor of 24 to I. A standing-wave ratio of better than 3 to I was obtained
over a frequency range of 2.6 to 1 with the
resulting antenna.

High-Frequency Antenna Multiplexing
In using several transmitters and/or receivers
simultaneously on a common broadband antenna,
coupling circuits must be provided which will
insure proper impedance match for the efficient
transfer of energy and adequate isolation to
82
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THE FIRST HIGH-FREQUENCY ANTENNA MODEL FACILITY
This facility was developed by NRL 1948) to accelerate the advance of antenna design. A 48-to-I scalemodel of the USS
NORTHAMPTON, with high-frequency sleeve antennas, is shown on a rotating platform in the center of an 18 by 18 foot
ground screen. The antennas were driven from a generator below the platform, and the measurement probe was located in the
structure to the extreme left on the screen. The measurement equipment was placed in the room below. This facility, located
on the roof of NRL building 16, was the forerunner of a series of model facilities of increased capability. The model technique
has been used in the development of antenna suits on many classes and types of Naval vessels.

NRL'a PRESENT HIGH-FREQUENCY ANTENNA MODEL FACILITY
This facility,developed by NRL (1967), is the largest in the United States. It is large enough to permit the use of models of adequate physical
size and scale factor necessary for accurate measureents. It isthe only facility adequately to determine the performance of wide-aperture
antenna models. The facility comprises a 1O(0-foot-diameter ground screen, the center of which contains a turntable 15feet in diameter. A
48-to- I scale model of the type APD Command (or transport) ship is shown on the turntable. The turntable forms part of the roof of an
underground building (z34 34 x 9 feet high) which houses the measuring equipment and operating personnel. Measurement probes are
located at appropriate points just above the ground screen. The screen isof such design and size asto minimize reflections from its edge,
which would cause serious inaccuracies in measurements.
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incorporated in the Model XZ antenna diplex coupling system and applied to ocher ships (1932).14
The technique however, required quite wide separ
tionbetween frequencychannes and had highefficiency only for the lower frequency transmitter.
Becae of complexity in making adjustments, it
was limited in use to two transmitters on a common
antenna inshipboard applications.
In later work, the Laboratory wa first to
devise a transmission line-series coupling
technique by means of which transmitters
were coupled at intervals along a concentric
transmission line to its inner conductor
through small openings in its outer conductor
( 19 46).16 Antenna multicouplers employing this
technique became standard equipment in a variety of shipboard installations (AN/SRA-13,14,
15, 16). For the high-frequency band, low-loss resonant circuits connected to the transmitter were
arranged to couple to loops inserted in series with
the inner conductor of the transmission line. With
this technique, four high-frequency transmitters
could be operated on a common antenna with a

avoid interactions among equipments. Minimum
channel spacing to allow the maximum number
of communication channels and minimum energy
loss in coupling networks are of importance.

Transmitter Multiplexing
The transmitter multiplexing problem is
particularly critical, since high power in coupling
circuit components is attended with the generation of heat, which may be difficult to dissipate,
and high voltage, which may cause breakdown.
Early work on this problem resulted in a filter
technique which permitted the operation of
three lower frequency transmitters on one
antenna for the first time (1922).142 This technique
was first applied to the high-frequency band using
the Models TU (200 to 400 kHz) and TAF (2 to
18.1 MHz) transmitters (1930).'a It was demonstrated on the USS TEXAS with the Models TO
(0.5 to 1.5 MHz) and TV (2 to 3 MHz) transmitters
(1930) and applied later on the USS SARATOGA
and USS DETROIT (1931).'" The technique was
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HIGH-FREQUENCY TRANSMITTER MULTICOUPLERS
These multicouplers incorporating an NRL-developed technique were first to permit the simultaneous operation of four trans.
mitters on a common antenna (1959). They provided frequency channel isolation of 20 dB at 10 percent frequency sepwnttion.
In 1964 they were modified by NRL to permit the operation of eight transmitters with 40 dD isolation at 5 percent frequency,
separation. Left to right we the Models ANISKA-I3. 14. 15. and 16.
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frequency separation of 10 percnt. sn isolation of

of withstanding high voltae. The nsces of

20dB, and a nominal power loss of IdEl (1950)."'1
This isolation was adequate to prevent interaction
between transmitters. Multicouplers incorpocating
the transmiasion-line-couplins wchnique were first
installed on the submarine USS JINX using three

the capacitor were so contoured s to minimime
om. This vacuum type of variable capacitor
was first used in the hilh-frequency multicoupler
of the USS NORTHAMPTON installation (previously described) at a l/2.kW power level A

high-frequency transmitters (1950)."1 An extensive installation of multicouplers employing the

capacitor of further improved design was included in the NRLdeveloped multicoupler

tmchniquewasmadeontheUSSNOTHAMPTON
(1953).0Thenecouplers permitted theuseof four
transmitters on each of five broadband antennas
and gave coverage of the entire high-frequency
bend.
A serious difficulty was encountered in deter
mining adjustments which would provide proper
impedance match between the transmitters and
the antenna. This problem was solved by devising a reflectometer which was inserted in
each of the transmission lines connecting the
transmitters to their respective coupling units
(1947).15 This reflectometer comprised a short
wire placed parallel and close to the inner
conductor of the transmission line. The wire
was arranged so that the voltages caused in it
due to inductive and capacitive couplings by
the outward fowing energy were balanced. This
device permitted sensing the reflected energy,
which was of reversed phase with the inductive
coupling but not with the capacitive couplig
A microammeter and diode connected to the
short wire permitted observation of the amount
of reflected energy and adjustment of impedance
to reduce this energy to a minimum,
Voltage breakdown between the surfaces of
variable air capacitors used to tune the resonant
circuits of multicouplers was a further difficulty
encountered in their development. The spacing
of the surfaces could not be increased without
increasing physical size beyond that permissible
at the operating frequency. To overcome this
difficulty NL with the cooperation of a con-

AN/FRA-49 (V) which permitted operation,
for the first time, at the 10-kW level in the
2 to 6 and 5 to IS MHz bands. This type of
multicoupler was first installed at the Naval
Radio Station, Annapolis, Maryland, where
three 10-kW transmitters were operated on one
antenna (1956).11 Subsequently, it was installed
at other shore stations. A 10-kW multicoupler
capability in the 10 to 30 MHz band was fint
attained by employing a coaxial transmission
line type of resonator in combination with the
new capacitor. This capability was first provided
the communication ship USS ANNAPOUS
(19 64). ul The vacuum variable capacitor found
wide use in various applications.
Doubling the number of tnmmitters
which could be opeatne on a common imtenna was made possible through NiL's
development of a multicoupler with dualmeth resonant circuitry and a combining
network which provides impedance coipensation (19918 With this new multicoupler, eight tranmmitters could be accommodated on one antenna. The isolation between
channels was also doubled to 40 dB, with a
frequency separation of 5 percent. The insertion
loss was nominally 2 dB. Previously developed
multicouplers AN/SRA-13 and AN/SRA-14
(1/2 kM) were modified to include this new
combining circuitry to obtain the eight-channel
performance.'t8 ",
Initial installations of these
were made on board the USS ESTES (AN/SRA14) (1964) and the USS NORTHAMPTON (AN/

tractor (Jennings Co.). developed a high-power,

SRA-13) (1965). Ten4lowatt multicouplers result-

vacuum variable capacitor using a bellows
mechanism to provide the variation of capacitance
without disturbing the vacuum seal (1949). This
structure permitted close spacing of surfaces
with corresponding compactness and a capability

ing from this work (AN/SRA-35, 36, 37) were
procured (Naval Gun Factory, Washington, D.C.)
and first installed on the communications ships
USS WRIGHT (CC-2) (1963). The AN/SRA-36,
57, and 58 multicouplers for l-kW operation util8,
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ized the new circuitry, which was useful in multicoupler design.

also with respect to local transmitting channels.
This, together with increased transmitter power
level, nade imperative much greater selectivity
and linearity in multicouplers. While both
transmitters and receivers can be satisfactorily
operated simultaneously on the same antenna at
low power, the high transmitter power used on
shipboard makes the isolation of 20 dB and
more, secured by proper spacing of transmitting
and receiving antenna, of considerable value.
However, in spite of this isolation, reliance
must be placed heavily on the performance of
multicouplers to avoid receiver intermodulation
and injury to components which may result from
the several hundred volts likely to be induced
in the receiver system during transmission.
The first substantial step in advancing receiver multiplexing performance, over that
of the early coupling tube-resistance netwock
system, was the result of NRL's adaptation of
its new multi-msh resonant circuitry technique, previously developed for trammiaaionIts use in receiver multicoupler provided
40 dB isolation at 5 percent frequency spacing
from an adjacent transmitter channel, and
made possible accommodation of up to ten
receivers on one antenm NRL developed
multicouplers including this technique which
were designated the CU-1573 (2 to 6 MHz),
CU-1574 (6 to 18 MHz), and CU-1575 (10 to
30 MHz) (1961).
First installations were made
on shore at U.S. Naval Communication Station,
Keflavik, Iceland (1961) and on the missile ship
USS NEWPORT NEWS (1963).
The next important step for multicouplers
was NRL's provision of a terminated transmission
line-combining network technique which permitted up to 20 receivers to be used on a single
antenna(1966).1 Multicouplers utilizing this technique, such as the AN/SRA-38, 39,40,49, and 50,
were obtained under formal procurement for wide
Navy use (Pickard and Burns). A third step involved
NRL's development of radio-frequency energylevel-sensing and fast-acting overload devices and
their embodiment in multicoupler input circuits
(1961).,i1,9 These devices cause the receiver input
circuits to be isolated when induced voltages from

Receiver Multiplexing
Prior to 1923, radio reception aboard ship
simultaneously with transmission was generally
unsatisfactory due to the interference caused by
spark and arc transmitters. The elimination of
these types of transmitters was an important step
in making simultaneous operation possible.
Another important step was the Navy's decision,
based on NRL reception work, to locate shipboard reception facilities forward and transmitting facilities aft, which provided considerable isolation of the two functions. Partial
separation of these facilities was first accomplished on the battleship USS WYOMING, then
the flagship of the scouting fleet (1923). A more
comprehensive separation was next made on
the battleship USS COLORADO. The arrangement was adopted and specified in the Navy's
standard plans for ship installations (192 3 ).us
Laboratory staff members prior to their
transfer to NRL devised a "coupling tuberesistor network" system for receiver multiplexing with which up to eight receivers
could be operated simultaneously on one
aperiodic
antenna without interaction
(1922).ls This system was installed on the
USS WYOMING and successfully demonstrted by NIL during fleet maneuvers in
the Caribbean Sea and in Pacific waters in
the early part of 1923. In view of this demonstration the Navy issued standard plans for
the installation of the system specifying eight
receivers on the larger ships.'" This receiver
multiplexing system performed acceptably at
the lower frequencies and also in the highfrequency band as the latter came into general
Navy use. The system found extensive application throughout the service and continued to be
used long after World War 1i.
In recent years the Navy's requirements for
ship communication channels had greatly increased, necessitating the closer spacing of
receiver channels with respect to each other and
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HIGH-FREQUENCY RECEIVER ANTENNA MULTICOUPLER
This multicoupler. developed by NIL (1961), provided a substantial
advancement in receiver multiplexing. Its use permits up to ten receivers
to be accommodated on a common antenna, with 40 dB isolation at 5 percent frequency separation from Adjacent transmitting channels (types CU.
IlI- 1 2 to 6 MHz; CU- 1514, 6 to 18 MHz; CU.1575, 10 to 30 MHO).
This multicoupler has been widely used in shore and shipboard installations.
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transmitters reach a level of about one volt, thus
protecting the receiver system against injury. The
devices also provide automatic restoration of operation when the voltages are removed. Through
these steps, in combination, NRL provided the
first receiver multicoupler system to accommodate up to 20 receiver channels on one antenna
having 40 dB isolation at 5.percent frequency
spacing with overload protection (1964). The
techniques devised were proven to be of value in
receiver multicouplers.

High-Frequency Communication from
Submerged Submarines
The high-frequency band has been the only
means of long-distance communication used by
submarines since NRL demonstrated its practicality for such use in 1928. Since the attenuation in seawater is very high at these frequencies,
the submarine's antenna must be exposed above
the surface of the sea for effective radiation. With
the antenna extended above the periscope and
supported from it, communication could be
maintained while running at periscope depth
74
with low probability of detection by an enemy.
However, in performing certain functions
submarines must be able to communicate on high
frequencies from greater depths. In dealing with
the problem of communication from submarines
in submerged positions, NRL was first to devise
a towable communication buoy, releasable by a
submarine while underway, carrying an antenna
which was maintained in a vertical position just
above the surface of the sea (1957). This device
was further improved by NRL and was widely
used. The tow cable was arranged to provide a
means of transmitting the high-frequency energy
between the antenna and the transmitting and
receiving equipment located within the submarine.
Early models of this communication buoy were
procured in sufficient quantity to equip a squadron
of submarines, the USS BLENNY receiving the
first installation (1957). In tests at sea, satisfactory communications were established from
ship to ship and ship to aircraft. The buoydisplayed

FIRST TOWABLE HIGH-FREQUENCY
SUBMARINE COMMUNICATION BUOY
This NRL-developed buoy was first to permit high-frequency
communication from submarines while submerged at depths

down to I10 feet and while running at speeds up to 8 knots.
It also had UHF communication capability. The buoy is shown
installed on the submarine USS BLENNY (1957).

desirable hydrodynamic properties while being
towed at eight knots from a depth of 110 feet. It was
found very difficult to spot the buoy visually from
the air.
In the first trials, difficulties were experienced
in releasing and retrieving the buoy due to the
lack of a suitable winch-buoy nesting mechanism.162 A winch-buoy assembly was designed
which permitted the buoy to be streamed and
retrieved satisfactorily from the submarine
deck. A remote-control system including a
buoy-depth indicator was provided which allowed
the buoy to be placed in proper position relative
to the sea surface from the radio room. The
88
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system provided compensation for variations in

face periodically to make their reports. This

sea state, changes in depth and speed of the submarine, and the maintenance of proper cable

required relief by another submarine, to avoid a
gap in the screen. The USS CAVELLA, equipped

tension to avoid failure and loss of the buoy

with the buoy, was able to maintain continuous

(1960).'" This communication buoy system be-

surveillance, reporting whenever necessary.

came known as the AN/BRA-10 (1962). Its
operational effectiveness was strikingly demonstrated aboard the USS CAVELLA during the
Cuban crisis (1962). In maintaining a sonar
barrier at proper submersion depth, the submarines not equipped with the buoy had to sur-

Certain operational modes of submerged sub.
marines require high-frequency communication
from greater depths while underway at higher
speeds. Substantially increasing the length of the
tow cable would cause such loss in the transmission
of power as to make it impractical to leave the
transmitting and receiving equipment within the
submarine. To obviate this difficulty, active transceiver components were designed of sufficiently
small size, light weight, and flexibility as to make
possible their inclusion in the body of the buoy.
Remote controls operable from the radio room

75505(4)

were provided for such functions as frequency channel selection, fine tuning, modulation selection, and

transmit-receive switching.
To contend with higher speeds and greater

depths, the displacement type buoy formerly
used was replaced by a "dynamic winged" buoy

IMPROVED TO

designed with a high lift-to-drag ratio. Placing
the transceiver components in the buoy permitted a reduction in the diameter of its tow
cable, with correspondingly lower cable drag.
A fairing of polyurethane filaments was arranged
along the tow cable so that voids in the water
stream are filled, further reducing the drag and
also minimizing vibration and wake. The new
buoy system was designated the AN/BRA-27.
In trials on the submarines USS SEACAT,
TRUTTA, and TIRANTE this buoy system
proved to have excellent hydrodynamic performance when towed at the higher speeds from
greater depths, maintaining satisfactory stability in
a state 4 sea (1963-1967).'" Later models were
improved to reduce drag effects and proved their
efficacy in service.

NABLE
HIGH-FREQUENCY

This buoy system (AN/BRA-10), developed by NRL
(11)60), permitted full control from the submarine's
radio room while underway. It is shown installed on

the USS CAVELLA, nested in its winch mechanism,
from which it could readily be streamed, retrieved,
and maintained at proper submergence depth. Its
operational effectiveness was strikingly demonstrated
aboard the USS CAVELLA during the Cuban crisis
(1962). This buoy also had an IFF capability, a UHF
communication capability, and a VLF reception

Transosonde System
Prior to 1952, vast ocean areas were without
weather-data-collection facilities adequate to

capability.
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"DYNAMIC-WINGED" TOWABLE HIGH-FREQUENCY SUBMARINE
COMMUNICATION BUOY SYSTEM
This "dynamic-winged' type buoy (AN/BRA-27) replaced the former displacement type. It could be towed at
higher speeds and at greater submersion depths. It was first to have the transceiver components located in the
buoy body, resulting in reduced radio-frequency loss and increased communication performance. Developed by
NIL (1963-1967), a model isshown installed on the USS ATULE. This buoy also had acapability for 1FF, for
UHF communication, and for VLF reception.
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provide reliable weather forecasts necessary
for the determination of flight plans for the
rapidly increasing aircraft activities over these
areas. In forecasting, reliance had to be placed
on the projection of data collected in adjoining
areas and the historical knowledge of the develop
ment and movement of storm centers within
these areas. The rapidly changing nature of
weather patterns often rendered such forecasts
unreliable and misleading. To improve the
accuracy of weather forecasts, the Laboratory
developed the "Transooonde" system (tram.
oceanic sounding), in which a balloon-borne
high-frequency transmitter provided signals
for tracking the equipment in flight by a
network of radio direction-finding stations,
and means for the transmission of telemetered
meteorological data from sensors on the flight
equipment (1952). NRil's Transosonde system
provided an important pioneering step in
advancing means to deal with large-scale
weather patterns. Worldwide interest in the
use of the system prevails. In one effort,
horizontal balloon flights, patterned on NRL's
system, are currently being made in the region
of the southern hemisphere by the National
Center for Atmospheric Research at Boulder,
Colorado, to collect data in the conduct of
advanced meteorological investigations.'ss
In operations, with the Transosonde system,
the equipment was floated across inaccessible
ocean areas on a constant-pressure surface in
the upper air currents, periodically reporting
the data. Wind speed and direction were derived
from the positioning data obtained by the track.
ing network. Other meteorological parameters
were telemetered to the ground stations as code
modulations of the radio signals. The feasibility
of this system was first demonstrated in a series
of ten transcontinental flights from Tillamook,
Oregon (1952).1" These flights, made at a 300millibar constant-pressure level (approximately
30,000 feet), ranged up to 130 hours in duration
and 7000 miles in distance. Experience with
these flights and others,'6 with modifications of
the equipment, served to guide NRL's development of a system which attained operational status

in 1957 when the Navy began launchings of Transosonde equipment from Japan.
This first operational system comprised a 39foot-diameter polyethylene, tear-shaped, heliumfilled balloon with a gondola attached immediately below containing a 50-wart, crystal-controlled, high-frequency radio transmitter, battery
power supply, and meteorological equipment.
The antenna was suspended vertically below the
gondola with tuned wave traps spaced along the
antenna to provide proper resonant lengths for
each of the three transmitting channels. Transmissions were made every one to two hours for
a period of about five minutes successively on
three frequencies in the band 6 to 18 MHz, to
give both day and night coverage at various
distances. Flight altitude was maintained at
30,000 - 1000 feet through the use of airpressure sensors which controlled the release
of solid iron shot ballast from a bin in the
gondola. The gondola was maintained within
acceptable temperature range through suitable
thermal insulation. The equipment weighed a
total of approximately 600 pounds, with five
cubic feet of instrumentation volume.
The Transosonde system went into operational
status during the period June 1957 to May 1959,
with a total of approximately 250 flights from
Japan. Most of these flights were successful
and passed over the Pacific Ocean and parts of
the North American continent, some reaching
the Arctic area. Up to 18 radio direction-finding
stations located in the United States (two in
Alaska, one in Hawaii) made the radio bearing
observations and recorded the data. The data
collected were utilized by both the Navy and the
U.S. Weather Bureau in the preparation of
weather maps regularly issued. The data collected
over the period were subjected to extensive
analysis and has served to provide a substantial
of large-scale uppergain in the understanding
air circulation1 S
To avoid the hazard which the weight and size
of this Transosonde equipment might impose if
collision with aircraft occurred, equipment
flights were made at 30,000 feet, an altitude
above the normal aircraft flight lanes at that
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THE TRANSOSONDE SYSTEM
The Transosonde (trans-oceanic sounding) system was developed by NRL for high-altitude data gathering inthose parts of the
world otherwise relatively inaccessible to standard meteorological instrumentation, particularly over extensive ocean areas.
The photograph atthe left shows a launching from Tillamook, Oregon (1912), of an early Transosonde. The balloon carried
meteorological sensing instruments and high-frequency radio transmitting equipment. The latter provided signals for tracking
by a network of radio direction-finding stations and for the transmission of the meteorological data to these stations. A series
of ten transcontinental flights at 30,000 feet altitude, ranging to 7000 miles, proved the system's feasibility. The Transosonde
shown to the right isbeing launched from Fallon, Nevada, for the purpose of training Navy personnel in its use. preparatory to
a series of launchings from Japan (1956). The equipment comprised a 39-foot-diameter polyethylene, helium-filled balloon with
a gondola carrying a 50-watt, crystal-controlled, high-frequency transmitter, battery power supply, and meteorological sensing
devices.
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TRANSOSONDE SYSTEM-OPERATIONAL LAUNCHINGS
Several flight paths are shown here which typify the 250 flights launched from Japan during the period from June
1957 to May 1959

time. The advent of jet aircraft flying at increasingly higher altitudes led to the development of equipment of greatly reduced weight and
size which could be used in regular aircraft
flight lanes without causing serious' injury if
hit.t16 The equipment evolved consisted of a
spherical plastic balloon (12.5 feet diameter,
weight about 20 pounds) and two thermally
insulated, plastic-enclosed instrument packages
(weight six pounds each) hung below the balloon,
with considerable space between them. The
radio transmitter provided an output of about
30 watts on two frequencies (approximately
6.7 and 15 MHz) for 50 transmission periods,

each of three minutes duration. Ambient pressure, ambient air temperature, and balloon
super-pressure were monitored. The development of plastic material (Mylar), used for the
balloon surface, having sufficient strength to
withstand the stresses involved in the use of a
fully pressurized container, permitted the maintenance of the proper flight altitude without the
shot-ballast system required with the earlier
open-appendix (nonpressurized) balloon. A series
of 50 experimental flights with this lighter weight
Transosonde equipment were carried out over
the Atlantic Ocean, with launchings from
Webster Field, Maryland. A high percentage of
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UGHTWEIGHT TRANSOSONDE SYSTEM
Fifty experimental flights over the Atlantic were made with
this system, comprising a 12.5-foot (20-pound) balloon and
two instrument packages (6 pounds each). It was developed
;NRL, 1959-1961) to avoid serious hazard should collision
with an aircraft occur.

these flights were successful (1959-1961). To
avoid invading airspace over the European
continent, the flight duration was restricted to a
maximum of 100 hours (four days). These flights
demonstrated that when properly utilized, this
equipment offers a low-cost, reliable means of
meteorological data collection for extended
periods over large areas of the world.

for short-range communication, experiments at
frequencies as high as 300 MHz using vacuumtube transmitters and receivers were carried out
by NRL staff members prior to moving to NRL's
present site (1922).170 The techniques then
available for power generation, frequency control, modulation, and reception limited the performance of the system, which was not sufficiently
attractive for Naval operational application. In
continuing the exploratory work at NRL, the
upper-frequency limits of the ionosphere were
probed to determine the extent of its effectiveness in providing long-distance communication

COMMUNICATION IN THE
VERY-HIGH AND ULTRA-HIGH
FREQUENCY BANDS

(1923-1936).11,17117S It was found that, while
at times some energy was returned to earth at
frequencies as high as 60 MHz, transmission
generally became very erratic and difficult to

Introduction
In exploring the utility of the frequencies
above the high-frequency band (2 to 30 MHz)
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predict above 25 to 30 MHz. Observations made
during a considerable portion of the li -year
sunspot cycle indicated that sunspot activity
had at times marked influence on propagation,
particularly in the band 20 to 40 MHz.
Very.High.FRequency Bend (VHF)
After the Navy adopte high frequencies, it
surrendered to other interests eager to obtain
them some of its lower frequency communication channels not so well adapted to shipboard
installation because of the large amount of
space that the equipment occupied. The higher
frequencies appeared to offer many additional
channels as needed. The Navy had become
interested in knowing when it was safe to use
these higher frequencies for limited-range communication, without fear of being intercepted by
a distant enemy. NRILs results had indicated
that if the return of energy from the ionosphere
to earth during all phases of the sunspot cycle
were to be avoided, it would be necessary to
use frequencies above 60 MHz. On some occasions it had been possible to use very low power
on 40 MHz for transcontinental transmissions.
On the other hand, there were times when fre.
quencies as low as 25 MHz were not transmitted
beyond line-of.sight paths. To obtain additional
propagation data, particularly over all seawater paths, and to provide the Navy with
operational experience, NRL developed the
Navy's first very-high-frequency (VHF) communication system (1929).17 3 4l The operational ue of this system convinced the Navy
of the utility of the VHF band for limitedrange communication in the Fleet07 ' This

MHz) and receiver (1938).177 These equip-

system comprised the Model XP transmitter,
later XP-l, 2, 3 (500 watts, 14 to 75 MHz) and
the Models XJ-I and XJ-2 (4 to 50 MHz) and
Model XV (42 to 100 MHz) receivers. The
transmitter, designed for continuous-wave
operation, was crystal controlled with three
stages of amplification which were also used for
frequency multiplication. The Model XJ receiver
was first to employ "shielded-grid" vacuum
tubes and first to provide substantial radiofrequency amplification above 8 MHz, as com-

ments, installed on all the larger Navy ships and
on many of the smaller ones, served as an outstanding intership communication system during
World War 11, doing its part in the carrying out
of tasks such as amphibious landings and convoy
duty.t The system remained in service for over
a decade after the war.
The prospect of a large increase in the number
of Naval fighter aircraft operating from carriers,
the comparatively short range of operation of
such craft, and the relatively high altitude at
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pared with the previously used triode tubes with
"balanced" circuitry, which gave relatively
little gain. Even for the high-frequency band, it
was the first receiver to provide circuit stability
and freedom from circuit reaction, microphonics,
and erratic control equal to that which had been
attained in lower frequency receivers. The frequency range of reception was extended further
upward with the development of a superregenerative receiver, designated the Model XV (1932).
While these equipments were primarily intended
to provide operational experience above the
high-frequency band, the overlapping portion
of the range was useful in acquiring additional
propagation data in this band.
Major radio commercial manufacturers had
been approached on the development of the
Model XP, but they stated that they had so little
experience in the field that they preferred not
to undertake the work. Consequently, NRL constructed a number of transmitting and receiving
equipments which were installed on the USS
CALIFORNIA (Dec. 1929), TEXAS, PENNSYLVANIA, ARIZONA, DETROIT, and HOLLAND, and the aircraft carriers USS SARATOGA, WEST VIRGINIA, and LEXINGTON.
Since it was desired to use voice communication with aircraft, the carriers were provided
with voice modulation units."WI Ts These equipments were used on ship-ship and ship-shore
circuits over a period including World War il
and resulted in the collection of valuable propagation data. The results led to the quantity procure.
ment of the VHF equipment known as the Model
TBS, including both transmitter (40 watts, 60 to 80
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the first aircraft-communication equipment to
be powered by a generator driven directly by
the aircraft engine, without the use of batteries
as was formerly the case. The Model GL equipment was reproduced in quantity and sent to
the Fleet for service use.
Naval aviation interests wished to proceed
to still higher frequencies for airborne communications. NIL had succeeded in developing
transmission, reception, and radiation techniques
with suitable frequency control at frequencies
up to 200 MHz.1 80 As a result, the Laboratory
provided technical information and guidance to
contractors in procurement of the Model AN/
ARC-I transceiver for aircraft installation (ten
, This
watts, ten channels, 115 to 156 MHz).1 31 1'2
equipment, the first of its kind, became available
in May 1943 and was the principal equipment
used by the Navy and other services for aircraft

which they flew were strong points in favor of the
use of the VHF band for air-ship and air-air communications. The higher flying speeds of new
aircraft required the abandonment of the long
trailing wire and the large fixed-wire antennas
to reduce drag. The short antenna which radiated
efficiently in the VHF band could be streamlined, materially increasing the speed and
maneuverability of the aircraft. As a step toward
realizing these advantages, NRL developed
the Navy's first very-high-frequency (VHF)
aircraft communication system, Model GL,
1 watt, 52 to 60 MHz ( 19 3 1).llk17i7LI A preliminary model of the system (Model XT) was
developed (1930) using modulated continuous
waves which required keying. Aircraft pilots
obiected to the additional burden of keying,
so the system was modified to include voice
modulation. The Model GL equipment was also

,,W

60834 (H-1)
THE NAVY'S FIRST VERY-HIGH-FREQUENCY
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM (1931)

AIRCRAFT

This system, developed by NRL, covered a frequency range of 52 to 60 MHz. It wo designated the Model GL.
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AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATION TRANSCEIVER, MODEL ANIARC-I
This transceiver was the principal airborne communication equipment used by the Navy and other military services during
World War II. NRL participated in its development (1943). More than 70,000 of these equipments were produced by the end
of the war.

The Ultra-High-Frequency Band (UHF)
Introduction

communication during World War 11. More than
70,000 equipments were produced by the end
of the war. Many of these continued in use long
after the war, until equipment in the ultra-highfrequency band became available in adequate
quantities. For the ship and shore terminals of
the system, the Laboratory developed the first
VHF shipborne operational receiver, Model
RCK, 115 to 156 MHz, superheterodyne (1943),
of which 3000 were procured." The Laboratory
also guided contractors in the procurement of the
transmitter, Model TDQ,45 watts, 115 to 156 MHz
(1943).184 Certain portions of the very-highfrequency band were found to be very attractive for
a variety of amphibious and short-range, land-based
operations.

The allocation of frequency channels between
30 and 300 MHz was first considered by the
nations of the world at the International Telecommunications Conference held in Cairo,
Egypt in 1938, with representatives of seventy
nations participating.16 The channel requirements for aircraft and television were given
particular attention. Television proponents
were seeking channels in the VHF band already
occupied by the Navy. The Navy, having
equipped itself for tactical communications in
this band, was in no position to relinquish it,
particularly with war imminent. During the war,
99
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in preparation for postwar planning. the Navy
conducted a study of its requirements for amphibious operations (Project Overlord) and
determined that it needed many more frequency
channels than the VHF band could accommodate.

was to become the ultra-high-frequency
band. 1 1 "' 1 5 The eaersy-collcro lons juietent in the shorter antenna which had to he used
at UHF as compared to VHF had to he ove.come by increased transmitter power and receiver sensitivity; nevertheless the inducement
of many more channels at UHF was strong.
NRL developed the Navy's first shipboard
UHF communication system operating on
frequencies as high as 500 MHz (15 watts)
(1936). T1his system, was first installed on the
USS LEARY for operational trials (1937). The
system was installed on Naval aircraft for the

UHF Equipment
NRL had continued its progression to the
higher frequencies, devising means of power
generation, frequency determination and control, amplification, and selectivity in what latter

SHIP BRIDGE-TO-BRIDGE RADIO COMMUNICATION
During the Fleet's cruise in southern waters early in 19311, NRL conducted experiments to determine the feasibility of using
VHF and SHF for bridgte-ro-bridne communication between Naval ships. NR1:s 500.MHz communication equipment is shown
iust back of the ship's communication officer. LT Charles Horn (later ADM Horn), on the bridge of the battleship USS NEW
YORK. At the extreme left is shown NRLs%I00.MHz communication equipment. Results indicated that satisfactory communication could be obtained out to a range of about 25 percent beyond the horizon. The work wa followed by development and
production of communication equipment in the 200-MHz band.
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in early experimental fony, later was designated
the Model AN/ARC-19 (transceiver, 4 watts, 225
to 400 MHz). The communication channels (876,
with a spacing of 200 kHz) were provided through
the use of a unique frequency-control technique
employing only seven crystals arranged in various

first time, giving maatoy commouncaton
over a range o 25 miles from plane to ound
(1937). NRL's work demostrated the fedsbiUy of utilizing the UHF band for Naval
omm .n
s. The UHF bid received cani
erble emphasis by the United States and italies
s de principal frequency band for tactical cormunications. Efforts were then directed to a ship
bridge-to-bridge system. The performance of this
system was demonstrated over a circuit between
NRL and the Navy Department building (Dec.
1937). Three 500-MHz equipments were produced
and utilized in operational trials in the Fleet (early
1938). An airborne system was developed which
provided communication between air and ground
at ranges in excess of 100 miles (10 watts, 300 to
360 MHz) (1940).Tw
In the Navy's consideration of the frequency
limits to be established for a new, higher frequency communication band, NRL urged that
channels around 200 MHz be reserved for search
radar, since this frequency was very effective
for long-distance aircraft detection. This consideration set the lower limit of the new frequency band. The Navy then decided upon the
225 to 400 MHz frequency range for the new
UHF communication band and proceeded to
obtain the concurrence of the Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee (IRAC) in
allocating this band for tactical communications.
The Navy's proposal was agreed to by IRAC, which
included representatives of the Army and other
departments of the government concerned (1944).
Thus, the UHF band was established. In support of
its interests the Army demanded a share of the
band and was assigned every other frequency channel in the band. This assignment was shared subsequently with the Air Force when that service was
established.
To meet the new requirements for Naval
aircraft, NRL developed the first aircraft
communication equipment providing a large
number of quickly selectable, specific, and
precise frequency channels covering the UHF
band(1944).WEquipmentofthiskindwasexten.
sively used throughout the military establishment. NRL's equipment, known as the Model XCU

combinations to control the output channel frquencies. This equipment was the forerunner of the
Model AN/ARC-27, which provided 1750 channels
spaced 100 kHz apart 1m Coordination with the
Air Force for its requirements, the advent of
the Korean conflict, and production difficulties
delayed the availability of the AN/ARC-27
until 1951, when it was produced to the extent
of 125,000 equipments for the Navy and Air
Force, and for foreign allies. A counterpart of
this equipment, the Model AN/GRC-27, for ship
and shore installations was also produced in
considerable quantities (about 10,000 made).
A considerable number of ARC-27 and GRC-27
equipments were procured and saw operational use
for many years.
NRL developed the Navy's first shipboard
communication receiver for the UHF band
(Model XCS) (1944)."8 The Laboratory also
provided technical information and guidance to
the contractors in procurement of the receivers.
Since the contractor for the transmitters was
required to produce them in quantity in an
extremely short time, NRL was afforded little
opportunity to avoid the many deficiencies of
the product which had to be corrected later. A
considerable number of these equipments were
procured by both the Navy and the Air Force.
They were designated the Model RDZ (receiver,
superheterodyne, ten channel, 225 to 400 MHz)
and Model TDZ (transmitter, 30 watt, ten channel, 225 to 400 MHz). When using these equipments, in close proximity aboard ship in the
numbers required for tactical communication
circuits, considerable mutual interference was
encountered. In an extensive investigation of
the performance of the contractor's product on
100 primary Navy channels, involving some
40,000 measurements, NRL found that only a
small fraction of the possible number of channels
were clear of interference and suitable for ship101
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THE FIRST UHF AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT PROVIDING A LARGE NUMBER OF
QUICKLY SELECTABLE SPECIFIC AND PRECISE FREQUENCY CHANNELS (1944)
This NRL-developed equipment was designated the Model AN/ARC-19 (225-4()

board service.189 The interference was due to
spurious emissions of the TDZ transmitter and
heterodyne oscillator of the RDZ receiver. In
its prior experimental work, NRL had used third
and fifth "overmode" crystals in the oscillators,
thus reducing the number of frequency multiplications necessary to produce output channel
frequencies to as low as twelve times. It had
recommended that the contractors use these
overmode crystals. The Army Air -Force, in
joining the procurement action to obtain equipment for its own needs, insisted that the contractors use fundamental-mode crystals. These
required frequency multiplications as high as
64 times, greatly increasing the number of
harmonic emissions and the number of spurious
receiver responses resulting therefrom; nevertheless, the Air Force requirement prevailed,

MHz) when procured.

NRL was able to make substantial improvement
in transmitter performance by introducing
filters in the power supply and control circuits
and by adding a tube after the crystal oscillator
to reduce the load on the crystalIm However,
changes in the equipment to use the overmode
crystals necessary for satisfactory performance
were so extensive as to be inadvisable. The TDZ/
RDZ equipments were used for many years on
such clear channels as they could provide. To avoid
the interference difficulty in subsequent procurements of UHF equipment, third and fifth overmode crystals were used, as had originally been
recommended by the Laboratory.
To eliminate the "pulling" of the crystalcontrol frequency experienced when tuning
earlier UHF equipment, NRL devised a
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THE FIRST SHIP1BOARD UHF RADIO
COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT. THE MODELS
TDZ.RDZ (1944)
This equipment was procured in considerable quantity and was used in
tactical communication circuits for many years. NRL developed theexperimental model of the Model RDZ receiver (below) and conducted many
investigations to make the Model TDZ transmitter (above) effective.
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cathode-coupled crystal oscillator circuit which
waswidelyusedinmodernNavyUHFcommunication equipment (1947).11 Its use in the manufacture of crystals also makes certain that the channel frequency will be precise when used in operational equipment. The circuit uses third and fifth
overmode crystals (originally type CR-9) and provides directly generated oscillations at frequencies
up to 150 MHz. At resonant frequencies the crystal
provides a low-impedance path between the cathodes of two oscillator tubes. The inductance of the
crystal connecting leads is neutralized by a series
inductance. The crystal holder and stray circuit
capacitances are neutralized by an inductance in
parallel with the crystal. This NRL crystal
oscillator circuit and other NRIL-devised techniques were used in the Model AN/TED UHF
transmitter (over 3000 transmitters procured,
beginning in 1947), in the Models AN/URR-13
(1950-1954) and AN/URR-35 (1960) UHF receivers (total procurement over 2000 receivers),
and in the Models AN/URC-9 (procurement
begun 1951), AN/SRC-20, 100 watts, combined
with AN/URC-9 (procurement begun 1961),
and AN/SRC-21, 20 watts (procurement begun
1962) UHF transceivers (total procurement
over 2500 transceivers). Some of these models saw
extensive service throughout the Navy, Air Force,
and Army as communications components.

having a physically stable antenna, as compared
with most Naval circuits, involving mobility
of both terminals. When the UHF band was
established for military tactical communications, and after the Navy's development of the
TDZIIDZ UHF equipment using amplitude
modulation was underway, the British raised
vigorous objection to the use of AM, claiming
that frequency modulation was superior. Their
concern was directed to the use of a common
UHF communication system in future joint
operations. To settle the matter, NRL conducted
the first comprehensive investigation undertaken to determine the relative merits of
amplitude modulation and frequency modulation in a UHF system as used in mobile Naval
operations (1946-1947).12 The results of the
investigation proved the superiority of amplitude modulation. This type of modulation was
adopted by the Navy for its UHF tactical-communication equipment.
Representatives of the British Admiralty
Signal Establishment, the Royal Aircraft Establishment, and the Ministry of Supply participated
in the investigation. A comprehensive theoretical
study was conducted to establish criteria of ideal
performance and to derive equations for cornputing theoretical limits. Data were taken in
the Laboratory on systems using lossy lines and
attenuators for simulated propagation paths.
Data were also taken at sea using TDZ/IRDZ
equipment installations on the USS ADIRONDACK (E-AGC-15), the USS PEREGRINE and
the USS LST 506, furnished by the Navy's
operational development force. Data were also
obtained using AN/ARC-13 UHF communication equipment installed in Navy type R4D-5
aircraft. The UHF communication equipments
were modified to facilitate change between AM
and FM modulation modes and to insure equivalency. Performance measurements and observations were made to determine single-signal
range of communications. The effects of interfering signals on the same channel and on
adjacent channels were studied, as well as the
changes in performance resulting from radar

Amplitude Modulation vs
Frequency Modulation in
UHF Communication Systems
For many years the Navy had used amplitude
modulation (AM) in its radio voice communication systems, which it considered superior to
other modes of modulation for mobile service.
Frequency modulation (FM) had been used by
public radio broadcasting systems, particularly
at the higher frequencies, and was considered to
provide higher fidelity than amplitude modulation in reproducing music and song. Good results
had also been obtained when used in land mobile
communication systems with one fixed terminal
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interference and noise caused by various electrical discharges in the vicinity of antennas. The
influence of audio-frequency emphasis was
investigated in laboratory measurements and
also mathematically. Multipath propagation
was considered. The effect of type of modulation on equipment design factors, such as size
and weight, was examined,
The general conclusion reached was that for
the highly mobile terminal conditions, typical
of much of the Naval service, AM is preferable
to FM. In brief, it was found that the AM signal
occupied less of the radio spectrum, gave better
weak-signal performance (fringe-area reception),
greater freedom from co-channel and adjacentchannel capture effects, was much more tolerant
of circuit misalignment and detuning, and easier
to adjust and maintain. The FM system provided
about 10 dB higher output signal-to-noise ratio
on medium-input signals, was advantageous for
"high-fidelity" or wideband low-distortion
reproduction, required less transmitter power
(but also more complex transmitter and receiver
circuitry), and permitted closer adjacent-channel
frequency spacing under conditions of strongsignal interference (but with greater signal-tonoise ratio depression effects). In general, FM
is more appropriately considered for systems
with both terminals geographically fixed.
At the conclusion of the investigation, the
British concurred in the superiority of AM over
FM in UHF voice communication systems, as
used in mobile sea operations, and proceeded
to use AM equipment in their Naval forces. Tactical
voice communications using AM equipment was
widely adopted by the Navy.

range of communication frequencies, different
types of modulation, and various ship-air-shore
terminal combinations, It provides the presentation of predicted performance in forms which
permit determination of the effects of system
variables. The influence of antenna height,
antenna-pattern irregularities, transmitter power,
receiver sensitivity, output signal merit rating,
and other major factors can be assessed directly.
The technique was first applied to the Model
TDZ/RDZ UHF system in determining improvements to be made in equipment subsequently
to be procured. The results obtained through
the use of the new analysis technique were in
good agreement with data obtained in actual
field performance.
Radio-frequency spectrum planning was
enhanced when NRL devised a technique for
analyzing receiver capability for discrimination between desired and undesired signals
using log-log selectivity curves associated
with pertinent parameters (1955).194 Through
the use of log-log curves in a composite plot,
the interrelations between major channelfrequency factors which must be considered can
be presented in a way particularly effective for
system planning purposes, not possible with
the use of conventional curves. Thus, receiver
intermodulation, crossmodulation, desensitization, weak-signal selectivity, receiver radiation, and spurious response limits, as well as
transmitter intermodulation and limit of spurious
radiation can all be readily appraised. Such
determinations as system channel-frequency
spacing and transmitter-receiver antenna proximity for tolerable levels of cross modulation
are easily made.

CommnicaionSystems Planning

~unictionUHF

As an aid to future communication system
planning, NRL was first to devise a technique
of system analysis which enables an operational planner to determine from critical
parameters the performance limits of proposed
radio communication systems in priaical
operational terms (1952).?" The technique is
not limited to UHF; it can be applied to a wide

Antennas
In the VHF band, simple dipole antennas had
sufficient frequency bandwidth to serve acceptably in Navy communication transmitter and
receiver installations. However, in the UHF
band, the much greater frequency range which
had to be covered required the complexity of
remote mechanical adjustment of the antenna,
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The antenna comprised two opposing cones
with skirts. Its dimensions were proportioned
in accordance with an equation which was developed. Television interests had developed
antenna structures which had reasonably flat
frequency performance oi er a 20-percent bandwidth. In comparison, the new "biconicar'
antenna provided operation over a 56-percent

unless it was inherently broadband. Furthermore, the multiplexing of several equipments
on a common antenna made a broadband capability a necessity.
NRL developed the "biconical" antenna,
the first UHF broadband antenna (225 to 400
MHz) to have radiation characteristics satisfactory for Naval installations (1942).15,19

THE NAVY'S FIRST UHF

BROADBAND ANTENNA (1942)
This antenna. developed by NRL covturcd a
trequency range of 225 to 400 MHz

* j

60834(331)
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bandwidth relative to midband frequency, with
less than 9-percent reflection when fed by a
standard transmission line. Widespread interest
developed in this antenna. Information on its
design was promptly given the several contractors engaged in providing the Navy with UHF
equipment. To accelerate the availability of the
antenna for Fleet usc, NRL had 30 units constructed by a local contractor patterned after
NRL's model.
Directive Antenna System
At UHF, the use of directive or beam antennas
of a size which can be accommodated aboard ship
can provide substantial improvement in communication system performance. A directive
antenna system also offers greater security in communication from enemy interception, direction
finding, and jamming. However, the directive
antennas must be mutually aligned at the respective terminals and held in alignment regardless
of the movements
individual ships. NRL
developed
theedof
firstthe automaticptmutually
developed the first automatic, mutually
afigning, directive communication UHF
antenna system (1949). 1 7 This system was
first demonstrated on the Naval Patrol Craft,
USS E-PCS-1425 (1949). It was also installed
on a destroyer, where considerable increase in
range at UHF was obtained, giving beyond-thehorizon performance. A 26-dB system improvement was obtained,
UHF Antenna Multiplexing
The limited number of UHF antennas with
satisfactory radiation performance which can
be accommodated aboard ship and the large
number of channels required on ships, such as
command ships and carriers, for tactical communications, make imperative the operation
of several transmitting or receiving equipments
on a common antenna. NRL was first to devise
an antenna multicoupler system which provided satisfactory operation of up to six communication transmitters or receivers on a
common antenna (1946).198 Multicouplers

of this type were used throughout the Fleet;
modern carriers require multicoupler accommodation for over 30 UHF communication equipments. The system incorporated a
newly devised transmission line-series coupling technique, previously referred to under
"High-Frequency Antenna Multiplexing," although it was first applied at UHF. In this
technique the equipments are coupled to the
inner conductor of a concentric transmission
line through a series of small openings along
its outer conductor. The coupling element for
each equipment is an adjustable quarter-wave
rod placed parallel with the inner conductor
of the line at each opening. In this system, with
equipments separated by 6 percent in frequency,
a 25-dB isolation was obtained with an insertion
loss of 0.8 dB. The NRL antenna multicoupler
was procured (as Model CU255/UR) in large
numbers and installed on ships throughout the
Fleet, some remaining in service for many years.
This multicoupler was the forerunner of a series
of models based on the same concept. A quick
frequency shift was one improvement in this series
of equipment.
Tropospheric Scatter Communication
In the early exploration of the VHF and UHF
bands, it was observed that energy at these frequencies could be propagated to distances
substantially beyond the optical horizon by
means other than ionospheric refractions. A
bending or refraction of the energy path in the
lower atmospheric level appeared to be taking
place. The associated phenomena came to be
known as tropospheric scatter propagation. NRL
carried out the first investigation to determine the relative effects of temperature, water
vapor, air pressure, and ionization gradients
in the atmosphere in influencing bending of
the energy path in the tropospheric-scatter
mode of propagation (1935).1" The Laboratory concluded that the temperature gradient
was principally responsible for the bending.
Subsequently, other causes were proposed, but
the subject still remains somewhat of a moot
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THE FIRST UHF ANTENNA MULTICOUPLER SYSTEM
PROVIDING SATISFACTORY OPERATION OF UP TO SIX
COMMUNICATION TRANSMITTERS OR RECEIVERS ON A
COMMON ANTENNA (1946)
This system incorporated a transmission line-series coupling technique
devised by NRL It was designated the CU 255/UR.

75779 (2)
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question."3 Propagation was observed to dis-

circuits were set up between Round Hill Point

tances as great as 168 miles as early as 1932.2"

and Washington, D.C., and conversations were

One of the first radars (200 MHz), newly installed
at Pearl Harbor aboard the USS YORKTOWN,
displayed echoes from the coastal mountains of
California at a range of 450 miles as the carrier
was cruising to San Diego (1940).20 Operators
on ships equipped with CXAM radars were able
to communicate over distances of 200 miles and
more by keying the range-change buttons of the
radars when the antennas were pointed at each
other. NRL had observed that the very long
propagation ranges were due to the presence of
certain meteorological conditions which conserved the transmitted energy by confining it
to low-altitude paths over the surface of the sea,
later called "ducts." The nature of these ducts
was investigated relative to proximate meteorological structures in both the Atlantic and
Pacific Ocean areas (1945).20 The ducts were
found to be capable of supporting 200 to 500
MHz signals to ranges of 1000 miles with meteorological predictability. These and similar
results gave promise of the value of this mode
of propagation for Naval communications.
NRL conducted the first investigation of
surface-to-surface tropospheric-scatter propagation over all seawater paths under various
easonal and meterological conditions to
determine its utility for Naval communications (1954-1969). ° ' Data were first collected
over a I30-mile path extending southward over
water from the Laboratory's Chesapeake Bay
site (1953-1954). Field strength was recorded
on transmissions (200 kHz) from the Laboratory's
site at selected points ashore and on board a
Naval vessel. Similar data collection took place
aboard the USS ACHERNAR (AKA-53) on
transmissions from Round Hill Point, Massachusetts (385 MHz) and Situate, Massachusetts
(220 MHz) over 400-mile paths extending from
these points under summer conditions (July
1955). During this work NRL demonstrated
ship-shore, two-way, voice communication
with the tropospheric mode of propagation
for the first time out to a distance of 250
miles (July 1955). Commercial telephone

held between NRL and USS ACHERNAR. The
ship used a 17-foot steerable paraboloid (Model
SK-3 radar) antenna centered 95 feet above the
water level and a 150-watt (AN/TRC-24) transmitter. A 10-kW transmitter and a 28-foot
paraboloid antenna were used at the Round Hill
site. To determine the influence of winter conditions on tropospheric propagation, observations
were made on transmissions (412 MHz) from
the Round Hill site aboard the USS THUBAN
(AKA-19) during February 1956. With the 17foot paraboloid antenna aboard ship and a maximum transmitter power of 40 kW feeding a 60foot paraboloid antenna at the Round Hill site,
transmissions were detectable out to a distance
of 630 nautical miles. Periodic transmission with
voice and music modulation were received with
excellent quality out to a distance of 300 miles
(10 kW) and to 400 miles (40 kW). Further data
were collected at a much higher frequency in
an effort to determine if the anternas could be
made much smaller and more compatible with
shipboard installation. Transmissions (10 kW,
7760 MHz, X-band) were observed over a 45nautical-mile path from Wallops Island, Virginia to Lewes, Delaware (1967) and over a
73-nautical-mile path to Dam Neck, Virginia
(1968-1969). An 8-foot parabolic antenna was
used at the transmitter and an omnidirectional
antenna at the receiver.
The results of NRL's work indicated that with
sufficient transmitter power (10 kW) and highgain antennas, tropospheric scatter communication circuits can provide satisfactory operation
out to a distance of about 200 miles over seawater paths. Naval installations which can accommodate the large antennas required are
limited. The presence of "ducting," more
prevalent in summer than in winter, provides
considerable increase in the received signal
strength. When ducting is absent, the attenuation
over the path is approximately 0.18 dB per
nautical mile. The received signal level is subject to fluctuations up to 13 dB at various rates
and with a Rayleigh probability distribution.
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60834 (370)

THE FIRST SHIP-TO.SHORE TROPOSPHERIC COMMUNICATION
In the first demonstration ot the feasibi lity of ship-to-shore tropospheric communication, NRL equipped
two ships.the ITSS A( HERNAR aind the tTSSTHUiBAN (shown above), with I" foot pAraixolk antennas
and instrumentation. In this wo~rk. the fir-st ship-to-shore, two-way, voice tommunication using the
tropospheric Mode of Propagation out to a distance of 250( miles wacsdemnonstrated (15)
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The difference in performance between a UHF
system and an X-band system using smaller
antennas was due essentially to the proportionately smaller amount of energy intercepted
by the smaller area of the X-band antenna. The
use of a vertical dipole receiving antenna, to
obtain omnidirectional performance and thus
avoid the need for antenna alignment, involves
a similar loss. However, this loss can be partially
offset by gain up to 13 dB obtainable with an
antenna having a suitable vertical pattern. Rain
was found to have greater adverse influence on
propagation at the X-band frequency than at the
UHF band. New terminal equipment with new
modulation, diversity, and other techniques compensate for this loss and extend the utility of tropospheric scatter systems for Naval applications by
permitting the use of smaller antennas.
The Navy has used tropospheric scatter circuits (UHF) very successfully for two-way communication between its National Emergency
Command Post Afloat (NECPA) ships and coastal
stations over distances of 50 to 200 nautical
miles (1961-1969). A chain of shore stations
provided continuous contact along the coast

NRL developed the first sono-radio buoy
for the protection of advanced bases, harbors,
and ships at anchor against attack by enemy
submarines (1941).17"2 The sono-radio buoy
designated the Model JM was procured in large
numbers and used very effectively during World
War II and for special purposes thereafter. An
installation of the Model JM was sighted in the
Bosphorus as late as 1960. This sono-radio buoy
development was the beginning of a series of
models based on the original concept. Sonoradio buoys were generally employed throughout
the Navy. NRL's early buoy was barrel shaped,
normally anchored, and contained a batteryoperated radio transmitter with a vertical antenna
extending above. A hydrophone supported by the
buoy picked up underwater sounds, which modulated the transmitter. The radio transmissions
from a number of buoys were monitored at remote
observation points (receiver Model REN). The
buoy was modified to obtain better stability in very
heavy seas through the design of a boat-type body.
NRL developed the first aircraft-launched
ASW sono-radio buoy for detecting and
attacking submerged enemy submarines

from Maine to Florida. NRL provided the ships

( 19 43 ).17 s d,2" This air-launched sono-radio buoy

involved in carrying out this function, the USS
NORTHAMPTON and the USS WRIGHT, with
multi-helix type, directive steerable antennas
for the system.

was the predecessor of a series of models. During
World War II the procurement of this airlaunched buoy reached 150,000 units. The success
of the campaign against German submarines can
be attributed to a considerable extent to its extensive use by the Navy and by the British. It was
used effectively against Japanese submarines in
the Pacific. It has also been used successfully in
air-sea rescue work, being issued as primary equipment for life rafts. The initial buoy, considered
expendable, was designated the Model AN/CRT. A
parachute limited the rate of descent of the buoy,
which, when it became seaborne, transmitted to the
aircraft sounds picked up by its underwater hydrophone. Means were provided for correlating the
rotation of the directional hydrophone with compass bearings so that the direction of the emitted
sounds could be determined aboard the aircraft.
Several buoys could be monitored aboard the aircraft to determine the point of attack (receiver
Model AM/ARR-16). Provision was also made for

Radio Buoys
The Laboratory has conceived and developed
several types of radio buoys capable of transmission and reception to serve various Naval
functions. The towable radio communication
buoy, releasable and retrievable by submerged
submarines, has already been mentioned. NRL has
also provided it with a UHF transmission and reception capability for submerged "hunter-killer" ASW
submarines for use in the coordination of Naval
forces in attacking enemy submarines (1957).15
The UHF feature was first demonstrated on the
submarine USS BLENNY, with satisfactory communication established from ship to ship and ship
to air (1957).
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THlE FIRST AIRCRAFT-LAUNCHED
ASY SONO-RADIO BUOY

THE FIRST SONO-RADIO BUOY
This buoy was developed by NIL for detecting submerged enemy submarines and
aiding in their attack (1943). It was designated the Model AN/CRT.

NRL developed rhis buoy for the protection of advanced
bases, harbors, and ships at anchor against attack by enemy
submnarines (1941). Ii was designated the Model JM.
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determining the location of the buoy by airborne
radar through the use of a beacon mounted on the
buoy. Later, the frequency of the radio transmitter
was changed to the upper part of the VHF band.
NRL developed the first submarine-rescue
radio buoy releasable by a submerged s.sbmarine in distress to alert and guide rescue
forces by means of radio transmissions
(1947).w 7 This submarine-rescue radio buoy was
approved by the Navy's Operational Development, Test and Evaluation Force and saw wide
general service. The search area is localized by

ANTENNA MATCHING
NETWORK INSIDE
TOP CAP

homing on the buoy transmissions with radio direction finders. The buoy comprises a batteryoperated, crystal-controlled transmitter and an automatic keyer which upon surfacing continually repeats
in international code the message "SOS SUB
SUNK SOS" on the fixed emergency distress frequency. The original version, the Model XDM, was
followed by Model T-347/SRT and Model T-616/
SRT (1957). The buoy (three inches in diameter, 40
inches long) was launched from the submarine's
signal-flare-ejector tube. The antenna was a tapered
metal strip which was folded down during ejection
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60834 (372)

THE FIRST SUBMARINIE-RESCUE BUOY
This buoy was developed by NRL to be released by submerged submarines in distress. Radio transmissions from the buoy
alerted and guided rescue forces (1947)l
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and radar objectives. Progress in radar had by
then aroused great Naval interest, and this work
was given high priority, resulting in retardation
of activity for the developmental activity in
communication. Furthermore, components in
the VHF band were much further advanced,
and emphasis was given to developments in this
band to provide for short-range communications
in case war should occur.

and sprang erect as it reached the surface. The
battery capacity was adequate to continue the message transmissions for 14 hours. The SOS signals
can be received at ranges out to the horizon by
surface vessels and to a distance of 90 miles by
aircraft flying at an altitude of at least 10,000 feet.

COMMUNICATION AT SUPER-HIGH
FREQUENCIES

Millimeter Waves
Toward the end of World War II, to obtain

Introduction

an important security feature, attention was
directed to the development of a communication system in the frequency band (5.4 mm,
55,500 MHz) where high absorption, due to the
presence of oxygen in the atmosphere, would
limit the range of propagation (1945). Also,
when space is limited, the very small antennas
required in this frequency band would make
possible new operational applications. The
Laboratory proceeded to devise circuit components such as power generators, wave guides,
and resonant circuits which for this frequency
band were at that time nonexistent. Transmitting,
receiving, and measurement equipment was
developed and used in propagation investigations
(1945-1970).210 Equipment was developed to the
stage at which an operational system was made
available and demonstrated (1958). Both shipboard
and airborne aspects were given consideration. The
high cost of the highly precise components used at
that time was a deterrent to operational deployment. Subsequently, a major reduction in cost was
possible when suitable solid-state and travelingwave-tube components became available. Operational applications were then feasible and effective.

The frequencies above the UHF band at
various times since the Laboratory's inception
have been referred to as "micro-rays," *"centimeter waves,' "microwaves,' "millimeter waves,"
and "super-high frequencies." While it was
recognized early that transmission at these
frequencies was limited in range to the line of
sight, nevertheless, the possibility of confining
the energy to a very tight beam with small
directional antennas made them attractive for
short-range communication, particularly from
the viewpoint of security. They appeared to offer
important operational advantages over the
Navy's light-blinker system. NRL began its exploration of these frequencies in 1933, directing its attention to components. Particular attention was given
to adequate transmitter power sources, which had
always been a major impediment to progress to
higher frequencies. 2 0 8 Magnetron tubes
were constructed for oscillation in the range 7 to 40
centimeters (4285 to 750 MHz) and were used in
experimental systems (1934-1937). Good-quality
voice communication was obtained over short tanges
(19;4). A ten-centimeter, 3000-MHz system using
40-inch parabolic reflector antennas was developed
(DD
and installed on the destroyer USS LEARY
158), the first such equipment to be operated on a
U.S. Navy vessel (1937). Ranges out to the horizon
(NRL to Fort Washington, Maryland) were demonstrated.17UNO
Up to this time the super-high-frequency
development work had had both communication

Satellite Communication
It was fortunate that the super-high-frequency
channels remained relatively unoccupied and
that it became feasible to place satellites in
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orbit at a time when the high-frequency band,
which carries the great bulk of the long-distance
communication load, had reached a state of near
saturation, and when there was continued need
to increase the longer range command and control communication capacity. Super-high frequencies, capable of penetrating the earth's
atmosphere with negligible loss, used in highaltitude relay satellites could provide solid,
long-distance coverage of large world areas
notwithstanding their line-of-sight propagation
limitation. Also, the use of these frequencies
would make available a very large increase in
the number of communication channels free of
the ionospheric propagation complexities
encountered in high-frequency-band transmis-

world's largest parabolic antenna (1951), the
size of which was not exceeded until the 250foot Jodrell Bank, England, antenna became
available (1957).2 The reflector of the NRL
antenna (area 1.1 acres) was formed in the earth's
surface at the Laboratory's site at Stump Neck,
Maryland, as an off-center section of a parabola
of revolution having an elliptical aperture 220
by 263 feet respectively along the minor and
major axes. A horn-type antenna feed mounted
on a movable boom had steering capability
which allowed the beam to be held on celestial
targets for a period of about one hour. With the
aid of this antenna and a transmitter providing
one-megawatt, 198-MHz, 12-microsecond pulses,
NRL was first to discover that radio energy

sions. Furthermore, advantage could be taken

reflected

of their very high data-rate capability for new
modes of communication not previously possible
over long distances.

specular to support the transmission of data
at a rate adequate for effective radio communication circuits (21 Oct. 1951).22 To

from the

moon

was

sufficiently

Since its early days, the Laboratory has held

provide data on which to base the design of

a continuing interest in extraterrestrial radio
phenomena. In connection with the conduct of
its original high-frequency-propagation work,
NRL was first to determine the frequency
above which radio waves would penetrate the
earth's atmosphere and propagate through
outer space, making interplanetary radio cornmunication possible (1926)."ie The Laboratory was first to analyze the conditions for
radio propagation on the planet Mars (1929). 11
Encouraged by the results of its experiments to

satellite-communication systems, determinations
were made of the overall attenuation of the moon
circuit, the scatter loss in reflection from the
moon's surface, and the attenuation due to the
gaseous content of the atmosphere and intervening space. In conducting experiments using
the large antenna for both transmission and
reception, NRL was first to transmit the human
voice through outer space and return from
the moon (24 July 1954).21 A 100-watt, 220MHz communication transmitter was used. NRL

determine the characteristics of the ionosphere
with reflected high-frequency pulses (1925) and
on "round-the-world" signals, which it observed
to pass around the earth as many as three times,
NRL made efforts to obtain radio echoes from the
moon in 1927 and 1938.37V However, it was not
until 1949 that the Laboratory was able positively to identify signals returned from the moon
through the received clutter,

sponsored the development of the first 10-kW
klystron amplifier covering the UHF band. with
increased transmitter power, smaller antennas
could be used. With the use of this amplifier and
the large antenna for transmitting and four I .
foot Model SK radar parabolic antennas in an
integrated assembly for a receiving antenna,
NRL first demonstrated transcontinental
satellite communication, from Washington,
D.C. to San Diego, California, at 301 MHz
with an FSK teleprinter (29 Nov. 1955).1

Early Satellite Communication

The first official message to be transmitted

To study the characteristics of moon-

via a satellite was sent over this circuit. Using

reflected radio energy, NRL constructed the

the same equipment, but increasing the number
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THE WORLD'S LARGEST PARABOLIC ANTENNA (1951)
With this A.ntenna. N RI. was fi rst to di sciver that refle~ttons from the moon co ulId be used for commnunic ation (15

NR I. ehi

used the Antennai to transmit the first human voitc signals over a satellite iruit (1954), And with it was first to dtminstrAt
transtioninental And transtsanit coimmunicatio~n by satellite 1 1955) Thty bioim AloVe the pamAb ii. reflettiir whit h is toimmid
in the ground holds the energy collector At the focal poinlt Steering the bvrn of the antenna %%As
Accomplished b) moving 11iw
bNiom

First Operational Satellite
Communication System

of radar antennas to eight for reception, NRL

was first to demonstrate transoceanic satellite
communication, from Washington, D.C. to
Wahiawa, Oahu, Hawaii, 4350 nautical miles
via great-circle path (23 ]an. 1956).211 Messages were transmitted by teleprinter successfully over the circuit, including one from the
Chief of Naval Operations (ADM A. A. Burke)
to the Commander- in-Chief Pacific Fleet
VAI)M F. B. Stump). The System WAS designated
(CMR- (ommuni(ation Moon Relay)

Based on NRL's results, the Navy established the world's first operational satellite
communication system, from Washington, D.C.
to Oahu, Hawaii (1959).211 This CMR
system was publicly demonstrated on 28 )an.
19610, with messages exchanged between the
Chief of Naval Operations (ADM A. A. Burke)
and the Commander-in-Chief, Pacific Fleet
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VADM H. G. Hopwood). At this time pictures
facsimile) were transmitted for the first time
over a satellite communication system (Jan.
uary 1960). With NRL's guidance of the contractor, 1OO-kW transmitter installations were
provided at Annapolis, Maryland (445.1 MHz)

and Opana, Oahu (435.1 MHz), and receiver
installations were setup at Cheltenhami, Maryland and Wahiawa, Oahu. Eighty-four-foot-diameter steerable parabolic antennas were used for all
these inmrallations. The receiving installations
incorporated an NRL-devised technique which

W5pm

THE WORLDS FIRST OPERATIONAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM (1959)
BAsed on NRL's work, the Navy established satellite-communicationi terminals at its radio stations near Washington. D C
and in Oahu, Hawaii Shown here is the terminal at its Annapolis, Maryland, station.
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of a large antenna on shore could compensate
for the lesser performance of a smaller antenna,
more compatible for shipboard installation.
With short-pulse (two-microsecond) radar equipment, NRL was first to make radar contact
with the moon at frequencies as high as 2860
MHz (24 Feb. 1957), with encouraging resuits with respect to communication.216 The
Laboratory's 50-foot antenna, for many years
after its completion in 1951 the world's largest
and most precise fully steerable parabolic an16
tenna, was used in making the observations.
Io obtain the continuous-wave power required
for communication, NRL sponsored the development of the first 10-kW communication transmitter capable of operation at frequencies as
high as 2400 MHz (1956). It also sponsored the
development of a 60-foot, fully steerable parabolic antenna, the largest in the United States
at the time, to obtain additional circuit gain
(1956), Its design was used later in the 84-foot

compensated for the fading characteristics inherent in the moon circuit and made possibly highly
reliable teleprinter operation. The system was
capable of accommodating 16 teleprinter
channels at the standard rate of 60 words per
minute, but since 16-channel multiplexers were
not available, only four teleprinter channels
were used. This CMR system was intended to
provide backup for high-frequency circuits in
case of blackouts due to ionospheric disturbances and proved its worth in this respect when
it was first used operationally on 2' Nov. 1959.
Ship-Shore Satellite
Communication System
It was considered that a ship-shore CMR
satellite communication system could be provided through the use of smaller antennas made
possible with the employment of super-high
frequencies (microwaves). Furthermore, the use
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NRLS SATELLITE-RESEARCH FACILITY AT STUMP NECK, MARYLAND, THE LARGEST FULLY
STEERABLE PARABOLIC ANTENNA IN THE U.S. (1956)

Iiit Oingnal satellite xperiments were' k.ared oiutbNNRI."ith this S band fa ilityi wh Sthas a (i0 toot uilly stecrab k parabotli
iAsatcltI '
inenna hich betamre available in 1) 6 A ith it. NRL dernonstrtud the easibilits ot sh j. to-shore Lomrn un iation
tor the hrst time (I (i I-I1962

which for the first time made possible the high
reception sensitivity required in satellitecommunication systems operating at superhigh frequencies. 17 The new system was installed at NRL's site at Stump Neck, Maryland.
With it, NRL was first to transmit communication signals over the moon circuit on a frequency as high as 2290 MHz (11 Apr. 1957).11 s
NRL cooperated with the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration in observing the

antenna of the Washington-Hawaii CMR system.

Reception sensitivity at the super-high frequencies was seriously limited by the phase
noise generated when the crystal oscillator
standard frequency was multiplied the numerous
times necessary to produce the heterodyning
frequency. To overcome the limitation in receiver sensitivity imposed by frequency control oscillator noise, NRL devised a phaselocked, crystal-oscillator-filter technique
120
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performance of the ECHO I satellite, a 100-footdiameter
aluminum-coated
plastic
sphere
launched 12 Aug. 1960. On this occasion, NRL
transmitted communication signals over the
circuit using the first man-made passive
satellite to determine the feasibility of extending the operational time of the moon
circuit. 219 In a demonstration of this satellite
system, the Chief of Naval Research, from his
office in Washington, conversed via NRL's
Stump Neck installation with Federal Communications Commission members witnessing the
demonstration at Holmdel, New Jersey (22
Sept. 1960). A picture of the Commissioners
taken while at Holmdel was transmitted over
the satellite circuit. At the request of the Post
Office Department, NRL transmitted "space
mail" in the form of a facsimile letter for the
first time over a satellite communication
circuit (10 Nov. 1960).220 A special stamp was
issued by the Department in commemoration
of the advent of satellite communication. Twobounce communication via the satellite was
effected for the first time when an NRL message

to New Jersey was immediately relayed to
California (14 Aug. 1960).
A shipboard CMR system was initiated by
installing a 16-foot parabolic steerable antenna
and receiving equipment on the USS OXFORD
(GTR), with which NRL demonstrated the
feasibility of shore-to-ship satellite communication for the first time with transmissions from its Stump Neck, Maryland facility
(2290 MHz) (15 Dec. 1961).221 Messages
recognizing the achievement from the Chief
of Naval Operations, ADM G.W. Anderson,
and NRL's Director of Research were transmitted over the circuit. By adding a l-kW
transmitter to the USS OXFORD installation,
NRL demonstrated two-way ship-shore satellite communication via the moon circuit for
the first time while the ship was underway
between Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro
(30 Mar. 1962).221 In response to a message
transmitted from the ship, ADM Anderson
noted the transmission as "another milestone,"
"the first message to be transmitted over a
ship-to-shore moon relay communication
60834 (528)

vt
FIRST "SPACE MAIL" (1960)
At the request of the Post Ofrice
m npartm-nt,
NRI. transmitted 'spate
mail" for the first time over a satelite communication system 10 Nov
1960). This mail was in the form of a faIsml iletter The stamp shown
here was issued by the post

in (ommemt)ration
mf(e
of the advent of
satellite communicaton The %tarnp shows the satellite E( HO I used
by NRI. in its earth to-sate lite to carth transmission of the first space
mail
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THE FIRST SHIP TO BE EQUIPPED FOR SATELLITE COMMUNICATION, THE USS OXFORD
This ship was equipped by NRL to demonstrate the feasibility of ship-to-shore satellite communication. One-way transmissions
to the ship were accomplished in 1961, and two-way communications in 1962. This demonstration resulted in the Navy's escablishoperational worldwide satellite communication system. The antenna can be seen on the stern of the ship (see heavy
ing the first
arrow).

circuit." To increase the system's capability,
NRL provided multiplexing circuitry which

system was disestablished, and its antennas were
used in the shore installations of the new system,

permitted transmission and reception of two
teletype channels simultaneously on a common
demonstrated in full twoantenna. This was first
way twinplex communication over the moon
circuit between the USS OXFORD and the
CMR installation at the Naval Radio Station,
Cheltenham, Maryland, which had been modified
for multiplex operation at the higher frequency
(25 Feb. 1964).
NRL's results led to the Navy's establishing
the first operational worldwide satellite
communication system, with six ship and four
shore station installations. (1964-1969). The
Navy's lower frequency CMR point-to-point

located at Cheltenham, Maryland Wahiawa,
Hawaii; Okinawa; and Oakhanger, England.
The system went operational with the USS OXFORD on 25 Feb. 1964 and was designated
"TRSSCOM" (Technical Research Ship Special
Communications). Other ships added were the
1SS GEORGETOWN (1965), USS JAMESTOWN (1966), USS LIBERTY (196'), USS
BELMONT (1968), and USS VALDEZ 1969).
NRL provided considerable technical assistance
in bringing about these installations. The system
gave very satisfactory performance for the
particular mission carried out by these ships.
Considerable communication traffic was handled
122
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from many parts of the world. However, due
to financial retrenchment, the ships were placed
in reserve status, with the system operations
suspended (August-November, 1969).

required to maintain surveillance of the "quiet
zone." In addition to providing initial experience
in the digital steering of directive antennas, it
has served in the solution of many problems
associated with the design of larger antennas
such as those concerning radio-frequency feed,
pointing, and drive. The experience acquired
has been utilized by NRL in its design and erection of a 150-foot-diameter antenna at the Sugar
Grove site capable of efficient operation at frequencies up to 4000 MHz (1966).'2 Its novel
design provides a large aperture with high surface
and pointing precision at low cost. A similar
300-foot antenna has been designed by NRL for
future research. 26

NRL Sugar Grove Satellite Communication
Research Facility
After investigating many possible sites in the
United States with respect to adequate sky
coverage, low radio noise level, and the impact
meteorological and geophysical characteristics
might have on the large antennas it planned to
erect, the Laboratory selected a superior site
near Sugar Grove, West Virginia (1955-1956). It
formally acquired this site from the Forestry
Service of the Department of Agriculture in
June 1961. To preserve its low-noise quality,
NRL brought about the establishment of the
National Radio Quiet Zone, encompassing
its Sugar Grove radio research site, the world's
only area where local sources of radio emissions are controlled so as not to interfere with
observations such as low-level emissions from
distant sources in space (1958).222 Control
procedures, established through agreement with
the
Federal Communications Commission,
require that all proposals for radio transmitting
instlillations in the 12,000.square-mile zone be

NRL Waldorf Satellite Communication
Research Facility
In anticipation of the use of frequencies
above 4000 MHz for military satellite cornmunication, NRL provided a new research
center facility, called the NRL Waldorf
Satellite Communication Facility, which has
an effective capability at frequencies as
high as 20,000 MHz. This facility has a capability superior to that of any facility presently
available for performing satellite-communica.

investigated by NRL for possible interference
before they are authorized. Through a procedure
with the Federal Aeronautics Administration,
facilities for aircraft which might result in radio
interference are also controlled. The zone includes the National Radio Astronomy Observatory, which takes advantage of the low radio
noise level in making its radio-astronomy observations. For its initial installation at the Sugar
Grove site, NRJL developed the first directive
antenna system to be automatically steered
in accordance with prearranged recorded
programs with the use of digital computer
techniques, making possible the automatic
acquisition and tracking of satellites having
known orbits (1958).223 This antenna, a 60-foot
paraboloid capable of efficient operation at

tion experiments (1973). The outstanding
characteristics of the NRL Waldorf equipment
were recognized by NASA, when that agency
requested the Office of Naval Research to
procure an additional antenna of the type used
at Waldorf for its own use. The installation
of this equipment at NASA's Wallops Island
site was completed in 1968. The NRL facility,
completed in 1967, is located on a former Nike
missile sitt
r Waldorf, Maryland, acquired
from the Army in 1962. It comprises a 60-foot,
parabolic, cassegrainian antenna of the highest
steering accuracy and flexibility and associated
with appropriate equipment. A 25-kW transmitter, an advanced low-noise receiving system,
and an antenna steering computer with on-line
data processing and recording capability pro-

frequencies up to 4000 MHz, has been used for

vide excellent

instrumentation

for satellite

many types of observations, including those

communication investigations."

In addition
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NRL'S SUGAR GROVE, WEST VIRGINIA SITE
The antenna shown here is NRL's 150-foot parabolic reflector at Sugar Grove, West Virginia. This antenna is used for various
space-research projects. It was designed by NRL (1966).
to maintaining close surveillance over the con-

in-house effort has also provided the receiving,

tractor for the antenna, the Laboratory provided
the digital interface equipment, including con-

data processing, transmitter and receiver monitoring and safety equipment.

soles for computer control of the antenna system
and the programs (software) for pointing the
antenna at any celestial body or any satellite for
which data is known, including corrections for

Communication with Active Satellites
In addition to its moon-relay-system

NRL

atmospheric pointing errors. The Laboratory's
124
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74
NRL'S SATELLITE-COMMUNICATION RESEARCH FACILITY AT WALDORF, MARYLAND
This research facility has a capability superior to any of its type (1973) and is effective at frequencies as high as 20,000 MHz.
It comprises a 60-foot, parabolic, cassegrainian antenna of highest steering accuracy (center), a 25-kW transmitter (building
in front of antenna), antenna control, computer control, data processing, receiving and modem equipment (buildings at extreme
left), and laboratory work space (buildings in background).

program directed to active satellites which would
serve as transponders in relaying communications
over long distances (1957). This program was
forwarded to the Navy Department to obtain
sponsorship. NRL later developed the proposal
in further detail, which included the availability of a ship adequately equipped for satellitecommunication experiments, with which ohservations could be made in those parts of the
world of particular Naval operational interest

(1959). This proposal was adopted by the Navy,
issued by the Chief of Naval Operations as the
Navy's Satellite Communication Plan, and transmitted to the Office of the Secretary of Defense.
The cognizant office (Advanced Research Projects
Agency) had under consideration the development
of an active communication satellite system which
would be used jointly by the several military
services, and in 1960 set up a program to
pursue this objective. 2 7 Due to difficulties in
125
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heads of government (President J. F. Kennedy
and Nigerian Prime Minister Sir A. T. Balewa,
23 Aug. 1963), inaugurating the space craft.2
SYNCOM I utilized 7360 MHz for the uplink
frequency and 1815 MHz for the downlink (2
watts). The communication with the USNS
KINGSPORT took place as the satellite approached its synchronous orbit. Shortly thereafter, the satellite became inoperative.ms After
the early SYNCOM 1Itrials, the ship was moved
into the Mediterranean area for operational
demonstrations with the U.S. Sixth Fleet via the
satellite. The first demonstration of two-way
voice communication from an aircraft in flight
to a ship underway via satellite took place between a Navy aircraft off the Virginia coast and
the USNS KINGSPORT located south of
Morocco (2 Oct. 1963).2w The ship proceeded
to Guam and supported the launching of SYNCOM IlI when that satellite was placed in orbit
over the International Date Line (19 Aug. 1964).
NRL provided key technical information in

matching satellite design with launching-vehicle
capability, the program was modified by establishing a joint project with the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) to utilize their
SYNCOM satellites then underway (1962). In
furtherance of this project, the Army provided
ground terminals located at Fort Dix, NewJersey,
and Camp Roberts, California. As proposed by
NRL, the Navy provided a ship, the USNS
KINGSPORT (TAG-164), with experimental
equipment, which became the world's first
ship terminal equipped for operation with
active communication satellites (1963).28
When the SYNCOM I satellite was launched
(14 Feb. 1963), the USNS KINGSPORT became the first ship to transmit and receive a
voice message via an active satellite. When the
SYNCOM 11 satellite was placed in its synchronous orbit over Madagascar (26 July
1963), the USNS KINGSPORT, stationed in
the harbor at Lagos, Nigeria, passed the first
telephone conversations via satellite between

FIRST SHIPBORNE ACTIVE SATELLITE COMMUNICATION

TERMINAL

The LISS KINGSPORT (TAG-1(14) became the world's first ship terminal equipped for operation with active communication
satellites ( 1961) It was the first ship to transmit a voice message via an active satellite (0961) NRL proposed this installation,
which had the largest parabolic fully steerable antenna to be installed on a ship.
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planning the communication capabilities and
instrumentation for this ship, maintaining surveillance over its construction at contractors'
plants and during trials aboard ship. The Laboratory was particularly concerned with the design
of the ship's special antenna and its associated
controls. This 30-foot, fully steerable parabolic
antenna mounted in a radome and stabilized to
compensate for ship motion, was the largest to
be installed on a ship up to that time (1962). Its
three-axis design provided effective tracking of
satellites, particularly those passing immediately
overhead. The ship's capability matched that of
the entire system for simultaneous transmission
and reception of voice, teleprinter, and facsimile.
The SYNCOM satellites were the first to be
placed in a circular equatorial orbit, revolving
nearly synchronously with the earth's rotation
at an altitude of about 19,300 nautical miles.
This orbit permitted them to be relatively
stationary at a particular longitude and thus to
be capable of providing continuous 24-hour
communication service. Three such satellites,
equally spaced about the equator, were planned
to provide communication coverage of the globe
(95 percent), with the exception of the extreme
polar caps.
The Defense Satellite
Communication System
The responsibility for providing a Department
of Defense Satellite Communication System
(DSCS), which would be utilized jointly by the
several military services, devolved upon the
Defense
Communication
Agency (DCA)
(1962).231,232 After extended considerations a
plan was adopted to launch a series of geostationary (near-synchronous) satellites to obtain
operational experience. The system resulting
therefrom was designated the Interim Defense
Communication Satellite System (IDCSS,
later called DSCS, Phase 1). As the plan evolved,
the Air Force became responsible for the development of the satellites, for placing them in
orbit, and for the development of their airborne
terminals. The Army became responsible for the

ground terminals, and the Navy for its shipboard
terminals. The Laboratory worked closely with
the Navy Department offices concerned and with
DCA to provide a capability in the joint system
adequate to serve Navy requirements.
Satellite Characteristics
The Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference, held at Geneva, Switzerland, in 1962,
and attended by representatives of 70 nations
including the United States, agreed to the
frequency channel assignments for use by communication satellites.2 1 An NRL staff member
was the U.S. Navy representative on the executive committee of the International Radio Consultative Committee, the technical advisory body
to this conference, and made certain that the
Navy's interests were adequately considered.
Furthermore, the Laboratory provided necessary
technical information to support the Navy's
position. The United States ratified the agreement
of the conference in 1964, and accordingly the
frequency channels in the 8000-MHz region were
designated for the uplink and those in the 7000MHz region for the downlink of the DSCS,
Phase I satellites. In NRL's consideration of
the technical characteristics proposed for these
satellites, that of frequency bandwidth was of
particular concern. The design originally
proposed provided a very wide pass bandwidth
for the satellite, suitable for operation with
high-power ground terminals with large antennas,
but not with the small antennas and the lower
transmitter power which had to be used on ships.
In addition to this lower transmitter capability
to operate the satellite, the Navy terminal had
to contend with lower signal-to-noise ratio
received from the satellite due to the spreading
of its transmitter power (5 watts) over the entire
bandwidth. NRL succeeded in having the fre.
quency bandwidth of the DSCS, Phase I
satellites reduced so as to make ship terminal
operation effective (from 40 MHz to 20 MHz)
(1966). A total of 26 DSCS satellites were
placed in geostationary equatorial orbits in
four launchings with Titan III C vehicles during
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE SATELLJITE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
(DSCS-I) SATELLITES
For this first o~perastional system, 26 satellites were launched into geo-stationary equatorial orbits
during the period from June 1966 to lune 19)68, and were disposed around the world to provide
continuous coverage NRL participated in determining the characteristics of these satellites to make
(ertain that their performan~c was adequate to meet the Nav's operational requirements.
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Target Photo Transmissions,

size would provide substantial shipboard
communication performance with active
satellites (1964). To obtain the necessary
data, NRL made measurements on SYNCOM 11
satellite transmissions received by an eight-footdiameter parabolic antenna installation at its
local site. Confirmatory measurements were made

Southeast Asia to Washington

using SYNCOM Ill with a 60-foot antenna,

the period between 16 June 1966 and 13 June
1968. 2 In carrying out its investigations, NRL
utilized practically every one of these satellites,

which, with reduced transmitter power and
NRL provided the Washington terminal for
received-signal attenuation, provided simulation
Link)
an urgent DCA-directed project (Compass
antenna. The results
of
which
established for the transmission o targetantenna, a six-foot-diameter
photographs of greatly superior quality from
South Vietnam for use by high-level officials in
Washington in authorizing attacks in Southeast

608,A (375)

Asia 1967). A unique circuit was established to
cover the great distance using two DSCS satellites with a ground repeater located first on the
west coast of the United States and later on Oahu.
Hawaii to equalize the distances spanned. Using
its Waldorf satellite-communication facility,
NRL was successful in receiving the first twosatellite-hop transmissions, which were at the
highest rate attained up to that time for
encrypted digital data over a radio circuit.
The transmissions resulted in photographic
reproductions of highest quality, adequate
for planning military actions. The military
objective of the project was carried out success-

fully. NRL continued to provide this service
during most of 1967 and for some time thereafter.

Navy Shipboard SATCOM Terminals
As the Navy Department proceeded with the
procurement of satellite terminals for installation on its ships, the Laboratory participated in
defining their technical features. One factor of
particular importance was the size of the directive
MODEL ANISSC2, INSTALLED ON THE USS
CANBERRA 0%5)

antenna, in view of the relatively low transmitting
power of the DSCS, Phase I satellites. Since the

communication capacity of the terminal was
dependent upon antenna size, and since the superstructure space aboard ship was limited, a cornpromise was required. NRL conducted an

6

This antenna had a -foot diameter Results experienced with
this antenna using SYNCOM II and SYNCOM III satellites
confirmed the results of NRL's investigations that directional

Antennas of accptable size would provide substantial shipboard performane with active satellites

investigation, the results of which assured the
Navy that directional antennas of acceptable
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was specified for the Navy terminals, would
assure substantial communication capacity. In
its first procurement the Navy obtained two
terminals (Model AN/SSC-2, 5 kW) with sixfoot-diameter antennas, which were installed on
the cruiser USS CANBERRA and the aircraft
carrier USS MIDWAY. Experience with these
equipments using SYNCOM 11and SYNCOM
Illsatellites further confirmed the feasibility
of shipboard operation with antennas of this size
(1965).23 However, further terminal development work w,'s required, since the operational
frequencies for military communication satellites were somewhat altered, and since these experimental equipments lacked certain features necessary for Naval service. In a subsequent procurement, seven terminals (Model AN/SSC-3, 5 kW)
were obtained, the first of which was installed on
the guided-missile cruiser USS PROVIDENCE for
trials during a major fleet exercise held in November 1966.23 While some service was obtained
from the AN/SSC-3 equipments, NRL's investigations of them in installations on the USS
WRIGHT and at the Laboratory disclosed many
serious deficiencies, both electronic and mechanical. These deficiencies included reception preamplification, antenna pointing, and inaccessibility of
components relative to maintenance. They were of
such import as to render the equipments unsuitable for normal operational service.2 These deficiencies were thoroughly studied with the SSC-3 installation at NRL. The information obtained, together with that which could be secured from shipboard operations, was utilized in the development
of improved equipment for general Naval use
(AN/SSC-6).

Once the beacon signal is received, tracking is
automatic. The transfer from one satellite to
another must also be made expeditiously to avoid
interruption to communication. NRL devised a
sateilite-acquisition procedure, based on
tables generated by a computer program,
which proved to be quick, simple, and dffec.
tive for the Navy SATCOM shipboard
terminals (1966)2 The procedure was found usable with any near equatorial-synchronous satellite
available. It replaced an acquisition method provided by the contractor for the SATCOM terminal
which was found to be cumbersome and impractical,
since itrequired extensive transmission of data to
the ships. In using the NRL procedure with the
DSCS-I satellites which drift eastward 30 degrees
per day, information in addition to the tables must
be supplied a ship only once a month. This NRL
procedure was adopted by the British for their SATCOM terminals.

Navy Procurement of Shipboard
Satellite Terminals
in addition to the work already cited, NRL
conducted several investigations essential to
satisfactory shipboard operation in preparation
for the Navy's subsequent satellite procurement
(Model AN/WSC-2). NRL devised a "flowdiagram" technique to facilitate the solution of
SATCOM antenna-design problems concerning
angular position, velocity, acceleration, and the
externally applied forces and torques required
for such motion in tracking satellites under the
conditions of yaw, pitch, and roll experienced in
various sea states (1970).137 The results NRL
has obtained in applying this technique to the
solution of ship SATCOM stabilized-antenna
problems, including the question of two-axis
versus three-axis type structure, have been used
in preparing specifications and evaluating proposed designs for the AN/WSC-2 terminals
(1970).238 The flow-diagram technique

Acquiring Satellites from
Shipboard Terminals
Means must be provided on ships for pointing
the tight beams of the parabolic antennas ac.
curately from any position on the high seas so
that the beacon signal emitted by the satellite
for acquisition and tracking can be picked up.
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SATELLITE-COMMUNiCATION TERMINAL. MODEL AN/SS(:... AS INSTALLED ON NRLS ROLL AND
PITCH PLATFORM FOR PERFORMANCE INVESTIGATIONS (1967)
The results of N RILi nvet'igitirons ol the mns
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also

has

application

to

other

time-varying

compensation

automatic and in the correct
amount.
Through a parametric analysis, using data
obtained in experiments including those aboard
the USS WRIGHT with the AN/SSC-3 terminals
and the DSCS, Phase I satellites, NRL determined the communication circuit capacity
relative to antenna size which could be expected from Navy shipboard SATCOM
terminals (1966-1967).242 The results obtained
verified that communications adequate for Naval
requirements could be obtained with parabolic
antennas of a size compatible with several classes
of Navyships.Thisconfirmedthechoiceofantenna
size for the AN/WSC-2 SATCOM terminal. The
effectiveness of modems (modulator-demodulator)
is also a factor which must be considered in determining SATCOM system capacity. The very broad
pass band possible with satellite repeaters operating at superhigh frequencies permits the use of
unique modulation techniques for information
transmission. The modem can be designed to produce a signal superimposed upon pseudonoise generated it accordance with a specific code, making
the presence of the signal unresolvable on reception without proper decoding. In this "spreadspectrum" type modem, the signal and noise are
spread over acertain portion of the frequency spectrum and communication-channe! establishment,
and separation is accomplished through the use of
various codes. NRL's investigations of spreadspectrum modems (AN/URC-61 (X), AN/URC55), procured under DCA-Army contract for use by
the several military services, disclosedthat theywere
not suitable for ship SATCOM system operation
requiring communication-circuit netting configurations. In modifying the AN/URC-61 (X) modem,
NRLdevelopedmultiplexcarrier-suppewd pubeduration modulation techniques which for the
first time permitted satisfactory reception with
low signal threshold, making possible shipboard
SATCOM operation under adverse conditions
(1966-1968).20 This modulation technique was util ized in the Navy SATCOM terminals (AN/SSC-6),
which followed Up to four voice channels with

coordinate systems such as weapons control,
navigation, and guidance systems. NRL also
devised a computer method for siting SATCOM
,:ntennas in installations on various classes of
-hips to avoid the geometric blockage caused by
ship superstructure elements when tracking
satclihtes, and to minimize difficulties with
radiation-hazard areas (1970) 2 39 With this
method, computer models of several ships were
deieloped and used Actual measurements taken
aboard the USS WAINIXRIGHT (DLG 28) have
shown excellent agreement with Coverages determined trom the computer model of the same
%.lsSship (D,G ;.1) The need tor more than one
antenna installation aboard certain classes of
ships to provide full hemispheric coverage and
thus it) avoid inrerruptions to tornunications
%as also assessed In another investigation, NRL
deterined the vulnerability of SATC(OM ship
t-rmnals to d-etciton through interkeption by
ships and airtraft l6S)"'
Improvements in
.intenna design which would minimize this
%ulnerabtihiy were also determined
NRL investigated the effect of the relative
motion of satellite repeaters in orbit and ship
terminals subject to yaw, roll. and pitch, on
SATCOM system performance t1969) 11 The
results of NRL's investigation have been
utilized in specifying requirements in the
procurement of the AN/WSC-2 ship SATCOM
terminals. It was determined that the
change in transmission frequency experienced
at the ship receiver due to this relative motion.
ae. Doppler. was of a magnitude sufficient to
affet adversely signal acquisition and signal
tracking It was found that satisfactory opera
tion could be obtained through Doppler compensation achieved by shifting the transmitter
oscillator frequency and the receiver local
oscillator frequency in opposite directions
proportional to their respective frequencies
Reference to the frequency of the satellite
beacon signal, provided for tracking the satellite
from the ship terminal, permits making the
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teleprinter order-wire or additional celewricerchannels as alternates to voice channels are available
with these techniques. NRL provided a modem
using these techniques which has markedly increased the capacity and performance of a Navy

features of the DSCS-ll system and the characteristics of its satellites of consequence to
the Navy. An additional investigation of importance to system design was directed to determining the problems involved in "satellite

satellite-communication circuit between Guantan-

multiple access" and their solution. The number

amo Bay and Norfolk, Virginia (January 1970). Sub-

of SATCOM terminals which simultaneously

sequently, NRL, with the aid of a contractor, also
developed a modem incorporating new NRLdevised techniques that provided many more channels of high-quality voice, teletypewriter, and data
transmission, with a high degree of reliability and
flexibility. The new modem techniques have made
possible simplicity and compactness in design, with
ease of operation and maintenance at a fraction of
the communication-channel cost as compared with
earlier spread-spectrum modems.

can use a satellite without mutual interference
is limited principally by the power output of
the satellite. In experiments to obtain data on
this and other factors, NRL participated in a
joint effort using its Waldorf, Maryland SATCOM Research Facility cooperatively with the
USS WRIGHT, using its AN/SSC-3 terminal,
the U.S. Army, using its Fort Dix and Fort
Monmouth terminals, and the British, using
their terminals at Christ Church, England, and
Cyprus (November 1957-March 1968). The

The Defense Satellite Communication
System, Phase 11
After the planning of the DSCS-I was well
underway, efforts were initiated under the
cognizance of DCA for an advanced system
communication
greater
having
(DSCS-II)
capacity and flexibility. Since their beginning

The data collected confirmed the results of prior
analysis and showed that if a satellite repeater
is to serve the maximum number of terminals
simultaneously and without mutual interference,
its output power must be controlled by a power
balance of the several terminal transmitters so
that each receiving terminal obtains power
propo;tional to its receiving capability and

in 1965, NRL has participated in the Defense
Communication Agency planning considerations to make certain that the performance
of the new DSCS-II satellite repeaters was
adequate to meet the Navy's foreseeable
requirements and that the Navy SATCOM termi-

data rate. Procedures were devised using pseudonoise which through spread-spectrum modulation of the satellite permits the proper power
balance to be achieved quickly and easily.
During the investigation, the level of a lamming
signal above the power-baLance level of the

nals (AN/WSC-2) were designed to take full advantage of the advanced characteristics of these
repeaters as well as to operate satisfactorily with

satellite required to cause degradation of the
repeater performance was also determined.
The information obtained in the several investiga-

the DSCS-I satellite repeaters. The DSCS-11 sys-

tions served to guide the development of the

tem provides worldwide national military com-

DSCS-1I system and its satellites.

DSCS-I satellites were over the Atlantic Ocean.

munications for command control as a part of

Prototypes of the DSCS-ll satellites have been

the Defense Communication System, linking

constructed with a total capability of 1300 duplex

together the U.S. forces dispersed around the

voice channels, or up to 100 megabits in data

globe and with the national command authorities

transmission, to serve the several military services and to be apportioned among them. The power

in Washington, D.C. 244
The results of NRL's investigations, previously described, were utilized in defining the

output of the transmitter is enhanced by antenna
gain from two alternate antennas-an earth-
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coverage antenna (gain 17 dB). and a narrowcoverage antenna (gain 33 dB). The design of the
satellites includes provision for maintaining them
in fixed longitudinal positions which will simplify
their acquisition by mobile terminals. The satellites
were planned for a life of five years.
In preparation tor developments beyond the
DSCS-11 system, NRL has studied the potentialities of radio frequencies in the range of 10,000
to 100,000 MHz, a part of the radio spectrum
virtually unoccupied (19651968)240,245 However,
this is a region where oxygen and water vapor in
the atmosphere introduce considerable attenuation into the signal path. Precipitation also causes
energy loss due to scatter. Nevertheless, as these
impediments are contended with, a tremendous
number of satellite-communication channels are
made available. The reduction of antenna size and
increased communication capacity at these frequencies is normally of considerable importance in shipboard installations.

satellites, designed and orbited to meet the joint
requirements. The services, under the "guiding
direction of the joint Chiefs of Staff," were required to "initiate planning for future operational use of tactical satellite communications."
A "TACSATCOM Executive Steering Group,"
with members representing the respective services, was established to conduct the resulting
program as a joint effort.
The UHF band (225 to 400 MHz), assigned to
the military for tactical communications, had
been limited normally to short-range use due to
cutoff of transmission at the horizon. Future
disposition of ships, particularly for task-force
operations, were planned to extend far beyond
this distance. It was determined that a first
objective in the program would be to assess the
capability of the UHF band and of the large
quantity of existing UJHF equipment, installed
throughout the Navy and the other services, to
provide longer range coverage through the use
of satellite repeaters. It was considered that
antenna problems would be much less severe at
UHF than at super-high frequencies. The greater
energy capture of simple UHF antennas was a
favorable factor and might allow the use of the
fixed "blade" antenna with omnidirectional
coverage on aircraft which do not require large
communication capacity. The results of system
studies and communication circuit trials with
experimental satellites ([ES 5 and 6) provided by
the Air Force and experimental terminals provided by each service were encouraging (1967-

Tactical Satellite Communication
System (TACSATCOM)
In 1965, concern arose regarding the capability
of the DSCS to provide adequately for the "tactical" communication needs of the Army, Navy,
and Air Force in addition to "strategic" communication needs, which are considered its

principal function, and of particular interest to

1968).246

DCA. As a result, the Deputy Director of Defense authorized the military departments, with
the guidance of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering, to initiate action to
explore the use of satellite repeaters "to provide
the fluid and flexible response normally associated with the expression 'tactical' communication" (October 1965). The Army, Navy, and Air
Force were to proceed with their respective
terminals. The Air Force was to provide the

transmitters and receivers had inadequate frequency stability and flexibility and that the receivers lacked sensitivity. Subsequently, new
terminals were procured with single-channel capacity for airborne (AN/ARC-146, I MWand
mobile (AN/TRC-156, 20 W. 157, 1 kW; AN/
MSC-58, 100 W) functions. However, the ship
terminals procured (ten Model AN/WSC-l, I
kW) were designed to provide up to five voice or
teleprinter channels, as recommended by NRL,
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60834 (376)

TACTICAL COMMUNICATION SATELLITE
TA(.SAT-I, launched 1) Feb 1969 for military communications use, dwarfs the SYNCONI.I model.
the first Department of Defense satellite Using satellite SYNCOM-I the USNS I(SPORT,
with the installation originally proposedl by NRI, became the first ship to transmit And receive
a voice message via n active satellite (1Id Feb 196;')
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30 to 300 kHz; and "medium frequencies (MF),'
300 to 550 kl-z. The Navy was early to appreciate
the value of the very-low frequencies for longdistance communication from shore to its ships
at sea. Very high power could be radiated from
the huge antennas used at these very-low frequencies, which made worldwide coverage
feasible. By the end of World War I the Navy
had established a chain of high-power arc stations, giving coverage of much of the Atlantic
and Pacific Oceans. 2 48 Since then, this chain has
been augmented with additional stations to
increase coverage and modernized as new developments, such as vacuum-tube transmitters,
became available through the years to give the
system greater performance (0.5 to 2 MW, 12
to 30 kHz). 249 The low and medium frequency
bands carried the major portion of the communication traffic from the Navy's shore stations
before the advent o high frequencies.
Prior to the development of the high-frequency
band, the Navy relied principally upon frequencies in the range from 175 to 550 kHz for
transmission from its ships. In this frequency
range, antennas were small enough to be accommodated aboard ship and could provide acceptable radiation efficiency. But only a few such
antennas could be installed on a ship and be
free of serious interaction. As Naval radiocommunication requirements increased and highfrequency-band developments were able to meet
them, the lower frequency shipboard transmitting
facilities were displaced. Since the 1950's, lower
frequency transmitting facilities no longer have
been provided for Naval vessels except for veryshort-range transmissions in the medium-frequency band, using small antennas and for certain
special installations. However, relinquishing
these facilities resulted in the loss of a capability
of solid commuaication coverage out to a range
of 300 miles. This range capability is of importance in task-force operation, and provision of
backup for communication is needed in case of
the occurrence of high-frequency blackouts
experienced in operations from time to tim

so that larger communication capacity would be
available to serve shipboard needs. TACSAT-I,
a satellite of special design, was provided by
the Air Force and launched 9 Feb. 1969.247 The
evaluation of the system which followed included
tests of the several types of terminals with
voice, teleprinter, and data transmission (19691970). The evaluation established the feasibility
of using satellite repeaters to extend the range of
ship-ship and ship-shore UHF communications to
such ranges beyond the horizon as are included in
the area of the earth covered by the satellite antenna beam. The evaluation also showed that aircraft could use the system successfully for limited
communication capacity.
NRL participated in the TACSATCOM
program from its beginning, with regard to those
technical aspects of importance to the Navy. In
proceeding with this program, NRL made
contributions to the determination of the
characteristics of the system and equipment, to
studies for the adaptation of existing UHF
equipment, drafting of specifications for new
equipment, monitoring of contractors during its
procurement, devising of evaluation plans, and
to projection of the results obtained to determine the next phase of the program. Furthermore, since the cost of the previously developed
satellite terminals would limit their installation in the Navy, the Laboratory developed a
simplified terminal of low cost for small ships.
Two such terminals were assembled and their
performance through the TACSAT-l satellite
satisfactorily demonstrated, to provide an
example of how costs could be reduced in future
procurements (December 1970)_

COMMUNICATION AT THE LOWER
RADIO FREQUENCIES
Introduction
The radio frequencies below the broadcast
band have been designated "very-low frequencies
(VLF)," 3 to 30 kHz; "low frequencies (LF),"
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components, and the addition of some new equip2
ment. Adequate received signal levels resulted. 53
From time to time NRL was called upon to conduct similar surveys on which to base corrective
action for difficulties arising in both shore and
ship installations.
Early in World War II, Naval ships reported
high daytime noise levels when in the vicinity
of Newport, Rhode Island which interfered with
reception of the 18-kHz transmissions from the
high-power station at Annapolis, Maryland (NSS).
Similar interference was reported with the
reception of the 18-kHz transmssions from the
Rocky Point, New York station by ships when in
the vicinity of Norfolk, Virginia. In investigating
the difficulty, the Laboratory noted that at the
particular distance, approximately 325 miles,
the signal level was abnormally low, and operators, while increasing signal amplification, had
also increased the noise level. At night the signal
level at both locations became abnormally high.
Heretofore, it was generally held that VLF radio
waves propagated, even to their greatest detectable distances, via a wave along the ground. This
investigation demonstrated that the abnormally
low daytime field strength at the distance indicared was produced by the destructive interference between the ground wave and the first
reflected wave from the ionosphere. NRL's
observation made in 1942 resulted in an early
recognition of the "modal effect" in the
propagation of very-low6 frequencies, later
considered of importance. 2 4

With respect to reception, the Navy provided its
ships with a capability of receiving the lower frequencies, particularly for Flee, broadcasts.
Radio-Wave Propagation at the
Lower Frequencies
The propagation of radio waves over the surface of the earth at the lower frequencies received
considerable attention during the period of the
early development of radio communication,
which took place principally in this frequency
band. The Navy conducted investigations through
which the first equation for radio-wave propaga
tion, supported by experimental observations,
was formulated (1911).2 60 It became known as
the Austin-Cohen formula. The accuracy of this
equation and its frequency range (75 to 300 kHz)
were improved (12 to 1000 kHz) through a long
series of observations on long-distance, transAtlantic transmissions extending until 1931. As
modified (1926), bl the expression continued to
have relevance.252
When the Laboratory began its work in 1923,
its propagation effort was directed to the highfrequency band, then under exploration. The
lower frequencies received only limited attention until later. In 1934 the Navy had experienced considerable difficulty in the handling of
communication traffic on the lower frequencies
between the radio stations of its Atlantic coastal
chain and between these stations and ships at
sea. The Laboratory was requested to investigate
this situation and propose necessary changes.
Using mobile field-intensity-measuring equipment, a survey of the coverage of these stations
was conducted which included those at Boston,
New London, New York, Washington, Norfolk,
and Charleston, located at the respective Navy
Yards and operating at 100 to 500 kHz (19341935). In addition to field strength, noise levels
and noise-source locations were observed. The
survey led to the relocation of some sites, the
rearrangement of both transmitting and receiving
equipment and antennas, the shielding of certain

Severe high frequency blackouts had caused
serious interruptions to communications between
the Navy's ship operating in the Bering Sea and
the Alaskan shore stations. NRL was requested
to determine the utility of the lower frequencies
as an alternate system for the arctic and subarctic
regions. In conducting a survey of radio field
strength, NRL established measuring equipmenti At Adak, Nome. Kodiak and Point Barrow.
Observations were made of transmissions from a
balloon-supported antenna aboard the USS
BURTON ISLAND (100 and 150 kHz) operating
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in the Bering Sea, and from stations located at
San Diego, California (54 kHz); Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii (16.68 and 19.8 kHz); Adak, Alaska
(100 and 155 kHz); anti Rugby, England (16.0
kHz) during 1951.256 Although measurements of
atmospheric noise level had been made by NRL in
the Baffin Bay area duringjuly and August 1946,21
in view of the scarcity of noise data additional
measurements were made at the sites stated
(1 9 5 1 ). 267 Additional work was done with the icebreaker USS EDISTO operating in the North
Atlantic in the Greenland and Iceland areas, using a
1000-foot-high balloon-supported antenna
(1953 and 1955).2" From the data obtained, it was
established that one kilowatt of power radiated on
100 to 150 kHz from Naval vessels operating in
arctic waters could provide reliable communication
with shore stations with a range of 1500 miles.

determine the capability of the Navy's chain
of high-power, very-low-frequency stations
to communication with its Polaris submarines,
wherever they might be. The importance of
command communications to control the nation's
undersea nuclear deterrent had focused attention
on the coverage, continuity, and reliability of
the Navy's transmission system. Any inadequacies
disclosed by the investigation would be corrected
to insire satisfactory performance. In carrying
out the program for the Atlantic Ocean, Mediterranean, and Arabian Sea areas, the field strength
of received signals and atmospheric noise levels
were recorded at Hammerfest, Bodo, and Varhaug, Norway; Rome, Italy; Haifa, Israel' and
Karachi, West Pakistan on transmissions from
the Navy's stations at Annapolis, Maryland (NSS,
15.5 and 22.1, kHz); Jim Creek, Washington

Long-Wave Propagation Center
Sinte 1962 the Laboratory has been designated
by the Navy to maintain the 'Navy Long-Wavc
Propaigation (*enter," which acts as a central
,agencyin ter,
cquisitin, rction,
aanaentrl
ageny in the icquisition, reduction, analysis,
and prorulgaition of all available information
pertaiini ng to radio-wave propagation and atmospheric noise at the lower frequencies. This
function is intended to advance the capability
of the Navy's tommunia.ition systems using these
frequencies.26 9 The Center develops means to
enable highly reliable worldwide predictions of
signal strength and atmospheric noise levels to
be made under all possible conditions of transmitter and rcei~ver ltations, time and season,
enemy countermeasures, anti variations in
propagation paths. In furtherance ofacoordinated
Navy prograLm, all work in the field is monitored
by the Center, and guidance is furnished other
Navy laboratories and contractors engaged in
the program.

(NPG, 18.6 anti 24.0 kHz); Lualualci, Oahu,
Hawaii (NPM, 16.6 and 19).9 kHz). Summit,
Panama Canal Zone (NBA, 18.() kHz(; and
Cutler. Maine NAA, 4 an 18.6 kHz) during
The data collected
the period from 158 toII6
198o116.Teaacletd
thpeidfo
were analyzed, correlated with various geophysical phenomena, anti presented in the form of
diurnal charts normalized to I kW of radiated
power for the Navy's use. The statistical relationship of the field strength of the various transmissions, atmospheric noise, and the signal-tonoise ratios with the time of day and season of
the year were also presented. Through an analysis
of the data, it was recognized that greater attenuation was encountered in propagation over Greenland anti the permafrost areas of the Arctic and
sub-Arctic. Using NRL's specially equipped
aircraft, additional data were collected in many
flights over the North American Arctic and
Greenland which confirmed this effect (19591966).
When the Navy's high-power, very-low-frequency station at Northwest Cape, Australia

Radio-Wave Propagation at the
Very-Low Frequencies
NRL conducted the first thorough worldwide radio-wave propagation program to

was completed in 196', the Laboratory was
responsible for the conduct of a similar propagation program to determine the improvement in
coverage of the Western Pacific Ocean, Indian
Ocean, and Southeast Asia areas afforded by this
station. Field-strength and atmospheric-noise
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.A?
NRL'S VLF PROPAGATION OBSERVATION STATION AT BODO, NORWAY (1958)
This station is one of several cstablishcd by NRL in the eastern Atlantic, Mediterranean, and Arabian Sea artas as part of a
program to determine the capability of th" Navy s thim of high power, vcrs,-lovu-ircquency radio statilons

measurements were made at observation points
established at Tananarive, Malagasy Republic;
Bahrain Island; and Choshi, Japan (1967-1970).260
Cooperating organizations provided data taken
at Alaska, Hawaii, Philippine Islands, and Guam.
Based on the analysis of the data obtained and
other criteria, NRL recommended 22.3 kHz as
the best frequency for the new station. The Navy
concurred and made the corresponding assignment.
Another phase of very-low-frequency propaga.
tion investigated concerned the diurnal variations of the resultant field at the antipodes of

Navy transmitting stations. This field comprises
the several energy components traveling via the
various global transmission paths and converging
in the region of the antipode. NRL's WV-2 aircraft was provided with field-strength and phasemeasuring equipment, and recordings were made
of the resultant field in the vicinity of the antipode of the Navy's transmitter at Cutler, Maine
(NAA, 14.7 kHz) cooperatively by NRL and
members of other organizations (1962).261,262
This antipode was located in the Indian Ocean,
800 miles SSW of Perth, Australia. Similarly,
the resultant field at the antipode of the Navy's
139
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60834 (378)
NRLS WV-2 AIRCRAFT (1962)
The cutaway views show equipment especially developed by NRL for very-low -frequency propagation observations Many flights
over large global areas have been made in obtaining data.

transmitter at Lualualei, Hawaii (NPM, 19.8
kHz) was also investigated. Recordings were
made with equipment installed both on the
ground and in aircraft at the antipode in Botswana, Africa (1963).2
An analysis of the data disclosed that the
differences in path characteristics for the several
energy components due to diurnal changes and
variations in attenuation rates for the various
terrains caused a highly complex and variable
pattern to be presented at the antipode. Nevertheless, the field strength is reinforced, and this
results in improved communication capability
in the region of the antipode.
NRL was first to recognize that the earth's
magnetic field had a substantial influence on

the nighttime attenuation rates of the very
low frequencies propagated in the north-south
(and reverse) direction. Observations which
disclosed this effect were first made in Santiago, Chile on the transmissions of the Navy's
stations at Cutler, Maine (NAA, 14.7 kHz),
Annapolis, Maryland (NSS, 22.3 kHz), and at
Summit, Panama Canal Zone (NBA, 18.0 kHz)
(1963).2 6 8 In 1969 the effect was established
theoretically and generally accepted. Prior
to this work only meager propagation data were
available for north-south paths, and theoretical
considerations had not disclosed such an effect.
In determining the field strength provided at
various distances, by the Navy's several verylow-frequency transmitters, the earth-ionosphere
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interspace has been treated theoretically as a
waveguide with its several modes of transmission. The theory provides a field-strength-versusdistance progagation curve with successive
modal interference maxima and minima. To
determine the accuracy of this concept, NRL
made both daylight and nighttime field-strength
observations on transmissions over seawater
propagation paths aboard its aircraft flying
between California, Guam, and Japan. Transmissions from Navy stations at Lualualei (NPM,
16.6, 19.6, 22.3, 24.0, and 26.1 kHz); Haiku,
Hawaii (16.6 and 19.8 kHz); and Jim Creek
(NPG, 18.6 kHz) were observed during May,
June, and July 1965. Upon analysis the data
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obtained for daylight seawater propagation
paths out to 3.5 megameters showed good
agreement with the theory. However, as expected,
the nighttime data showed considerable irregularity. It had previously been considered by
most investigators that the first-order mode was
dominant at distances beyond two megameters.
However, the results indicated that at least
three orders were significant, even at distances
exceeding three megameters. 2 '
Very-Low-Frequency Communication
Coverage Prediction
NRL was responsible for the development
of a computer program providing prediction
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VLF COMMUNICATION COVERAGE PREDICTION
NRL was first to develop a means of predicting the performance of the Navy's VLF communication system on a worldwide
basis through the use of a computer program (1966-1970). The results are expressed on charts which show field-strengh and
signal-to-noise-ratio contours. A typical chart is shown above. This chart shows signal-level contours in decibels above one
microvolt per meter for NAA. Cutler, Maine (I '.8kHz) for the month of July and a time availability of 99 percent.
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of the performance of the Navy's very-lowfrequency communication system on a worldwide basis (1966-1970). The Navy continued to
use the information provided through this pro.
gram to determine global transmitter and receiver site disposition, transmitter power levels,
and the most effective transmitter frequency assignments for maximum transmission reliability. The
information also formed the basis for various
system improvements. This computer program
incorporates propagation parameters determined
by NRL and other organizations, a worldwide
ground-conductivity map, and pertinent solar and
magnetic factors. The program was updated as new
information became available. For selected reception points, the computer output was automatically
presented as worldwide coverage charts and as diurnal graphs, or in tabular form. Worlwide coverage
prediction charts have been provided the Navy for
its several very-low-frequency transmitting stations. The charts show field-strength and signal-tonoise-ratio contours on time-of-availability and
probability bases for the seasons of the year. Other
charts show contours of signal-to-jamming ratios,
also on a worldwide basis,

Mediterranean Sea were made based on the
information obtained (1966-1969). In this work,
NRL was first to determine the radiated
field from a VLF trailing-wire airborne an.
tenna system as a continuous function of
distance out to two megameters, and that
under some situations the field strength had
extremely large fades. Subsequently, NRL
was first to develop a theoretical model which
explained these fades and other unique characteristics of the TACAMO transmissions.
Communication with Submerged
Submarines Via Satellites
Since only the very-low frequencies penetrate
the sea sufficiently to make communication with
submerged submarines practical, NRL considered the problems involved in a system in
which satellites would be used to provide transmissions. The messages transmitted on VHF
or UHF from ship and shore to satellites would
be relayed by them to submerged submarines on
VLF. Theoretical studies had indicated that
the very-low frequencies would suffer some
absorption loss in propagation through the
ionosphere, but that sufficient energy should
pass through to provide satisfactory communication to submarines. However, experimental
data were not available to confirm the results.
The results of the Laboratory's investigation
of the characteristics of atmospheric radio noise
indicated that the propagation loss of VLF passing
through the ionosphere would be of an acceptable level (1953-1958).265 This noise is characterized by clicks, crashes, grinders, rumbles,
rattles, and hisses (1953-1958). One type,
possessing a quasimusical note usually descending in pitch known as "whistlers," was
given special attention. Generated by disturbances such as lightning discharges, whistlers
propagate via the magneto-ionic mode back and
forth between the earth's northern and southern
hemispheres, the change in pitch permitting
identification of a particular whistler in successive passages. Recordings on earth showed as

Airborne VLF Transmission
The use of an airborne very-low-frequency
transmitter with a long trailing-wire antenna
has been considered as an alternate to the Navy's
fixed ground transmitting stations (Project
TACAMO). To determine the effectiveness of
such an alternate, NRL measured the power
radiated from such a transmitting system and
the field strength versus distance produced under
flight conditions (26.1 kHz). The vertical,
effective radiated power (VERP) was found to
vary markedly with the attitude of the antenna
relative to the direction of the observation
point, particularly while orbiting. In level
flight the VERP was, as expected, affected
considerably by the verticality of the antenna.
System performance predictions of the communication coverage of the Atlantic Ocean and
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many as 20 transits of the path between hemispheres by an identical whistler with a corresponding number of penetrations of the ionosphere, indicating remarkably little attenuation
during penetration. During the International
Geophysical Year (195"-1958) synoptic observations were made on atmospherics including
whistlers at chains of observation points on both
sides of the American continent, embracing the
Arctic to the Antarctic.
To acquire experimental confirmation, NRL
conducted the first investigation, Project
LOFTI (LOw Frequency Trans Ionospheric),
to determine the capability of very low frequencies to penetrate the ionosphere and thus
make possible radio communication transmissions from satellites to submerged sub-

marines (1961.1963).2 Since a suitable radiofrequency power source was not readily available,
the reverse path through the ionosphere, from
earth to satellite, was examined. Two satellites
were launched to obtain the data, LOFTI I on
21 Feb. 1961 from Cape Canaveral, Florida,
having a duration of 36 days, and LOFTI If A, on
15 June 1963 from the Pacific Missile Range,
Point Arguello, California, with a duration of
32 days. LOFTI I achieved an initial orbit with
an apogee of 960 kin, a perigee of 171 kin, an
apogee of 925 km, and an inclination angle of
69.88 degrees.
As the orbiting LOFTI I satellite passed within
range, signals from the Navy's high-power transmitting station at Summit, Panama Canal Zone
(NBA, 18.0 kHz) were received by the satellite.

47224

NRL'S LOFTIl4 SATELUTE

This NRL satellite was used to determine the feasibilit
VLF (1961

of communication with submerged submarines from satellites on
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*suffered

The received signals were quantized with respect
to their strength, transmitted by the satellite as
frequency modulated-amplitude modulated telemetry data via a 136-MHz link, and recorded at
ten ground stations. These stations were located
in North and South America, with one in
Australia. Simultaneously, such "housekeeping"
data as the satellite's skin, internal package, and
solar-cell temperatures and its battery voltage
were also transmitted. With LOFTI 11, the received signals from four Navy transmitting
stations were similarly treated by the satellite.
These stations were NBA (10.2 and 18.0 kHz),
and NPG/NLK (18.0 kHz), Jim Creek, Washington State; Haiku, Hawaii (10.2 kHz); and
Forestport, New York (10.2 kHz). Telemetry
data were recorded at Stump Neck, Maryland;
Coco Solo, Panama; Barbers Point, Hawaii;
Winkfield, England; Woomera,
Australia;
College, Alaska-, Santiago, Chile; Mojave,
California; and Fort Myers, Florida.
An analysis of the considerable amount of
data taken with the LOFTI satellites indicated
that energy radiated by the transmitters at verylow frequency penetrates the ionosphere in
significant degree. Fifty percent of the time the
magnetic-field intensity in the ionosphere is
reduced less than 13 dB at night and less than 38
dB by day due to atmospheric attenuation,
transition loss at the atmosphere- ionosphere
interface, and attenuation due to absorption,
plus spreading loss. The energy at 10 kHz
much less loss than did energy at 18
kHz. The LOFTI experiments have provided
important results relative to assessing VLF
trans ionospheric propagation. However, there
remain uncertainties, such as the radiation of
adequate VLF energy in the anisotropic medium
encountered at desirable orbital attitudes which
had to be resolved before a VLF transmitting systemi of predictable performance could be designed
for Fleet use. The resolution of these uncertainties
was pursued for some time.
With respect to radiating adequate power at
the very-low frequencies from a satellite, the
effects of the local electron density in the
ionospheric environment upon the impedance
characteristics of both electric dipole and loop
144

antennas was examined. The admittance of the
electric dipole (two metal in-line tapes extending
from the satellite, overall 40 feet) remained
capacitive (10 to 18 kHz), but the apparent
capacitance varied markedly as the satellite
moved along its orbital path. The admittance
of the loop was essentially unchanged by the
environment.

Lower Frequency Antennas
NRL has determined the performance and
characteristics of the very-low-frequency
antennas of the high-power radio stations
upon which the Navy relies for commnunication with its submarines, particularly when
submerged. The results of the analysis of the
data obtained have been used by the Navy in
its decisions regarding the improvement of
the performance of both the antennas and
transmitters of these stations. The importance
of high reliability in these communications and
the limitations in the generation of very high
power at low frequency make it necessary that
the antenna systems radiate as efficiently as
possible. Furthermore, the amount of power
radiated and such factors as the effective height
of the antenna must be known to permit prediction of the long-range coverage of the transmitting stations. The radiating capabilities are
determined through the analysis of measurements of field strength at various bearings and
precise distances from the antenna; these ineasurements must be made in comparatively large
numbers to avoid undue influence on results
caused by anomalies due to local terrain. Observations are made close enough to the antenna to
avoid propagation effects, yet far enough away
to be out of its induction field. Measurements
must be made for each operating frequency,
since radiation characteristics change with frequency. When three additional antenna towers
were added to the existing six at the Navy's
Radio Station at Annapolis, Maryland (NSS),
NRL made measurements of the new performance
(1940). NRL determined the radiating capabilities of the Navy's stations at Annapolis
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(NSS, 15.5 kHz in 1961, 21.4 kHz in 1963);
Jim Creek, Washington (NPG, 18.6 kHz in 1960,
1961, and 1962, 24.0 kHz in 1963); Summit,
Panama Canal Zone (NBA, 10.2 and 18.0 kHz
in 1963); Cutler, Maine (NAA, 14.7 and 18.6
kHz in 1963, 17.8 kHz in 1964); Lualualei,
Hawaii (NPM, 19.8 kHz in 1963); Haiku,
Hawaii (10.2 kHz in 1963); and Northwest Cape,
Australia (NWC, 22.3 and 27.3 kHz in 196 6 )."7
Submarine Trailing-Wire Antennas

*
,

antenna installations on ships have marked
influence on antenna-system characteristics which
must be known for design of transmitters. In
seeking antenna structures of minimum size and
form best fitted to minimize superstructure
i. fluence, NR.L carried on a theoretical and
experimental program to determine such factors
as capacitance, radiation resistance, energy-loss
distribution, and effective height of such systems. The coupling between antennas, the characteristics of "trunks" and corona loss, and
flashover in both antennas and "trunks" were
investigated (1936-1942).'" The results obtained
were used by the Navy to upgrade its shipboard
antenna installations. The results were also used
in specifications for the procurement of transmitting equipment.
To contend with high-frequency blackouts
experienced in the Arctic, the Laboratory
devised a shipborne, 1000-foot-high zepplintype balloon-supported antenna so that the
Navy's ships could maintain continuous
communication with shore stations on the
lower frequencies (first used on the USS
BURTON ISLAND in 1951).28 Further development of this antenna included a balloonwinch launch, retrieve, and control mechanism
with which the 1000-foot-high antenna could be
held essentially vertical in wind velocities up
to 40 knots. This antenna system was demonstrated on the icebreaker, USS EDISTO, operating in the North Atlantic in the Greenland and
Iceland are~s (1953 and 1955). It was established
that with a power of 1 kW radiated from the
antenna on 100 to 150 kHz, reliable communicaI tion could be provided to Alaskan %I-re stations
within a range of 1500 miles. Early considers-

Undersea trailing insulated wire antennas
were used in early Navy communication experiments (1909) m and in experiments dealing with
the remote control of torpedos from aircraft by
radio (1920).M In the latter work, a 300-foot.
long antenna trailing the submarine N-6 was
supported at six-foot depth by surface floats
placed at ten-foot spacings. In NRL's early work,
the insulated antenna cable was threaded through
a string of air-inflated rubber buoys spaced along
its length (1931).270 In later NRL experiments
conducted with the submarines USS MEDRE.
GAL AND USS SEA LION, "positive buoyancy"
was provided by attaching an air-filled plastic tube
directly to and along the length of the antenna
cable (1947).271 This arrangement greatly iamproved its trailing characteristics when a submarine was underway. In a further step, NRL
developed a trailing-wire antenna having
"positive buoyancy" due to the internal cable
structure ( 19 52 ).272"276 The Navy's submarines
were subsequently equipped with trailing-wire
antennas using "positive buoyancy" cables. The
positive buoyancy was provided by a layer of small
plastic air-filled tubes, just inside the outer sheath
of the cable, encircling the insulated covering of
replace the balloon in supporting the antennas
the wire. Thus, the antenna was held in proper atteude with respect to the sea surface, and yet it pre-helicopter-supported
in trailing
antenna
would0-fovie
hecter-suatontof
sented a undesirable
smooth outerdisturbance
covering which
avoided
of the
surface
antenna would
provide effective
radiation of
power at the very-low frequencies for communicawhich might be seen as a wake or scar by enemy
tion with submerged submarines. Such a heliaircraft.
copter-supported antenna was considered a possible alternate for the high-power shore transmitting
Lower Frequency Shipboard Antennas
stations, with somewhat less coverage capability
due to the limit of the power available in mobile
Ship superstructure and the long lead-in
"trunks" used in the large lower frequency
installations.
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Very-Low-Frequency Transmission

The transition from the international Morse
code keying transmission system to the automariC teleprinter system came about much
later on the very-low-frequency circuits than on
those in the high-frequency band. This was
primarily due to the extremely low bandwidth
characteristic of the huge shore-station antennas
at the very-low frequencies, which imposed a
limit on the speed of transmission (20 words
per minute. continuous-wave, international Morse
code keying) to about one-half that required for
teleprinter operation at its lowest speed. In
overcoming this limitation. NRL devised the
first teleprinter system providing effective
operation on the very-low frequencies
(1951).27 The performance of this system was
demonstrated in operations using transmissions
from the Navy's very-low-frequency station at
Annapolis, Maryland (NSS, 15.5 kHz) over longdistance circuits to Iceland, England, Panama
Canal Zone, and North Africa. This system was
self-synchronizing and provided the encoding of a
standard teleprinter signal into a four-level signal

system which was first to provide reliable
command and control communication from a
single high-power transmitting station in the
United States to continuously submerged
submarines when operating in any critical
world area (1959). Early in 1959, the submarine USS KATE used the system successfully on its trip to the North Pole. The submarine USS TRITON, in accomplishing the
first circumnavigation of the globe, submerged, used the new system throughout the
voyage with good results (February-May
1960). The system was installed on all Polaris
submarines and provided highly reliable
command-control communications
during
the critical period that followed. This system
became known as "Bedrock" The Nav'"s existing
transmitting system had to contend with high
atmospherit noise levels prevalent at the ver%low frequencies which produted low signal-tonoise ratios and seriously .flctted the rcliability
of communications in distant areas of oreration.al
importance, such as the Ncditcrrane.n Sca In
the ssstcm devised, thc superior perfornialt
obtained under extremely lo%% signal t)noisc
ratio conditions was achievt'd through the use

having one-half the keying rate of the original. The

of

transmitter was shifted through the four frequency
levels by the encoded signal which, as modified,
could thenbeaccommodated by thebandwidth of the

missions and the rCdutL
v provided IV
facsimile type signalling A fatcsinilecontrolled
exciter provided the small frequencty shitting of

i
a14r
1od
antenna At the rtcvj%-r,

the

vcrted the reteived four level

utilized

oil
ii. dt'VL
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In responding to this situation. NRI. developed

a very-low-frequency facsimile transmission
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itsstation in the North Atlantic off Norway
(February l959).

During 19"0, Annapolis. Maryland (NSS) and
Yosami, Japan (NDT)were equipped.

NRL developed a frequency-shift keyer
which for the first time permitted automatic
operation of the Navy's very-low-frequency
transmitters at a rate as high as 60 words per
minute with a high degree of reliability for
command-control communications to Polaris
submarines (1963).2
All the Navy's highpower stations were then equipped with these
keyers. The system utilized two frequency
levels for keying, with provision to avoid the
large voltage and current transients previously
experienced when the large quantity of oscillatory energy in the antenna system was abruptly
changed in frequency. These transients had, at
times, caused flashover of "horn-gaps" and other
protective devices, followed by objectionable
shutdown of transmitters due to overload. In
certain instances, critical damage occurred, such
as the burnout of antenna loading i iductance
cable, rendering the station inoperative for a

points were coincident in phase, and by arranging
the rate of change of frequentv to be linear during
the transition process. The transition period wAs
of such length as to hold the sideband energy

Communication Between Completely
Submerged Submarines
In seeking to secure the advantages of being
able to communicate via radio between wholly
submerged submarines, the Navy conducted
experiments in 19092 and 1918.m The limited
ranges obtained were not of Naval operational
interest. More extensive experiments were conducted off Provincetown, Massachusetts in 1920
with the submarines S-4 and S-5 And the tender
USS BUSHNELL. With a ,OO-watt transmitter
(9-5 meters, or 308 kHz) and A -clearing line"
lo0p antenna, the communication range from the
submerged submarines to the tender was limited
to SO0 yards. From the results obtained, it was
concluded that "with these limitations on power
and wavelength, transmission from subm.rine to
submarine, submerged. cannot be condukted over
any appreciable distance.' ' 2 1 Although the Navy's
interest in the subject matter continued, 8 2
it was not until Ltcr years that the pxisibilities
for such a communtatiton sNstem xere thoroughly Investigated.
In 1930 the Laboratory began A progranl to
determine the communication ra.. e that ould
be obtained between wholly submerged sub
marines if higher power and lowtr radio tre
frequencies, having less atrenuation in scawmter.

generated during transition within the frequency

were used. Theoretical tonstderattons resulted

bandwidth of the antenna. Maximum utilization
of the Antenna bandwidth was obtained by very
precisely maintaining the "mark" and "space"
frequencies; this was possible with NRL-devised
techniques Full utilization of the antenna bandwidth and confinement of the sideband energy to
within its limits are maior faitors in maximizing
the rate of transmission. The system pertnitted
changes in the transmitter frequency to be made
quickly and easily. Frequency-shift keyers of
this type were provided for the Navy's verylow-frequency stations at Cutler, Maine (NAA).
Jim Creek, Washington kNPG). Lualualei. Hawaii
NI'M), Northwest Cape. Australia NWC),
and Summit. Panama Canal Zone tNBA) 1')00).

in system predictions (1940)283 which were
verified by experiments at Fort Pond Bay. Long
Island (1946). 284 In the experiments, the field
intensity produced by transmissions wtith ; k\V
at 100 kHz into a large, submerged loop k10 \
00 feet) were measured at a 1,000-y-ard range
From this work it was e\ident that the high
attenuation of the seawater path made imperative
the use of the air path between points immediately abo~e submergtd submarines itmaximum
range were to be obtained.
Due to the Navy's particular interest at the

considerable period. The transients were avoided

by beginning each successive "mark" and -spacefrequency shift At the zeto-crossing points of the
"mark" and "space" frequencies, when these

time, further experiments were conducted by

NRL which for the first time demonstrated the
feasibility of satisfactory communication
1148
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between completely submerged submarines
over limited ranges (November 1947).271 The
experiments were conducted off Key West,
Florida between the submarines USS MEDREGAL and USS SEA LEOPARD, using both
insulated horizontal trailing wire and loop
antennas. The USS MEDREGAL, with a 350foot trailing-wire antenna, was used for transmitting (200 W, 169 kHz). The USS SEA LEOPARD, with a 104-foot trailing-wire antenna, was
used for receiving (Model RAK receiver). A
planing float attached to the trailing-wire antennas
maintained the depth at roughly three-quarters

of a foot. Because of the Navy's special interest
at the time, the range was held at 3000 yards,
although greater distance could have been
covered with the signal level available.
In the experiments, the performance of the
trailing-wire antenna was found to be superior
to that of the loop antenna. Thereupon, its
characteristics, particularly those of input
impedance and power dissipation, were treated
both theoretically2 7 2 and experimentally (19481951).273 By this time, the use of Naval vessels
proved a time-consuming way of obtaining
necessary data. To accelerate the data-acquisition

THE FIRST VLF-LF SCALE-MODEL FACILITY
This fatility was developed by NRL antiwas used to determine the pertorman(et ot undersea radio (ormnuntiatin s%stems
(95 1),NRL (an he seen in the bakground
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process, NRL developed the first VLF-LF scalemodel facility for determining the performance of undersea radio-communication
systems, locating it immediately to the south
of the Laboratory (1951).2 4 With this model
facility, the characteristics of horizontal
trailing-wire antenna systems were determined, 7 5 including such factors as the optimum ratio of wire diameter to overall cable
diameter 276 and field radiation patterns in the
air above the simulated sea. This facility
comprised a horizontal wire screen, simulating
the sea surface, in which were inserted two tanks
containing an aninnoniun chloride solution
simulating seawater. The two tanks were spaced
.a suitable distance apart to represent the air
path between two submerged submarines. One
tank contained the transmitting horizontal wire
antenna under observation. The other tank held
the antenna of a field-strength-measuring equipntt, representing the receiver of another
submarine. The aminonium chloride solution
had sulficient concentration it) permit scaling
the conductivity factor of seawater twelve to
one The correspondingly smaller sizes and
depths of antennas facilitated the observations
which were made over a simulated frequency
range corresponding to 10 to 500 kliz.
With the data obtained from the investigations, a system was assembled with which NRL
demonstrated the feasibility of radio communication between two completely submerged submarines out to a range of 30 miles
(July 1953). The demonstration was carried out
with the submarines USS DOGFISH (transmatting) and. LSS IIARDHFAD treteiving) in
lAng Island Sound. in the vicinity of New
London, Connecticut, using horizontal trailingwire antennas 100 to 5,00 feet in length for both
installations. For the demonstration, the highest
powered radio transmitter (10 kW, 10 to 100
kHz) ever to be. istalled on a submarine to that
time was developed,
The conclusion drawn from the program was

are employed, that the depth of antenna submergence not exceed five feet, and that an antenna
power of 10 kW in a frequency band of 30 to
100 kHz is used.
Radio Reception by Submerged Submarines
The capability of the very-low frequencies to
penetrate the surface of the sea and thus permit
reception on board submerged submarines is of
great importance today in the transmission of
commands to make the nation's undersea nuclear
deterrent effective. As early as 1909. the Navy
conducted experiments in underwater reception
aboard a vessel using an insulated straight-wire
antenna submerged to four feet Signals from the
Navy's Norfolk, Virginia shore station were
received out to a distance of 15 miles.m This
range, limited by the insensitive crystal detector
receiver then available, was not of interest to
the Navy, and the experiments were abandoned
The feasibility of receiving very- low-frequency
signals aboard a submerged submarine over
long distances was first demonstrated during
W'orld War I (1918). Signals (2) to gt) kHz) from
high-power European stations were received by
a submarine off New London, Connecticut. with
the top of its antenna submerged to depths as
great as 21 feet.280 The antenna, of the loop
type, consisted of insulated cables connected to
the hull at the bow anti stern, carried over supports to the bridge, and thence through pressurized hull fittings to the equipment inside.
The interest generated in the Navy by the results
obtained quickh, led to the installation of this
loop antenna system on all submarines. 2 86 The
'clearing lines," provided to ward off debris
and prevent damage to the submarines in surfacing, were used to support the loop cables.
which were spaced from the lines with insulators.
Since these clearing-line loops were directive,
submarines had to be oriented in the general
direction of the station for effective reception.
Small pancake loops, in sealed wooden con-

that an undersea radio commnunication system
can achieve a range of i0 miles, provided that
trailing wire antenna lengths of 200 feet or more

tainers, mounted inside the bridge wings were
also used. Two such loops, disposed at right
angles, provided 1(0-degree reception. However.
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the signal strength obtained with these small
loops was inadequate, and their structural defects
made them unreliable. It was not until radiofrequency amplification of substantial gain
became available that small-loop performance
became acceptable.
The Laboratory was able to make considerable
improvement in the clearing-line loop system
through the development of loop cable anti
cable terminations having superior electrical
anti mechanical characteristics, both of which
provided the reliability that use in the service
required ( 19 3 4 ).2s7 As high frequencies came into
general use during the 19 WOs, with the periscope
antenna providing low probability of detection
due to low visibility, the practice of submerged
reception on the low frequencies and the employ.
ment of the clearing-line loop fell into disuse
Interest in submerged reception revived again as
the possible involvement of the United States in
World War iU became apparent. However, the
clearing-line loop could no longer be tolerated,
since when the submarine surfaced, the probability of detection from aircraft, which had

ATION

become a serious threat, was greatly increased.
It also was found to obstruct gunfire. The Laboratory was requested to provide a more suitable
means of signal collection. To obtain a better
understanding of the communication problem, NRL conducted the first thorough theoretical analysis of the factors involved in
submerged radio reception (1939).288 The
refraction of the radio wave at the air-seawater
interface, the propagation of radio waves in
seawater, and the effects of the seawater environment upon the characteristics of a loop antenna
were studied. The theoretical determination of
the variation of the attenuation of radio waves
in seawater with respect to frequency was made
(onfirmation of results was obtained with respect to effects on loop inductance and losses
in a seawater environment through the use of
loops immersed in a tank of seawater. Further
confirmation was obtained through observations
made aboard thc submarine IUSS-S-3
while
submerged (1940). The strength of signals from
various shore stations and the signal-to-noise
ratio received by several types of antennas at
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various depths and for various frequencies were
determined. In this work, NRL was first to obtain experimental data on the attenuation of
ra-.io waves propagated through seawater
and to determine its variation with frequency
(1940).289 Observations aboard the submarine
were madte on transmissions from the Navy's
stations at Annapolis, Maryland (NSS, 15.44,
I ".8, 32.8 kHz) and Summit, Panama Canal
Zone (NBA, 24.0) kHz). The noise created by
the ship's electrical system was found to be
the limiting factor in depth of reception. A
small loop mounted on the deck proved superior
to the clearing-line loop in receiving through
this noise. It was also observed that radio bearings
of good accuracy could be taken on transmitting
stations with the small, rotatable loop while
submerged, and that these bearings were the same
as those taken above the sea's surface. A component of the radio energy in the air medium, in
propagating downward into the sea, induces
voltages in the horizontal sides of the loop, the
resultant of which produces a figure-eight pattern
as the loop is rotated. This pattern is similar to
that produced when the loop is in the air medium,
where the vertical sides are the collectors.
In making the small loop practical for

pedance of the loop (Model DQ) was matched
directly to the grid circuit of the first amplifier
tube of the receiver (Model RAK). The loop
could be rotated and advantage taken of its
directional properties in avoiding interfering
stations and in taking bearings. Observations
aboard the submarine USS SEA LION at Pearl
Harbor proved the system capable of providing
satisfactory signals from the Navy's transmitter
at Annapolis, Maryland (NSS) when the top of
the loop was submerged I5 feet.
After World War 11, the Navy's objective of
higher submerged speeds for its submarines
forced attention to streamlining the hull and
its appurtenances. An antenna, much smaller
than the existing air-core loops, in the form of
a fixed structure which could be streamlined was
needed. Omnidirectional
performance
was
imperative to make certain the prompt reception
of commands d irected to submari ne commanders,
which might be missed with the use of a directional loop in 'minimum" position. NRL conducted a further study of the factors entering
into the performance of undersea loop antennas
of various types andi concluded that a ferrite-core
loop could provide a reception capability equal
to air-core loops of nearly four times the area.

underwater reception, NRL devised a loopreceiver coupling technique which through
proper impedance match provided for the
first time maximum utilization of the energy
picked up by the loop (1939)." Three bundred fifty of these couplers were furnished, so
that the system would be made available to
the Navy's submarines. The system continued
in service throughout World War 11. The

Furthermore, NRL conceived a loop antenna
system wbich for the first time provided
omnidirectional undersea reception perfor1
mance (1948).20' ,21This
system, with some modification, was widely accepted in the Fleet. The
system comprised a ferrite core with two loop windings disposed physically at right angles and con-

resulting 60-dB system gain gave the small
loop an underwater reception capability superior
to that of the large clearing-line loop as previously used without the new coupling technique
(14 to 38 kHz). The coupling was accomplished
with a special impedance transformer, the lowloss, very tightly coupled primary and secondary
windings of which were mounted on a molybdenum permalloy dust core. With it the im-

nected to a circuit which displaced the phase
of the voltage of one loop winding 90 degrees
with respect to the phase of the other. Combining
these two voltages provided the omrnidirectional
reception characteristic. Provision was made for
the use of each loop winding separately, should
directional discrimination against an interfering
signal be required. This loop antenna system,
designated the AT-3 17, was installed on all
submarines. It was mounted at the top of a retractable mast which extended to a considerable
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height above the sail to permit reception at
greater submarine depth.
While, prior to 19S9, the immediate environmental aspects of reception of the very-low
frequencies on a submerged submarine had been
studied, no thorough analysis of the communication system as a whole had been made. Determinations of received signal level based upon the
characteristics of all elements of the system could
not be made with sufficient accuracy to satisfy the
Navy's need. As a result of its efforts, NRL was
first to develop a mathematical expression
relating all of the various major parameters
of a very-low-frequency communication system, which permitted reliable determination
of the signal level received aboard a sub-

Lower Frequency Radio Receivers
At the time of the Laboratory's activation in
1923, the Navy had planned to provide its ships
with multiplex reception facilities to minimize
the number of antennas. In furtherance of this

merged submarine (1959). The results of this

plan, NRL developed the first lower frequency

work had considerable impact and brought about
various improvements in Fleet systems. Taken
into account were such factors as radiated power,
propagation-attenuation loss, air-sea interface
loss, depth-of-submergence loss, and loop-antenna
collection capability in a seawater environment.
The variations of these factors as functions of transmission frequency, seawater conductivity, and loopantenna configuration were considered.
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radio receivers which could be multiplexed
on a common antenna (Models RE, 10 to 100
kHz, and RF, 75 to 1,000 kHz) (1924).292
Hundreds of these receivers were procured
and used universally throughout the Navy
and by other government departments. They
were installed on all classes of ships and continued in use through World War 11. This was
accomplished by using the multiplexing
"coupling-tube" technique previously described,
which permitted a large number of both lower
and high frequency receivers to be used on a
single antenna. The new lower frequency receivers possessed selectivity and shielding
superior to previous receivers in this frequency range. They were of coordinated
design, the radio and audio frequency amplifiers being part of an integral assembly instead
of separate units connected to a tuner, as in
earlier receivers. Certain units of common
design were interchangeable.
The Navy required submarines to have a
reception capability which included the verylow-frequency band through the high-fre-

using unilateral sense discrimination and sharp
frequency selectivity to avoid the interference."
As one element of this system, NRL developed
the first Navy receiver to be capable of operation on an alternating-current power supply
(Model RAC, 12 to 80 kHz) (1931). All previous receivers had been designed for use on

have been required to provide such coverage,
but space limitations on submarines prevented
their use. To contend with the space-limitation problem, NRL developed a "universal
receiver" for submarines which was the first to
encompass the wide frequency range from
very-low frequencies through the highfrequency band in one compact unit (Model
RO, 15 kHz to 25,000 kHz) (1928).298 The
Model RO receiver was installed on many submarines beginning in 1929. Its active service
extended through World War II. It occupied
only one-third the space of the three-receiver
combination.
In 1931, the Japanese deliberately interfered
with the Navy's very-low-frequency radio-

batteries, which required frequent attention
and replacement. The Model RAC receiver, of
the tuned-radio-frequency type, proved far
superior in selectivity and general performance
to existing receivers. It was included in the
"barrage" receiving system provided to the
various Navy radio stations handling communication traffic on the very-low frequencies in the
Pacific area.
NRL's work on the Model RAC receiver
resulted in new techniques, particularly with
respect to operation on an alternating-current
power supply, which greatly facilitated the development of a subsequent series of receivers,
both low and high frequency, including the
Models RAA, 10 to 1000 kHz (1936), RAK,
15 to 600 kHz (1939), RAI, 300 to 23,000 kHz
(1939), and RBA, 15 to 600 kHz ( 1 9 4 1).21-2
These receivers were NRL concepts. They
included the NRL multiplexing technique and
circuitry, and the shielding needed to prevent
radiation of local-oscillator energy which could
cause detection by an enemy through interception. The Model RAA possessed exceptional
selectivity, not exceeded for many years. It was
the first receiver to use single-dial tuning. However, the great bulk and weight of this receiver
made it unsuitable for installation on the smaller
ships, which used the Models RAK and RAL.
The Model RBA provided a substantial advance
by way of greater stability and simplicity in
operation, greater gain over the frequency range,
improved output limiting, and lighter weight.
These receivers were produced in large numbers

communication circuits in the Pacific area. NRL
was called upon to devise means of avoiding
this interference. In accomplishing this, the
Laboratory provided a "barrage" receiving system

and were used for general service through World
War 11 and for many years thereafter.
An effort was made to obtain a 'miniaturized"
receiver with modular construction for the lower

quency band. Three existing receivers would
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frequencies;

however,

considerable

difficulty

was encountered in securing adequate perfor-

mance due to the major reductions in size of corn-

ponents. NRL provided guidance of the contractor (RCA) in overcoming these difficulties

This receiver (Model AN/SRR-11, 14

11. A. Hoyt Taylor and E.O. HIulburt, "The Propagation of Radio
Waves over the Earth," Phys. Rev. Feb. 1926
a. pp. 189-215
b. pp. 193-194

c. 215
12. A. Hoyt Taylor, "Radio Communication with Short Waves."The

to 600 kliz) was obtained in quite large numbers

Scientific Monthly, Apr. 1926, pp. 356-359
13. E.O. Hulburt. "The Kennelly-Heaviaide Layer and Radio Wave
Propagation," J. Franklin Inst.. May 1926, pp. 597-634

for general

14. A.

(1950).'

In

use.
providing a lower frequency

receiver

to

meet the special requirements for submarines,
it was of importance that it be designed to give

optimum performance with NRL's omnidirectional ferrite loop antenna for submerged

Hoyt Taylor,

"Relation

Between

The

Height

of the

Kennelly-Heaviside Layer and High Frequency Radio Trasmission
Phenomena," IRE. Aug. 1926

a. pp. 521-540

b. pp. 528-539
1s.E.O. Hulburt. "The Absorption of Radio Waves in the Upper
Atmosphere," Phys. Rev., May 1927. pp. 706-716
16. A. Hoyt Taylor, "Variations in High-Frequency Ground Wave

reception. The Laboratory provided the manufacturer of the receiver with technical information
and assistance necessary to secure satisfactory
operation in service. In addition to the special

17. G. Breit and M.A. Tuve, "'A Test of the Existence of the
Conducting Layer," Phys. Rev. Sept. 1926, pp. 554-575
18. 0. Dahl and L.A. Gebhard. "Measurements of the Effective

cross-loop coupling circuitry, noise-cancelling

19. 1927," IRE, Mar. 1928, pp. 290-296
19. G. Breit. M.A. Tuve. and 0. Dahl. "Effective Heights of the

means and provision for operation with various

conventional types of antennas were included in

Ranges." IRE. Aug. 1927. pp. 707-708

Heights of the Conducting Layer and the Disturbances of August
Kennelly.Heaviside Layer in December 1927, and January 1928."

IRE, Sept. 1928. pp. 1236 1239

the receiver. This receiver, the Model BRR-3

20. L.R. Hafsted and M.A. Tuve, "Further Studies of the Kennelly-

(1959), was widely used because of its superior
performance in this type of operational role.

Heaviside Layer by the Echo Method," IRE, Sept. 1929. pp.
1513-1522
21. E.o. Hulburt. "On Round The-World Signals." IRE. Mar. 1928,
pp. 287.289
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Chapter 4
RADAR
the area about the transmission path. It was realized that these fluctuations, due to the combination and phasing of the direct and reflected
waves, would permit the detection of enemy
vessels in Naval warfare. Improvements were
made in the system, including the use of wavelengths as short as one meter (300 MHz). As a
result, ships passing up and down the Potomac
River were detected when they were as far away
as Alexandria, Virginia, a distance of three
miles. The transmitter used a 50-watt tube (type
CG-I144-A) driven from a 500-cycle power

ORIGIN OF RADAR
The development of radar by NRL came about
through the continuing interest of NRL's staff
in solving the problem of detecting and ranging
on enemy forces by means of reflected radio energy and through a series of related technological and conceptual advances. As they occurred,
these advances sustained NRL's hope in an
ultimate solution of the problem, particularly
with respect to aircraft, the capability of which
was rapidly increasing.

supply, which provided a good note in the earphones at the receiver. The receiver used an N
tube detector and two stages of audio amplification. The transmitting and receiving antennas
were both vertical.
The possibilities of using this new means for
detection of enemy vessels "irrespective of
fog, darkness, or smoke screen," and the increased

FIRST OBJECT DETECTION BY RADIO

~NRL's
,

While exploring the higher radio frequencies
for their communication potential, the Navy's
rtearh grounictionfomenta the n us
rsrigi
g roup
l wh o ormedto
isich,
the
cthe
original radio division, prior to the
that
availability of NRL's facilities, discovered
the presence of ships could be detected at
ranges up to three miles through the use of
radio waves (1922).' The system used
reflected
,,

range which could be secured through the use of
parabolic reflector antennas at both transmitter
and receiver by concentrating the energy in a
the enin
areamver
brought to the attention of the
sharp
beam, wereboughtrto

"continuous-wave" or "doppler" radar. Obser-

Bureau of Engineering; however, interest in
sponsoring further work was not effected. The

located on
with a n,receiver
vations
vaions were
weret made
mnahwigt
reC.
on na

spnoigfrhrwkwantefcedTe

became
what later
is
istethe basis
bass of
ofwato
lat
ler"
ecame known
kOneras

lack of an urgent operational need and the pressure to provide radio-communication facilities
adequate for the expanded fleet organization
atthatetime wee impedieto
beae
beis ponsors h.
this sponsorship.

Hains Pintin
ashngto, D C. onsigals
transmitter mounted on
MHz)
(60
5-meter
a
from
the top of a radio compass house at the Anacostia
Naval Air Station. The transm ission path, about
one-half mile long, passed across the confluence
of the Potomac and Anacostia rivers and the
Washington Channel to the receiver. During the
experiments, fluctuations in the intensity of the
received signal of considerable extent were
noted as a ship, the steamer DORCHESTER, a
wooden vessel of no great size, passed through

DISTANCE MEASUREMENT WITH
REFLECTED RADIO PULSES
The method of determining the distance
of a target by measurement of the transit time
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THE WORD "RADAR"

The word "radar" was coined from "radio detection and ranging." one of the titles used by NRL tar this field at work, by LCOR F Rt
Furth and LCOR S MnTucker. who shared in respansibility lot the Navy s original procurement program LCDR Furth (later RADM Furth)
and LCDR Tucker (later RADM Tucker). while an duty at the Navy Department devised the acronym and took action to put it into effect
rhe above letter, dated 19 Nov 1940. signed by ADM H At Stark, then the Chief of Naval Operations made the ward official Later. both
LCDR Furth and LCDR Tucker. as Captains. became directors of NRI. (CAPT Furth, 1949 to 1952. CAPT Tucker, 1955 to 1956) CAPT Furth
became the Chief of Naval Research as ADM Furth (1954 to 1956) The word radar quickily came into generat use, although the British
retained the terms -radiolocation" and 'AOF for their work in this field until 1943, when -radar- was adapted through international
agreement

RADAR

of reflected radio pulses over the path was first
demonstrated in NRL's early investigations of
the height, layer structure, and characteristics
of the ionosphere, accomplished cooperatively
with the Carnegie Institute in Washington
(1925).2 This pulse method later became the
method of determining range in radar. In
this ionospheric work, repetitive radio pulses
were produced for the first time by the multivibrator technique, also used later in radar.
The quiet interval between the pulses made
possible the reception of the reflected energy
without interference. A high-power, crystal-controlled transmitter which had been used for
communication experiments was modified to
provide 10-kW (peak), 200-microsecond pulses
at 4.2 NIHz for the transmissions,
The success of this pulse work stimulated
NRL's consideration of aircraft detection and
ranging by the pulse technique, but evidence of
the probability of reflections of adequate intensity from aircraft was insufficient to generate in
sponsors support for experimental work to re
solve the question. At that time, difficulty in
funding the Navy's immediate radio needs and
the apparent lack of capability of aircraft to
provide a serious threat were attending factors.
Nevertheless, the pulse concept continued to
receive consideration by NRL. The results of
this original pulse work served to stimulate the
British in the later initiation of their "RDF"
(radio direction finder, their early term for radar)
developments, as was disclosed bv their representatives during the military techn'cal information exchange meetings held with the United
States in 1940.

FIRST DETECTION OF AIRCRAFT
BY RADIO

transmitting beam located at NRL (32.8 MHz)
and determine when it was directly above the
beam tor landing. Radiations from the beam were
being measured at a site about two miles north
with directional measurement equipment. It was
observed that whenever an aircraft penetrated
sufficiently into the radio-frequency field of the
beam, and when the relative distance of the
aircraft was changing, fluctuations occurred in the
indications of the measurement meter and in the
signal received in headphones. It was also noted
that the rate of the fluctuations varied with the
speed of the aircraft. Aircraft could be detected
several miles distant from the equipment. This
system, in which "beats- were produced by
interaction of the direct and aircraft reflected
energy, was recognized ts being basically the
same its
that used in 1922. However, it now gave
promise of effective detection of aircraft. More
suitable equipment wits developed (60 NIHz),
resulting in a capability of detecting aircraft
out to a distance of 50 miles.4 A surveillance
system was devised consisting of a network of
spaced transmitters and receivers which could
provide area detection and position of aircraft.
However, these equipments had to be disposed
over an extensive area, so the Navy considered
the system unsuitable for use by Naval vessels.
The system did have application to the defense
of large land areas, and since this function was
the responsibility of the Army, the results of
NRL's work were forwarded to the Army for
consideration for further development (191,2),
Early in February l)34, a demonstration of
the continuous-wave aircraft-detection system
was given to members of the Subcommittee on
Naval Appropriations of the House of Representatives. This demonstration was arranged
through the influence of one of its members
(later Chairman), the Honorable James Scrugham

While working on the problem of the
landing of aircraft, NRL discovered that

(Nevada, later Senator Scrugham), who took great
interest in NRI's detection work. Through his
efforts a special appropriation (S100,000 in FY

be detected at considerable distances (1930)A
A system was being investigated with which an
aircraft could -home" on a vertically directed

financially critical time, which enabled the
laiboratory to continue its work on aircraft
detection.6

aircraft reflected

sufficient radio energy to

1IW1, And more subsequently) was received at a

RADAR

ASSOCIATION OF TECHNIQUES
FOR RADAR

transmitter was constructed with two RK-20
tubes (nominal 50 watts CW, Raytheon) in
push-pull," accompanied by a multivibrator
and pulse-forming circuits. Low-time-constant
elements were designed so that pulses short
enough to permit observation and resolution of
aircraft at reasonably short range could be
generated. Ten-microsecond pulses and a pulse
spacing of 100 microseconds were obtained.
With
se o dther ttubes
, a "grid-pulsed"
av ag p w ratoua 10,000-peru

A step leading immediately to radar was
made when, as a result of an investigation, NRL
developed an "anti-key-click" device which
eliminated interference in radio reception aboard
ship caused by clicks (transients) generated
when high-frequency transmitters were keyed
(1933). In recognizing the merits of this device,

th e B u re au o f En g ine e ring sta te d th at the

t f ei h

"...device
possible materially decreased
separation makes
of adjacent Commuaication
Channels..will greatly improve communication..."
and gives our Navy distinct advantage over
foreign Navies in Communication evciency.t'ag
In carrying out its work on "key-click"

second
rate, an average
power
output of eight
watts (80 watts
peak power
with a 10 percent
duty cycle) was secured. An anode voltage
considerably higher than the rated value of the
tubes was used to obtain this peak power. The
system formed included this transmitter, a
high-gain (7 X 10') experimental receiver,
the
circular-sweep cathode-ray tube, the synchronizing arrangement just described, and separate
directional antennas (a horizontal dipole with
parasitic
reflector) for both transmitter and
pasiireeto)frbhtanmtrad

interference elimination, NRL devised a
means of visually observing the key clicks
which provided for the first time a repetitive
display
of radio pulses
their time-displaced counterparts,
withand
indication
of displacemeconttieparts,
on a th ncat y t
.

receiver, which were directed across the Potomac
River. An interconnecting cable spanned
the
250 feet between the transmitter and receiver
(penthouses
of NRL
I and
pro(etosso
R buildings
ulig
n 12)
2 toopo
vide sychronization. With this 60-MHz system,
an aircraft was detected for the first time with
radio pulses as it flew up and down the

associated transmitter and receiver were
synchronized
common
oscillator,
all
elements
beingby ina close
proximity
(1933).
Thees arein
c
nclotsectsrofimity a1ra
system! NRL's work brought to focus the

several related previous steps and led to a

Potomac River; however, range resolution was

decision to proceed with the development of
a pulse-detection system, initiated on 14
March 1934, which resulted in the first radar.
The common oscillator used in the key-click
investigation provided the drive for circuits
producing a circular trace on the cathode-raytube screen with pulses displayed as radially
displaced "pips." The angle between the originating pulse pip and its counterpart represented
displacement time of the latter. The length
the
and shape of the pulses could he observed
directly.

limited by characteristics of the receiver
(December 1934).i1 The receiver used was a
modified communication receiver of the superheterodyne type with a 10-MHz, four-stage
intermediate-frequency amplifier. It was modified
to further increase its bandwidth for short-pulse
amplification and to eliminate "blocking by
the transmitted pulse these modifications were
successfully accomplished However, the great
c
the pe
of
mplitude
a
amplitude of the transmitted pulse caused excessive "ringing" in the receiver, in spite of its
wide-bandwidth circuits. The ringing extended

FIRST RADARS

the apparent width of the transmitted pulse and
greatly reduced range resolution at short ranges.

Since the frequency of 60 MHz was used
in the continuous-wave system, its use was
continued in the first pulse system. A pulse

oped a 28.6-MHz radar with which the first
effective detection and accurate ranging
with high range resolution at all ranges on

In the next phase of the work, NRL devel-
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aircraft with radio pulses was accomplished,
on 28 April 1936. The first echoes from aircraft (light, fabric-wing craft) were seen at
ranges out to ten miles, but by 3 June 1936,
after the transmitter anode voltage had been
greatly increased, aircraft were observed out
to 25 miles. On 26 June, the radar was demonstrated to the Chief of the Bureau of Engineering, RADM H.G. Bowen, the Chief of the
Bureau of Aeronautics, RADM A. B. Cock,
the Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance, RADM
H. R. Stark, two other Admirals, and a group
of lower ranking officers. On 1 July, a demonstration was given to the Chief of Naval
Operations, ADM W. H. Standley. Demonstrations were also given to key members
of the War Department and members of the
Army Signal Corps Laboratories (4 June
1936). i a.12a,13.4

Kaufman) which had just become available and
which provided six-microsecond pulses at a
peak power of 7 kW and a pulse rate of 3720
per second. A 28.6-MHz horizontally polarized
beam antenna (dipole elements stacked six
vertically, eight horizontally with corresponding parasitic reflector) supported by two 200-foot
towers, available following previous high-frequency-communication experiments, was used for
transmission. The transmitter (located at the
present site of NRL building 16) and the receiver (located on the penthouse roof of NRL
building 12), separated by about 330 yards, were
linked by a cable for synchronization by a
common oscillator.
The large size of the 28.6-MHz transmitting
antenna of the early radar made it impractical
for installation aboard ship, so effort was directed to the higher frequencies, where smaller
antennas could be effective. A major difficulty
in the radar work had been the lack of vacuum
tubes operating at the higher frequencies which
would give adequate pulse power outputs and
withstand the high anode voltage required

Since the performance of the earlier equipment was limited in range resolution by the
characteristics of the receiver, special attention
was given this aspect in the design of this component. Its design was aided by a prior math-

ematical analysis of multistage radio-f. -quency

(10 to 15 kV). It had been necessary to use exist-

amplifiers. The receiver comprised a preselector
heterodyne converter and two intermediate am-

pulse transmitter.1° The "acorn" type 954 penrode tube (RCA), recently available, providing
improved performance at the higher frequencies,
was used in the receiver. The output of the re-

ing tubes far beyond their rated capability.
Operation at 50 MHz was explored, but soon
given up in favor of 80 MHz, when it was found
that the Gammatron type 354 tube would provide
good power output at this frequency. A transgodpwrutt
thifrqec.Aras
mitter was constructed with two of these tubes
in a push-pull arrangement with parallel-rod
transmission lines for the oscillator circuits.
A vertically polarized beam antenna (dipoles
stacked six vertically, eight horizontally with
corresponding parasitic reflector) was provided.
The new 28.6-MHz receiver was modified for
use at the 80-MHz frequency. This 80-MHz
equipment was first to use a multiple hori-

ceiver was displayed on a cathode-ray-tube screen
using a horizontal trace with a 2 5-mile logarithmic scale. A horizontal dipole with parasitic reflector was used for the receiving antenna.
A new type of self-quenching, or "squegging,"
oscillator was used in the transmitter with a
novel inductive storage-capacitive discharge
keying circuit. The transmitter used a Gammatron
type 354 tube (100 watts, CW, Heintz and

zontal line display on the cathode-ray-tube
screen for display of echo returns. This
display was arranged with five lines, each
representing ten miles of range, providing a
total available display range of 50 miles.
This system was first operated on 5 Nov. 1936,
and by 24 Nov. 1936 aircraft out to a range of
38 miles were observed. The equipment
incorporated circuits which allowed one antenna

plifiers (three stages at 35 MHz and one stage
at 25 MHz), with a useful gain of 2.5 X 107.
It responded to pulses of two to five microseconds. This receiver, which was free of feedback and ringing, was capable of withstanding, without blocking, the high input power
imposed when closely associated with the
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The first detectio~n and high-resolution
ranging on aircraft with radio pulses in the
United States was accomplished by NRI.
with this radar on April 28, l91(6 The
radar used a beam antenna for transmit.
ting (left) and a receiving antenna (belosm
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In this demonstration, the transmitter operated it 286

MHz with 6-microsecond, '-kilowatt pulses (right), the
pulse received (below) used a cathode-ray tube display.
Aircraft were observed to a range of 26-25 miles
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to serve for both transmission and reception,
although this was first accomplished with
200-NiHz equipment.
Many demonstrations were given with this
radar, including one to the Commander-in-Chief,
U.S. Fleet, ADM A. .. Hepburn 04 Dec. 19;6),
who urged RADNI H. G. Bowen, the Chief of the
Bureau of Engineering, to arrange for an early
demonstration and practical test of radu in the
-,
this radar was also
Fleet. On I- Feb. 193
demonstrated to the Chief of Naval Operations,
ADIM W. D. Leahy, and the Assistant Secretary
of the Navy, the Honorable Charles Edison, both
recently appointed. Demonstrations were also
given to representatives of the Army Signal
(
(:orps Laboratories |November I1);0 , who were
urged to use a frequency of about 100 NMHz
for their radar. for which high-power tubes were
available This became the frequency of their
first long-range search radar, the Model SC'R
2 0.' It was by means of this radar that the
Japanese aircraft were observed when approachSin
ng Oahu, Hawaii. in their disastrous attc
on Pearl Harbor inl')-I I -,a warning which Unfortunatelv WLs not heeded. On I, gill%-yqrepresentatives of the Bell Telephone I-aboraro
eqU Ipenit
the SONI liz equll
leth
showvn theI
tories were tortesd

design,
verter of concentric transtission-lieti
responded to tour-microsecond pulses. The
first observations with this radar were made on
22 July IQ30, and after adjustment aircraft
could be observed out to a range of 12 miles.

interest then in engaging in radar work In
view of NRL's progress, they decided their contribution could best be nade through improved
v.acIun tubes. However, later they were willing
to undertake work ol the early fire-control
radars ihi~h

tin length .nd
ad
beyond the bar vas oustible
ing for the reciver
teppd to provide otl
t
ie
greducedithe
Thentrution o

200-NMHz RADAR
To further reduce the size of the antenna
through the use of snialler dipole elements,
the development of a 200-NI Hz radar was undertaken S Nfa' I,); (,) This NRL equipment was
the first radar capable of providing bearings
and position of targets (bearing accuracy
2 degrees). The antenna. ot the Yagi type, was
arranged so that it could be rotated in azimuth
The transmitter used two type ;0-4 tubes (100
watt, (A'. Western [lettrit) in i push-pull
tirtuit The receiver, a stpecrhet'rodne pro.
vided with a presclettor and hettrod~vnt ton

RADAR ANTENNA DUPLEXER
A major step forward in radar was made
by NRL with this 2(X-MHz equipment when,
shortly after testing began, the first duplexing
circuit, which permitted the use of a common
antenna for both transmission and reception,
Duplexers
was incorporated (July 1 9 3 6 )."
are now used by all radars. This 2(0)-N1Hz
radar was also shown to the Chief of Naval
Operations and the Assistant Secretary of
the Navy during their visit to NRL on 17 Feb.
1937, to indicate the possibilities for size
reduction relative to shipboard installations.
This circuit comprised a parallel-rod transission line, one end of which \was oupled to
the transmitter-tube ainodes through capat tors
ith a shorting bar disposed ornc-quarter wave-

length ava-. This section (of the line w.is tapped
The section
the antenna
forAdUt011
to provide
Iltl
.111
threcoupling
barw

its

practicality

and

a.cceptabilitv,

particulary

.board ships and airt raft.
The relative effectiveness of horizontal,
vertical, and circular polarization of transmitted waves were first studied by NRL with
this radar (August 1936). Eark observattons
were also ilade on the vari.tions in etho inten
sity due to changes

i

rcrrft attitude

FIRST SHIPBOARD RADAR
The NRL 2(X-M|Iz experimental equipment with duplexer became the first radar
aboard ship when it was installed on the
destroyer 17SS LEARY (DD 15 8). During a
trip out into the Atlantic. ranges on aircraft

out to 20

miles were

experienced
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1937). Sea clutter due to backscatter reflections from 'ocean waves was discovered on
this trip.ld scThe Yagi antenna was mounted
on the starboard 5-inch gun for training. (For
comparison, on a later trip a curtain type antenna was used.)
HIGHER PULSE POWER WITH
RECEIVER PROTECTION
It was realized that further progress in radar
performance would require much higher transmitter power. A "ring' type oscillator was

devised by NRL employing six higher power
tubes, then available (type 100TH, Eitel McCullough). This oscillator was capable of providing 15-kW pulses at 200 MHz. 16. 7 However, this power level was found to cause injury to the receiver. To avoid injury to the
radar receiver, NRL developed an improved
duplexer which for the first time employed
a "spark gap" in a helium-filled envelope
for receiver protection during transmission
(19 37).e7 ' . This gaseous-discharge type
of duplexer for switching between transmission and reception was incorporated in

77/

PLANAR ANTENNA USED WITH THE FIRST SHIPBOARD RADAR
This antenna was one of two used for performance comparison with the experimental 200-MHz radar installed on the USS LEARY
(April 1937). Dr. Robert M. Page is seen examining his product. Dr. A. Hoyt Taylor, superintendent of NRL's Radio Division at
that time and for many years thereafter, stated that Dr. Page "from the outset gave indications of possessing extraordinary ability
and fertility of invention. These qualities resulted in his contributing more new ideas to the field of radar than any other one man.Dr. Page's abilities continued to be recognized as he subsequently rose to be the Director of Research of NRL during the period
November 1957 to December 1966.
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subsequent radars. The spark gap was introduced
at a high impedance point in an arrangement of
quarter-wave transmission lines. During transmission the gap broke down causing, through reflection, a low-impedance shunt across the terminals of
the receiver with little loss in transmitter power.
During reception the receiver was connected to the
antenna with proper impedance match.

at that time. Strong echoes from airplanes at
40 miles were commonplace-' The radar "indi.
cates the position of any airplane near or above
the horizon at distances out to 60 miles. Bearing
indications obtained can be repeated to within
less than 30 minutes of arc." This radar was
completed on 17 Feb. 1938, and demonstrations
were given to many officials during 1938.

These improvements and others were included in an installation in which both the transceiver and antenna were mounted on the same
rotating platform. This 200-MHz radar had the
highest pulse power at any frequency attained

THE FLEETS FIRST RADARMODEL XAF

-

Considerable Naval operational interest
had been aroused by the results the Laboratory

.1

. .. -

THE RADAR WHICH WAS FIRST TO HAVE A PULSE POWER AS HIGH AS 15 KILOWATTS (200 MHO)
This radar was also first to incorporate aduplezer of the gaseous-discharge type for switching between transmisaioneand reception and foe
protection of the receiver againat injury by the high power during transmission (completed February 1958). With this radar, an aircraft near
or above the horizon could be observed out to adistance of 60 miles. It was demonstrated to many Navy and Army officials. The antenna is
shown here installed on the roof of NRL P-'.lding 12. The antenna and the transceiver (located below the antenna, in the penthouse) wefe
mounted integrally with ashaft which extended through the roof. The entire trnmitter-receiver "ystem was mounted on a turnsbl. which
as it rotated also turned the antenna; thus permitting bearing mswell as range determination on aircraft.
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this conference resulted in a decision to install
a seagoing model of radar on board a major ship
at the earliest possible date.' In implementing
this decision, the Bureau of Engineering allocated $25,000 to the Laboratory to provide the
equipment; this work was accomplished without
cost over-run.
Beginning in Match 1938, NRL developed the first radar to be used in Fleet exercises. This radar, designated the Model XAF
and installed on the USS NEW YORK in
December 1938, demonstrated conclusively
to the Navy the capability and importance of
radar in Naval operations at sea during Fleet
exercises held in Caribbean waters in February and March 1939. In his report on the results of the Fleet exercises, the Commander of
the Atlantic Squaadron, ADM A. W. Johnson,
recommended that the Navy proceed immediately with extensive installation of such
equipment in the Fleet and stated, "The XAF
equipment is one of the most important military developments since the advent of radio
itself. Its value as a defensive instrument of
war and as an instrument for the avoidance
of collisions at sea justifies the Navy's un-

had obtained in its experimental work with
radar. The Commander-in-Chief of the U.S.
Fleet had requested that "Radio Detection and
Ranging equipment" be provided the Fleet.
In response, a conference was held to consider
the matter in February 1938, at the Bureau of
Engineering. The conference was attended by
representatives of the Chief of Naval Operations
and the Bureaus of Ordnance, Aeronautics, and
Construction and Repair. The deliberations of

N.

limited development of the equipment."" The

S(H-254
85341(H-25)

demonstration resulted in the initiation of
what became an extensive radar procurement
program which has continued to the present
day. In these exercises, involving approximately
80 ships, the Model XAF well proved its capability for air and surface detection, navigation.

WEATHER DATA OBTAINED BY RADAR
The collection of weather data through radar tracking of
balloon-borne reflectors was first accomplished by NRL
(198). Wind direction and velocity were determined out to
a range of W0miles. This method of obtaining weather data
with radar is used worldwide today. L C. Young is shown
releasing one of the balloon-borne reflectors. Mr. Young
contributed many important new ideas in radio-electronics
during his long and fruitful Naval scientific career (1917196'). He and Dr. A. Hoyt Taylor were irst to detect the
presence of ships with radio waves (1922). He was involved
in the first detection of aircraft with radio waves (1910).
While working on the problem of eliminating key-clicks
in high-frequency transmitters, observing the very short
pulses generated, he became convinced of the feasibility of

spotting the fall of shot, and the tracking of

projectiles in flight. Aircraft were detected
out to a range of 100 nautical miles; surface
ships out to 15 nautical miles; 14-inch shells in
flight and fall-of-shot splashes at 7 nautical
miles; navigational buoys at 4 nautical miles;
mountains at 70 nautical miles; and birds in
flight at 5-1/2 nautical miles. The equipment
incorporated the latest NRL techniques, plus

using reflecteo radio pulses to detect and range on aircraft.

appurtenances necessary for shipboard operation,

His persistence in convincing the Superintendent of the Radio
Division, Dr. A. Hoyt Taylor. of the high probability of suc.
cess led to the beginning of radar work It was through his
guidance and collaboration with Dr. R. M. Page in carrying
out the work that radar became a reality,

planar 17 by 17 foot antenna (20.5 by 23.5 feet
overall) caused considerable consternation,

and provided 200-MHz, 15-kW, 5-microsecond
pulses. The installation of its rather large
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FIRST RADAR USED IN FLEET OPERATIONS
The Model XAF radar, developed by NRL (1938) and installed on the battleship USS NEW YORK, demonstrated the capability
and importance of radar in operations at sea during the Fleet exercises held in Caribbean waters early in 1939. In recommending
that the Navy proceed with extensive installations of such equipment in the Fleet, the Commander of the Atlantic Squadron
stated, "The XAF equipment is one of the most important military developments since the advent of radio itself. Its value as
a defensive instrument of war and as an instrument for the avoidance of collisions at sea iustifies the Navy's unlimited development of the equipment." The equipment comprised the antenna (above) and the transceiver (on left in insert). The Model CXAM
radar (on right in insert), closely patterned after the XAF, was the radar with which the Navy entered World War 11 (20 procured,
RCA).
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MO0DEL XAI RADARt SIGNAL RETURNS
with equipment
The Model XAF radar "scope" photos shown here are records of observations made
held in February
i nstalled on the USS NEW YORK during the Atlantic Fleet extercises in southern waters
right to left on the lower
1939. Taroet range increases from left to right on tise upper line and continues
miles.
50
line. Total range for one time around is
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which disappeared when the military value of
the equipment was proven
SEARCH RADARS FOR
WORLD WAR
OI
The success of the Model XAF gave rise
to widespread interest in radar in the Navy.
NRL's Model XAF served as a prototype for
the beginning of a long line of radars. Its transmission frequency (200 MHz) proved to be an
excellent choice for long-range aircraft search. The
frequency range employed served the aircraft
search function well for many years. Upon the
receipt of the Fleet reports in May 1938, the Office
of the Chief of Naval Operations held a conference,
with representation from the several cognizant Bureaus and NRL, to consider the initiation of radar
procurement. In view of the exigencies of the international situation at that time, emphasis was placed
on obtaining "Chinese copies" of the Model
XAF.2s A contract was given to RCA to produce
this equipment under NRL guidance. Twenty of
these radars, designate Model CXAM, were produced. Installations were made on the battleships
USS CALIFORNIA, TEXAS, PENNSYLVANIA,
WEST VIRGINIA, NORTH CAROLINA, and
WASHINGTON, on the aircraft carriers USS
YORKTOWN, LEXINGTON, SARATOGA,
RANGER, ENTERPRISE, and WASP, on the
heavy cruisers USS NORTHHAMPTON, PENSACOLA, CHESTER, CHICAGO, and AUGUSTA,
on the light cruisers ALBEMARLE and CINCINNATI, and on the seaplane tender USS CURTIS.
The installation of nearly all of these radars was
completedbythebeginningofU.S.entryintoWorld
War !I.4 The Model CXAM radar had an excellent
reputation, and every one that did not go down in
action received an honorable discharge after long
and dependable service. In regard to NRL's original development of radar and subsequent followthrough, Fleet Admiral Ernest ). King, Commander in Chief, United States Fleet, and Chief
of Naval Operations, in his final report on the
war to the Secretary of the Navy, citing NRL's
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achievementsstated"Becauseofthis attheoutset
of the war, ourNavy alone hason its ships a search
radar specifically designed for shipboard use. We
had already incorporated in these radars the echnica developmen t of using a single antenna for
transmission and reception. Radars of this type
contributed to the victories of the Coral Sea,
Midway, and Guadalcanal" (1945).*
By the end of 1941 radar had become a
proved naval weapon. In the meantime, the Navy
had been eager to obtain increased aircraft
detection range with reduction in antenna size,
especially for installations on the smaller ships.
In furtherance of these objectives NRL developed the Model XAR radar, which provided a twenty-fold increase in available
transmitter power and an 11-dB gain in
receiver sensitivity. The receiver was the
first to have an antijam capability (19411942)." The XAR radar served as a prototype
for the Models SA, SC-I, and SK radars
(200 MHz). The last, with a larger antenna,
was the Fleet's first radar to provide a detection range of 150 miles on average size
aircraft.27 The transmitter power level (330 kW
at 200 MHz) was obtained through use of a new
oscillator with a tube specially designed for pulse
operation at the Laboratory's request (Type
327-A by Eitel-McCullough). The increase in
receiver sensitivity was due principally to a new
low-noise tube called Lighthouse, provided NRL
by the General Electric Company. The performance of the Model XAR was demonstrated in an
installation on the destroyer USS SEMMES (July
1941). These operational radars, produced
under NRL's guidance, were the first to be installed on Navy ships in quite large numbers
(1942.1945). Four hundred of the Model SC-I
were obtained. The Models SA (RCA) and SC-1
(General Electric Co.), with a 15 by 4 foot
high planar array antenna, were installed on the
smaller ships (destroyers). The Model SK
(General Electric Co.), with a 15 by 15 foot
planar type antenna, later a 15-foot-diamerter
paraboloid, was placed on the larger ships. During

RADAR

(H-385)

(H-386)
THE MODEL XAR RADAR
This NRL-developed radar provided atwenty-fold increase in available transmitter power and an I IA-B gain in receiver sensitivity
21941,
1942). The receiver wa the firsitgo have an anti iam capability. The radar served as atprototype for large-scale procurement
of search radars, The antenna is shown at the upper right, the transceiver at the lower right, and the interior details of the trans.
mitter on the left.
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THE FIRST SEARCH RADARS PROCURED IN LARGE NUMBERS TO OUTFIT THE FLEET,
THE MODELS SC AND SK
The design of these radars was based on a prototype developed by NRL during 1941 and 1942, the Model XAR radar. They
used the same transceiver (lower), with a smaller antenna for the Model SC (upper left), and a larger antenna for the Model
SK (upper right). The Model SK was the Fleet's first radar to provide a detection range of 150 miles on average-size aircraft.
The IFF antennas can be seen a vertical dipoles at the top of the antennas.
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the war these equipments became widely used
in convoy work in the Atlantic, their installation being eagerly sought by skippers to allow
full-speed operation in bad weather and for
general navigation. They saw extensive service
in the Pacific, particularly for air surveillance
of enemy aircraft.
To provide greater aircraft detection range
through higher power, NRL developed the first
one-megawatt pulse transmitter (200 MHz)
(December 1941).U This was a 12-tube ring-type
oscillator using the type 327-A tube employed
in the Model XAR radar. Subsequently, the
Navy desired to "standardize" its radar equipment and requested NRL to proceed with the
development of a series of higher power radars
operating at successively higher frequencies.
In proceeding with the first of the series, NRL
developed the Model XBF search radar
for shipboard operation (500 kW, 200 MHz;
19 4 3 )." This equipment became the prototype
for the first of a series of radars designated the
Model SR, which became available to the
Fleet in 1944, in plenty of time to give a good
account of itself in battle in the Pacific
during the latter part of the war. Three
hundred of the Model SR radars were procured.
In proceeding to operation at higher frequencies to reduce antenna size, NRL in 1938
developed a 450-MHz radar system; however, this system lacked sufficient transmitter
pulse power to give acceptable aircraft detection range. By the summer of 1941, through
sponsorship of tube developments, an adequate
power level was attained. Thereafter, NRL
developed the Model XBF-1 radar (600 kW,
400 to 425 MHz), which initiated the utilization of sucessively higher frequencies for
"operational" radars with smaller antennas.
The Model XBF-I served as a prototype for the
Model SR-I radar (1944)." Before many Model
SR-I radars were obtained, the operating frequency was changed to 600 MHz and the designation altered to the Model SR-2. Over 200
were produced, beginning in July 1945. The
Model SR-3 was a step to still higher frequency

(1250 to 1350 MHz); however, only 27 were
procured, since its antenna proved too iarge for
the smaller ships for which the radar was inqtended
(December 1945). Redesigned as a lightweight
system, the radar became the Model SR-6
(1250 to 1350 MHz), of which 60 were obtained,
beginning July 1946. The Model SR-3 and SR-6
radar antennas had been designed for high-angle
observation to contend with Kamikazi attack
by Japanese aircraft. NRL redesigned the antenna
system to provide improved long-range search
performance, and the equipment was then designated the Model AN/SPS-6 radar, of which
over 200 were procured beginning in 1950.
The Models SR-3 and SR-6 were backfitted with
the new antenna.

SUBMARINE SEARCH RADAR
NRL developed the first submarine radar,
to provide protection against enemy search
I This
and attack aircraft (1940-1941).6old
radar became quite popular with submarine
skippers and was installed in submarines as
fast as the rate of production allowed. Over
400 were produced. The radar was still in use
at the end of the war. NRL's model, designated
the Model XAS, was installed on the submarine USS GAR in June 1941, where its capability was sucessfully demonstrated. It was
the prototype for the Model SD radar when
procured (140 kW pulse, 114 MHz) (1941).
The antenna of the radar was mounted on a
retractable mast so it could be quickly lowered
to avoid approaching aircraft. Since the antenna
was omnidirectional, warning was given of aircraft approaching from any direction. Aircraft
could be detected by the radar out to a range of
20 miles, at that time considered adequate to
allow the submarine to submerge.The availability
of target identification (IFF) was limited during
the early stages of the war, so there was danger,
not alone from enemy aircraft, but also from
our own. During the war the Japanese developed
an aircraft intercept receiver which enabled
them to home on our submarines using the Model
SD transmissions, causing the loss of some of
186
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them. To counter this difficulty, NRL developed
a keying technique so that a "quick look" could
be taken without excessive hazard.
SUPER-HIGH FREQUENCY
(MICROWAVE) SEARCH RADARS
During NRL's early development of radar,
it was apparent that shipboard and airborne installation limitations would require operation at
super-high frequencies if full utilization of the
potentialities of radar were to be attained. However, that perennial impediment to the use of
higher and higher frequencies, the generation
of high transmitter power, had to be overcome.
These frequencies would make available tighter
antenna beams, resulting in sharper definition in
the display of objects, with smaller antennas of
higher power gain. In seeking an adequate transmitter power source at these frequencies, NRL
developed magnetron tubes giving power levels
up to 50 watts (7 to 40 centimeters, 4285 to 750
MHz) (19 36).3 The Laboratory was successful in
devising means for pulsing the magnetron. NRL
developed equipment employing one of these
magnetrons which was first to detect and range
at a frequency as high as 3000 MHz (10 centimeters, S band) on ships passing NRL on the
Potomac River (19 3 6).*- , 3 In this work, NRL
employed modulated continuous waves, the
phase difference between the energy received
relative to that transmitted at the modulation
frequency (30 kHz) providing the range. Two
24-inch-diameter parabolic antennas were
used, one for transmission, and the other for
reception. With a similar equipment, NRL was
first to detect and range at frequencies as
high as 1200 MHz on aircraft. Buildings
and steel towers were also observed. This
equipment utilized two 40-inch-diameter
parabolic antennas. The range was limited
to about four miles. Observations were
also made on targets with this equipment installed on the destroyer USS LEARY (1937).
The observational range capability of these equipments was so limited as to be of little operational
utility. Much higher transmitter power was

needed, and its lack continued to be an impediment to effective radar performance at the superhigh frequencies until September 1940. At this
time, meetings were held with members of the
British Mission under Sir Henry T. Tizard which
resulted in an interchange of technical information in furtherance of the war effort. The British
received information on NRL's radar duplexer,
and in exchange the United States was given
information on the British multicavity magnetron
capable of producing 10-kW pulses of short
duration at 3000 MHz. In 1940, the Radiation
Laboratory came into being under the newly
established National Defense Research Committee and proceeded to engage in radar work
based on the British magnetron development.
The Radiation Laboratory and NRL cooperated in providing necessary technical
information and guidance to a Navy contractor (Raytheon) to produce the first effective S-band shipboard radar available in
quantities, the Model SG, which utilized the
multicavity type magnetron (50kW, 1.3 to
2 microsecond pulse, 3000 MHz).Y This
radar saw extensive wartime service, principally in the Pacific theater. Nearly 1000
Model SG radars were produced during the
war (1942-1943). Many remained in service
over a period of nearly two decades. The
Model SG, primarily a surface search radar,
was designed for installation on destroyers and
larger ships. It provided greatly improved surface
coverage out to horizon distances as compared
with lower frequency radars, and gave better
performance against surface targets and low-flying
aircraft. As a navigation aid at short range, it was
also superior to the lower frequency radars,
making possible the sighting of buoys and shore
lines in passing through narrow channels under
bad weather conditions or darkness.
NRL also participated in the development
of a series of S-band radars procured during
the war, having characteristics necessary to
serve the special needs of several classes of Navy
ships. This series included the Models SE, SF,
SH, SJ, SL, SM, SN, SO, SP, SQ, and SV.3 NRL
contributions included tunability of magnetrons,
187
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FIRST DETECTION AND RANGING ON AIRCRAFT AT FREQUENCIES AS
HIGH AS 1200 MHZ (1937).
This system used a magnetron operating on modulated continuous waves, the phase difference berween the
modulation frequency transmitted and that received providing the range. Two 40-inch-diameter parabolic antennas

were used, one for transmitting and the other for receiving. Only one of the antennas is shown in this photograph,
as it was when installed on top of NRL Building I. Observations on targets were also mAde with the equipment
installed on the destroyer USS LEARY. With similar equipment employing two 24-inch parabolic antennas,
detection and ranging on ships passing NRL on the Potomac River was accomplished for the first time at a frequency as high as 3000 MHz (1936). Shown left to right are Dr. A. Hoyt Taylor, Dr. C. E. Cleeton, and Dr. J. P.
Hagen. Later, Dr. Hagen became Director of the Vanguard satellite project.

modulators, the pulse transformer, switching
tubes, diode detectors, system arrangements, and
influence on design to insure reliability.N The
Models SF (1655 procured) and SO were lightweight radars for the smaller vessels such as
PT boats and minesweepers. NRL contributed
to the development of the Model SO shipboard
radar, which involved the largest procurement
of any shipborne radar (6300). It took part
in landings in Norway and in all amphibious
landings in the Pacific which used radar aids,

from the campaign in the Marshalls to
Okinawa. For submarines, the Model SJ (170
procured) followed the lower frequency Model
SD and provided, in addition, target position
through a rotating antenna, necessary in torpedo
control. With this radar our submarines were
able to make night torpedo attacks of deadly
effectiveness and also to make use of wolfpack
techniques. The SV radar (165 procured), initiated by NRL, provided for submarines an airsearch capability in addition to surface search
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surface-search performance superior to the lower
frequency radars at ranges out to the horizon.
They saw widespread service during the war,
some remaining in service for a decade and a
half after its termination.

,-

POSTWAR SHIPBOARD SEARCH
RADARS

....
S--=

During the latter part of the war it had be-

". .

come possible to generate high transmitter
pulse power at the higher frequencies. This
development made it feasible to raise the frequency of Naval primary air-search radars from

the 200-MHz to the 1300-MHz region, to secure
the advantage of better resolution of closely
spaced targets provided by the sharper antenna
beams available. In 1945, NRL made a study to

determine the optimum frequency for shipboard
radars, giving consideration to the several system
parameters involved.3 7 It concluded the maximum
performance centered broadly in the 1300-MHz
region. The results of the NRL study of the
optimum frequency for shipboard radar provied theqasis
for
s
ith
tedevelvided the basis for proceeding with the development of the world's most powerful radar.
This radar for the first time provided three-

THE FIRST OPERATIONAL MICROWAVE
RADAR, THE MODEL SG (1942)
The Model SG radar, in the development of which NRL

participated, is shown on a platform at NRL's Chesapeake
Bay site. This model radar was extensively used during the

latter part of World War ii and remained in service during a
period of nearly two decades. Only the antenna of the radar

is shown.

dimensional capability for the interception
and permitted these functions to be conducted

of enemy aircraft and missiles encompassing

while submerged (1945). The Model SL (1209
procured) was used on small ships. The Models
SN (776 procured) and SQ (71() procured) were
for landing craft and for portable emergency use.
The Models SM (49 procured,1943) and SP(200

300 miles in range and 100,000 feet in altitude
(Model AN/SPS-2, 7 megawatts, 1300 MHz,
1946-1954). 38 NRL provided critical components for this radar, including the first
stacked-beam antenna system and an elec-

procured,1944), 700 kW, I to 5 microsecond

tronic computer-display system for target

pulse, were the first fighter aircraft direction and
general search radars with three-dimensional
coverage. Of the 49 procured of the Model SM,
26 were received by the British. The Model SU
radar, operating at higher frequencies, was the
first X-band (9000 MHz, 50 kW, 1/4 to I microsecond) surface search shipborne radar (896
procured, 1944). Its development was initiated
as a result of the Japanese acquiring a capability
to intercept S-band signals. Its performance was
limited by the lower power available at the high
frequency. The S-band radars were found to give

height determination. The AN/SPS-2 radar
was installed on the USS NORTHAMPTON,
a modified cruiser, which had been especially
designed as a Command Ship (CC-l) to provide high command with all the facilities
and accommodations necessary to carry out
its functions. Later, the ship became the Navy's
first National Emergency Command Post Afloat,
intended to provide facilities for the President
of the United States in the event of nuclear
attack. The Air Force procured (General Electric
Co.) about 30 of these radars modified for ground
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THE WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL RADAR, THE MODEL SPS-2 (1953)
The antenna of this radar is seen atop the center tower of the USS NORTHAMPTON (CLC. 1),
the Navy's first
ship especially
designed to provide facilities for high command. NRL provided critical components for this radar.

installation and designated the Model AN/FPS-7.
These radars were widely accepted and saw service
in the Continental Air Defense System. The stackedbeam type of antenna system has been used in a
series of radars procured by the Navy, Marine
Corps, and Air Force. The Navy found radars in the
1300-MHz band to be eminently useful and used
equipment of this kind for many years.
In the development of the AN/SPS-2 radar,
NRL worked cooperatively with the contractor
(General Electric Co.). The antenna comprised
seven vertically stacked beams arranged to be
utilized individually for reception and collec-

tively for transmission. Comparison by the
computer of the intensity of the signals received
on the individual beams provided the altitude
information. Position information was obtained
through a "peak selector" which accepted the
strongest signal produced by any one of the
several beams for display and utilization.
LOWER FREQUENCY RADARS
After the war, commercial interests brought
great pressure on the Federal Communications
190
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Commission for the assignment of the frequency
channels in the 200-MHz and 400-MHz bands,
principally for television. The Laboratory made

classes of ships. The first procurement of 22 radars
was from the General Electric Co. The performance of the AN/SPS-17 was favored by the high

strong recommendations that the Navy retain

transmitter power, low incidence of sea clutter, and

these bands, since experience had proven their
ability to provide good aircraft detection over
long ranges, with equipment of low cost. This

increased energy reflected from aircraft at the lower
frequencies. NRL furnished critical components of
advanced design for this radar, including an antenna

capability is of consequence relative to the many

duplexer, low-noise receiver, modulator, and perfor-

installations on smaller ships. Furthermore, echo

mance monitor. The radar proved reliable in operation and relatively low in cost. It was followed by a

returns from aircraft were relatively stronger at
the lower than at the higher frequencies. Not-

series of radars of the same general design, includ-

ing the AN/SPS-29 (1958,89 procured), AN/SPS37 (1960,46procured),andtheAN/SPS-43 (1961),
49 procured). Another version of the AN/SPS-17
was developed which operated in the 400-MHz
band. This was followed by the AN/SPS-31, adevelopmentalmodel, andtheAN/SPS-4Oseriesofradars, of which a large number were procured.

withstanding the Laboratory's recommendations,
the Navy relinquished these lower bands; it
was thought that the bands of 1300 MHz and
higher would provide adequately for requirements, and with smaller antennas. During 1949
and 1950, Fleet investigations indicated that at
times the 1300-MHz radars failed to detect aircraft targets at high altitude, whereas the 200NI Hz radars functioned satisfactorily. It appeared
that the presence of certain meteorological
conditions caused "trapping," or confinement, of
the transmitted and reflected energy to lower
altitudes at the higher frequency but not at the
lower. A presidential Science Advisory Committee considered the frequency-assignment
problem and recommended a diversity of frequency assignments for radar. These and other
considerations resulted in the Navy's reacquisition of the 200-MHz and 400-MHz frequency
bands for radar (1956).
To further the utilization of the lower
frequencies, particularly for low-cost installations on smaller ships, NRL carried out
basic studies which resulted in the development of the AN/SPS-17 radar (19501956).19 This radar (200 MHz, 1.5 megawatts)
proved capable of detecting small jet-fighter

The Model SM and SP radars were limited
in their fighter-direction capability, since only
one aircraft at a time could be observed. This
limitation required switching back and forth
between our own and enemy aircraft to bring
about interception. For three-dimensional informarion, these radars used a conical scanning
arr.kngementwhich, while providing both azimuth
and elevation data simultaneously, permitted
observation only over a small solid angle (2
degrees). At the end of the War, NRL participated in the development of the Model SX

aircraft with high reliability at essentially
horizon ranges and in excess of 200 miles
for aircraft at sufficient altitude. NRL's work
resulted in large-scale procurement of a series
of radars based upon its design. This series
of radars was used on a variety of ship classes,
with the larger antennas used on the heavier

radar which for the first time provided an
aircraft-interception capacity limited only
by the number of intercept operator displays
that could be accommodated aboard ship.
This radar (S band, 1000 kW, I-microsecond
pulse width), with some modification in sub.
sequent models, was used extensively in the Fleet.

MICROWAVE SEARCH-FIGHTER
AIRCRAFT DIRECTION RADAR
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MODEL SX RADAR
This radar was first to provide an aircraft interception capability limited only by the number of
intercept operator displays that could be accommodated aboard ship. NRL participated in its
development (1945). The antenna system comprises the element on the left for early warning and
the element on the right for height finding. The central structure behind end above the antenna
elements contains the transceivers for both elements, which operate on separate frequencies. The
in rotary radiotransceiver structure rotates with the antenna elements, thus avoiding the loss;
frequency joints.

19)2
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Forty five were procured (19 45).36-4

With
some action-phase displacement, one intercept
operator could easily handle two interceptions
simultaneously. This radar was really a cornbinat ion of two radar systems -one for search,
the other for height-finding. The latter mechanically scanned rapidly in elevation up to an angle
of II degrees, -aking available a display of
targe-ts in elevation continuously as the antenna
structure rotated. The tight antenna beam available at S band made possible far superior heighttinkling accuracy at low elevation angles, as cornpared with that provided by the lower frequency
radars, the broader beams of which could not
aVOid the low-angle returns reflected from the

operations, it was observed that its use would
be greatly facilitated by employing displays
which would present at polar-coordinate map in
terms of range and bearing of all objects "visible"
to the radar system. In the Model XAF, the echo
returns were displayed as vertical deflections of
a horizontal line sweep on the screen of a cathoderay tube (type A presentation). This method of
display, providing only a fleeting indication of
the ships and aircraft participating in the exercise
as the radar rotated, obviously was not conducive
to the ready comprehension of their relative
disposition, as would be the case with a maplike display. To provide a polar-coordinate

map-like display of targets, NRL originated
the radar plan-position indicator, or PPI
0 939-1940).41 The PPI, today, is universally
used by the military and commercial interests
of the world for the display of radar information for such functions as air and surface detection, navigation, aircraft traffic control,
air intercept, and object identification. NRL
devised both the magnetic (rotating and fixed
coil) and electrostatic deflection types of PPI.

surface of the sea. However, due to the limited
observational area provided by the conical scan
of the Model SM and SP radars, an operator was
likely to fix on a low-angle target image reflected
from the sea, rather than the true image, and thus
miss an interception. This possibility was avoided
in the Model SX height-finding system, since false
echoes were easy to spot on its range-height
displamy, which simultaneously showed all echoes
at any particular azimuth angle. The advent of
the AN/SPA-8 series of plan-position indicators,
with their correlated range-height displays, made
feasible the use of other search radars available
Aboard ship. The search portion of the Model SX
radar could therefore be eliminated. This elimination resulted in the Model AN/SPS-8 radar
101 procured) (1952). To obtain greater range,
the cut paraboloid antenna was increased in
size to 12 feet in height by 15 feet in diameter,
and the transmitter pulse power was raised to
2500) kW. The high-power klystron tube had
become available, and by its use operational diffi-

In various forms, it provides an antenna-centered
visual display painted on the screen of a cathoderay tube, as the antenna rotates, through the
radial scanning of its electron beam as it varies
in intensity in response to the pulse echoes
returned from objects. During the 1939 Fleet
exercises, it was also noted that the display of
radar information at remote points aboard ship
would be of great assistance in carrying out such
functions as gunfire control target designation.
This need led to the development of the remote
radar repeater indicator. In developing the PPI,
NRL introduced:
1. Means to generate the radial scan of the
electron beam from center to edge of the display,
and means to synchronize the rotation of the
scan with rotation of the antenna 4
2. Sector scan, picture offset with area expanfor more detail
sion, and multiple range scales
and flexibility in observation 0

culties of the magnetron were avoided, including
that of maintaining highly precise frequency
control. With these modifications the radar was
designated the AN/SPS-30 (57 procured, 1955).

RADAR INFORMATION DISPLAYS
During the Fleet exercises in early 1939,

3. Display of beacon responses to indicate

when NRL first demonstrated with the Model

position for navigation and transponder markers

XAF, the impact radar could have on Naval

adjacent to echoes to identify friend from foe" '
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4. Remote indicators for the conduct of the
several operational functions at remote locations
with radar information.45
NRL's PPI was firt utiliaed by incorporation in the experimental model of the SG
radar, which was installed and demonstrated
on the destroyer USS SEMMES in April 1941.
The Model SG became the Fleet's first radar to
be equipped with the NRL-developed PPI
type of presentation. Later in 1941, NRL developed a PPI for use with the Model SC radars-'
Utilizing the results, the Bureau of Ships proceeded to backfit the PPI to the Model SC and SK
radars. The need in combat for several radars
aboard ships concerned with command brought
About the close association of these radars in
one location and the evolution of the "Combat
Information Center" (C). Since the PPI's of
the early radars were incorporated into their
tr.iinsevers, a compact arrangement of several
interftred with the effective utilization of the
data presented. This diffculty led to the separation of the indicator from the rest of the
radar transceiver. Thus, the PPl's could then be
unveniently assembled in the CIC and the rest
of the radar transceiver located elsewhere (see
Also Chapter 10, "Electronic Systems Integration"). The Bureau of Ships proceeded to
procure a series of separate PPI's, with NRL
participation in the dev.. lopment. This series
included the Models VC, VD, VE, VF, VG, VH,

v

THE RADAR INDICATOR
FIRST TO RECEIVE EXTENSIVE
NAVAL USE
Ths
PDIli enerapurloSe
desigtnated theplan-ptod
Model VD, indjathr
was the
hrst to be prxured and installed on ships

YV.VK,

VL, VM. VN, and VP, and the AN/SPA
series. -4 The Model VD was the Fleets' first

in larWe numbers I9.i ) It inorptorated
many of the features originated by NRL

satisfactory remote PPI. It was of the mechanical
rotating magnetic-deflection type, with four
fixed range scales. This display, known for its
o-erational simplicity, was extensively used
I-1 ;9 procured, 1942-194).i. The Model VE was
uscd as an integral part of the radar transceiver,
or -is a remote PPI (980 procured, 1945). The
Model VF provided an auxiliary rectangular
display of range versus azimuth angle (B presentation) for increased accuracy in fire control
(150 procured, 1945). The Model VG was the
first projection PPI (911 procured, 1945). It
utilized a four-inch-diameter dark-trace cathoderay tube, the image of which was projected to a

two-foot diameter on a screen. The Model VK,
procured in large numbers, was the first PPI to
have a deflection system with a fixed yoke instead of a rotating coil (1949). The Model VL,
also procured in large numbers, was the first
remote range-height indicator 1946). The Model
AN/SPA-4 was the first PPI to provide highprecision range and azimuth information for
such purposes as mine and buoy placement and
helicopter control (363-i procured, 1942-1%5).
It found extensive service use for many years.
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The Model AN/SPA-8 series was first to have a
continuously variable range scale (4 to 200
miles), the first to provide off-centering of the
display to any point on the screen, the first
to have a wandering cursor, and the first indicator
Adequately to display airborne early-warning
radar (AEW) information aboard ship (large
procurement, 195 1). The Models AN/SPA-9, 33,
;, and 59 were similar in design to the Model
AN/SPA-8 (about 1000 produced, 1953-1960).
The Model AN/SPA-25 was the first solid-state
PPI. Its small sie was conducive to general use.
Nearly 2000 were procured, and they remained in
service for a long time. The Model AN/SPA-66,
also a solid-state indicator replacing the Model
SPA-S series, was in extensive use (large procurement, 1965).

flight, aroused increasing interest in its exploitation for gunfire control.2 It had been
standard Navy practice with existing optical
range finders, after the best estimate of range
had been obtained, to fire one salvo beyond the
target and one salvo short of the target, observing
the two sets of splashes where the shells hit
the water relative to the target, and then try
to hit the target with the third salvo. With radar
it was possible to obtain direct hits with high
accuracy on the first salvo. After completion
of the trials of the Model XAF, NRL studied
the Navy's optical-mechanical gun directors
and decided that the greatest improvement in
performance quickly obtainable would be
through the application of radar to their "ranging" function (May 1939). The Laboratory was
then sponsored in proceeding with the development of "a combined detector and range4
finder for main or secondary gun batteries." '
To provide the increased accuracy in range
indication needed in gunfire control, NRL
was first to develop a high-precision rangedetermination radar technique using an
additional pulse inserted in the cathoderay-tube display, adjustable so that its position
could he made to coincide with that of the
echo pulse (1941) "--" The precisely known
delay time of the additional pulse provided
the range. NRL also developed the first automatic electronic following technique, so
that signals could be made available to
the computer for automatic gun control
(19 41).2"bh0s, These techniques were immediately applied to forthcoming radars.
With the automatic following technique, ranges
could be held automatically within l0 yards.
Automatic operation was first applied to range
control in the Model CXAZ (Mark 5) experimental fire-control radar (1942). The Model
CXBF (Mark 6) experimental fire-control radar
became the first to have fully automatic tracking
(1942). NRL's automatic following technique
was incorporated into the Army's Model SCR
584 radar, which was sucessfully used by the
British in the defense of Britain against the
German "buzz bombs."

FIRE-MISSILE CONTROL RADAR
In September 1933, the Laboratory brought
to the attention of the Navy's Bureau of Ordnance
the possibilities for the control of gunfire indicated by the results of its work at the higher
ridio frequencies." It pointed out that a "beam"
transmitter and receiver would be able "to detect
.nd track an unseen ship or airplane," "take
ranges on any objects," "take bearings on a ship
or airplane by means of radio echo," and "give
an indication of the rate of change of range to
any object." "The accuracy would not be reduced
in hazy weather or at night," as was the case with
optical fire-control systems. At that time, NRL
had under development electron tubes and circuits which, when available, would be able to
operate at a high enough frequency to provide
sharp beams with antennas of a size acceptable
for shipboard installations for such use. *"-"
However, sponsorship for the application of
the NRL techniques to gunfire control was not
immediately obtained. NRL's demonstrations of
radar during 1936 and the performance of the
Model XAF radar aboard the USS NEW YORK
in early 1939, which showed its ability to spot
shots accurately and to track projectiles in
195
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To expedite the

availability of radar

in

and

the Fleet, NRL in July 1937, at the request of
the Bureau of Engineering, disclosed all the
technical details of its radar work to representatives of the Bell Telephone Laboratories in the
hope that they and their affiliate, the Western
Electric Company, might undertake the producTM
tion of radar equipment.4
In view of their
lack of experience in this field they were reluctant
to engage in equipment production, and instead
proposed to proceed with the development of
electron tubes which would provide higher
powered pulses at higher frequencies. It April
1940, their techniques were sufficiently advanced
to place them in a position to accept a Navy
contract to produce surface fire-control equipment.4s The Western Electric Company and
NRL cooperated closely in developing the
"range only" equipment, the first of which was
designated the Model CXAS and later the
Model FA (also called Mark I; 700 MHz, 25
kW pulse). 4' The first equipment was delivered
to the Navy in December 1940 and installed
on the USS WICHITA during July 1941. Production of ten began in June 1941. The Model
FC, also called Mark 3 (70) MHz, 40 kW pulse),
followed (1941), and included means to provide
the azimuth bearing of the target namely "train,"
through the use of an antenna "sequential lobing"
technique. This technique included two antenna
beams placed side by side and displaced by
a small angle. The azimuth bearing was provided
by sequentially switching between the two
beams and training the antenna until the signals
received on the two beams were equal in magnitude. The first Model FC was installed on the
USS PHILADELPHIA in October 1941 (125
procured). Subsequently, the sequential lobing
feature was extended to provide elevationangle determination for antiaircraft purposes
in the Model FD radar, also called Mark 4
(700 MHz, 40 kW pulse, 375 procured, 194 ).5',8

in elevation,

These several kinds of fire-control

This elevation "lobing" feature gave difficulty
with lower angle targets, since in its use an operator tended to track the "image" of the aircraft reflected from the surface of the sea instead
of the aircraft itself. A beam antenna, "nodding"

at-

radars

saw important service during World War II.
A large number of them continued in service
many years thereafter. The battleship USS
NEW JERSEY carried a Mark 13 fire-control
radar during its 1968-1969 bombardment in
196
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continuously scanning

tached mechanically to the radar antenna, was
added to avoid the difficulty IMark 22). The
first Model FD radar was installed on the USS
ROE in September 1941. The Model FD was
followed by the Model FM (Mark 12), also with
a sequential lobing antenna for "train" and
"nodding" for elevation (7(X) MHz, 250 kW
pulse, 700 procured, 1943)." The first radar
to scan continuously in azimuth, the Model
FH (Mark 8), was developed for main anti secoid,,ry battery fire control against surface
targets (3(X)O MHz, I(M) kW pulse, 179 procured, 1942).1 This radar's antenna comprised
it group of polystyrene rods arranged three
high by 14 wide, to provide a beam 2 degrees
in azimuth anti 6 degrees in elevation. Motordriven, continuously variable waveguide phase
shifters provided scanning through 30 degrees
in azimuth. The Mark 8 was followed by the
Mark 13 radar, the horizontal scanning of which
was accomplished with a nodding type of antenna
which provided a twofold improvement in
azimuth angle accuracy (8800 MHz, 107 procured, 1945).
These several radars were used with the
different models of directors and computers
to provide control of the fire of the various
sizes of guns aboard ship, including the 5-inch,
16-inch, and antiaircraft guns. For the launching of torpedoes by our submarines against
enemy shipping, NRL developed the first
radar to utilize a periscope as a waveguide,
topped by a reflector to provide precise range
data while submerged, the Model ST (8800
MHz, 85 kW, 0.5 microsecond pulse, 400 pro.
cured, 1944)." The antenna arrangement with
its small reflector, shaped to minimize the silhouette, permitted radar-guided torpedo launching while the submarine was submerged.

RADAR

60834(392)

EARLY GUNFIRE-CONTROL RADAR,
MODEL FD (MARK 4)
NRL participated in the development of this radar. The transceiver
is shown below. Two antennas mounted on Mark 3" optical directors are shown above. The antenna on the left has mounted on its
right an elliptically shaped "nodding" antenna, the Mark 22,
used to avoid inaccuracies in height measurement due to seasurface reflections experienced with the main antenna.

*
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Vietnam with its 16-inch guns in support of our
military forces, over 20 years after this model
radar first became available!

The development of conical-scan radar,
in which NRL participated, considerably advanced our capability to defend our ships
against attacking enemy aircraft (19 42)." This
type of radar uses an antenna beam, offset from
the axis of a parabolic reflector, which describes
a conical path as it rotates about the axis of
the reflector. As the beam rotates, the received
signal is produced continuously for processing
and display. At the time of availability of the
(Abical-scan radar, it became possible to generate
sufficient transmitter pulse power at the higher
frequencies to provide effective aircraft ranges
with the use of reflectors small enough to be
compatible with the maneuverability required
of antiaircraft gun directors. The tighter antenna
beams resulting enhanced the angular accuracy.
The early conical-scan radars used a rotatingdipole type of antenna which, as the beam
rotated, caused continuous change in polarization of the transmitted pulse emissions. Since
the reflection characteristics also varied with
polarization of the incident energy, the return
echo was adversely affected. The attending
modulation was a major factor in distorting the
return signal. To avoid this difficulty, the reflector's waveguide feed was arranged to "nutate,"
rather than to rotate, so that the polarization
of the transmitted pulses remained unchanged
as the beam rotated in azimuth. Because of
the congestion of channel assignments in the
S band, and the practicality of the correspondingly smaller parabolic reflectors at the higher
frequencies, conical-scan radars were placed
principally in the X-band region. The relative
simplicity and low cost of the conical-scan
radars resulted in their widespread use. The
first conical-scan radar available to the Fleet
was the Mark 9, also the Model FJ, (3,000
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MHz, 30 kW pulse, 30 procured, 1942)." This
was followed by the Mark 10, or Model FL (3000
MHz, 30 kW pulse, 406 procured, 1942 to 1943)
and the Mark 25 (9000 MHz, 70 kW pulse,
420 procured, 1946). Subsequently, a series
of conical-scan antiaircraft gun-fire-control
radars was developed, which included the Marks 28,
29,34,35,37, and 39, and the AN/SPG-48, 50, and
m,
5 3 . 61 Procurements of these radars totaled in the
thousands. Considerable use hasbeenmadeof conical scan in airborne radars, including the Models
AN/APS.25, 28, 67, AN/APG-25, 26, 51, AN/
APQ-35, 36, 41, 42, 43, 47, 50, 59, 72, 100.u
Conical-scan radar was first applied to
the guidance of missiles by NRL in its development of the Lark missile, the first beamrider
missile (1947). A Model SP radar was modified
so that a conical-scan antenna beam provided
this missile with data to guide itself along the
course to the target, established by directing
the radar beam. To provide greater portability
in determining the performance of the Lark at
remote Navy missile test sites, NRL modified
the Model SP-IM radar similarly. An additional
modification made it suitable for use in NRL's
development of the Skylark missile-guidance
system, the first to have "automatic commandguidance" (1948). "Conical-scan-on-receiveronly," an arrangement used by NRL as early as
1943, was first employed in the Model MPQ-50
radar and then in the Model AN/SPG-51 radar,
used for guidance of the Tartar missile (1951).
This arrangement has the advantage of avoiding
interception of the scanning information, but
at the expense of additional transmitter power
to compensate for the lower antenna gain on
transmission.
MONOPULSE RADAR
(SIMULTANEOUS LOBING)
In conducting investigations to increase
the angular accuracy of the sequential-lobing
and conical-scan types of fire-control radars,

RADAR

NRL found that the pulse-to-pulse changes in
target-reflection characteristics and the long
period required in the comparison process to
obtain the angle data were major factors in
limiting the accuracy.8 NRL had devised an
electronic sequential switching technique
which gave increased angular accuracy by allowing switching at high speed, as compared
with mechanical switching, and also avoided the
mechanical troubles inherent in the latter
(1943).63 However, in both systems, paired trains
of echo pulses, successively received on the

repective sides of the axis of the antenna reflector,
had to be compared to obtain the angular error
required for training and pointing. Furthermore,
in both systems, during the comparison process
the effective antenna beamwidth is broadened
considerably, and full advantage cannot be taken
of its angular discrimination capability.
To overcome the angular limitations
of existing radars, NRL developed the first
monopulse radar, in which angular determinations are made simultaneously on each
individual received pulse. This new type

FIRST MONOPULSE RADAR
The experimental monopulse radar shown here was developed by NRL It was the first radar of its type to provide effective opera
tional performance. D. D. Howard (left) in charge of the proiect, and his assistant, M. C. Licitra, are shown.
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of radar provided a tenfold improvement in
angular accuracy over that previously attainable in the training and pointing of fire
and missile control radars at the longer ranges
(194 3 )." The monopulse technique was first
applied to the Nike-Ajax missile system, the
first U.S. Continental Air Defense System.
The radar of this system was patterned after
NRL's experimental model (1946). Subsequently, monopulse radar became the standard
radar for U.S. missile ranges. Monopulse
radar was used extensively in a variety of Navy
systems. The first monopulse radar to be devel-

oped for Fleet operational use, the Mark 49,
later designated the Model ANISPG-49 (1948),
was intended for gunfire control but instead
was used for the guidance of the Navy's Taos
missile aboard the Nlvys guided-missile ship,
the USS GALVESTON (CLG-3) (1957). The
AN/SPQ-5 monopulse radar, which was developed about the same time (1950), was used to
provide guidance for the Terrier missile aboard
the Navy's first operational guided-missile ship,
the USS BOSTON (CAG-1, now CA-69), followed by an installation aboard the USS CANBERRA (CAG-2, now CA-70). A succession of

THE FIRST RADAR DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR MISSILE RANGES. THE ANIFPS-16- (XN-I)
This radar, developed iointly by NRL and RCA, the contractor (1956). was installed at Cape Canaveral and used in guiding the
launchings of the first U.S. satellites placed in orbit, the Explorer I, on 31 Jan. 1958, and the Vanguard on I 7 May 1958.
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monopulse radars for tracking and guidance of
Navy guided missiles ensued, including the
Model AN/SPG-55 (1956), used for the Terrier
missile, the AN/SPG-56 (1960) for the Talos
missile, and the AN/SPG-59 (1959) for the
Typhon and Super-Talos missiles. Many monopulse radars were in active service for many years,
particularly the AN/SPG-49 and AN/SPQ-5.
In the monopulse reception system, a fourhorn antenna feed assembly delivers the echo
returns to a hybrid network, which simultaneously compares the outputs of the horns
and provides difference signals for indication
of angular error in training and pointing and
summation signals for range tracking. In transmission all four horns are used jointly, or an

long-range patrol seaplanes, was used principally
by the British to hunt down and bomb German
submarines in the Atlantic. Radar tremendously
widened the area which could be covered by
patrol planes in sea surveillance and forced
enemy submarines below the surface of the
ocean. This deprived them of the freedom they
needed to cruise on the surface, which was
necessary to charge batteries and obtain fresh air,
and placed them in a precarious situation. The
Model ASB radar was used in the first raid on
Truk Island (February 1944), which represented
the beginning of the major organized U.S. retaliation for the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. This
radar, installed in the TBF carrier-based torpedo
aircraft, was used effectively in attacking and

additional centrally located horn is employed,

destroying Japanese ship convoys in the Pacific.

NRL, in seeking the maximum potential of the
new system, continued development of the
monopulse system through an extended period,
with particular attention to the improvement
of components and the reduction of tracking
angle noise.u

It was also effective against Japanese aircraft
and was instrumental in helping to destroy a
number of them. A considerable number of
Model ASB radars were still in active aircraft
service at the close of the war. They were ultimately replaced by radars operating at the higher
frequencies.
NRL's radar, labeled the Model XAT in

AIRBORNE RADAR

L.xperimental form, was designated the Model
AS13 when procured (515 MHz, 200 kW, 2-micro,.cond pulse). In developing the radar, NRL
converted a 500-MHz pulse-type altimeter it
had completed and provided components more

Prior to the entry of the United States
into the war and in anticipation of having
to contend with the German submarine
menace, NRL developed the first American
airborne radar, the Model ASB (19410.6d. 28,
This radar saw extensive use during the war,
not alone by the U.S. Navy and Army Air

suitable

for

the air-search

function. These

included an antenna system with duplexer and
two directional antennas mounted on opposite

Forces, but also by the British. It was installed
almost universally in the U.S. Naval aircraft
and became known as the "workhorse radar
of Naval aviation." Over 26,000 equipments

sides of the aircraft, which could be directed
either abeam the plane for searching a wide
path (50 miles) for targets, or forward, with the
beams partially overlapping for homing in

were procured, the largest procurement of
any model radar (1942-1944, RCA, Bendix,

attack. The transceiver was arranged to be
switched rapidly between the two antennas.

and Westinghouse Electric Companies). Be-

The received echoes were displayed on a cathode-

sides its search and navigational functions, it was
found effective in dropping bombs and launching

ray tube as pips, opposite each other on the sides
of a vertical line. In attacking targets, the air-

torpedoes, and in homing aircraft back to bases,
The Model ASB was the first radar to be
used in carrier-based aircraft. The first United
States night-fighter aircraft (F4U, Vought) were
equipped with it. This radar, installed in PBY

craft was turned, right and left, until the pips
were equal in size, which indicated that the aircraft was headed directly toward the source of
the echo. The position of the pips on the line
indicated the range of the object.
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Before the Model ASB production equipment was released, NRL modified the Model
ASV airborne radar (176 MHz), given to the
United States by the British. This radar had
a large, cumbersome antenna system which substantially reduced the speed of aircraft. At that
time the British were forced to use separate
transmitting and receiving antennas for both
beams, since they did not have the duplexer
which NRL already had developed. NRL modified the British radar, incorporated the duplexer,
and made it more acceptable for airborne operations. It was then designated the Model ASE,
and hundreds were produced on a crash basis.
However, the Model ASB radar, operating at
higher frequency with a much smaller antenna
system and having considerably less weight, was
found far superior to the Model ASE in both
performance
and operational acceptability.
At the time of NRL's development of the Model
ASB radar, a contract was placed with a commercial concern for a radar designated the Model
ASA (400 MHz). Two experimental models
of this radar were made, but in trials gave poor
performance. The radar was not put into production, but was abandoned in favor of NRL's
Model ASB.

AN/APS-2 (Philco). During late 1942 the Navy
installed this radar on K-type airships to track
down submarines. It was also installed on Navy
PB4Y-2 patrol aircraft. The PB4Y-2, then under
development, became the first aircraft designed
to provide special accommodations for radar.
The radar, with its map-type PPI presentation,
provided observation of ships up to 60 miles
away and submarines at shorter distances. It
helped to sink thousands of tons of enemy
shipping. Over 5000 of these radars, with various
modifications, had been produced by the end
of the war.
Much greater equipment compactness was
achieved when multicavity magnetrons became
lvailable at X band. With smaller size available
due to the threefold increase in frequency, the
antenna and associated components could be
mounted in a streamlined nacelle hung under
wings, on wing tips, or at midwing of small
aircraft. Other parts, such as the indicator and
modulator, could be accommodated within the
fuselage. The Model ASD radar (Sperry), later
designated the ANIAPS-3 (Philco), was the first
to have this type of configuration. It could
detect ships up to 300 miles away with its 150
degrees of azimuth forward vision. 68 It could
detect a submarine reliably at a range of 15
miles, and a medium-sized bomber at eight miles.
This radar, available in 19-. proved valuable
for aiming bombs and torpedoes as well as
for search, homing, and navigation. The radar
was installed in types TBF and PV-1 aircraft
and was used for aircraft interception (Al) and
rudimentary gun direction against enemy aircraft. Squadrons based in the Aleutians were
able to fly through fog to the Kurile Islands
and to blind bomb Japanese shore installations
with aid of this radar.
A lightweight version of the X-band Model
AN/APS-3 more suitable for carrier-based
aircraft installation, known as the Model ASH
(later the AN/APS-4), was produced (Western
Electric, 1944).69 This equipment also took the
form of a streamlined nacelle that could be inStalled on aircraft in the several wing positions.
The radar was first installed on type SB2C planes,

AIRBORNE MICROWAVE RADAR
After the Model SG microwave shipborne
radar development had been initiated, the Navy,
with the aid of the Radiation Laboratory and
NRL, sponsored a series of airborne radar developments with commercial organizations based
on the British multicavity magnetron and NRL's
duplexer

and

display

concepts. 6 d.2 lk.'

67

The

promise of better performance and much more
compact and lighter equipment with the use of
frequencies considerably higher than that of
NRL's Model ASB radar was particularly attractive in increasing the combat capability of
aircraft. In the series, the Model ASG S-Band
radar (Philco) was of particular significance,
and the first to become available in quantity.
When the Army Air Force became interested
in this radar, it was redesignated the Model

2
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X-BAND AIRBORNE RADARS
Model AN/APS-4 airborne radars are seen mounted under the wings of the type TBM torpedo bomber aircraft. This radar was the
first to utilize a streamlined nacelle. NRL participated in its development 11944) More than 1200 installations were made during
World War 11.

and by April 1945 more than 1200 installations
were completed on such aircraft as type TBM
torpedo bombers, type F6F night fighters, and
type SC-1 Seahawks. Many thousands of these
radars were installed during the latter part of
the war. This radar helped to find enemy shipping
and to dive bomb or launch torpedoes in destroying it. It also helped in navigation through storms
and homing on beacons at great distances.
A highly specialized type of radar was needed
for night-fighter aircraft. The first such equipment was the Model AIA (Sperry), which
was redesigned as the Model AN/APS-6 (Westinghouse). This equipment was capable of
detecting and tracking enemy aircraft in a large
cone of space up to six miles ahead of the fighter,
and then directing the pilot to a close-in range,
where it functioned as a blind gunsight. Its
presentation on search was spiral, but it was

conical for gunlaying. Its frequency was X band,
with 40-kW pulses as short as 1/4 microsecond.
Many hundreds of this model radar were installed
in fighters such as the type F6F-5N. Its peak of
usefulness was reached in the last phases of the
war in the Pacific, when it made an important
contribution to overcoming enemy aircraft.
The APS-6 was the only Al radar possessed by
the services during the war years that was small
enough for single-engine aircraft.

POSTWAR AIRBORNE RADAR
After the war, NRL continued to provide
technical consulting support to the Bureau of
Aeronautics for advancing airborne radar capability. The wartime activities of the Radiation
Laboratory had then been terminated. Toward
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the end of the war, it had been planned to combine the best features of the AN/APS-4 and

involved. NRL was first to determine a method-

AN/APS-6 radars to provide both a search and
.in intercept capability in one equipment for
night fighting. Subsequently, this radar, desig-

ology by means of which the parameters
of the airframe, radar, missile, and other
critical adaptable components of airborne
weapon systems can be adjusted to meet the

nated the AN/APS-19 (X band), was developed
in a size small enough to fit into the type F8F
aircraft ther given acceptance as a first-line
tighter ( 1946).70 The radar's scope presentation
had several selectable scans, which gave it greater
flexibility and coverage for both search and
gun-aiming functions than had previously been
available. However, it was still necessary to
steer the plane manually to align the fixed guns
with the target. Automatic airborne gun-laying
%%as first
achieved with the X-band Model
AN.APQ-.5 radar, used in the type F3D-1
aircraft with 20-millimeter guns ( 19 46 ).i
this aircraft was the Navy's answer at that
timc to the problem of providing the services

requirements of the mission, threat, tactics,
and environment to provide an integral
system having maximum combat effectiveness.
The results of NRL's work have been applied
generally to modern interceptor aircraft73
NRL first applied this combined systems
technique to the type F4D aircraft and its
AN/APQ-50 radar (Westinghouse, 1953).
This radar was redesigned by NRL to meet
the system criteria. The radar had a stabilized
antenna for its search function and a computer
for the direction of guns and rockets, with adaptations for use with guided missiles. The AN/APQS0 radar also featured a single package, a design
tnow followed universally in interceptor radars.

with a satisfactory "all-weather" fighter: previous aircraft were deficient due principally
to unavoidable compromises made in converting

NRL's system treatment was also applied to
the type F3H interceptor aircraft and its AN/
APQ-51 radar (Sperry, 1953). This radar was

the available day-fighter aircraft. The AN/APQ35 was really three radars combined: the AN/APS21 for search and intercept, the AN/APG-26 for
ozunlaying, and the AN/APS-28 for tail-warning.
To provide search, track, and gun-aiming capability for jet-fighter aircraft (F2H-3N and
F H). the Model AN/APQ-,1 I radar was devel-

provided for the guidance of the Sparrow I
missile, the first air-to-air guided missile, which
%.Is then about to become operationally available.
It had been planned to use the AN/APQ-36
r.ad.ar for the guidance of the missile, since this
r.idar had a semiautomatic all-weather capability.
IHiowever, it required a two-seat aircraft to accom-

owed ( 1951).72 It was capable of locking on

iflodlate it. The

And tracking a selected target of the B-29 aircraft
type at a range of about 30 miles. It could track
targets with a maximum relative target speed
of 900 knots.

single compact package, was more suitable for
use in a single-seat interceptor.
NRL's weapon-system technique has been
applied to a succession of interceptor aircraft
weapon systems using guided missiles, including the Sparrow 11, Sparrow III, and Sidewinder missiles. The types of aircraft and radars
involved include the F8U-I with the AN/APS-67
radar (1956), the F4H-l with the AN/APQ-72
radar (1957), the F8U-2NE with the AN/APQ-83
radar (1960), the F8E with the AN/APQ-94 radar
(1961), the F4J with the AN/APG-59 radar
l968), and the F8J the AN/APQ-124 radar
( 1968). The system, including the type F4J aircraft and the AN/APG-49 radar, has been designated the AN/AWG-10 aircraft weapon system.

AIRBORNE WEAPON SYSTEMSGUIDED MISSILE RADAR
Up to this time the interceptor-fighter air.
craft, its radar, weapons, and appurtenances
had not been considered from the combined
systems viewpoint. Instead, the system components had been designed and arranged indepen.
dently without due consideration of their mutual
compatibility and the effects of their characteristics upon the mission, threat, and tactics

AN/APQ-51, designed as a
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THE AIRBORNE WEAPON SYSTEM FIRST TO U'TILIZE INTEGRAL SYSTEM METHODOLOGY IN ITS
DESIGN TO PROVIDIF MAXIMUM COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS
'rhis nivtho~ologN., v wJ h NR_ %I. ipplicd hA NRI , 1'Si in its AN AP 50S(radar, shown here mounted on An F4D
Sk~ r.ty. to
ir the
1w% tmirir
r.i NRRI mci hodo ,g%ha, hvenii pp i d to a scries o i nter cep r aircraft usi ngzguided mi ssiles.
nd Sie
in c
ntlUlini tr.Sp.arn . 11. Sp.irro'% 1i

This SSstcrn. And the others

*the

enumerated

bit

minor modifications, it has utilized the Navy's
system, employing the type F4H.1 aircraft
with the AN/APQ-72 radar and the Sparrow
III missile. This aircraft was relabeled the
type F4C, and the radar, the Model AN/AP Q100) (1963). More F4C interceptors are now
used in service by the Air Force than any
other type aircraft. The Air Force has continued to apply NRL's composite-systems
technique to its later interceptor-aircraft
designs.

ito and inc~luding type FIHI1-1 irraft with the
AN/APQ-72 (1957), were used extensively in the
Navy. The NRL system technique was used in
design of the AN/AWG-9 weapon system
interceptor. This aircraft
lfir the type F-111I
his been superseded by the new type F-14,
now underway, which will use the Phoenix
inissile. The AN/AWG-9 is the first airborne
interceptor weapon system to employ digital
techniques in its fire-control computer to achieve
greater computation accuracy in weapon guidance. It is also the first to have an airborne
planar slotted array antenna to provide a sharper

AIRBORNE EARLY WARNING
RADAR (AEW)

beam.
The U.S. Air Force has adopted the NRL
composite-systems technique in the design
of its interceptor aircraft systems. With

AEW radar, devised during the war to meet
an urgent need arising in the Pacific area, has
206
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THE NAVY'S LATEST AIRBORNE WEAPON
SYSTEM. CAPABLE OF ENGAGING
SUPERIOR NUMBERS OF ADVERSARIES
IN ITS ROLE AS FLEET DEFENSE INTERCEPTOR AND AIR-SUPERIORITY FIGHTERTHE AN/AWG-9 (1973)
This system is based oin the NRI.-dvveloped methodolo'gy which requires the characteristics ot the airframe.
radar, missile, ;utid other critical components of weapon
systems toi be adjusted toi those of the mission, threat.
tactics. and environment. to provide maximum combat
effectiveness. The Navy type F-Il fighter aircraft is
shown with the Phoenix long-range missile. The radar
is seen in the nose of the aircraft.
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(S band, one megawatt, 1944).7 The antenna
of this radar was carried in a bulbous radome
below the fuselage of the aircraft, to minimize
interference with radiation by the plane's
structure. Detection ranges out to 65 miles
were obtained on single low-flying aircraft, and

since grown in stature to become a major component of Naval aviation, with a vital role in
air defense. Shipborne radar had been found
deficient in detecting low-flying Japanese aircraft making Kamikazi attacks. Airborne radar,
with its greater line-of-sight range when operlocations,

out to 200 miles on surface ships. By the end

and with transmission of the radar video data
back to surface ships charged with command,
was recognized as a solution of the problem.
NRL had developed an airborne radar equipped

of the war 27 installations of this system had
been made in type TBM-3W carrier-based aircraft, but none reached combat service. After
the war many additional installations were made

to transmit the video data to remote craft for
display using components of its Model ASB
airborne radar (1943).74 This system comprised
the Model AN/APS-18 airborne radar-link

in other types of aircraft.
Upon the closing of the Radiation Laboratory at the termination of the war, NRL,
as requested by the Navy Department, continued

transmitter and the AN/ARR-9 link receiverdisplay. Thirty of these equipments were pro-

to provide technical guidance to contractors
in advancing the capabilities of AEW radar.

duced. This system concept was utilized in the

Higher

ating

Model

at

high

altitude

AN/APS-20

in forward

AEW

radar-link

transmitter power was provided

in a

"' modification of the Model AN/APS-20 radar

system

9..~~w.

.

~A.

THE TYPE TBM AIRCRAFT WITH AEW RADAR UTILIZING NRL'S SYSTEM CONCEPT.
THE MODEL AN/APS-20 (1944)
This radar was used operationally for many years. The bulbous radome below the fuselage of the ainrct afrries the antenna of
the radar
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(S band, two megawatts). A limited airborne
tighter-direction capability for air-intercept
control was provided by installing the Model
AN/APS-20B radar in the type PB-lW land-based
ircraft, which had sufficient space to accomnodate a small combat information center (CIC).
Additional modifications of the Model AN/APS20E radar has seen a great deal of service. The
Model AN/APS-20E radar was used as a basis for
proceeding with advanced models of S-band AEW
radars. It was modified by the provision of atunable
magnetron transmitter and a combined search and
height-finding capability. The new model, designated the AN/APS-82, was the first AEW radar to
use the monopulse technique for accurate angle
determination (S band, one megawatt, 1975). A
further modification involved the use of a klystron
transmitter with a master oscillator to provide the
frequency control necessary to alleviate difficulties
with mutual interference between radars operating
in relatively close proximity, as required in certain
AEW aircraft operational situations. This equipment became the Model AN/APS-87 radar (S band,
1.4 megawatt, 1957)7' This model was not produced in large quantity. However, the Model AN/
APS-82 radar was procured in considerable numbers for installation in type EIB AEW aircraft and
was used extensively,

including the antenna, duplexer, and lownoise receiver, which were installed, together
with other components, in the type ZPG-2
airship by the Lincoln Laboratory (MIT),
which provided the transmitter (1955).79
The success obtained with this radar in flights
over Atlantic Ocean areas led to the development of a series of UHF-AEW radars which
has continued to the present day. The first
of these, the Model AN/APS-70 UHF-AEW radar
(425 MHz, two megawatts), was developed for
installation in the type ZPG-3W airship, the
largest nonrigid ship ever built, and the type
WV-2 land-based aircraft ( 195 7).8 NRL provided
the design for the antenna of this radar, which
although large (40 feet wide by 6 feet high),
could be fitted into the craft. In tests over
Atlantic Ocean areas, the Model AN/APS-70
radar provided an aircraft detection range
improvement up to 40 percent greater than
existing microwave radars. The Navy procured
only a limited number of these radars, which
were used for AEW experimental purposes.
However, the U.S. Air Force obtained considerable numbers of them for use with the AEW
aircraft.
About this time, the Navy decided against
the further use of the unwieldy airship and
large land-based aircraft as AEW platforms in
favor of carrier-based aircraft. NRL made several
contributions to the UHF radar for the new AEW
aircraft. The practice of mounting antennas
below the fuselage in blister-type radomes,
used previously for microwave radar, when
followed at UHF, resulted in serious distortion
of antenna patterns and intolerable coverage
gaps due to reflections from wing surfaces.
An antenna-radome combination which rotated
as an integral unit mounted above the fuselage
in a saucer-shaped structure provided a satisfactory solution to the problem. NRL developed
a UHF horizontal, end-fire array antenna
enclosed in a rotodome (24 feet across and
2.5 feet high), which as produced by acontractor was the antenna for the Model ANIAPS-96
radar used in the first carrier-based UHF-AEW
aircraft, the type W2F-, Hawkeye, later

UHF-AEW RADAR
The capability of microwave radar was severely
limited by sea-clutter returns, which were
considerably less in the UHF region. NRL
had taken advantage of this lower sea-clutter
factor in its development of the Model AN/APSI UHF shipborne radar. Success led to a project to provide a UHF-AEW radar. To contend
with the adverse influence of sea clutter,
NRL developed critical components of an
experimental UHF-AEW radar (425 MHz)
209
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THE FIRST AIRSHIP ESPECIALLY CONFIGURED FOR
UHF (425 MHz) AEW OPERATIONS, THE ZPG-2, (1955)
Success obtained in flights over the Atlantic Ocean areas with this installation led to the development of aseries of UHF AEW radars. NRL
developed critical components for the radar, including the antenna, duplexer, and low-noise receiver.

direction capability against enemy aircraft, particularly high-speed aircraft. Existing auxiliary
height finders and several attempts to include
height finding in the AN/APS-'0 radar were
inadequate in either accuracy or target capacity.
NRL investigated the capability of various
proposed methods of height finding and determined that only one showed promise to meet
requirements. Subsequently, NRL was first
to develop and to demonstrate instantaneous

designated type E2A (1960).81 This AEW
aircraft was in extensive use throughout the
Navy. Its rotodome antenna structure presents a
most striking appearance. It provides aerodynamic
"lift" with low "drag" and a UHF radar antenna
beam of high gain and negligible distortion.
The Navy planned to incorporate into the
Model AN/APS-96 radar height finding of
sufficient accuracy to provide an efficient fighter210
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THE FIRST UHF AEW AIRCRAFT LANDING ON THE CARRIER USS AMERICA-THE HAWKEYE (1966)
The design of the rotodome antenna atop this E2A aircraft (formerly designated the W2F-I) resulted from NRL's development. NRL also
contributed to its AN/APS-96 radar. Besides itsAEW function, it provides an airborne CIC capability in intercept control of task-force

defense fighters intercepting attacking aircraft.

following for both height-finding and search
functions was provided for this radar. It was
arranged so that the data could be fed into the
Navy's Airborne Tactical Data System (ATDS).
Another NRL contribution to the AN/APS96 AEW rada:" related to moving-target indication (MTI). MTI, intended to permit observation of moving targets through clutter, was then
not considered satisfactory for airborne UHF
operation. Effective clutter cancellation, a maior
function in MTI, is dependent upon high transmitter frequency stability. This requires a masteroscillator power-amplifier type of transmitter.

height finding, adequate in both accuracy
and target capacity, for fighter-direction
by aircraft through the use of the time difference in arrival of the target echo at the
radar, via the direct and the surface-reflected paths (April 1960).82 This "timedifference" method was first utilized in the
AN/APS-96 radar and wasfoundtobeofbenefit
to many subsequent Navy AEW radars. While
NRL's demonstration was carried out over ocean
areas, the method was shown later to have potential
for use over land areas where very high levels
of clutter exist (September 1963). Automatic

t
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Although the klystron-type tube was available
as a final amplifier, its very large size at UHF
prohibited its use in aircraft. NRL developed
a UHF master-osciliator power amplifier
transmiter having one-megawatt psw output from a single frol amplifier tetrode tube
with high-frequency stability which made
satisfactory MTrI operstiowover ocean aesas
feasible in UHF radar for AEW aircraft
(1957). NRL provided guidance to a contractor
(RCA) for the development of the retrode-type
tube which was used in the transmitter, as

ever, the advent of the snorkel-type submarine,
with its drastically reduced exposed surface
and the resulting weaker radar echoes, made
detection much more difficult. The use of the
AN/APS-20 AEW radar, operating at higher
frequency in the microwave band, provided
stronger echoes but at the expense of more sea
clutter. Nevertheless, the higher transmitter
power and sharper beam available at micro.
wave frequencies provided higer poweromcentration at the target, resultin~g in a net pin in detection
capability. Considerable use was made of frequen-

modified, for the AN/APS-96 AEW radar.

cies in this region in radar for the detection of

Very high levels of clutter are encountered
in observing aircraft targets passing through
areas adjacent to or over land, as is required
in certain operational situations. These levels
are very much higher than those experienced
over the sea, and are extremely high over high
building concentrations. The Model ANIAPS-96
AEW radar was seriously limited in dealing
adequately with these very high clutter levels.

submarines.
Since the war, NRL has been the principal
source of data on the characteristics of sea
clutter, the primary factor in limiting radar
in detecting submarines." The data have
been utilized in the design of improved ASW
radars, including the AN/APS-44 (1953),
AN/APS-38 (1955), AN/APS-80 (1959), and
AN/APS-116.8 To obtain the data, NRL has car-

NRL, through extensive Rights with its

ried on a series of investigations using its aircraft

aircraft over the various types of terrain which
might have to be traversed, obtained clutterlevel data to serve as a basis for the development of improved clutter cancellation in MTI
systems for forth coming AEW radar. The data
were used in designing the MTI system for the

equipped with multifrequency radar, obtaining data
on sea clutter as a function of frequency, polarinzation, pulse width, elevation angle, sea state, and sea
surface aspect with respect to wind direction. NRL
was first to demonstrate the increased capability
of detecting submarine snorkel and periscope tar-

AN/APS-i 11 radar for use in the type E2B.

gets in various sea states by virtue of the large

AEW aircraft; this system became the next
in the series of UHF-AEW radars (1963)."
NRL headed the Navy's team, comprising
representatives from several Naval organizations,
for the performance evaluation of this radar.
The Model ANIAPS- l I radar was not produced
in quantity but served as a prototype for the
Model AN/APS-120 radar, which was used in the
type E2-C AEW aircraft.

reduction in the amplitude of sea dutter resulting
from the use of radar with extremely short puls
(1950).8
The AEW type aircraft has continued to
be used for sea surveillance. However, ASW
aircraft have been developed equipped for both
surveillance and attack functions. The ASW
type aircraft is based on the integrated-system
concept, employing several means of detection,
including radar and other equipment required
in effecting attacks on enemy submarines.

AIRBORNE SEA SURVEILLANCE RADAR
In the early wartime conduct of antisubmarine warfare (ASW), NRIL's Model ASB airborne radar was effective in detecting submarines
which were forced to surface from time to time
to charge batteries and obtain fresh air. How-

OVER-THEHORIZON (0TH)
HIGH-FREQUENCY RADAR
NRL's conception of extending the range of
radar beyond line-of-sight distances using two212
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NRL'S TYPE P3A ASW AIRCRAFT, USED TO OBTAIN SEA-CLUTTER DATA
Since World War II, NRL has been the principal source ofdata on the characteristics of sea clutter, the primary factor in limiting
ASW radar in the detection of submarines. The Model AN/APS-80 radar, installed in the nose of the type P3A ASW aircraft.
is one of a series of such ASW radars based on design factors determined by use of NRL's sea-clutter data (1959).

Prior to and during World War 11, priority
was given to development of the required compact radars for ship and airborne operation,
making imperative the use of meterwave and microwave frequencies. Inherently, this frequency
range limited their operation to line-of-sight
ranges. Furthermore, the very large beam antennas necessary for operation in the high-frequency
band would not then be tolerated for Naval use.
During the late 1940's, NRL foresaw the need
for detecting moving targets, including aircraft
and missiles, at distances and altitudes which
placed targets beyond line-of-sight distances.
The Laboratory proceeded with a program to
solve the problems involved, the most imporcant of which was the devising of means to
separate target returns from the backscatter.

way ionospheric refraction hinged on pioneering
work itaccomplished in 1926.87 At that time,
during research on "round-the-world" pulsed signals on 20 MHz, "splashbacks" from earth prominences were observed from the first, second, and
third earth-surface reflection zones. In considering these splashback echoes, currently
termed "backscatter," it was speculated that
there were possibilities of detecting and ranging
on targets of interest through the backscatter at
the respective distances via the ionosphere."
However, it was realized that new techniques
would have to be devised to deal with the combination of target signals and backscatter if an effective radar were to be provided,
*See Chapter 3 for photo recording of backscatter
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FIRST OVER-THE-HORIZON RADAR (1954)
This radar, developed by NRL (1954) and known as"Music."
was the first to detect both atomic explosions at distances
out to 1'00 nautical miles and missile launchings at distances
out to 650 miles 1195"-1958). Shown above is the radar's
26.6-MHz stacked-beam Yagi steerable antenna. Another
13.5-MHz Yagi beam antenna (not shown) was mounted on
the top of the roof house on the left. Below is shown the
receiving, signal-processing, and display equipment. The
transmitter (2 kW average. 50 kW peak) was located in an
adjoining room. The antennas and transmitter were also used
in a later development, known as "Madre," employing for
the first
time magnetic storage and time compression for datagain (fall 1958).

7processing
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Accordingly, considerable effort was placed on
determination of the frequency spectral distribution of the backscatter, which fortunately was
found to be confined to a few cycles off the carrier frequency, sharply falling in intensity below
the noise level at the higher frequencies. From
this background information, it was evident that
a combination of advanced signal processing and
high ratio of average to peak pulse transmitter
power, which had become available, would make
possible the detection of signals from aircraft at

least in the 1000 to 2000 nautical mile range. At
this juncture, it was further realized that an ability
to detect aircraft at long ranges would also provide
superior detection of targets of special interest.
NRL, by making use of backscater and hum
filters in combination with electronic storage
tubes, active doppler tracking filters, crosscorrelation, and bandwidth narrowing, devised and demonstrated the first successful
over-the-horizon high-frequency pulse doppier radar (1954). With this radar, NRL was

FIRST OVER-THE-HORIZON RADAR CAPABLE OF DETECTING BOTH AIRCRAFT AND MISSILE
TARGETS AT RANGES OUT TO OVER 2000 MILES OVER LAND AND SEA WATER (1961)
Over-the-horizon radar is currently in usc for the defense of the .:nited States. This NRL-developed radar, called High Power
Madre. was also hrst to detect low-velocity targets at ranges out to 1000 miles ( 196- The radar's large fixed antenna (;00 feet
wide, 1-')0eet high) is shown in the toreground A smaller, steerable, iwo-clement corner reflector antenna is shown immediately
to the rear The adJacent building houses the transmitter 100 kW average. 5 MW peakl and the receiving, data-processing, and
display equipment The radar is loated at NRI's Chesapeake Bay site (view looking northwest) This site, obtained in 1941,
was sclected and subsequently devcloped primaulv for ridar research. although other types of research, particularly for electronic
countermeasures and radio ommunfatIon, have been conducted there One of the features of the site is acliff overlooking the
bay. the height of whtih is in the rang- -f the a#irs of typicA.l shipboard radar installations In the background, a I5(0-ftiodiameter parabohit steerable antenna use., tor general radar research can be seen
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first to detect missile launchings a ranges
as much as 600 nautical miles and atomic
explosions at distances as great as 1700
nautical miles (1957-1958). Due to the transmitter power limitations, its aircraft-detection

velocity targets (1967). President Lyndon
Johnson, speaking in Sacramento, California,
on 17 Sept. 1968, classed this development as
"a major increase' in the United States cap,bility to detect hostile missile launchings
against the free world. Over-the-horizon radar, he said, makes it possible to spot enemy
missiles from anywhere on earth seconds after
they leave the ground.g Over-the-horizon radar
is currently in use for the defense of the United

capability was limited to within line-of-sight

distances, or out to 180 nautical miles for this
function. This radar was designated "Music,"
for "multiple storage, integration, correlation."
Initially, active filters would tend to cause lock-on
to the strongest target in the range gate. Subsuquently, the use of a bank of reed filters
permitted the display of multiple aircraft targets
and the frequency spriad of the backscatter as

States.
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Chapter 5
RADIO REMOTE CONTROL-MISSILE GUIDANCE
at the low radio frequency used, a researcher
who later became an NRL staff member devised
a huge trailing-wire loop antenna that could be
reeled out after the plane was airborne. The
receiving antenna was a 300-foot insulated wire
supported on floats from the submarine at a depth
of six feet. The signal strength received in the
submarine (SE-1420 receiver, two-stage audio
amplifier) from the aircraft transmitter (type
SE-Il 30, 85 watts, 188 kHz) at a distance of
five miles was found to be several times that
required to operate the control equipment. From
the propagation standpoint, it was concluded
that the feasibility of radio control of torpedoes
was proven.2 Work continued on the project,
and a successful run with an unarmed torpedo at
a depth of six feet was made, with the controlling
station about three miles distant, using 10 kW
for transmission (150 to 200 kHz) for control
and a 150-foot trailing-wire antenna for reception on the torpedo. In final tests, the requirement of a 9000-yard run at a depth of 12 feet
was met (1925). The project was terminated in
1932, with the government acquiring the Hammond patent rights.
After World War I, bitter controversy arose
concerning the vulnerability of the Navy's
capital ships to bombing by aircraft, with claims
made that one bomb could sink a battleship. In
preparing for tests to settle the matter, the Navy
designated the old battleship USS IOWA as a
target ship and the battleship USS OHIO as a
control ship. The ships were equipped so that
the USS OHIO could control the USS IOWA
remotely by radio, with the latter unmanned. In
testing the system, over 100 radio signals transmitted from the USS OHIO functioned properly
to maneuver the USS IOWA from a distance of

INTRODUCTION
Prior to World War I, experiments on remote
control by radio had been carried out by several
investigators in this country, notably Nikola
Tesla (1898), Professor Harry Shoemaker (1905),
and John Hays Hammond, Jr. (beginning 1910),
seeking to demonstrate the practicality of application, particularly to torpedoes. The Navy had
considered the Hammond system, and in order
to determine its vulnerability to countermeasures jamming engaged in a cooperative test of
the system with Hammond. The USS DOLPHIN
was provided with equipment to jam the radiocontrol circuit of a surface weapon carrier. In
the test the USS DOLPHIN was unable to jam
the carrier control circuit until within 250 feet
of the carrier (1914). The government considered
the project ready for development as a service
weapon. Congress provided funds, and the President appointed a Board with representatives
from the Army and the Navy to oversee the
project (1916).' After extended consideration,
the Board was not convinced of the utility of
the system as demonstrated. Subsequently, addi.
tional legislation transferred responsibility for
the project to the War Department, and when this
department withdrew from the project the
responsibility devolved upon the Navy (1921).
In 1919, the Navy on its own accord conducted
an experiment to determine whether radiofrequency energy could penetrate the sea to a
submerged trailing-wire antenna and provide a
signal sufficient to actuate a torpedo control
mechanism. An F-5-L seaplane from an altitude
of 1700 feet was used to transmit signals to the
submarine N-6, submerged, simulating the
torpedo. To radiate effectively from the seaplane
223
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8000 yards. On the day of the attack, 88 radiocontrol signals were transmitted, all of which
functioned. Attacking aircraft were able to make
but two direct hits on the forecastle of the USS
IOWA, causing exceedingly little damage
(1921 ).3.4 Doomsday for battleships had not
yet arrived! Eventually the battleship USS
IOWA, while being maneuvered under radio
control, was sunk in Panama Bay at long range
by fire from the 14-inch guns of the battleship
USS MISSISSIPPI. A representative from NRL
witnessed the operation from the USS CALIFORNIA, 1000 yards from the USS IOWA
(1923). To improve the capability of remote
control by radio, NRL devised a system which

was successfully used to maneuver the target
ships, the destroyer USS STODDERT (19251928), and the battleship USS UTAH (19321933).3 ,- The steering and throttle controls
were operated through the employment of
selector switches based on the teletype
mechanism using the Baudot code, resulting
from NRL's early work on the remote radio
control of aircraft.
FIRST FLIGHT OF A RADIOCONTROLLED PILOTLESS AIRCRAFT
The Navy's interest in the development of a
"flying bomb" resulted in a project to provide
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RADIO REMOTE CONTROL OF SHIPS
LT). B. Dow (later a Commodore) is shown operating the radio equipment based on NRL's developmnsfor remote control of ships (1932). The equipment was used to maneuver remotely the battleship USS STODDERT.
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a radio remote-control system for such a weapon
sponsored by the Bureau of Engineering, in
cooperation with the Bureau of Ordnance. This
work was begun by researchers who later became
NRL staff members (1922). The previously
mentioned selector-switch control device permitted only a single operation at a time, which,
while satisfactory for the control of the target
ships USS STODDERT and USS UTAH, was
not suitable for aircraft control, which required
several functions to be controlled at one time.
To permit several operations to be controlled
simultaneously, NRL devised a selective relay
using a tuned electromagnetically driven reed
with a small, tuned steel wire attached, the end
of which formed the contact. The loose mechanical coupling between the reed and the wire
provided high mechanical selectivity at audio
frequencies. NRL also devised a control switch

with a vertical handle, similar to the control
stick of an aircraft, which could operate selective
relays simultaneously to provide for the several
controls necessary to the flight of aircraft. These
devices were first applied to a three-wheel cart
system, christened the "electric dog," which
could be seen at intervals wandering about on
NRL's driveways. Using these devices, NRL developed the remote radio-control system for
the first pilotless flight of an aircraft remotely
controlled by radio, precursor of the radio
guided missile (September 1924).6,7a The aircraft, a Navy type N-9 plane equipped with
pontoon landing gear, was remotely controlled by radio from the ground in its takeoff
from the Potomac River near Dahlgren, Virginia, guided on a triangular course, put
into glides and climbs, and then landed on
the river. The aircraft had actually been flown

-"60834 (H-19)

THE NRL -ELECTRIC DOG"
The "Electric Dog" could be seen at times moving along NRL's roads, remotely controlled
by a radio system devised by NRL (1923). This device was one step in the development of
the radio remote-control system for the first pilotless flight of an aircraft.
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-60&34 4H-54

THE FIRST FLIGHT OF A PILOTLESS AIRCRAFT
This aircraft (top photo), an N-9 float plane (No. 2602). was used in the first radio-controlled flight experiments near Dahigren,
Virginia (1924). NRL developed the radio remote-control system for these experiments. The radio-control equipment is shown
in the middle photo. The lower photo shows the ground-operated control panel, with control stick and relays.
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successfully under remote radio control during
the summer of 1923, but with a pilot aboard to be
available in case of failure. It is of interest that
the "control stick" used for steering the German
radio-controlled missiles released from aircraft
during World War 11 was practically identical
with that devised by NRL for this project.

RADIO REMOTE CONTROL
OF TRANSMITTERS
To permit time-signal coverage of the Caribbean Sea by transmissions from the Navy's radio
station at Key West, Florida, NRL staff members, prior to establishment of the Laboratory
and their transfer here, provided remote radiocontrol equipment which caused the Key West
station to repeat the time signals from the Navy's
station at Annapolis, Maryland (1922).8 For the
control by the Navy Department of the first highpower, high-frequency transmitter, NRL provided
a radio remote-control system as a link from the
Washington Navy Yard to the transmitter, which
was located at NRL (1924-1925).9 At that time
wire lines for control were not available from
the yard to the Laboratory, and the link allowed
the use of NRL's transmitter as soon as it became
available. In 1933, the Laboratory was requested
by the Bureau of Engineering to demonstrate
the feasibility of the radio control of the several
radio transmitters at the Annapolis, Maryland,
radio station from "Radio Control," located at
the Navy Department in Washington, D.C. This
assignment was accomplished, and at the same
time the determination of propagation factors
was made over the circuit within a range of 30
to 100 MHz. The Navy's first operational transmitter remote radio-control system capable of
the control of five transmitters at the Annapolis
Station resulted ( 1934).10

RADIO-CONTROLLED DRONES
For many years the Navy had used target
sleeves towed by aircraft to provide targets for
the training of antiaircraft gun operators. As the
227
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performance of aircraft advanced, permitting
greater maneuverability and the use of evasive
tactics, the Navy became increasingly aware of
the need for more realistic target-practice facilities than the uniformly moving sleeves. In May
1936, the Chief of Naval Operations requested
the Bureau of Aeronautics and the Bureau of
Engineering to proceed with the development
of unmanned radio-controlled aircraft to serve
as targets, later given the name "drones" by
NRLU'le1 This work brought about a cooperative
project, with LCDR D. S. Fahrney (later RADM
Fahrney) as officer-in-charge, in which the Naval
Aircraft Factory at Philadelphia was assigned
responsibility for the aai'raft and NRL the
responsibility for the radio-control system
(1936).
In carrying out its part of the drone program, NRL devised the first radio remotecontrol system, including the electromechanical airfoil controls, with reliability adequate
for satisfactory operation of the several
flight functions necessary in the remote
control of aircraft in flight. A simulated
drone including this system was demonstrated
by NRL to the Assistant Secretary of the Navy,
then the Honorable Charles Edison, and many
high-ranking Naval officers on 17 Feb. 1937.
During the demonstration, the drone was
controlled by radio from a type TU-2 mother
plane at distances out to 25 miles (19 Nov.,
1937)3d1-12 For the system, NRL developed a
new reed-type filter to provide the necessary
selectivity for segregating the transmitted audiofrequency modulated signals independently to
control the flight functions such as aileron,
elevator, throttle, and autopilot controls. In
the new filter, the reed, driven magnetically by
the signals at its resonant frequency, served to
vary the magnetic flux through a coupled coil
and thus provide the energy to actuate the control relay. This technique avoided the difficulties
encountered in the earlier filter, which used a
vibrating contactor. This system was further
improved later, in view of its vulnerability to
jamming, through the use of the proper number
of closely spaced supersonic-frequency channels

RADIO REMOTE CONTROL-MISSILE GUIDANCE

superimposed

on

the carrier frequency, with

the radio-guided drone to the Fleet was given

electronic filters for segregation of the signals
at the receiver.
NRL's radio-guidance system was used in
the first flight of an unmanned remotely
controlled target drone, made on 19 Nov.
1937.3'.. 1 The flight was made at Cape May,
New Jersey, by a type N2C2 training plane
remotely controlled from either the ground
or a mother aircraft. The drone's throttle was
opened by control from the ground, and the plane

by Admiral Bloch, then Commander-in-Chief,
U.S. Fleet, who stated, "the firings against
radio-controlled target airplanes have proved
of inestimable value in testing the efficiency
of the antiaircraft defense of the Fleet and in
determining the procedures which should be
used to make antiaircraft fire most effective"
(1939).' In a letter to NRL, via t.ie Bureau
of Engineering, the Chief of Naval Operations,
then ADM W.D. Leahy, also stated "The

took off. When it reached an altitude of 200

practicability of using radio-controlled air-

feet, the controls were turned over to the mother
plane, a type TG-2 aircraft, which controlled
the drone successfully for a period of ten minutes.

planes in connection with Fleet activities has
been conclusively demonstrated. Much of
the equipment was developed at the Naval

Two type N2C2 Navy trainer aircraft modified
to use tricycle landing gear had been provided
for the initial test flights and were equipped
with radio control. The successful performance
of these radio-guided drones, involving 187
flying hours during 1937, with few changes and
few failures resulted in the provision of 12 type
N2C2 aircraft equipped as drones. The conversion of other types of aircraft to drones followed,
including the TG-2, 02U, and F4B types. The
type BT airplane was equipped to serve as a
mother plane for the drones. A mobile vehicle
was designed to provide for guidance control
at shore bases and aboard ship.
NRL's radio remote-control system provided the guidance for the first drone to be
used as a maneuverable aerial target in this
country, which was fired upon by the antiaircraft guns of the aircraft carrier USS RANGER (CV-4) on 24 Aug. 1938.13 Although well
trained, the gun crew failed to score a single
hit on either of the two runs over the ship by
the N2C2 drone. Similar results were experienced with the USS UTAH, formerly the battleship BB-31, during nine dive-bombing practce
attacks in September 1937; 1500 rounds of
ammunition were expended.
The rapid increase in the use of drones quickly
revealed the inadequacy of our antiaircraft
defense against maneuvered targets and led to
more rapid improvement of our fire-control
systems. Recognition of the importance of

Research Laboratory," (1939).16
A Drone Service Group was organized as
Utility Squadron Three, and firing practice
was actively undertaken by the USS PORTLAND in the San Diego area (1939). A Utility
Squadron was formed on the East Coast to furnish
drone service to the Atlantic Fleet (1941). For
their consideration in the use of drones, the Navy
gave the Army an N2C2 drone and TG-2 control plane (1939). It was found that the supply
of drones from the conversion of older aircraft
could not keep up with the wartime demand for
realistic aerial targets, so a small commercial
airplane, the Culver Cadet, was utilized. These
were procured for Navy use at the rate of 20
per month and were designated the TDC-1 and
TDC-2 drones (1942). By 1943, the rate was
increased to 60 per month. The rate was further
increased by 20 drones per month to meet the
request of the British to supply requirements
for the Royal Navy (1943). To provide drones
which would match the performance of the higher
speed aircraft then available, the Chief of
Naval Operations was requested to assign 36
type F6F-3 and 360 type F6F-5 planes for conversion to drones (1944). The Commander in
Chief, U.S. Fleet, requested that 100 war-weary
F6F planes be made available as drones in order
to carry out simulated "Japanese suicide" attacks
against combatant firing ships of the Fleet (1945).
The radio-guided drone, used extensively
during World War I1 for gunnery training and
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USS UTAH by N2C-2 drones, remotely controlled by NRL's radio command guidance systern previously described, provided the
world's first successful demonstration of the
potentiality of guided missiles in the air-to-air
andsuraceto-urfce ateoris (938.7b16
The demonstration, accomplished through
radio control from both aircraft and surface
ship under direct visual observation, brought
about the realization that, with further development, a new and powerful weapon of
war could be made available. This preceded
by over two years the first successful radioguided missile effort in Germany, its "glide
bomb" (December 1940). Following the
demonstration, effort was directed to improve
the assault (unction of the drone. NRL was
designated by the Bureau of Aeronautics to
provide an interference-free radio guidance
system to avoid enemy countermeasures (1940).17
Television was introduced to permit control
beyond direct visual range and thus provide
greater safety from injury at the control point

was first successfully demonstrated (August
1941 ).?eThe television and radio guidance
equipment was installed in a type TG-2 torpedo
plane used as a drone. Approximately 50 simulated torpedo attack runs were made with the
assault drone under radio control, using the
television equipment to sight and effect collision track on the target. All runs except three
were satisfactory. Control was established at
ranges out to six miles. Later, a torpedo was
launched against a destroyer by a type TG-2
equipped as an assault drone under radio control.
The torpedo, remotely controlled at a range of
six miles, passed directly under the full length
of the target (April 19 42).7d
The first complete simulation of a guided
missile was demonstrated using an unmanned
type BG-1 aircraft equipped as an assault
drone with NRL's radio-command guidance
system and remote observation by television.
The drone, which was under control by a
plane I1I miles distant, crashed through a
towed battle raft off Leveley, Virginia (12
April 1942).7e A Navy board of representatvs from theinestdNvbuasad
the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations
which witnessed the demonstration reported
that the capabilities of the assault drone as
awepnhdbnprv.Itascsird
tat
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prove.f
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To provide operations under all conditions
of visibility, not possible with television, NRL
was requested by the Bureau of Aeronautics to
develop an assault drone guidance system using
radar to replace television (1941).V-18 Accordingly, NRL was first to develop and demon-

during detonation and through enemy gunfire.

strate a radio missile command-guidanceI

evaluation of effectiveness of defense against
enemy aircraft attack, also played a significant
part in the development of the proximity fuze
during the latter part of 1942 and early 1943
by providing a realistic flying target to prove
the effectiveness of this fuze. It also found
special uses after the war. One of these was its
use to collect data from the air on nuclear explo.
sions during the Bikini tests in the Pacific,
telemetering this to safe observation points
aboard ship (1946). The drone's utilization and
development has continued, with considerable
current interest in its operational capabilities
with respect to both converted older aircraft
and new designs for special purposes.
ASSAULT DRONES

Using television for remote target observation and NRL's radio-command guidance
system, the feasibility of remotely controlled

system in which target information from a
radar on an assault drone was relayed via
radio link to a remote-control plane. By

using this information the operator directed
launching of torpedoes from assault aircraft
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T6E0

FUGHT OF AN
UNM4ANNED
REMOTELY
CONTROLD TARGET
DRONE
The fir'( flixhr
(if an UManned
target drone Was
made 19
onert 19',' at Cape May,
New lerseY NRL's radio
t
rm,
goundrAn
rotmwAnouer' n guiding
the droe both from
the
Aircraft.sn tni
Plane An unmnnedJ type
ruinag r eabeled DN ,t.'
I (Drone, 1) is shown
in the upper Photo
ruogthrAicataeotel
y 1938- The lower
Photo shows the
orAirbr
t re o ycontrolling
the drone, after both
are
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60834 (H-408)

AIRCRAFT MODIFIED FOR USE AS DRONE
The Lipvr photo ihovws A k 0%CUPOf An N'('-' modified fOr
usini rid ii .ontrojled flight exp'eri ietins The rel'11e conroil equipment used in tontrolling i he Am r.dr is shown
in the loucr photo
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the drone by radio control to collision with
the target (June 19 43 ).i9 In developing this
system NRL's Model ASB Airborne radar,
suitably modified, was installed in the drone.
The system was demonstrated in flights Ag-ainst
ships moving in the Chesapeake Bay and
.1gainst a lighthouse located in the bay, offshore
from NRL's Chesapeake Bay site. A total of 16
hits were made in ten runs Against ships and
eleven against the lighthouse. This system was
designated the Model AN/APS-18 Airborne
radar-link transmitter and the ANi'ARR-t) link
receiver-display. Thirty of each of these equipnienrs were produced.
COMBAT USE OF GUIDED MISSILES
DURING \WORLD WAR 11
In proceeding with Adx-ancedj developmlent
And large-scale prOCtiremeit for operational
usec, it wvas onsidered that the first employment
radio-guided missiles should be widespreaid
And In stiflic ivnt q.inti t(I to ca.tkh the enemly
cinprepaired. so as ito prov-ide o~pportunity tot
repeated atacks before the etinn could dec-lop
tountermecasure's. Duri ng 10 1 planis \\ere uinder
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of

prodtIction IIf .issAItI d roint-s In numbehrs .s high
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pter 1110

i

t-kdwthfI
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the 1
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o(Its0 IiIS17rti pt io
tzrhr
tiundl .iircrait and the need tor obin
proof oft ope-rdlionil

apabihliv

senrially an experimental effort.1" Nevertheless.

Assault drones saw some action during the war.
The first combat use of an assault drone as a
guided missile was made against a target in
Helgoland, in the European theater, with a
Navy type ]PB4Y-l patrol plane as the drone,
loaded with 25,000 pounds of torpex. The
missile was successfully guided and exploded
on target by remote-control equipment pro.
cured as patterned on NRL's radio commandguidance system, with television for remote
target observation (September 3, 1 9 44).Th
The drone and the type PV- I control plane were
flown from England, maintaining a spacing ot
eight to ten miles. At a predetermined position
near the target, the pilot of the drone switched
to remote control And bAiled out of the drone
for A sate landing. The hinal run to the target was
then made under remote control. LT.Joseph P.
Kennedy. brother of President Kennedy, lost
his life in A prior attempt to carry out this operation wvhen the drone exploded prematurely in
mid -air from .an unknown cause (12 Aug. 1914-).
.Irv'. nume11croui strikes
In the South l'cif,
with assaul t drones were mai aizai nst bypassed
Ia.panesc strungi points in the li -ugat invilI c mdd
Raibaiul areais of the North Solomon Islands
Forty -six drones, converted typ-pe TIR dirt rat.
iniiatacks
1id
M gizded hv con troI p lanies, were
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z~dc from b.ises on Stirling ind Green Islands
d ur in). late September and okctober 10-14 1I
tese atltit ks the drones were stripped for :oIIIoc
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hry
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ItV'
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RAl)10J-G1~lDFI) BOMIBS
The applicaition of raud ito c ontrol the ciiret t1ion of flight of bomlbs l.i1.n1101ed from aircrafti to
had been given
Improv-e on target accuracy
considc-rat ion earls- inI World \\ari 11, but no suc.h
guided bombl haid been used by comibat forces
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TYPE TDR ASSAULT DRONE BEING LOADED WITH BOMBS
A considerable number of these unmanned assault drones were launched against
Japanese targets in the fall of 1944.

until 1943. The appearance of the German HS293, air-surface, glide bomb in late August 1943
aroused operational interest in the Allied
Forces to use such weapon. As a result, the
Azon high-angle bomb, controllable in azimuth
only, was developed. 7 The tail of this bomb
contained the control mechanism, replacing the
tail of the standard 1000-pound bomb. Razon, a
bomb controllable in two axes for greater ac-

Austria. Other successful results followed,
with the availability of over 13,000 Azons.
The equipment included the AN/ARW-17 FM
receiver (30 to 42 MHz) for evaluation programs
in the United States and the AN/ARW-37 FM
receiver (50 to 65 MHz) for use in combat. These
receivers went into large-scale production.
Although the superior on-target accuracy of the
Razon guided bomb had been proven, the termi-

curacy, was developed later.7k The radio receiving
equipment of these bombs was a critical element, since it had to be housed in the small tail
assembly, yet be sufficiently selective to avoid

nation of hostilities brought about an abrupt
halt to its further utilization. The Gorgon and
Gargoyle guided missiles were Navy programs
which will be treated subsequently.

jamming by the enemy. NRL was responsible
for the complete development of the radio

POSTWAR RADIO GUIDED MISSILES

remote-control units for the Azon, Razon,
Gorgon, and Gargoyle guided bombs (19431944).20 The Azon radio-guided bomb was
first used in Italy (April 1944). Spectacular
results with it were obtained in May 1944,
when its use effectively blocked all rail traffic
through the Brenner Pass between Italy and

NRL's extensive experience in the radiocontrol field resulted in its acquiring a general
consulting role and its involvement in many
radio-guided-missile
development
projects.
During the war, to advance the assault-drone
concept, the Bureau of Aeronautics sponsored a
series of guided-missile projects, including the
233
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CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE FIRST U.S. RADIO-GUIDED BOMB

-THE

AZON (1944)

NRL. developed the radio remote-conrnl systemn for this bomb. This photograph shows the bomb terminal unit, which could
te quickly attached to conveuional bombs as a replacement for their tail assemblies.
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Glomb, Gorgon, Little Joe, Gargoyle, LoAon, and

glide bomb (1944)." It utilized guidance principies applied to S band by the Radiation Laboratory and incorporated the radar in the missile.
The advantage of the great increase in echo
strength as the missile approached the target and
the ability of the launching plane to leave the target area as soon as the missile was launched led to

Lark. 7 The Burteau of Ordnance sponsored the
Pelican, Bat and Kingfisher missiles. 7m Most of
these projects were carried into the postwar
period. The Glomb (glider bomb) was a towed
glider, radio controlled through television
observation after launching from the control
plane (1941).

This missile was an attempt to

the choice of the Bat over the Pelican. The Bat
was the first missile which could pick up its

obtain increased explosive-carrying capacity at
low cost. The Pelican was a glide-bomb carrying

target with its own radar system and home

a passive homing device to home on ship targets
illuminated by the radar of the launching aircraft ( 19,42). Nearly a thousand units suitable for
service use were produced by late 194-1.
BAT MISSILE

automatically on the target. It was the first
automatic radar homing missile to achieve
actual combat use. Three thousand Bats were
produced. With the use of the Bat, patrol squadrons in the Pacific war theater early in 1945 were
able to destroy some enemy ships under very

The Bat, developed for use against enemy
shipping and land targets, was also an air-launched

adverse conditions. The Bat was retired from
service at the end of 1948.

4,
BAT MISSILE, AIR-LAUNCHED GLIDE BOMB,
ON A SEAPLANE (1944)
This bomb was used against enemy shipping and land targets It used guidante prin
tiples applied to S band The Bat was the first automat homing missile to athievc
actual combat uC, three thousand were produced
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GORGON MISSILE
The concept of an -aerial torpedo" led to the
Gorgon, which evolved into a jet-powered,
winged missile controlled remotely by radio,
with terminal target-seeking equipment. It was
intended to be capable of being launched from
aircraft against enemy aircraft and light surface
craft. The project was concerned with the development of various components of such missile
systems, particularly several types of propulsion.
Under the project, the first liquid-rocket wingedmissile flight in this country was accomplished
(March 1945). The first successful free flight of a
vehicle powered with a subsonic ram jet (continuous duct) was also accomplished (November
1947). While the project did not produce a
missile for combat use, it led to other specific
missile projects and provided a basis for the
post war guided-missile development program
that followed.

were developing plans for a radio-guided missile
to counter enemy bomber aircraft which could
have the speed and- altitude performance then
thought possible. Such a weapon was urgently
needed, but when it was realized that considerable time would be required to develop the
missile an interim approach having less capability
was given priority. This became the Little Joe,
surface-to-air missile. It had a tail-first configuration, with cruciform wing and tail surfaces. It
used a standard solid-powder rocket power
plant. Its guidance was through visual observation, with remote radio control. Tests proved the
radio-control system satisfactory, but the war
ended before development of the weapon could
be completed.
Concurrently with development of Little Joe,
work continued on an advanced missile. Intended
as a ship-to-air, rocket-propelled, guided missile,
it was designated the Lark (October 1944). After
the war, the objective established for-the Lark's

GARGOYLE MISSILE

capability was to counter an enemy bomber aircraft capable of attaining a speed of 0.85 mach

In 1943, the success of the German HS-293
glide bomb and the X- I high-angle bomb,
directed visually through radio control against
allied ships, caused the initiation of a Navy
crash program to provide a similar air-to-surface
weapon, designated Gargoyle (October 1943).
This was a rocket-propelled, 1600-pound,

6

4

armor-piercing bomb with a low wing configuration, radio controlled through visual direction
with the aid of a flare in the tail. NRL provided
the radio control receiving equipment for the

Gargoyle missile. A quantity of these missiles
were produced, and satisfactory tests of their
performance were made. However, the termination of hostilities in 1945 brought about the
end of the development of this missile.
684(413)y

LARK AND SKYLARK GUIDED

LARK GUIDED MISSILE

MISSILES
incptin oftheJapaese
At ote tie
incptin oftheJapaese
At ote tie
Kamikazi aircraft attacks, the Bureaus of Aero-

The Lark misaile was the first surface-to-asr guided missile
and was the forerunner of missiles using beam-rider guidance
now in active service (1948). NRL developed the guidance
system. Shown is the launching of the missile from Point

nautics and Ordnance, with NRL's cooperation,

Mugu, California.
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and 40,000-foot altitude, and to be effective at
ranges out to 90,000 yards. NRL was sponsored
by the Navy to proceed with the development
of an adequate radio guidance system for this
missile, with Convair as contractor for general
development and production of the missile. NRL
proposed to use a system in which the missile
would seek to position itself in the center of a
radar beam, using intelligence provided it by the
beam-termed the "beam-rider" system (1945)21
The missile could be guided to the target by
directing the radar beam. The conically scanned
beam of the radar, with pulse-repetition rate
varying as the beam rotated, provided the orienta
tion reference for the missile. With this system
several missiles could be guided independently
to the target at the same time. In accomplishing
the development of the Lark missile guidance
system, NRL was first to demonstrate the
feasibility of completely automatic "beam-

rider" guidance of a guided missile (July
19 47 ).IR. 2 . 14 The Lark became the first guided
missile to employ a beam-rider guidance systern. The Lark was the first surface-to-air
guided missile (1948), and the forerunner of
missiles using beam-rider guidance in active service, such as the Navy's Talos surface-to-air missile. The Terrier-I surface-to-air and Sparrow-I
air-to-air missiles also used beam-riderguidance.
The Sparrow-I missile was the first air-to-air
guided missile to intercept and destroy a moving
air target, an F6F drone aircraft (Dec. 3, 1952). "'
The Sparrow-II and Sparrow-Ill missiles are refinements of the Sparrow-I, utilizing many of its
components.2
In the demonstration, a type SNB aircraft,
equipped with an NRL-developed missile receiver coupled to the aircraft autopilot, was
automatically guided as it flew out a radar

~

60834 (414)

SPARROW I AIR-TO-AIR GUIDED MISSILE ON WING
OF TYPE F3D AIRCRAFT
This missile used NRL's beam-rider guidance system. The Sparrow I missile was the
first air-to-air guided missile to intercept and destroy a moving air target (1952).
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beam to a distance of 90,000 yards at an elevation angle of less than three degrees. NRL
modified a Model SP search radar to provide a
conically scanned beam, the space-position of
which was related to the pulse-repetition rate.
The radar was located at the Laboratory's Chesapeake Bay site. The capability of the system to
guide the aircraft was successfully shown by
displacing the beam in both-elevation and train,
to simulate tracking of a moving target. The
aircraft

automatically

maintained

the

course
6034 (4

established by the moving beam with accuracy
equal to that of good free-space tracking with
spot-scope-operated fire-control radar. In developing the guidance system for the Lark

LARK MISSILE BEING LAUNCHED FROM
THE SUBMARINE USS CARBONERO (1948)

missile, NRL, in addition to the special radar

Although the Lark program bore the name of a specific

features, devised a missile receiving system
which translated the orientation data in the
radar beam to signals which provided proportional control of the control surfaces of the
. 24
missile airframe (Model AN/APW-4). 23
it
also developed a beacon transmitter to be carried
in the missile to enhance its echo response in
reception by the radar (AN/DPN-3).2 6 In early
flights of the Lark, with an evaluation system
set up at the Naval Ordnance Test Station,
Inyokern, California, the performance of the
beam-rider guidance system proved successful.
A large number of Lark missiles were utilized in
investigating the performance of the several
system aspects represented in the missile.
Although the Lark project bore the name

established. The AN/MPQ-5 was used at various
missile test sites, including those of the Army.
The telemetry and data-recording instrumentation developed by NRL for determining the flight
performance of the Lark missile provided both
a tenfold increase in data accuracy and a tenfold
reduction in data processing time over previously
available equipment. The novel techniques
incorporated into this instrumentation have
been used extensively in subsequent missileflight-assessment equipment, such as that installed
at the National Test Ranges.

of a specific missile, much of the technology
developed by NRL found its way into other
guided-missile systems that followed. 27 The
Lark radar, with additional NRL improvements, became the prototype for the Models
AN/SPQ-2 (shipborne) and ANIMPQ-5
(mobile) missile-guiding radars procured
commercially (1950). These were the first
"operational" radars to have a capability for
missile guidance. Tl' AN/SPQ-2 was installed
on the USS NORTON SOUND for its early
guided-missile activities. Both the AN/SPQ-2
and AN/MPQ-5 were installed at Cape Canaveral,
when its missile test range facility was first

In 1948, NRL developed the radio-guidance
system for the Skylark missile, the first guided
missile automatically to accomplish an interception of a moving air target -an F6F drone
equipped with a beacon (13 Jan. 19 5 0).7 ."
The Skylark was also the first surface-to-air
missile to be employed operationally by a
vessel of the U.S. Navy, the USS NORTON
SOUND (1950). Many successful launchings
were accomplished from this vessel during
1950. The guidance system developed by
NRL for the Skylark missile was the first in
which position data on the target and missile,
acquired by automatic tracking by the radar,

missile, much of the technology developed by NRL under
this program found its way into other guided.missile systems
that followed.
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-Mao
THE SKYLARK BEING LAUNCHED BY THE USS NORTON SOUND (1950)
The Skylark was the first missile auromatiL aly to .ALompish an i nter eption tif An aiirbi rn target, an F6F drone i1n)50 The
Skylark s guidance, developed by NRI., was first automatically to track, compute, generate, and transmit commands to direct
the missile ofn a course to the target Its guidance system was of the tommand type instead of the beam-rider type used by the
lark The USS NORTON SOUND, the irst of a series of guided-missile ships. launched many missiles of both types in operatimnal trials The Skylark was the first missile to be launched by this ship

was processed by a computer to generate

To generate signals for automatically con-

and transmit to the missile, automatically,
commands to direct itself on a course to the
target (1 9 48). 7p. 15 .s To provide adequate
accuracy in final target approach for the Skylark, NRL also developed a semiactive missile
target seeker in which the energy of the
guidance radar reflected by the illuminated
target was utilized by the missile to direct
itself to collision with the target (AN/DPN-7)
(1948). 29 By September 1948, the first demonstration, in actual flight, of the Skylark
missile-guidance system had been given,
including both the command-guidance and
missile target-seeker features. A large number
of Skylark missiles were procured and launched in assessing the performance and utility
of the system. The U.S. Army obtained a
considerable number of the Skylark missiles
for use in training guided-missile operating
crews.

trolling the steering mechanism of the Skylark
missile target seeker, a conical scanning device
located in the nose of the missile was employed
to scan the transmitted energy reflected by the
target. The Skylark surface-to-air missile had
general airframe and weapon characteristics
similar to the Lark, except that its guidance
system was of the command type.
KINGFISHER GUIDED MISSILE
The Kingfisher missile program was directed
to provide a winged torpedo for attacking enemy
submarines. This missile, airborne after launch,
entered the sea near the target and made the final
approach through the use of an acoustic homing
device. Several versions of the missile were
considered. NRL developed the commandguidance system for the Kingfisher E shiplaunched airborne submarine attack missile
239
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RADIO COMMAND-GUIDANCE SYSTEM FOR THE KINGFISHER
"E" RADIO GUIDED MISSILE
This system was developed by NRL (1)4') The missile was launched by a ship and proceeded airborne under radio
command-guidance. entering the sea near the enermy submarine target

and guided the contractor in its production
(1947). 30 Demonstrations of the system in

BULLPUP GUIDED MISSILE

many flights, using type SNB aircraft to simulate the airframe, proved the system successful. This system, similar to NRL's Skylark
missile-guidance system, employed a command
pulse-coding device with the Mark 25 firecontrol radar installed aboard ship and a missileborne receiver, decoder, and beacon equipment
(AN/DPW-2). Five discrete radar pulse-repetition
rates were used for the control channels, to
actuate the missile-control functions. A computer
using position data obtained from the radar
supplied the command link with necessary
corrections to keep the missile on course NRL
developed the command-guidance system for
another version of the airborne torpedo type
missile, the Kingfisher G. In this version, the
missile was launched from its shipping crate
as positioned on the ship's deck 1 1950) " The
G version also used the Mark 25 radar for targetposition data and a computer to provide guidance
commands to the missile.

Bullpup, a short-range, supersonic, guided
missile, was designed for use by aircraft in close
support of ground troops for interdiction and
for use against small tactical targets ashore and
afloat. It was an answer to a requirement evidenced during the Korean War. The missile
was designed to be launched during a dive and
guided to the target by visual observation and
commands transmitted via radio link to the
missile. It was carried below the fuselage and
wings of types F-4B and A4D-2N aircraft. The
command link, of the noise-correlation type.
was rendered inoperative in the presence of
radio interference caused by many sources.
Concern regarding the effectiveness of similar
enemy lamming led to an investigation conducted
by NRL involving many flights at its Chesapeake
Bay site ( L958). The results obtained brought
about correction of the difficulty and acceptable
performance of the missile. The Bullpup missile
was procured in large quantities and saw service
240
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THREE BULLPUP MISSILES MOUNTED ON AN A4D-2N SKYHAWK AIRCRAFT
Through its solution of a problem which rendered this missile inoperative in the presence of radio interference caused by many

Sources, NRL made this missile operationally effective. (1958)

for a considerable period, including use in
Vietnam.

the Loon project, directed to provide a ship
surface-to-surface missile (April 1945). Models
of the Loon did not become available until

LOON SHIP-TO-SURFACE
GUIDED MISSILE

after the war. However, the Loon, with the
guidance system developed by NRL, provided

The havoc created in England in 1944 with
the advent of the German robot "buzz-bomb"
(V-I) was responsible for the development of a
similar weapon, the JB-2, sponsored by the U.S.
Army. The Navy was interested in launching
large numbers of these missiles against Japan
from aircraft carriers a hundred miles offshore
and directing them by radio control to large
industrial targets. This missile had no means
of adjustment of its flight pattern after launch.
NRL was requested to |:1vestigate the weapon
and determine its suitability for the application of radio control. NRL reported favorably
on its characteristics and provided the weapon
with a radio-control system, so it could be guided
by a shipboard or airborne radar.3 This became

the first successful demonstration of a surfaceto-surface guided missile and the first guided
missile to be launched from a submarine
(USS CUSK), precursor of the Navy's Polaris
submarine missile system (7 Mar. 1947). I.3
NRL's contributions to the Loon included
means of tracking the missile by radar, steering it to the target by radio remote control,
and diving it by remote control into the target
area. 0 Specific equipments were developed
for the project, such as, the AN/ARW- 17 and AN/
ARW-37 FM radio-control receivers, the AN/
APW-33 and AN/APN-41 radar beacons, remote
controls for the automatic flight systems, and
telemetering links. The radio telemetry systern developed by NRL for the Loon was the

I
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LOON SHIP-TO-SURFACE GUIDED MISSILE, PRECURSOR OF THE
NAVY'S POLARIS SUBMARINE MISSILE SYSTEM
The Loon, with its guidance system developed by NRL, provided the first successful demonstration of a surface-to-surface guided
missile and the first guided missile to be launched from a submarine, the USS CUSK (7 March 1947).

first to be used in a guided missile. It transmitted back to the launch site internal conditions

succession of operational guided-missile
surface ships beginning with the USS BOS-

of the missile, such as position of its control
surfaces, stabilizer status, and gyrocompass
indications. During the demonstration, the Loon
successfully gained its flying altitude and answered both right and left turn signals given by
the ship, which was located off Point Mugu,
California. In response to a signal, the Loon at
60 miles went into a dive. In another run, the
ship was able to control the Loon out to 75
miles. It finally crashed at a range of 95 miles.
The USS NORTON SOUND (AV-11), a

TON (CAG-I, now CA-69) (1950).
REGULUS ASSAULT GUIDED MISSILE
With the success of the Loon missile and the
availability of the atomic bomb, the Navy proceeded with the development of a long-range
assault missile intended to carry a nuclear warhead and be directed against important enemy
shore targets. Designated the Regulus (194"),
it was to be launched from ships, including
submarines, and to have a range of 500 miles and

seaplane tender, converted especially to provide for guided missile operations, was the
first vessel, other than a submarine, to launch
a guided missile when it launched a Loon
on 26 Jan. 1949. Thus, the USS NORTON
SOUND became the forerunner of the Navy's

a speed of 0.85 mach while carrying a 3000pound payload.r.3s It was turboiet powered,
with aerodynamic supporting surfaces. Guidance
of the missile was accomplished by the accompanying aircraft, which would position the missile
over the target and detonate its warhead by
242
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command. The Navy was concerned about the
electronic countermeasures An enemy might
direct against this missile. To replace an unsecure
system and avoid such countermeasures, NRL
developed, for the Regulus missile, the first
command-guidance system which provided
security in the transmission of guidance
commands to the missile to prevent detection
and the application of jamming and deception
by an enemy (AN/APW-19) (1950)." The
security feature of the system was based on
unique
flash pulse-signal
arrangements.
About a thousand Regulus missiles were
procured, the first becoming available in 1952.
The hrst extensive field trials ot electronit
tounterme.isures which might be applied by an
entmiy were tarried out with these missiles The
missiles wcre also used As targets to dectrminc
the tapability of other types of guided missilts

The vulnerability of the Regulus missile and its
guiding aircraft to enemy attack led to consideration of a ballistic. ype missile, which
when developed, became the Polaris type
missile. The Regulus missile program was
terminated when the Polaris missile became
operational.
NRL's secure guidance system was used
extensively by the Army in its combat reconnaissance drones (AN/LTSD-IA). The Air
Force used it in its type Q2C reconnaissance
drone, which had parachute recovery. The
Navy also used this drone for many years.

POLARIS MISSILE
The advent of the Atomic bomb, the impact ot
which brought the war to a sudden Llose, was

-

t8 4 (420,

REGULUS MISSILE BEING LAUNCHED FROM A SUBMARINE
NRI developed for the Regulus missile the first
.ommand.guidante Vstem Ahih
pro'slded Arturttv in the transmission (if guidante c.ommands to the missile tlo(s
This system, the AN APW 19 wAs designed to prevent detestion and the applIation
of lamming and deteption by an enemy The system Wasused by all three milta".'
sers',es
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followed by technological advances which reduced the size of the nuclear warhead so that it
became feasible to adapt it to an intermediaterange ballistic missile (IRBM). This, together
with advances in inertial guidance, provided the
basis for the Department of Defense to direct

associated with electronics are reviewed here.
Many studies were conducted to determine the
effectiveness of ideas proposed to advance the
performance of the missile system. Considerable
effort was directed toward providing facilitica

the Army and Navy to proceed jointly with the

for the communication of commands to submerged submarines to control missile firing. The

development of an IRBM, which was named the

results of this work are reviewed in Chapter 3,

Jupiter (1955). The Navy, realizing the important
strategic advantages of a mobile sea-based nuclear
deterrent, with its unique defensive features
when submerged, immediately established a
Special Projects Office to conduct the development of a "ship-launched weapon system." In a
meeting with Army and Navy representatives
wa reche onthe
heldat RLagremet
a ofl
NReearecen
for theacrmy-n
the
"Terms ofRfrnefrteAm-ayDvelopment of IRBM Land-based and Sea-based

Radio Communication.

sytm orheuper
isleeutdinn
agreement for a collaborative effort in its development, with the Navy's responsibility assigned to NRL (February 1956).37 The guidance
system decided upon at that time was of the radioinertial type, in which commands via radio to
the missile corrected the trajectory established
byteiriadvcenthmsilwenee-

repon sibltym,
forthdevelopmentvofgtheimispil
an
h
ayresponsibility for the develop-eto
h
isl
anto the submrepsbltfor
th delop-.~
men(of he sbmaine
latorm 2 ec. 955.37
This agreement was approved by the Department
of Defense. The Navy was faced with a serious
disadvantage in proceeding with a sea-based
version of this missile system, since only liquid
rocket propellants were then available, and their
lethality and space requirements involved the

sary, as determined by radar observations.
Subsequently, improvements in the accuracy of
accelerometers and gyros made it possible to
dispense with the radio updating of the trajectory
and permitted the use of a preprogrammed
ieta
ytmfrtePlr
isl.Ti
synertiaeqsystemgforathe olris mobissethis
syst "emrie
guidance ordsues tocabed inete
isal.mer guidance capesle lcaedint
muisle the guridaneodsweenefrgoherridu

aoarduip, pavrtficul rlyinbmain terThe
aboad
artculaly
sip,
n sumarnes.The
Special Projects Office aggressively prosecuted
the problem of obtaining a solid propellant, and
itssucessin
ccoplihin ths mde easble
the development of the submarine-launched
"Fleet Ballistic Missile" iFBM), which was
named the Polaris. Many other difficult technical
problems were foreseen in attaining this objective, and the Navy's Special Projects Office, as

state propellant and its cutoff, leaving the missile
to follow the established ballistic path in its
flight to the target. The guidance orders, contnosyudtd
eegnrtdb
iia
computer from several input data sources and
transmitted to the memory guidance capsule.
Serious difficulties encountered by the contractor

soon as it was established, requested the assistance of the Laboratory in their solution. NRL
responded by entering extensively into the
Navy's conceptual planning for the development
of the missile and its submarine environment
Technical support WAS provided by various areas
of the Laboratory as the problems encountered
were identihied38 Only' those contributions

The inertial-guidance system had to be provided with the geographic position of the submarine, and this position had to be periodically
updated when the missile was in standby condition, since the inertial device could project the
position accurately for only a limited time. The
geographic position data was provided the computer through other navigational means. Also,

An Army-Navy conference on the guidance

in the development of this guidance data system
R'asian.
weersldthog
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THE POLARIS MISSILE BEING LAUNCHED BY A SUBMARINE
NRL participated extensively in the conceptual planning and development of the Polaris missile In addition, the Laboratory was
responsible for insuring that the instrumentation for the National Missile Test Ranges would have adequate precision and
reliability to determine the performance of the missile 055)V This work resulted in the first
high-precision missile-range
instrumentation radar, which incorporated the NRL-originated monopulse technique
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some aspects of the guidance system required
accurate time information. NRL's contributions
in these areas are reviewed in this document in
Chapter 7, Radio Navigation, and Chapter 9,
Precise Radio Frequency, Time, and Time
Interval.
The performatce of the Polaris missile system,
particularly its capabilityto maintain the missile
in a specified trajectory in its flight and to hit
the target, had to be accurately assessed. This
required high-precision means of observing the
position of the missile during its flight, telemetry in the missile to transmit the status of its
internal conditions, and missile destruct control'
facilities should safety require such action. The
Department of Defense had designated the Navy
as the procurement agency for Tri-Service Instrumentation Radar for its missile ranges. The
Navy assigned to the Laboratory the responsibility for insuring that the instrumentation
procured for the national missile ranges would
have adequate precision and reliability
(1955).1 , 10 This required the incorporation of
advanced features, such as the NRL-developed
monopulse technique in tracking radars, with
adequate attention to the provision of digital
data-processing means. This responsibility was
discharged through the surveillance and guidance
of contractors and through a Tri-Service Radar
Instrumentation Technical Group, of which NRL
held the chairmanship. Through this arrangement the first high-precision missile-range
instrumentation radar incorporating the NRLoriginated monopulse technique was produced, the Model AN/FPS-16 (mobile version
AN/MPS-25) (1956).40 The first radar of this
type, the Model AN/FPS-16 (XN-1), was
installed at Cape Canaveral to support both
the Vanguard satellite program, for which
NRL was responsible, and the Polaris missile
requirements, with respect to trajectory
measurements and range safety control
(1957). It immediately proved its worth and
became the primary instrument for range
safety for all launches from the missile range.
This type radar was followed by the model AN/

FPQ-6 (transportable version, AN/TPQ.18)
radar, with additional features to enhance precision and overall performance (1961). The first
radar of this type was installed on Antigua
Island in support of the Polaris program (1961).
The national missile ranges, including the Eastern
Test Range (formerly the Atlantic Missile Range)
at Cape Canaveral, the Western Test Range
(formerly the Pacific Missile Range) at Vandenberg Air Force Base, California, and the White
Sands Missile Range, New Mexico, were
equipped with a sufficient number of these
radars and associated equipment to provide
them with a capability adequately to deal with
the launchings of various types of missiles,
satellites, and space vehicles. Some of these
radars were also installed at the missile and
space tracking stations at Woomera, Australia,
and Alberporth, Scotland. Others were installed
aboard down-range ships of the Eastern Test
Range and those of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. The various radars were
used extensively by the Navy; the Model AN/FPS16 in particular was considered a range-instrumentation radar of outstanding performance. In carryingout its responsibilities, NRL made observations
necessary to determine the accuracy and suitability of the test-range instrumentation. 41 The
installations at the Eastern Test Range were of
special concern, since this was the principal
range used in the evaluation of the flight performance of the Polaris missile. The accuracy of
the real-time data pertaining to the velocity
vector during flight, point of impact in the ocean,
miss distance from designated target point, and
similar factors was critical to the success of this
missile.
The Polaris missile was first launched from a
ship at sea, the USS OBSERVATION ISLAND,
on 27 Aug. 1959. The first launch of the missile
by a submerged submarine, the USS GEORGE
WASHINGTON, occurred on 20 July 1960. The
Polaris missile went operational with the USS
GEORGE WASHINGTON, carrying 16 of the
missiles on 22 Nov. 1960, the beginning of a
long series of such nuclear-missile submarines.
246
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NRL'S GENERAL CONTRIBUTIONS
TO GUIDED MISSILES
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Chapter 6
RADIO IDENTIFICATION
Identification Friend or Foe-IFF
INTRODUCTION

FIRST IFF SYSTEM

In 1934,when NRL began its efforts to provide
a means of target identification, the problem
of avoiding the destruction of friendly ships
in warfare had been one of long standing, with
its solution impeded by many difficulties,
Neither the Army nor the Navy had a device
which would adequately identify targets on the

As an initial step in a continuing program,
NRL developed the first radio recognition
(IFF) system in the United States (Model
XAE) (1937).2 This system provided air-tosurface coded transmissions from an aircraft,
received for identification aboard ship, with
transmissions back to aircraft for verification.

ground or the sea, or in the air, particularly in

Trials of the air-to-ship portion of this IFF

overcast weather and at night. The rapid rise
in the capability and utility of aircraft introduced
an acute problem in identifying friendly planes
returning to carriers under conditions of poor
visibility. Procedural expediencies for identifica.
tion were resorted to, such as requiring returning
aircraft to approach carriers within a specified
sector, where they were to remain until a visual
challenge by searchlight was satisfied through
the recognition of certain agreed-upon maneuvers by the aircraft. NRL had felt that a satisfactory solution of the problem could be obtained
through the use of radio means, and during its
early work on microwaves brought their advantages in this regard to the attention of the Navy
Department (1935).' Subsequently, the Labora.
tory was sponsored by the Bureaus of Engineer
ing and Aeronautics to provide a suitable
radio-identification system. NRL's initiative
resulted in the beginning of a program,
continuing to the present day, in which NRL
pioneered the development of a succession

system conducted by the aircraft carrier USS
RANGER (CV 4) in 1938 were followed by
the addition of the ship-to-air portion and
the beginning of production (General Electric
Co.) for operational use inJanuary 1939. When
in the presence of friendly ships, the pilot
turned on this equipment to avoid gunfire attack.
The omnidirectional coded transmissions from
the aircraft were controlled by a contactor
operated by a rotating disk, the edge of which
was notched in accordance with the code. To
improve security, the code disk could be changed
quickly to others with different identifying
codes, following an agreed-upon time plan. A
beam antenna which could be aligned with the
aircraft was used aboard ship for both reception
and return transmission. The ship's transmissions
caused a light to flash on the aircraft, which
could be seen by the ship. The 500-MHz carrier
used was modulated at 30 kHz, to give an additional measure of security.
While developing the Navy's first operational

of new and improved radio-identification
systems for the several military services of
the United States and its allies. Today, NRL

radar, the Model XAF, NRL devised an IFF
system comprising a rotating beam antenna, the
elements of which were keyed so as to cause the

still holds a prominent position in the ad.
vancement of IFF Systems.

antenna to reradiate in accordance with an
identifying code (1938). Identifying emissions
251
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60834 (330)

60834 (329)

THE FIRST RADIO RECOGNITION 1FF SYSTEM IN THE UNITED STATES
THE MODEL XAE (1937)
This airborne equipment, developed bi NRL. is shown .it the top. the shiphisrne equipment is show~n below When in the vicinity
of friendly ships, thua.ircratt equipment rinsmitteda series of aided signals, Aboard ship, the Yiapi antenna - gun shaped equipme nt was pi inted at thet.irc raft, to fla.sh
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automatic challenge and reply functions
(1940).6 This was the first use of binary digital
techniques in an electronic system. These
techniquesreceivedimportantandwidespreadapplication in electronic computers and communica
tion systems. NRL's binary digital techniques
were adopted later by the leading electronic cornputer manufacturers. The digital system was arranged with three pulse groups, each totalling 32 bits.
A correct number count on the first group led to the
second and then to the third group, which, if the
count were correct, actuated the response to the
challenge. A similar process was used at the challenge point to verify the reply transmission. In a
later arrangement, more pulse groups were added.
The challenge and reply in this system were automatic and practically instantaneous. A directive antenna was used in challenging to isolate, as far as
possible, the challenged target. Other antennas were
omnidirectional. A radar-type duplexer was used on
the transponder to permit operation on a single
antenna. This system was successfully demonstrated
in two-way operations between the Laboratory and
Fort Washington, Maryland (May 1940).

In proceeding with the development of pulse
techniques for radar, NRL also sought their use
for IFF. Through its efforts, NRL devised the
first IFF system in the United States in which
radar pulses received by a target ship or aircraft were repeated back to the radar and displayed as a pulse associated with the echo
pulse on the scope (A-type presentation)
(1939). 3.4 As part of this system, NRL developed the first U.S. pulse transponder, basic
to pulse IFF systems and pulse beacon systems
(1939).5 In challenging, the pulse rate of the
radar was changed to correspond to the frequency
of a pulse filter in the pulse repeater. Thus, the
repeater was active only when challenged. The
transponder comprised a receiver and a superregenerative oscillator, bias-blocked in the
absence of a signal and triggered off by an interrogating pulse from the challenging source. This
transponder was ised later in the Model ABK
transponder and in transponder beacons such as
the AN/APN-7. They were used with "interrogator-responser" equipments Models BJ, BK. BL,
and BN. When the British disclosed their IFF
work to the United States in 194 1, it was realized
that they had independently developed and used
this transponder in their Mark I and Mark II
IFF systems.
IFF WITH CRYPTOGRAPHIC
SECURITY
To advance the security in target identification, NRL devised an IFF system which was
first to incorporate binary digital techniques
253

.

in the

to provide

the antenna of the device, which rotated, pointed
in the direction of the radar. Such a system was
provided and its performance demonstrated by
NRL during the trials of the Model XAF radar
aboard the battleship USS NEW YORK, when
the fleet exercises were held in early 1939.3 The
equipment was mounted on a destroyer and
proved adequate to identify this ship among
many other ships engaged in the exercises.
PULSE IFF

L

cryptographic security

could be observed at an illuminating radar when

WORLD WAR 11.1FF
In 1940, with war imminent, it became urgent
to fit the Navy's ships and aircraft with the best
IFF system that could quickly be made available.
In meeting this need, NRL developed the first
IFF system of the combined military forces
of the United States (1940).? This IFF system
was the first to use separate frequency channels, independent of radar channels, for challenge and reply (470 and 493.5 MHz) (1940).$
it made possible universal use of the system
with radars of any frequency and also avoided
difficulties which limited the performance of
the original transponder. This IFF system was
designated the Models ABA (airborne) and BI
(shipborne). Other shipborne versions were the
Models BA, BE, BF, BG, and BH. For this system NRL selected the features it had found most

RADIO IDENTIFICATION

IM
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FIRST PULSE IFF SYSTEM (1939)

I

J

This s's 'in, devvloped by NRL. was also irst to inOIrfAttc
hinary thgital tsniqus. it) providte cryptographit set urov
in thu .uLtonlAt.,
halltnge And reply tun.trions Dr ( E

P

shown oip'ratilg the 'quipnsent, later betatmtethn.al head ol th '( ombined Research (,roup." located
at and unde r the jurt%ttion Ai NRL The .roup was Lorn
p. sed it Amrer.an And B=ritish sutenistss, whi h furthered
the deve lopment ol IFF during the w.r Dr ( lceton was also
NR~s Associate D ret(or oi Rtsarh tor Ele ctronics. I0(,i
( Itvti..,

34 (421

practical and adaptable in its previous research
The triggering of the original transponder caused
by local echoes and feedback in transmitting
and receiving on the same frequency had imposed
limits on its sensitivity and correspondingly on
its range. With separate frequency channels,
higher transmitter power and sensitivity could be
used, with greatly increased operational range
and reliability. In making another feature available for the system, NRL was first to provide
means of displaying an IFF response associated
with the target echo in a PPI presentation,
which permitted for the first time ready target
isolation in azimuth as well as range (1940).9
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To obtain this type of display, the pulse rate ot
the IFF system was synchronized with that of
the radar. NRL's binary digital security feature
was not included in this system, since the digital
circuitry at that time required the use of many
vacuum tubes, which made it too bulky for installation in aircraft. Its use had to await the
arrival of the compact solid-state type of digital
circuitry which did not become available until
many years later. Instead. for security, supersonic
modulation, keyed for code identity, was imposed
upon the transmitted carrier, with a corresponding filter to select the coded information upon
reception. In the procurement of this IFF system

RADIO IDENTIFICATION

equipment in quantity, NRL provided guidance
to the contractor (General Electric Co.) and
evaluated the product to insure satisfactory operational use. The Army, having no suitable IFF
device, joined with the Navy in this procurement,
Models of the equipment became available early
in 1941, over 3000 were produced. These were

operative under critical combat conditions, since
radars were then increasing rapidly in number;
and that with large numbers of radars distributed
over a wide frequency region, the system would
become very complex. The British had realized
the existence of these difficulties and had considered the use of an IFF frequency band indepen-

used by the Army and the Navy in determining

dent of the radar frequencies, such as NRL had

the operational effectiveness of the system. They
were also used operationally toward the end of
the war in the Pacific theater. During the interim
between the availability of tho. equipments and
their use in the Pacific, the system was held in
reserve, pending the possible compromise of
another system, the Mark Ill, which came into
being as a result of contact with the British.
NRL's system was finally designated the Mark
IV.

When the policy of interchanging technical
information between the United Kingdom and
the United States was established in the fall of
1940, in furtherance of the war effort, information was obtained on an IFF system the British
had been using known as the Mark [I. This system
employed a transponder, of the type NRL had
devised, which responded to each pulse of a radar
when tuned to its frequency. This transponder
swept every six seconds through the frequency
band occupied by the radars then in use, responding to each radar in turn. At the radar the transponder's response was presented on the horizontal line of a cathode-ray tube as an increase
in amplitude and width of the radar echo pulse.
Two degrees of widening of the pulse served as
a means of coding the response. It was proposed
that the United States adopt this IFF system.
NRL objected to this on the basis that the British
system transponders emitted IFF signals due to
circuit instability and triggering by noise,
whether challenged or not; that it radiated pulses
at a high rate when excited by non-radar CW or
modulated CW signals, rendering the system

provided in its Model ABA-BI system. The
British were concerned that NRL's IFF system
would quickly be compromised, since its operational frequencies were so close to the frequency
of the German Wurzburg Radars (550 MHz) as
to invite attention and adverse action.
As a result of discussions an IFF system,
known as the Mark Ill, was adopted for joint
use by the United Kingdom and the United
States (1942).10 Although a frequency independent of the radar frequencies was used in this
system, due to difficulty in maintaining the IFF
equipment precisely on a single frequency it
was arranged to sweep through the frequency
band 157 to 187 MHz every 2-1/2 seconds. The
inherent lack of synchronization between this
sweep rate and the radar antenna rotation ratmade it impractical to use the PPI display for
azimuth correlation of IFF response with the
radar echo. However, since IFF antennas were
mounted on radar antenna reflector structures to
obtain directional characteristics, it was possible
to provide correlation in both azimuth and range
by stopping the rotation of the antenna and
pointing it in the direction of the target echo.
This process, however, was very slow. The United
States proceeded with large-scale procurement
of the Mark Ill IFF equipment to supply both its
needs and that of its allies. The equipment
included the airborne models ABK and AN/
APX-1 (transponders) and the shipborne models
BL, BM, BN, BO (interrogator-responsor). NRL
provided the necessary guidance of contractors
and the evaluation of their products. NRL also
had the responsibility of adapting this system to
the various Navy radars and to provide such
improvements as were feasible to add to the

a system would soon become saturated and in-

tem continued in use throughout the wartime

MARK III IFF SYSTEM

incapable of responding to a challenge that such

system during the war. The Mark III IFF sys-
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period. Many thousands of these IFF equipments
were produced. The system was installed on
practically every aircraft and ship of the U.S.
forces. It was used extensively, particularly during
operations in the Paiific.
MARK V IFF SYSTEM
It was recognized that the Mark III IFF system had many deficiencies and that further effort
had to be made if operational requirements were
to be satisfied. The wartime Radar Committee
of the Combined Communications Board
under the Combined Chiefs of Staff, after considering the additional IFF operational requirements, recommended that a new system
be developed to replace the deficient Mark
III system and, in recognition of NRL's experience in IFF, that this be done by the Naval
Research
Laboratory
(September
1942).
Accordingly, based on official approval, the
Conbined Research Group was established at
NRL to undertake the development (October
1942). This group, under NRL scientific leadership, comprised British, Canadian, and United
States scientists and engineers representing the
Armies, Navies, and Air Forces of the three
countries and the United States NDRC Radiation Laboratory. Until its disestablishment after
the war in June 1946, the Combined Research
Group was engaged in the development of the
Mark V IFF/UNB (United Nations Beaconry)
system.'
The Mark V IFF system incorporated the important NRL-originated features of using separate
frequencies for challenge and reply, independent
of radar frequencies and PPI presentation, with
IFF replys associated with radar echoes. These
features greatly reduced the time required for
identification of a target, since the rotating radar
antenna did not need to be stopped during the
recognition process. Furthermore, transmitter and
receiver frequency separation in the transponder
permitted the use of high-gain receivers, resulting
in considerable increase in transponder operational range. A higher frequency band (950 to
1150 MHz) was chosen for IFF operation, with
256

the approval of the Frequency Allocation Board.
This change permitted sharper antenna beams for
interrogation transmissions, with better isolation
of targets in azimuth. This frequency band was
divided into twelve channels, quickly changeable,
to provide means for avoiding possible enemy
jamming.
In interrogation, trains of paired pulses were
transmitted to which transponders would not
reply unless the pulses of each pair had specific
length (one microsecond) and spacing. Three
modes of operation, with three different pulse
spacings, were provided-Mode I for general
identification of friend from foe, with threemicrosecond spacing; Mode 11 for specifically
identifying one particular friendly target among
many friendlies, with five-microsecond spacing;
and Mode III for flight-leader identification,
with eight-microsecond spacing. Transponders
replied by transmitting a one-microsecond pulse
for Modes I and III, and a pair of one-microsecond pulses spaced eight microseconds for Mode
II. To provide additional security, the length
of the reply pulses was extended to 2.5 microseconds, keyed in accordance with characters of
the international Morse code-a short-duration
extension being a dot, and a longer duration
extension a dash. Selectable three-letter code
groups could,be transmitted automatically or by
a hand key operated by the aircraft pilot, permitting the addition of code letters or the use of
a predetermined identification code. This keyed
type of transmission was known as the "slow
code." Transponder replies were displayed on
the PPI as a series of delayed pips associated
with the corresponding target radar echo, the
pips being elongated radially in transmitting
the letter code groups. The first Mark V system
equipments, the Models AN/APX-6 (airborne)
and AN/CPX-2 (shipborne), became available
in August 1944. The system was subjected to
considerable evaluation by operational Fleet
forces. However, the war was over before the
system could be put into operational use. Toward
the end of the war a Mark VI system, a simplified
version of the Mark V, was considered for early
use, but it was abandoned at the end of the war.
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MARK V 1FF SYSTEM TRANSPONDER - THE AN/APX-6
This IFF system, developed by the Combined Research Group at NRLL during World War 11 under NRL technical leadership.
ncorporaited the NRL-originaiwd feitures of separate frequencies or challenge and reply, independent oif radar frequencies, and
1FF responses associatedl with radar echoes in PPI presentations,

MARK X 1FF SYSTEM

could equip his forces with transponders which,
through his intercept of our transmissions to
give him the "code of the day," could enable him
to deceive us through giving a friendly response.
Furthermore, he might interrogate our transponders for positive identification of our craft. Thus,
a primary objective of the NRL program was the
provision of adequate security. However, at that

After the war the Combined Research Group
was disbanded, and NRL established a group
with its own personnel to conduct a program
which would advance 1FF system capability. The
security features of the Mark V 1FF system were
considered seriously inadequate, since an enemy
257
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time, high-speed iet aircraft were rapidly becoming available, and by 1948 it became urgent
to provide improved means of tracking such
craft The weak radar echoes from this type of aircraft had to be reinforced through the use of a
transponder or beacon, and means provided to
supply the position and identity information re-

and also advantageous The result was an agree
ment between the Federal Aviation Administration and the Department of Defense on such a
common system for Air Traffic Control. To
accommodate
the broadened
requirements.
particularly that of contending with large numbers of aircraft, the reply codes of the Mark X

quired for interception, navigation, and air traffic

system were modified

control. It was decided to adapt the Mark V systen to serve this purpose. " The "slow-code"
security feature of this system was dropped, in
view of its inadequacy and the possible availability of A superior security system as a result
of NRL's efforts. Pressure for the assignment of
frequency channels from sponsors of other ciectronic systems resulted in relinquishment of the
950 to I150 MHz band, with the exception of

tional modes were standardized by arranging two
bracket pulses with 20. -microsecond spacing to
be transmitted with each reply, with provision for
a total of 8192 codes on each of a total of four
modes (A, B. C and 1)). The mode C was introduced to provide altitude information necessary
for both military and civil air traffic control. The
modified Mark X system, with its expanded
"selective identification feature" ksIF), was
designated the Mark X Sli: system. Th- designation Mark XI was reserved for this system but
never utilized. NRL contributed to the development of the modified circuitry of both
the interrogator and transponder of the Mark
X (SIF) system and to the guidance of the
contractors selected to produce the equipment
in quantity (1951).1i . 13 The Mark X (SIF) IFF
system became operationally available in 1959
and was installed in most military aircraft, remaining in service for many years. As modified for
civil air traffic control, it has continued in use by
the aviation agencies of the United States and
foreign countries. Under civil usage it became
known as the "Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon
System" kATCRBS

two khantncls, 10 ;( and 1091MHz, used respectively for interrogation and response. The NRL
features of separate frequency channels, indepen.
dent of radar channels, for interrogation and reply
.ind display of IFF response on the PPI were
retained. This modified system was designated the
Mark X, the -X- at first being interpreted as the
"unknown future IFF system" and later as the
numeral "ten." NRL provided guidance of the
-azeltine ElecLontractor in its production
95
tronics Co.) (I 9-W). During the early I )'s many
thousands of the Mark X system equipments were
procured by the Navy for installation on its own
aircraft And ships and for use by the Air Force

The codes for all opera-

MARK X (SIF) IFF SYSTEM
During the interim. NRL had continued its
efforts toward a high-security IFF system About
1950, l.S Air Force representatives became
interested in NRL's work and begana long period
of cooperation to obtain such a system. Likewise,
representatives of the Federal Aviation Admin.
istration sought NRL's assistance in connection
with its air-tratfic-control problem. Continuing
discussions, with the various responsible organl.
zations and offices participating, madc evident
that .A system with commnnon elenents for use by
both civilian and military airtraft was feasible

In seeking a high-security IFF system. NRI.
first made a study of the various operational
aspects attending such a system and the technical
approaches whith might offer a satisfactory solution of the problem. 12 It was apparent that the
solution of the problem was to provide means of
asking the question "Are you a friend?" and
making possible the reply in so many wavs that
the probability of an eneny "guessing- the
correct
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beacons."' The model YH was the first procured

*LR

in quantity. This beacon was installed along the
west coast of the United S'tates, making possible
Aircraft navigation from southern California to
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It found wide employment in a variety of U.S. and
allied systems. The pulse-beacon technique is also
the basis of tie distance-measuring equipment
(DME) used extensively toiday in civil aircraft navigation. The beacon technique is also used in the
tracking of space vehicles.
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the tip of the Aleutians by relying on the beacon
installations And airborne radars alone. These
beacon installations gave valuable service to the
U.S. Armed forces in taking back. the fog-bound
Aleutians from the Japanese. These beacons were
also used by aircraft operating in the Atlantic
and Mediterranian areas, andi in the southern
Pacific zone. The Model YJ beacons were des-eloped for use with NRL's Miodel ASB airborne
radar And replaced the Model Y'H in service.
A version of this beacon, the Model Y.1-2 w~as
Installed aboard carriers for use in returning~
aircraft ito their respetive cairriers. A later
model, the AN ( PN-6, beacon, besidecs being
installed on all carriers, was used as the basis
for precision bombing of Germatnv. in addition
ito its general naviaini us by th
Aand
Army, and by the British. Shore-bomnbardnrt
beacons for use in pill-pointing naval guntire.
When used with naval fire-control radairs, were
extensively developed by N RI-L, omenc ing with
the Model AN AlPN 1 ;v These were usedI effetivelti in assault landings in the Pat ific
NRL's pulse-beacon technique has been
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Chapter 7
RADIO NAVIGATION
RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS "RADIO COMPASS"
Through its early sponsorship of the development of the radio direction finder, the U.S.
Navy, in 1923, asserted it had acquired 'much
more experience with this device than any other
organization or country in the world.' The
first radio direction finder to be installed on a
Navy ship was tested on the collier USS LEBA.
NON in 1906.2 The performance of this equipment, developed by the Stone Radio & Telegraph
Co., did not meet Navy expectations. Its fixedazimuth antenna required that the ship be
oriented to determine the bearing by observing
the point of maximum signal, an inaccurate and
cumbersome procedure. Electron-tube amplification was not yet available, so signal strength
was limited to that produced by a crystal detector
(diode), which was inadequate for useful operational ranges. Little was known about bearing
deviation resulting from reradiation from ship
superstructure, and its compensation. Several
types of direction finders were procured and
tested on the USS WYOMING (1914) and on the
USS PENNSYLVANIA and USS BIRMINGHAM (19 16).1 These also proved unsatisfactory
for some of the same reasons, even though good
electuon tubes had then become available.
In 1916, the Navy Department arranged to
have a direction finder, developed by Dr. F.A.
Kolster, adapted for shipboard installation by
the Philadelphia Navy Yard .4 This equipment
(Model SE 74) comprised a single rotating loop
with electron-rube detector and two stages of
audio amplification. The use of the "minimum"
method of bearing determination, with greatly
increased sharpness of bearing, was made possible

through the Navy's addition of a "compensating"
capacitor in this equipment (Model SE 75)
(1916). This capacitor permitted equalizing the
loop-to-ground capacity of each side of the loop,
thus removing the residual signal due to the
loop's "vertical antenna effect,' and providing
clear nulls when the loop was in minimum signal
position. The ambiguous bearings of the simple
loop direction finder, due to its "figure-eight"
azimuth pattern, were eliminated by the Navy
through combining the output of a vertical
antenna with that of the loop to form a cardioitd
pattern (Model SE 995, 300 to 2300 kHz).'
Further improvement resulted from an assembly
of components, with the exception of the loop, in
a receiver having three stages of audio amplification (SE 1440) (19 18).6 This receiver with a
modified loop became the Model DA direction
finder (250 to 600 kHz). To verify the results
previously obtained in comparing the several
types of direction finders which led to the choice
of the rotating-loop type, comparison was again
made with the fixed crossed-loop ("Bellini-Tosi")
type in its latest form. The rotating-loop type
proved to have superior sensitivity, sharpness of
directional indication, and simplicity in operation
(1920)." It continued to be the Navy's choice.
By the end of 1916, twenty of the Model SE
75 direction finders were installed on battleships and cruisers. These were calibrated to provide bearing corrections for deviations caused
by ship superstructure. Structural elements had
been bonded to ship hulls and guns, and other
movable equipments were placed in positions to
minimize variations in deviations while taking
bearings. Only limited use was made of these
direction finders, due to lack of understanding
and incentive in their operation. This attitude
263
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changed radically in World War 1, when the su(ccess of the' Germnan submnarine cunpaign brought
about the desperate allied shipping situation in
the Atlantic, All destroyers available were fitted
with the Model SE 995 direction tinder and uti lized in locating enemny submarines, in Affecting
concentrations for hunter-killer operations, andi
in assembling and escorting convoys in thick
weather. An installation ot these direction tinders
at the U.S. Naval Base at Brest, France. permitted
surveillance of the German submarines concentrated in the Bay oif Biscay. The extensive, uninhibited use ot radio communication by the Germian submarines, unaware ot the Navy-s direction
finders, made it possible to divert allied convoys
to avoid thern.-'f This procedure was highly successtul. By early 191I8, the German submarine
serv-ice was comnplerely demioralized aind ineffective.

information to over 5000) ships a month. Operaional ranges tor bearings out to 100 miles were
normally obtained. As new developments, such as
effective radio-frequency amnplitication, became
available the system's pertormance was upgraded
to provide greater range and bearing accur-acy
capability. This Navy shore direction-tinder
system became "indispensable to the Navy and
the shipping of" the world" 192 i). The system
continued to provide navigational information to
shipping until early in World War 11, when other
navigational systemns becamne available. Parts of
the system had been used for the surveillance ot
the communication transmissions ot potential
eneieis, and this function was5 continueWd

THE NAVY'S COASTAL. RADIO
DIRECTION FINDER SYSTEM

NRI. per-sotnel, prior to mioving ito the Liboratorv in 19 ;~, had mide cotitributo iosto the
solution of the Naivv's diretn tinder problems

The seriouis allied shipping losses expe-rient el

eaiv in tie. wair led to ait on to redut eVulnerai
bility to the Germian submarine ieice~ bv cxpetil~
it,) Iii ted States ports,
d1iti ng the entry of shi
pairt i cular ly d1uring bad we .ithctr. To p rovide na i ialionail gui~dante ito the ships, the Navy installed

RADIO DIRECTION-FINDER
DEVELOPMENT (SHORE)

wvith re-spek ito wave popgation as rel~ited to
bearing at uraicv, loop antenina and rtci ser diesign, installation site sele. non tat tors, and
bearing de~viation torreo lion This work wa-.s
at ti sit ies were: nmoved to NR L
t mt intned whleni
andt dealt ),.-it shore, ship, and air. ratt aspetts.

chain of pt'rniainent dirtectioni tintler stitions along
the Atlaintic coaist, part oft which becLame operationail at the end of ilit war, giving aissistance to
Navsy aind troop ships returniiig from overseais.
Thet direction finders were airranged ti groups
toniprising a -niastr- aind two -slive- statioins.
Bearings were ploted at the iiiaster to provide

With the aid of an experimental direction.
finder facility installed near the Laboratory's
site, NRI. developed a direction finder far
superior to any, then existing - Model XM, 75
to I (XX) kI-z (I1928). A bearing precision of 0.11
degree was obtained with this equipment.
which featured automatic compensation of
loop "antenna effect" with precisely opposite
minima and unshiftable bearings. A number of
these direction finders were produced and in-

positioin fixes. These, were transmnitted1 to ships
through (ie use oft an assotciated raidio traiiis-

stalled in the Navy's coastal direction-finder
chain to upgrade its performance. This was

staition remnotely toirolled fromn thte
niaister station A frequen. yk of ;- kilIz was aissig~ned ais ai staindard for direttion-finder ope-ration liv
By)92 .i tomtail of i10 direk tion ter scatioiis were iiistaillted ailoiig the( Atlaiikl.
iii1d I t it fit toasts, amd were prov'iding position

followed bv tilt- proturirnin t a. series of dire.I
niii finders for short--startin operaition intorporuing NRL's improvemt'nts. tie most signititkint ot
whitlIt wuc the \Sodels l)K k1) W0), D1\1 t 1) ; 1),
1;1 I I-')), 1)A1 ii!
DAHI I Q42. I-9+0l,
.ii1- DAP
L'
These equipiients kmvere-d a

a number of temiporary direction-tintler staitions,
Mlaine antd (lape' flireras.
located between
Durinig I 918, the Navy11 bt-gan thlt installaitiin ot a

iiiittiii.
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~~~6O6'(H-424)-

60834 M-42S

RADIO DIRECTION FINDER STATION, CAPE MAY,
NEW JERSEY, 1921
This station was typi(
the Navy's medium-frequenty coastal radio directionfinder system, established between 1918 and 1921 with a total of 46t stations along
the Atlantic, Gulf. and Pacifio toxiLst. Liter, the system was extended to include
So uth Amencrica andi portions of the 'a tific Occan It be, une -indispensable to
the N avy and world shipping'8' andi contnued in sert- ice dinng World Wir 11
for navigation and entrno em issionin nterc ept The lopj ws momuntedl in the top
4f the structure

N RI

made nman s ontr+Ut ion% to in reist the efi cci sene-s% ot

this system
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LOOP

CR-69006

LOOP

THM MIODEL DP RADIO DIRECTION FINDER
FOR BOTH SHIP AND SHORE INST-ALL.ATIONS

CEEAL
CRv-69007

ow

T'o

15(M) kliz)

When used aboard ship, the rotating loop structure was mounted on
the keel line and removed asfar aspossible from conducting objects
to minimize bearing deviations. NRL played an important role
l 934 in the development of this and many other direttion finders
Loop direction finders in this frequency band were used for many
years.

60834 (H-426)

60834 (H-427)

r

RECEIVER UNIT, CRV-46038,

46039

260~

POWER UNIT, CRV-2026
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nominal range of 100 to 1500 kHz and incorporated new techniques as these became available,
These equipments were obtained in considerable
quantities and installed in the coastal chain,
which was extended to include South America
and portions of the Pacific ocean. In their
procurement, except for the Model DK, NRL provided technical information resulting from its
research work for specifications and surveillance
of the manufacturers to insure satisfactory service operation 9

The Navy's direction finders, until 1928, had
been constructed in-house, the loop by its
Philadelphia Navy Yard and the receiver by its
Washington Navy Yard. At that time, the Navy
began procurement of its direction finders from
commercial organizations, obtaining a large
quantity of the Model DK and DL equipments for
both ship and shore installations. Numerous
complaints of their unworkability led to their
rck.ll from service. NRL had not been brought
into the matter of procurement of these direction
tindcrs, but when requested verified their poor
peLrformance, which was found to be due to improper design. In the meantime, NRL had developed a direction finder which was the first
equipment to provide unilateral and bilateral

RADIO DIRECTION-FINDER
DEVELOPMENT (SHIP)
The Model DA direction finder was followed
bthe Model DA direton f00k),ine
ndoed

characteristics with a high degree of sensitivi and stability (1930). Accordingly, NRL redesigned the Models DK and DL equipments,

extensive installation on battleships and cruisers
1)22v. In 1920, the Navy became concerned
about the poor performance of the Model DB on
its battleships,ing
with respect to bearn particularly
taen
potingaicritt-trnsmssins
ing s

take n

on

ad folloi
N
ldall that
the hadashington
Navy
Yard modified
been pur-

spo tting -aircraft transm issio ns

c a e . When
W e
chased.

intended to be used to place salvos on the battle
line of enemy ships. A board was appointed under
the Commander Battleship Divisions, Battle
Fleet, to consider the problem. NRL provided
technical support for this board. The ensuing
investigations of Model DB installations on the
LISS PENNSYLVANIA and the LISS MARYLAND disclosed that deviations as large as 20
degrees existed, even though the loops had been
installed in favorable positions in the foretop or
mainmast. However, this position did provide
freedom from variation in bearing deviation due
to movement of guns and other structural elements on deck. NRL determined that the deviation
in shipboard
finder experienced
installations could
be greatlydirectionreduced

e n t l e , these
t e e modified
m d f e
reinstalled,

equipments proved "superior to any direction
finder apparatus now in service" ( 9 3 3).1
Considerable financial savings resulted from this
moditication, This was of importance at that time,
during the depression of the 1930's, since funds
were then difficult to obtain. These direction

tinders continued in service during World War 11.
Ater the Model DR and DL, the Navy procured
direction finders from commercial
a series of"dietofidrfrmcm
ria
concerns, with NRL providing the necessary
technical support and surveillance. 9' 2 The most
significant of these were the Models DM ( 1931),
DN I19.42), DAE (1942-1943), DAK (19,219+0, and DAP 09-i), nominally covering the
range from I 00 to I1500 kHz. These equipments

were installed on all classes of Navy vessels,
including submarines. They were gradually removed from service after World War 11and were
replaced by other navigational systems.

by providing a closed loop about the direction
finder through connecting the after stack and
the mainmast with a cable and arranging the
large antennas to be open-circuited while
taking bearings. This technique later was
generally applied. The improvement in
bearing accuracy obtained was considered adequate to place a line of fire on some part of an
enemy column."' All the Navy's battleships
were provided with direction finders,

AIRCRAFT DIRECTION
FINDERS
During World War 1, the need for large-scale
sea surveillance to locate enemy submarines
20-
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brought about the development of the large Navy
"Flying Boat" (types H-16, F-5-L) and a requirement for navigation by radio for use on longdistance patrols. Rotating-loop type direction
finders were developed and installed in the tail
structures, which were large enough to accommodate loops of considerable size."3 While the fabric
covering of the tail structures permitted the
direction finders to function, their accuracy and
operational range were limited by the severe
interference due to the high-level emissions from
ignition systems, difficulty in making oral signal
observations through the intense acoustic noise,
and large bearing deviations caused by the proximity of tail-bracing wires about the loops.
Direction finders in aircraft were of little use
until after the war, when these difficulties were
overcome. Staff members of NRL, prior to their
assembly at the Laboratory, had been engaged in
the development and improvement of these direction-finder systems, an effort which was continued
at NRL. Through experiment it was established
that while such steps as the isolation of the radio
receiver from the ignition system with respect to
the power supply provided considerable reduction in interference, only complete shielding of
the aircraft ignition system would eliminate the
interference' 4 Adequate shielding permitted the
use of newly available radio-frequency amplification to raise the signal level. The introduction
of closed loops about the direction-finder loop
provided compensation for bearing deviation,
Through the use of the "maximum" instead of
the "minimum" method of bearing determination,
full advantage could be taken of the signal
strength. These measures, in combination, first

course. Fortunately, one of the destroyers supporting the flight was close enough (50 miles) so
that by boosting its transmitter power to the
limit, direction-finder bearings were taken, and
the plane was brought back on course. Otherwise,
the historic flight might not have been completed.
The effectiveness of the direction-finder improvements was demonstrated subsequently
by pre-NRL staff members relative to the
feasibility of the homing of aircraft on aircraft carriers, which were soon to become
available. A type F-5-L seaplane, properly
equipped, was flown in a direct course from
Norfolk, Virginia to the battleship USS
OHIO, 100 miles at sea. On its return trip to
Washington, D.C., bearings were taken by the
seaplane on the USS OHIO transmissions
(507 meters or 592 kHz), at a distance of 190
miles (1920).'51 .16 When the metal-hull seaplane came into use in 1925 (type PN-9), the
direction-finder loop was relocated on the top of
the hull.' 7 The loop was rearranged inside a
doughnut-shaped shielded housing, which provided acceptable aerodynamic performance for
planes of that day. This arrangement also disposed
of the "antenna effect," greatly simplifying operation. Various types of direction finders were investigated, to determine the features most suitable for aircraft use. NRL in cooperation with
several manufacturers developed a series of aircraft direction finders with these features
including the Models DUT, DV, and DW (19 38),
covering the frequency band 200 to 1500 kHz.'
A Model DZ (experimental designation CXS),
covering an additional range of 15 to -0 kHz,
for obtaining bearings over long distances, was

made the use of direction finders in aircraft opera-

also developed

tionally practical. The results were applied, as far
,s was possible, to the N('-.i Flying Boat, the
first aircraft to make a trans-Atlantic flight

.night effect" at these low frequencies was
avoided by selecting transmissions from stations
at proper distances for taking bearings.2 0 A fea-

l)).13 '14 '''

1939).'"

The difficulty with

During the flight, to lighten the

ture of this series was the use of very-low-

craft the separate battery supplying the radio receivers was discarded, and the receivers were
supplied from the ignition battery. This arrange
ment greatly increased ignition noise, reducing
the range of the direction finder. Enroute from
the Azores to Portugal the NC-i's magnetic
compass failed, and the plane went badly off

impedance loops, which avoided the loss incurred
in the condensation of water vapor on the earlier
high-impedance loops. These direction finders
were installed in type PBY and PDM patrol seaplanes and were used extensively during World
War II, until other systems of navigation became available.

()
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THE NAVY'S NC-4 SEAPLANE. FIRST AIRCRAFT TO FLY ACROSS THE ATLANTIC OCEAN (14)19)
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60834 (H-432

FIRST DEMONSTRATION OF THE FEASIBILIT'Y OF LONG-RANGE RADIO
HOMING OF AIRCRAFT ON AIRCRAFT CARRIERS (1920)
A
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FIRST AIRBORNE RADIO DIREC'T ION FINDER FOR LONG-RANGE BEARINGS
ON V'LF-THV MODEL DZ 093)
NRL disci'vcred that the largv bearing errorS dUC to 111C"night clihkt at \'IF kould Ix .ivoided by Selecting the transmissions
irri staitotns at proper distanccs This li scovurss resulted in thycdevc liptncrt of thc Mo del IZdi rCition findecr (1 to 1Si 0 k Hz)
'Ii, d trutiti iiidcr "wis insrtl 1Cd In t\IXPelIi YAnIId P 1)M pat rol scapis~
1 Lt,
Itit
d
wtIs LIS,i XIC[mIS
IVUlI d ur ig. A\rlId \A*r I I
n Imny-raiti patr 's Thc loop .inri.,imi is Shown at IT.and tht rvi civer is at A

The development of direction finders operating
at the higher frequencies is treated in Chapter 8,
titled]
Electronic Countermeasures.~ When
diretion101 finders at these frequencies became et'fccive. the pulse techniques resulting from radar
were aipplited to tnavigatiional Systems such as
Loran, widh better naivigatiional accuracy. Thus,
the high-freq uency direc lion fitnder bcame
rinci pal ly an instrumecnt for determining the pit,
Soio1n of the SOUriCeOf cenmy radio emissions.

LIEXINGTON (CV-21 and USS SARATOGA
iCV-31 in 1928, there was need for a suitable
means of' navigating carrier-based planes to and
from carriers and air facilities ashore 2i Sing~leseat fighter aircraft were equipped with direction
finders with fixed loops mounted in pilot headrests or wouind around fuselages. This arrangeint required objectionable swinging of the
planes to obtain bearings. Uarger carrier-based
planies were equipped with externally mounted
rotatable loops, remotely operable by specialists
the pilot. As the performance of
airi ratt increased, these loops, in the air stream,
adversely .ifected speed and maneuverabi lit%-.
Ocher means had to be devised. In dealing with

AIR(RAFTHOMIG SYTEMaccompanying
Wheti aircraftt Larriers first be anie available,
the US 5l.A NG I.FY JXVI in I1922, the lASS
2-I
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this problem, NRL developed an aircraft radio
homing system which was installed on all the
Navy's aircraft carriers and their aircraft,
and which provided the primary means for
aircraft to navigate back to their carriers
during World War 1I (Models YE-YG/ZB)
( 19 3 7 ).11-2 NRL's experimental model was
installed on the carrier USS SARATOGA,
flagship of the Commander Aircraft Battle
Force, then ADM E.J. King (May 1938). After
witnessing its performance, ADM King, in a
letter to the Navy Department dated 29 Aug.

1938, stated "The acceptability of the principie of a rotating superfrequency beacon for
homing to aircraft carriers at sea or landing
fields ashore has been fully demonstrated."
He made the recommendation, "Adopt the
(Model YE) system for primary means of
homing carrier aircraft."2 3 As a result the
system was installed on all aircraft carriers
and extensively used during the war in the
Pacific. 24
The system had an operational range out to
2-S miles, dependent upon the altitude of the

G

YE AIRCRAFT HOMING SYSTEM

SG SEARCH RADAR

SP SEARCH RADAR

SC-2 SEARCH RADAR

MK4 FIRE CONTROL RADAR
SK SEARCH RADAR

MK4 FIRE CONTROL RADAR

CARRIER INSTALLATION OF MODEL YE AIRCRAFT HOMING EQtIPMFNT
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these functions. NRL_ experimented

with an
Acoustic beamn method in which altitude was
obtained by mneasuring~ the time interval between
promection oit acoustic pulses vertically downviward and reception oft thle chloes returned from
tile grond surface. Ground speced and drift were
deterutli Ied by\ Measuring the LDoppler differeiwe
the beaumed ener ' y proIII frequenicy biete
ect ted downwvard at ant angzle of' ;0 degrees ivith
the vertic~al and the receivedck, reflected enert,:y.
W\hen a systemt based on these principles ws i m
Stalled on the d irigiblIt ISS AKRON, it wvas
tound that air turbulence prevented rckepi ion oft
ekihoes whlen thle Speed exceede'd 20 mile1s per
'; This observation led to adecision it
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THE NAVY'S FIRST RADIO PULSE ALTIMETER (1939)
This radio pulse altimeter was developed by NRL to replace the generally inaccurate barometric altimeter. The instrument was
designed to give an accurate indication of the actual height of an aircraft above the terrain, rather than an approximation based
on air pressure. It was put into production and was installed on Naval aircraft. The altimeter had ranges between 1000 and 20,000
"
feet, with a pulse length of 0. 1 microsecond. Shown here are the cathode-ray-tube indicator, with circular range sweep (upper
right photo), the transceiver (lower photo), and the antennas below the fuselage of the aircraft (upper left). Since its operating
frequency of 500 MHz was high enough to permit the use of small antennas, NRL quickly modified the altimeter to provide the
first U.S. airborne radar, the Model ASB (1941).
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THE FIRST AUTOMATIC RADIO DOPPLER
AIRCRAFT NAVIGATOR (1949)
This NRL-developed automatic aircraft navigator was the first of a
series of models.9any of the later models were in active service in
*l] US. mift services, for both fixed-win& aircraft and helicop
ters. Commercial aircraft and British military aircraft use automatic
navigators based on the original NRL concept. The transceiver of
the equipment is shown at upper left, the antenna mounted below
the fuselage isat upper right, and the operator's consoleis tit lower
left.

the aircraft's automatic pilot, it makes corrections
for drift and enables the desired course automatically to be maintained with a high degree of
precision. The series of aircraft navigators which
followed the AN/APN-6' have benefited by
the results of NRL's subsequent work.3 This
series includes the Models AN/APN- 122, 2000

pro~duce two doppler frequencies. The sum and
difference of these yield the true ground-track
velocity and drift angle. With the insertion of initial latitude and longitude, a computer makes the
necessary computations to provide an accurate
display of the current position of the aircraft at
any moment. When the information is applied to
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USS PHILIPPINE SEA (CV-47) (1948).
The special components for these installations
were furnished by NRL The Bureau also initiated
contracts for additional installations, including
one of the USS ORISKANY (CV.34). In the de.
monstrations on the USS SOLOMONS. the NRL
system was used to control aircraft on 141 approaches. Fifty-seven of these were made with the
pilot in a hooded cockpit, 19 were made at night.
and 15 were made with the carrier and escorts
totally darkened until the aircraft was less than
200 yards astern of the carrier, in landing position. In a final demonstration, under conditions
previously considered impossible, on a night
when no horizon was visible, in rain, with seas
roughened by 43 knots of wind and all ships
completely blacked out, an F6F plane was landed
on the carrier, repeatedly and successfully. The

procured (1958); the AN/APN-153, 4500 procured (1963); the AN/APN-187, for ASW aircraft (0968);the AN/APN.190, for attack aircraft
(1967); and the AN/APN-200 (1971). The last
four were in active operation for many years by
both the Navy and the Air Force. These models
were obtained for fixed-wing aircraft. Others intended for helicopter installation have also been procured in large numbers. Commercial and British
aircraft use similar automatic doppler navigators,
CARRIER AIRCRAFT TRAFFIC
AND LANDING CONTROL
Since the Navy's early experience with carrier
aircraft operations on the USS LANGLEY in
1922, it became increasingly evident that many
difficult traffic and landing-control problems, involved in dealing with large numbers of aircraft
in the
highly restricted carrier air spaces, had to
be
solved
before an operationally satisfactory allweather navigational system could be achieved,
weater aviatioal
ystm culd e ahieed.
Of particular concern were the difficulties in operating under conditions of poor visibility due to
fog, rain, and darkness. These difficulties were
vividly highlighted in carrier aircraft strikes in
radar
Worldaides
War 11.
the
hadAlthough
then become
and Pacific
other during
navigational
avalbe
othey weregonot aideq hat
shot a
availab le , the y we re no t ad eq u atee at then
the sho rt ap proach ranges to prevent aircraft returning to
their carriers from being lost when visibility was
low. Furthermore, injuries occurred to planes and
pilots in contacting carrier decks during landings,
since the judgement of the pilot and available
aids were not always adequate to contend with
the combination of proper glide path, high landing velocity, and the rolling and pitching of flight
decks, particularly in bad weather. To improve
this situation, NRL developed a radar carriercontrolled approach system, through which
the first landings of aircraft on a carrier in
complete darkness were accomplished. The
practicality of the NRL system was first demonstrated on the carrier USS SOLOMONS,
CVE-67 (19 45).H As a result, the Bureau of
Ships installed the system on the carriers
USS VALLEY FORGE (CV-45) (1947) and the

unique features of the radar system (X band) in.
cluded an antenna mounted on the after edge and
slightly below the top of the flight deck. This
antenna provided a beam, broad in elevation but
sharp in azimuth, which horizontally scanned the
otall saned the
arp intazimth, chorie
area astern the carrier. Another feature of the
system was an indicator which clearly displayed
echoes from the approaching plane as it entered
the required
Landing
This indicator
gavedata
the glide
path. (I.SO)
the position
Signal
Officer
to keep the aircraft accurately approaching the
ca r e , nd t e i m g d ta e d d to e e mine when the aircraft would pass over the end
of the flight deck, at that moment, the LSO's
"cut" signal would drop the aircraft precisely
onto the carrier's arresting gear. The plane was
first picked up by search radar and identified by
CIC, and the pilot was guided by voice communication into the sector scanned by the new radar
system.
To further advance the Navy's carrier-aircraft
traffic and landing catbility, NRL carried out a
study of operational requirements and the relative potentialities of homing, radar, communication links, radio direction finders, and. dead
reckoning to satisfy these requirements (19 41)M
Following the study, NRL developed the Data
Relay Navigation (DARN) system, which was
first automatically to control the flight of an
279
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aseveer the tinc path about a carrier
amn evry now and Sight down the landing
gd pub 419i) " NL's DARN sysem was
also fim to empb" a dsglua dea ik beee
carrier and aircat forth sammmmwss of dsa
to control such fight of an rcralt aweamm
toring of it by the pilot. The system ,mIu.k., A
precision radar to locate the aircraft and to drete
mine its altitude and position relative to the
carrier deck during the approach phase, and a
tracking radar to provide the glide-path data in
landing. An electronic computer aboard the car-

reau of Ships and the Bureau of Aeronautics
from a contractor under NRL's guidance (Model
AN/SPN-10, which later became Model AN/
SPM-42). With this allweather carrier landing
system (AWCLS), patterned after NRL's syse, the first fully automatic landing of an
.n raft en a carrier to "touch down" was
nde lo an FID jet on the USS ANTIETAM
a wa , 4ek.
,iem
of Pemncola, Florida on
20 Aug. I9ii
Newly 100 fully automatic
landings were made dte
that week. In
subsequent iu, tallaas tih Alh It has be..

rier calculated the course direction information,
which was transmitted via digital data link to the
aircraft. In the aircraft, another computer processed the received data, together with locally
derived altitude, and put it into proper form to
permit automatic control of flight through the
autopilot. A visual display of the data provided
the pilot with monitoring and override capability,
NRL assembled an experimental system at its
Chesapeake Bay site under conditions simulating
those of the carrier environment and conducted
a series of flight tests to determine the accuracy

proven operationally practical and %A*hI *
variety of aircraft, from fightes to bmmbe.,
that have performed over 10,000 fully auto
matic landings on carriers and at airports.
The AWCLS (Model AN/SPN-42) was first installed for operational evaluation on the USS
FORRESTAL in 1967. The first "production"
equipment was installed on the USS KENNEDY
in 1969. The system was installed on several large
carriers. About 1500 Navy aircraft have been
equipped with the airborne components of the
system.

I

that can be obtained in automatically controlling

an aircraft to follow a specific flight path (1950).'*
These flights proved that automatic control of carrier aircraft, particularly during the critical flight
phase of entry into and down the glide path, was
fully practical.
During the final phase of carrier-aircraft
landing, considerable difficulty had been experienced by pilots in properly judging the attitude of
the carrier deck and making compensatory flight
adjustments, to avoid serious injury to pilot and
aircraft at the instant of contact. To permit design
of the automatic control feature for this phase of
flight, NRL developed instrumentation and conducted measurements on several ships which
made available the first precise data on the characteristics of carrier-deck motions. Analysis of the
data obtained permitted circuitry to be devised
which provided prediction of deck motion to
effect, through compensation, the smooth landing
of aircraft automatically." The results of this and
NRL's earlier work were incorporated into carrier
landing equipment procured jointly by the Bu-

PULSE NAVIGATIONAL
SYSTEMS
Experience during the trials of the first operational" radar (Model XAF) on the USS NEW
YORK in 1939 indicated that radar would be of
great value for navigational purposes. In its early
use in the Fleet, this observation was confirmed,
and navigation became one of the important functions of radar, as has been previously indicated.
The availability of the radar pulse technique encouraged the conception of other pulse navigation
systems, one of particular importance being Loran
(Long Range Navigation), proposed by the Radiation Laboratory of the National Defense Research
Committee (1940). 41 This system permits ships
and aircraft to determine their positions through
time differences between pulses received from
several shore transmitting stations. Two forms of
this system are in general use today, Loran A
(1.85t-0.1 MHz) and Loran C (100 kHz). Loran A
280
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A petaircraft approaches the deck of the USS ANTIETAM
asnd is located by radar,

Its altitude and position in relation to the carrier deck are
determined, and course corrections are made to put it in the
proper position for landing.

Ao

The information is transmitted to a dlevice in the plane which
asutomatically makes the required adjustments in course.

The plane touches down and the landing
is successfully completed.

ALL-WEATHER AUTOMATIC CARRIER
AIRCRAFT LANDING SYSTEM
The first completely automatic: carrier landing of an aircraft
to touchdown iModel F'.I. let) was made Aboard a carrier
ITSS ANTIETAM using An All-weather system (Model
AN SPN. 10) based oin NRI's developments( 9.

The Model AN.SPN-l10 shipboard equipment
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provides coverage out to 1000 miles in daytime
and 1200 miles at night. The relatively simple reception equipment required by the system is conducive to widespread use. Loran C gives somewhat greater coverage and greater accuracy, due
to cycle matching, but the system is more complex. The Navy sponsored the procurement of
equipment to establish a chain of Loran A transmitting stations (Model TDP transmitter) to
provide coverage of the North Atlantic, the
Aleutians, and central and southwest Pacific areas,
(1943-1945). The U.S. Coast Guard, then part of
the Navy, was given responsibility for the operation of these stations (1943). The Navy also procured receivers for installation in its ships and

aircraft (ship models DAS series, AN/SPN-40;
airborne models AN/APN series). NRL provided technical support for the Navy in the
procurement and improvement of these trans.
mitting and receiving Loran navigation
equipments to insure satisfactory service operation." The Laboratory installed a Loran station
at its Chesapeake Bay site to conduct investigations. These were concerned with such aspects
as system performance, pulse shaping to minimize
sideband emissions and maximize signal-to-noise
ratio, pulse timing control oscillator stability to
provide greatest precision of station synchronization and position accuracy (Models C-1, UE
timers), equalization of station pulse responses in
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reception to prevent receiver blocking, and cycle
matching to secure higher precision in position
determination.
When the special navigational requirement
for submerged reception aboard Polaris submarines arose, the Navy sponsored the establishment of the Loran C system ( 19 5 7 -19 6 7 ).a The
submerged-reception capability of this system is
due to its frequency (100 kHz), which is low
enough to permit the transmitted emissions to
penetrate the surface of the sea. Transmitting
stations were established, covering generally the
same areas as those covered by the Loran A system, with the additional coverage of the Mediterranean Sea. These stations are also operated by
the U.S. Coast Guard. When the Navy procured
receivers for its ships, NRL provided the necessary technical information for the specifications
(Models AN/WPN-4-5, AN/SPN-40). NRL conducted investigations to determine the pulse
requirements of the system and its operational
performance with respect to reception in submerged submarines. 4" The Laboratory also devised means of substantially increasingthe accuracy of position determination under adverse
signal-to-noise-ratio conditions. 45 Originally all
the Navy's Polaris submarines were equipped
with Loran C reception capability.

OMEGA - VLF WORLDWIDE,
ALL-WEATHER, RADIO
NAVIGATION SYSTEM
A Naval Navigation Facilities Advisory Committee was established in 1947 in the Office of the
Chief of Naval Operations, with representation
from the several Naval organizations concerned,
including NRL, to determine the future Naval
requirements for all types of electronic aids
to navigation. Among the various aids considered,
the committee formulated the "military character
istics for a long-range navigation system." In
1948, a Long Range Navigation Aids Analysis
Group was established as a subsidiary of this committee, under the auspices of the Office of Naval

Research, with membership from cognizant organizations, including a representative from NRL.
This group studied all existing and proposed
long-range navigation systems. In its report it
gave recognition and support to NRl's work, then
being directed to a navigational system using the
lower radio frequencies, which gave promise of
providing coverage over long distances and recep.
tion by submarines when submerged. 7 This system (Radux, proposed by J.A. Pierce of Harvard
University under sponsorship of the Office of
Naval Research) employed several remotely located stations, sharing time in sequential transmissions on a common carrier frequency. Position
at the receiver location was obtained through
measuring the phase differences between the synchronized audio-frequency modulation on the
low-frequency carriers of the respective stations.
Latitude and longitude were obtained by reference to a chart displaying the resulting family
of hyperbolic lines of position. In 1947, the Bureau of Ships had sponsored NRL's study of phase
stability in the propagation of the lower frequencies and the development of reception techniques for long-range navigation, which in 1948
were directed to the proposed system. In 1950
this Bureau also sponsored the Naval Electronics
Laboratory (NEL), San Diego, California, in its
establishment of experimental transmitting stations located at Chollas Heights, California; Bainbridge Island, Washington; and Haiku, Oahu,
Hawaii. NRL developed the reception equipment, including the first electronic timer and
synchronizer to segregate the transmissions of
the several stations for their phase comparison at
the receiver. The transmissions were of different
length to permit this isolation. NRL also developed the first precise means of determining
the lines of position from the phase differences
between these transmissions." The phase of the
modulation of each incoming signal was successively compared with that of a stable local oscillator, and the phase differences were stored. The
lines of position were obtained from the phase
differences of the stored values. In carrying out a
program cooperative with NEIL, NRL provided
six reception equipments, and these, with others
283
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obtained from contractors, were used in determining the performance of the system through
observations at various points on the east and west
coasts of the United States and in Oahu, Hawaii.
The relative efficacy of several carrier frequencies
was determined in the range 24 to 104 kHz, as
well as several modulation frequencies (principally 20W) Hz) with respect to phase stability,
amplitude variations in propagation, and influence on position accuracy and system reliability.
NRL also made atmospheric-noise measurements
to ascertain the signal level required for accept
able indication of position. It also established that
the use of a loop antenna in various orientations
for reception aboard submerged submarines caused no adverse effect on position accuracy. 4' The
results of the work on this modulated-carrier system during the period 1950 to 1956 indicated
that it was capable of providing navigational fixes
with average errors of less than five miles at distances out to 3000 miles.
In carrying out the cooperative propagation
effort, it was observed that the VLF carrier possessed high phase stability, and that if VLF carrier phase differences were used instead of those
of the modulation frequency, position accuracy
of one mile could be achieved. However, the use
of the VLF carrier instead of the modulation frequency (200 Hz) for position indication reduced
the navigational lane width from 404 to eight nautical miles and introduced a lane-identification
problem. The use of the lowest possible carrier
frequency would provide the widest lane and
most favorable propagation characteristics, but
would also increase the difficulty of radiating adequate power from antennas of acceptable size. As
a compromise, a carrier frequency of 10.2 kHz
was assigned as the primary frequency. With eight
strategically located transmitting stations radiating a power of 10 kW at this frequency, navigational coverage of the entire earth would be
obtained. These considerations became the basis
for the Omega worldwide, all-weather, radionavigation system ( 19 56 ).50 For experimental investigations of the Omega system, available large
VLF antennas were used, and transmitters (10.2
kHz) were installed at Haiku, Oahu, Hawaii;

Forestport, New York; Summit, Panama Canal
Zone; and with the cooperation of the British. at
Criggion, Wales (1958-1960). In 1966 the Wales
transmitter was transferred to Aldra, Norway, and
the Summit transmitter was taken to the island of
Trinidad. Based on NRL's earlier developments,
receiving equipment was obtained for observing
the performance of the system at both shore
points and aboard ship. The first Omega receiv.
ers utilized the signal switching-synchronizing
and line-of.position determining techniques
incorporated in the earlier navigation receivers developed by NRL, as adapted for use with
VLF carrier phase differences (AN/URN-18
and AN/WRN-2) (1959).sl The lane counters
were automatically actuated. A number of these
receivers were produced and installed on ships
and ashore, NRL providing the necessary technical information for specification and guidance
of contractors and maintaining surveillance of the
resulting product (1958-1960). These receivers
were followed by the Models AN/BRN-4 and
AN/SRN-12, which were produced in considerable numbers, incorporating modifications found
desirable for operational use. NRL acted in a
similar role in their procurement (1968).
In continuing its navigational-system investigations relative to Omega under Bureau
of Ships sponsorship.* NRL made widespread
propagation observations on transmissions
from the several stations that had been established6 2 These were made to determine the
diurnal and seasonal variations in phase stability and field strength of the VLF carriers at
points in the Arctic, temperate, and tropical
regions. During the period from 1956 to 19,2,
longer term observations were made at the Laboratory's local site- (continuously), at Iceland
( 1966 for one year), and Bermuda (1966 for one
year). With NRL-installed propagation-measurement equipment, data were obtained through the
cooperation of Norway at Bodo (1962 for 1-1/2
years), of England at Lasham (1963 for 2 years),
and of France at Toulon (1966 for 1-1/2 years).
*The Nival iIlttronis Syscms (ornmn.nd After retrg.iniz.tn ot
the Navy Department tin I~ay I )(,f1
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EXPERIMENTAL OMEGA NAVIGATION RECEIVER
This receiver, developed by NRL in 1959, provided the critical circuitry
receivers.
It was made
for the first commercially produced Omegathat
circuit chanes could
without regardl for size, since it was desirable

be made readily in the experimental stage of system development.
An electronic synchronizer and mechanical servo system were incorporated.
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The Laboratory equipped a van to serve as
a mobile propagation monitor and with it collected propagation data at points en route west to
Nevada (1961), north to New York State (1961),
and south to Florida (1964). The Laboratory fitted
its aircraft (EC-121K) with propagation-measurement equipment and made short-term observations at ground sites in Greenland, Iceland, Norway, Peru, Chile, Argentina, Brazil, and Puerto
Rico in 1961; Hawaii, Tahiti, Fiji, New Zealand,
Australia, Singapore, Hong Kong, Japan, Wake,
and Alaska in 1963; and the Azores in 1967 and
1968. At these sites the accuracy of geographic
position was determined by reference to survey
markers or the best geographic information available. The analysis of the data collected was directed to the impact on VLF carrier stability caused
by changes in the propagation path between the

transmitter and receiver when illuminated by
solar radiation, an aspect of prime importance to
the system. Considerable phase shift was found to
occur due to variations in length of the propagation path resulting from changes in ionospheric
reflecting-layer height, corresponding to changes
in ionization. However, the analysis also revealed
that the changes were so uniform, diurnally and
seasonally, as to permit prediction and the application of compensation which provides geographic position accuracy of one mile in daytime
and two miles at night. With respect to transmitter-power requirements, analysis of the data indicated that when allowance was made for the
differences in actual power radiated by the experimental transmitters ( 100 watts by Forestport to 3
kW by Haiku), the l0-kW radiated power level
previously estimated would provide satisfactory

(

60634 (H -450)

NRL OMEGA PROPAGATION STUDIES
Omega propagation investigations were made by NRL during 1961, 1962, and 1963, both in the air over the
flight paths shown, and at ground sites indicated by the circles. Longer term measurements were made at the
ground sites. The four sites indicated by stars (Hawaii, Panama, New York, and England) are the locations of
the transmitting stations.
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to develop equipment which would provide for
the special functions peculiar to airborne operation." This program was subsequently sponsored
by the Navy Department, with NRL having sole
in-house developmental responsibility.' " Operation in aircraft had to contend with substantial
phase changes in the received VLF carriers.
caused by the movement of the craft at relatively
high velocity; this effect is not of concern in
ship installations. These phase changes vary with
changes in the speed of the aircraft and its heading with respect to the direction of the transmitting stations. Since the availability of new
phase-difference data had to await the completion
of the sequential transmitting cycle, undesired
error (lag) existed in the position as indicated. In
overcoming the difficulty, NRL developed the
first aircraft Omega navigation reception
equipment (Mark I) (1961).5 Through many

reception out to 5000 nautical miles. The considerations indicated that eight properly placed
transmitting stations would provide excellent
navigational coverage of the entire world,

LANE IDENTIFICATION
The Omega system requires the maintenance of
a lane count from the point of origin which, once
established, is automatically kept up by the
receiver. While if lost the lane count can be re.
covered in several ways, to insure recovery an
auxiliary frequency, 13.6 kHz, was introduced in.
to the transmission sequence. Reference to the
difference between the 13.6 and 10.2 kHz frequencies, or 3.4 kHz, increases the lane width
from 8 to 24 nautical miles. To permit simultaneous reception of the two transmitted fre.
quencies, NRL developed an adapter for the
existing receivers (AN/URN-18, AN/URN-2)
(196-1), involving a technique which was incor
porated into the later receiver, the AN/BRN-4
(1968)'. The phase velocities of the two transmitring frequencies are nor the same, and application
of correction factors is required to insure accuracy
in lane identification. These factors were determined theoretically and compared with values
obtained in extended measurements on transmis,
Sions of the several stations made at NRL's
local site and its sites in Florida, Bermuda, and
Iceland (1966-1968).5 4 Additional comparison
measurements were made during flights of NRL's
aircraft (EC-121K), appropriately instrumented,
to Newtoundland, Iceland, and Azores, Bermuda,
and also to Hawaii (1965).6 Analysis of the data
obtained showed that the calculated differences
in velocity of propagation of the two frequencies
were accurate enough to provide satisfactory lane
identification. The correction factors were fur-

flights with this equipment, NRL established
the practicality of the Omega system for use
by aircraft. This equipment was the first to
provide, automatically, a continuous graphic
flight history of an entire flight in a longrange radio-navigation system (recording of
position versus time). It was also the first solidstate Omega reception equipment. It included
continuous modification of the stored values of
the VLF carrier phase differences at rates deter.
mined by air speed and heading. relative to the
directions of the transmitting stations, so as to
provide indication of correct instantaneous position of the aircraft. During 1961 and 1962, the
performance of this Mark I equipment was assessed during many flights, totalling over 100,000
miles. Data were obtained during the previously
mentioned flights to the Arctic, t) Europe and
South America, from New Orleans via Panama to
Ecuador, and from the Bahamas to Washington,
D.C., areas for which Omega charts were available
(l961). Continuous airborne tracking was ob-

nished to navigators in the form of simple tables.

tained which included maintenance of lane count,
except during a hail storm, when the signal-tonoise ratio dropped severely.6" The potential

AIRBORNE OMEGA

1

in 19)59, NRL proposed that Omega be utilized

"t v thc Bureaus oI Ships, Aeroniutt,. And Wr.,pon.. until thtreorigAnnzAton of the Navy t)-pArtmt-nt of I hla' I%(,6. then b) thc

by aircraft for navigation and initiated a program

Njva EIltro;nc Systcls ommmand
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THE FIRST AIRCRAFT OMEGA RECEIVER

-

THE MARK I

This receiver, developed by NRL in 1961, was the first to demonstrate that the use of the Omega navigational system by aircraft
was practical. It was also the tirst it) provide automatically, a continuous graphic flight history of an entire flight in a long-range
radio nivigation system. The instrument gave excellent navigational performance in continuous use during NRL's long flights in
the arctri, t .mperate. and tropical zones.

necessary. Nevertheless, the Mark I equipment
demonstrated that the use of the Omega navigational system by aircraft was practical. The first
operational use of the Omega navigational system
was in NRL's participation in the search for the
remains of the submarine USS THRESHER
(SSN-593), lost in the North Atlantic on 10 Apr.
1963. NRL's Mark I Omega equipment aboard
the oceanographic ship USNS GILLIS (AGOR-4)
during the period April through September 1963
proved effective in tracking, particularly at night
when other radio-navigation systems failed.
In 1963 NRL completed its development of
the Mark II aircraft Omega equipment, which
provided for the first time automatic velocityheading compensation for the lag in received
position data, and thus correct instantaneous
position indication.6 Dead-reckoning, automatically activated during periods of high
noise level or loss of signal to prevent discontinuities in position indication, was also a

accuracy of the Mark I aircraft system was determined by repetitive flights over a local triangular
coursc of 225 miles total length (1962). The fix
deviations fell within a range of 0.4 mile to
t 1 mile. Demonstrations of the capability of the
airborne system were given over the triangular
course to representatives of the Navy Department, U.S. Coast Guard, Federal Aviation Administration, and the Air Force. To obtain additional
performance data with the Mark I equipment over
wide areas, particularly with respect to improvements made in noise rejection and sensitivity,
six flights were made in 1962 to South Dakota
(May), New Foundland and Labrador (June),
Bermuda (August), Alaska (September), and
Azores-England-Italy-Iceland-Labrador (October
and November).60 While in these flights the
equipment proved generally effective and reliable, it was found that it lacked ability to contend
with intense precipitation static and that automation of the velocity-heading corrections was
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THE MARK 11 NRL OMEGA AIRCRAFT RECEIVER
This receiver, developed by NRL in 1961. is shown here mounted in a supporting
rack in NRL's C-5-1 aircraft. it providedi for the tirst time Automatic velocity.
heading compensation for lag in received position data It :ncorpo)ratcd .i computer
which provided information on wind drift The unit 1MMediAtCls above the receiver provided phase-position recordings. The top unit was t precision trecluvrnq'
standard for reference in obtaining phase differences hetween tranismitting stations
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unique feature. Many demonstrations of the

steering information. Its output is suitable for

performance of the Mark I1 equipment were

coupling to the autopilot. The Mark Ill uses a 1 1-

given to military and civilian personnel of the
Navy, Air Force, Army, Coast Guard, and Federal Aviation Administration, and also to
representatives of foreigh countries. To reduce the interference caused by precipitation

1/3-kHz carrier frequency introduced into the
transmitting sequence in addition to the 10.2kHz primary frequency. The difference frequency, 1133-1/3 Hz, provides lanes 144 nautical
miles wide, with circular coordinates. The Mark

static, the magnetic instead of the electric component of the propagated wave was utilized
through the employment of an electrostatically
shielded, ferrite, cross-loop antenna which was
provided with circuits to avoid phase distortion,
Hard-limiting input circuits were used to reduce
detector blocking caused by high-level impulses
of atmospheric noise. Circular coordinates were
employed for the first time in a long-range radio
navigation system, to secure their advantages of
double lane width, .better lane geometry, and
simplicity in design and operation, as compared
to hyperbolic coordinates. The use of circular
coo,'dinates required reference oscillators of very
high precision, which were made available
through NRL's work in this field. The effectiveness of these features was ascertained in over
250,000 miles of flying with the Mark II equipment in various types of aircraft (types C-54,
EC- 121, KC- 135 fixed wing, and a helicopter) and
at altitudes up to 35,000 feet. During the period
1964 through 1968, flights were made to areas in
the Arctic, South America, Europe, and the Pacific
as far west as Wake and the Fiji Islands. During
these flights the automatic velocity-heading compensation operated successfully within the powerrange limits of the experimental transmitting
stations. The features provided for the reduction
of precipitation static and atmospheric noise were
found adequate. The use of circular coordinates
proved so successful that they were adopted later
for inclusion in standard operational equipment.

IlI may easily be converted to use the 13.6-kHz
carrier frequency. The features of the Mark III
were completely assessed in extensive flights,
both local and long range, as had been done with
previous models (1968-1970). Its satisfactory
operation was thoroughly demonstrated to representatives of interested United States and foreign
agencies. In NRL flights to England and Spain,
particularly vivid demonstrations of its capability
to contend with intense precipitation static were
witnessed. Between Newfoundland and England,
and on the flight from Spain to the Azores, Loran
A, Loran C, and communication signals were
obliterated by the effects of severe rain and icing
conditions for approximately three consecutive
hours on the former and 20 minutes on the latter.
The Mark Ill equipment, however, tracked consistently through both periods. Based on NRL's
Mark Ill, Omega airborne navigational equipment
(Model AN/APN-99) for operational use was procured. Other military and commercial activities expressed much interest in it.

DIFFERENTIAL OMEGA
Considerable improvement in position accuracy can be obtained from the Omega system over
limited remote areas if propagation-variation data
obtained by a monitor in the area is transmitted to
vsers in the area for correcting observed positrons. Using this method in a ship-aircraft rendez-

In 1968 the first functional prototype airborne Omega receiving equipment embodying a digital electronic computer, the Mark
I1, was developed by NRL." The computer
processes the incoming information, makes the
velocity-heading and dead-reckoning computations, and provides position in latitude and longitude, distance and bearing to destination, and

vous operation by NRL's USNS MIZAR and
C-54 aircraft, rendezvous was accomplished with.
in 500 yards (1965).U Fixed monitors were established at NRL's local and Chesapeake Bay sites
and at the Coast Guard Engineering Center at
Wildwood, New Jersey. Data were obtained by a
mobile monitor placed at Fort Eustis, Virginia
and Cape Hatteras, North Carolina and at the
290
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The Mark III Omega, developed by NRL (1968) and shown here mounted in NRIs C-54 aircraft, was first
automatically to provide position in latitude and longitude, distance and bearing to destination, steering
information, and autopilot operatinga capability. It included a digital computer provided by a contractor.
Many demonstrations of the equipment were given to representatives of military and civilian United States
and foreign agencies. The equipment served asa prototype for procurement in quantity of the Model AN/
ARN-99 receiver for airborne operational use. Asimplififed, low-coat model was procured in quantity for shipboard use,
the Model AN/SRN.
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RENDEZVOUS ACCURACY OF OMEGA
The accurascy oft the Omega system is considerably highser when it is used to effect
A rendezvous at a certain position, since each receiver is subject to the same prop.igation-datA variations. NRL's C-5-1 Aircraft was able to renldezvous at an agreedupon position with the 1USNS N4IZAR without visual aid and with an average
error of 2l10 yards i n five trials during day, night, and transition periods (January
1965~). NRL'%Aircraft is shown here above the MIZAR at the end of one oif the
trials.
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one mile in daytime and two miles at night. The
other military services found important uses for

Naval Air Station, Oceana, Virginia. Analysis of
the data showed that a position accuracy 4f 350
yards could be obtained with this differential
method (1966-1970)."

the system, which also found widespread useby out
allies and by commercial and civilian shipping and
aviation.

OMEGA SYSTEM
IMPLEMENTATION
NIG ATREIIONSYST IM
YTM
NVGTO
The Navy's operational experience during
World War 11 brought to light navigational deficiencies in harbor-entrance, minelaying, minesweeping, amphibious-landing, ground-positioni
loca~ion, and underwater-search functions requiring a degree of precision accuracy higher than
could be provided by systems in operation. The

The Omega system was declared operational
in 1968, but was limited to the four existing transmitting stations. One hundred forty reception
equipments have been procured and installed on
Naval ships. Full implementation of the system
was approved by the Secretary of Defense. A
total of eight strategically located transmitting
stations radiating a power of 10 kW can provide
worldwide coverage, with position accuracy of

op
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60634 (H-452)

PROP1OSIFD LOCATIONS FOR EIGHT OMEGA STATIONS To PROVIDE
W'ORLDWIMI C:OVERAG;E (1974).
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requirements included continuous operation with
reliability and position accuracy as high as ten
yards at ten miles. NRL investigated several navigational systems to determine the promise they
gave to meet the requirements. One of these was
the Decca navigation system, developed by the
British during World War !1 and installed in
England and along the western coast of Europe.
Decca is a hyperbolic, continuous-wave, phasecomparison system utilizing synchronized transmitters arranged in groups comprising a master
and two or three slave transmitters separated by
40 to 80 nautical miles. Lane ambiguity is resolved by the comparison of several transmitted
frequencies having integral relationships. NRL
determined the performance of the Decca systern with a special installation in the Norfolk,
Virginia area comprising a master and two slave
transmitters, with 40-neutical-mile separation."
With receiving equipments installed on the USS
JAMES M. GILLIS (AMCU-13), a minesweeper
(MSB-12), and a helicopter, position observations
were made in the Chesapeake Bay area out to a
range of 100 miles (August-October 1954). Analysij. of the data obtained indicated that under lownoise-level conditions an accuracy of 50 feet at
distances out to 40 nautical miles was possible.

fold improvement in accuracy was obtained with
the use of the cycle-matching technique, dis.
persion effects in wave propagation, particularly
at night, produced uncertainty in cycle identification, rendering the value of the system questionable. Its complexity is another objection to its
operational use.
NRL also investigated the performance of the
Lorac, lana, Prefix, Letts, and LCCS systems, all
of the continuous-wave, hyperbolic, phasecomparison type (1952-l956).6 Lorac, used in
seismic surveys, was installed at Bermuda for
NRL's observations (2 MHz). Rana, a French system, which used four frequencies in the 1 0kHz region, was made available for NRL's observations in France. Prefix, observed by NRL in
the Hampton, Virginia area, used three frequencies (200 to 550 kHz) for lane identification
and position within the lane. Lelts, a lightweight system obtained by the Marine Corps for
the ground positioning of troops, was observed in
the Quantico, Virginia area (400 to 535 kHz).
LCCS, a landing craft control system identical in
theory of operation to Lelts, operated in the same
frequency band. All of these systems were found
to be lacking in position-fix accuracy, diurnal
stability, reliability, and/or operational practical-

However, at night serious position errors were
encountered due to interference with the ground

ity. The radar-marker beacon system provided an outstanding means of obtaining position fixes of high

wave by the sky wave; this effect is unavoidable
in a continuous-wave system.
NRL explored the possibility of obtaining
higher position accuracy through the use of short
baselines in a Loran A type system and a technique in which cycle matching within the pulse

precision.
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Chapter 8
ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES
INTRODUCTION
An aspect of warfare which has continued
through the years is that the development of
a weapon is soon followed by a countermeasure
for it, and after that the development of a countermeasure takes place by way of an improved
or a new weapon. This aspect of warfare has
held true in the field of radio-electronics. Electronic countermeasures is a dynamic matter
which, to be effective, must receive continual
attention as electronic developments evolve,
The situation the Germans faced with their
radars during World War II must be avoided,
The Germans fixed the designs of a few types
of radars and abandoned further development
in order to produce their radars quic+ly in large
quantities. As a result, they soon became fatally
vulnerable to allied electronic countermeasures.
As treated in this document, "electronic
tiuntermeasures" is considered to include
IM of intercepting enemy electronic emis?mining the location of the source
I4',-w emissions, determining
1t4
,.
qab'hilit of an enemy's
elettr,i,,
,,
t'lopment
and use ol i
,mi,,.,,
,,M
n4 )
counter the enm,
. t,
.
electronic systems. This tu. it

competition between the devising
and use of
countermeasures and the improvement and use
of our own electronic systems to deal with these
countermeasures is itself in the nature of warfare, "electronic warfare."
The Navy was early to realize the importance
of electronic countermeasures, and it took action
to bring about its first strategic use during the
1903 summer maneuvers of its North Atlantic
Fleet.' The Fleet was divided into two forces, an
attacking force and a defending force. The objective of the attacking force was to capture and hold
a portion of the Maine coast, which was to be defended. By 1903 a considerable number of radiocommunication installations of the Navy's first
such equipment had been completed on Navy
ships. Some of these ships were assigned to both
the attacking and defending forces. The attacking
force was instructed to jam the radio transmissions of the defending force upon receiving a
certain code word. The jamming was not effective.
However, the defending force found the new
radio-communication facility very useful during
the maneuvers in winning the contest.
The Navy also soon appreciated the value
of the radio direction finder in locating an
t-numv's forces by determining the directions
,I,
transmissions The Navy first installed

not include the improvement tit thii-

,r,,ion

of electronic systems to deal with some outt t
measure devised by an enemy for use against
our systems. Such counter-countermeasure
activity is considered to fall more properly
within the scope of those subjects concerned
with the further general improvement of our
own several electronic systems. This continuing

A.,

tinder ^a.

tinder on the collier USS
io
it ) determine its perfor4 1 .-ahht,

.
,

of

'w

the results I-,t di,
tary of the Nays, ibi i t,
Equipment stated. "The rt-sul%t,,
indicate that a development oft

the direction
omterning
..

t.

,,
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ELECT'RONIC COUNTERMEASURES

have a far-reaching effect on the safety of yessels at sea, and will possibly play an important
part in Naval warfare by making it feasible to
locate the direction of an enemy's fleet."

"avoiding enemy detection and detecting enemy
transmissions" and "creation of interference
for the enemy."' The Navy had experienced
persistent interference from Japanese highpower stations in the Pacific (see also Chapter 3).
To avoid this interference, NRL devised special
receiver circuitry.
To provide means of jamming enemy transmissions, NRL modified existing communication
transmitters to sweep through a given frequency
band occupied by the enemy and thus create
a jamming signal. It was considered that conventional communication equipment as modified could serve the need, in case hostilities
should be initiated in the future.
NRLL had also been engaged in the development of remote control for guided missiles, as
previously described in Chapter 5. In this work
NRL realized that since the control signals were
of short duration, they would be difficult to detect by existing means should an enemy use
similar techniques for its guided missiles.
Therefore, NRL developed the first intercept,
cotnusyfeecycaigoner
coninusl faioreu e scning, cosuntfemeues diao recve wth vxisualc fe
qencmy gudislymoinie othel eistenceaof
their frequency (1929).4b To demonstrate
the system, a Model SE-2952 receiver was modified so that its tuning capacitor rotated contiusl(20o65kz)Thsafcrie
a slotted disk with a neon tube mounted behind.
The signals activated the neon tube, and the
frqecIol
era fo
ila
h hf
rotated.

ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES
DURING WORLD WAR I
During World War I, United States destroyers, equipped with radio direction finders
(Model 995), were utilized in locating enemy
submarines, in effecting concentrations for
hunter-killer operations, and in assembling and
escorting convoys in thick weather. Direction
finders at the U.S. Naval Base at Brest, France,
were effectively used to divert allied convoys
toheaoid
Grmansubmrinsubmcntaies
in the Bay of Biscay. The German sumrns
unwittingly cooperated by their unrestrained
use of radio communication. 3 By early 1918,
the German Submarine Service was completely
demoralized and ineffective.
During the war, Germany broadcast on 23.8
kHz from its only high-power VLF stto (POZ),
located at Nauen, its version of the progress of
the war and propaganda to influence the German
population in the United States. These broadcasts were copied by the Navy's receiving network, centered at Belmar, NewJersey, to uncover
any concealed information. At times the transmissonsstopedfor20
inuts, nd t ws nted
that transmissions were continued at twice the
frequency, or 47.6 kHz. quite feasible with their
alternator type transmitter. These transmissions
were found to be in code, obviously directed to
their submarines at sea. The transmissions were
copied, and the information was sent to Washirg-

WORLD WAR 11 ELECTRONIC

ton for decoding and use. 4 a

COUNTERMEASURES
At the beginning of World War 1I, it became
evident that both the Germans and the Japanese
had developed radar and that means would
have to be devised to counter this new implement of warfare. NRL made major contributions
in this respect during the war in developing
means of interception, enemy signal-source
location, jamming, and deception.

NRL'S EARLY ELECTRONIC
COUNTERMEASURES
DEVELOPMENTS
In 1929, after its h igh-frequency -band cornmunication developments were well underway, NRL devoted effort to problems concerning
300
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In addition to the developments it carried
out, NRL assembled the various radar countermeasure systems available and brought their
capabilities to the attention of Navy high command, so that these systems could be integrated
into plans as the war developed. In August
1943, NRL gave an extensive demonstration
of countermeasure systems at its Chesapeake
Bay site to the Commander-in-Chief and Chief
of Naval Operations ADM E. J. King and a
group of high-ranking Naval Officers, including VADM J.S. McCain, the Chief of the Bureau of Aeronautics, ADM D.C. Ramsey, the
head of the Navy General Board, ADM A.J.
Hepburn, and VADM W. S. DeLany of Naval
Operations.Y These officers became deeply
interested in the potentialities of electronic
countermeasures and expressed satisfaction in
what had been accomplished.
NRL also participated in the formulation

known. A considerable quantity of these
receivers were constructed and shipped to
various Fleet units, to the U.S. Army, and to
the British Royal Air Force.
NRL developed the first special armed
forces group assembly system, to permit
paratrooper groups dropped from aircraft
concerned with obtaining intelligence information or on special operations to be
quickly brought together about a leader
through the use of a combined direction
finder and communication equipment carried
on the chest or back of each individual (1943). 8
This equipment, known as the Model DAV,
was first used during operations in North
Africa and the landings at Salerno, Italy.
A total of 10,000 equipments were procured.
The communication equipment covered a band
of 2.3 to 4.5 MHz and furnished the signal
for homing on the group leader. The direction

of plans for the Normandy invasion. It sent a
group of its scientific staff to England, where
they became advisors to allied high command,
not alone for electronic countermeasures but
also for radar, communications, and other aspects

finder was of the loop type, with a "sense
antenna which served also as the communication
antenna. The loop's null point, as determined
from the orally produced signal, was used in
finding the direction, the operator turning his

of radio-electronics.

body to locate it. If the operator upon pressing

During World War II, NRL was designated
the center for the collection of all captured
enemy electronic equipments sent to the
United States. These equipments were analyzed

the sense antenna button and turning his body
in one direction found the null point diverted
in the same direction, he knew he was going
toward the leader. Otherwise, he had to reverse

in part by the Laboratory and in part by other

his direction of travel 180 degrees.

organizations having appropriate analysis capability. Some of these equipments, particularly
enemy radars, were reconditioned so that the
capability of our countermeasures could be determined through direct observation.6 The German small Wurzburg and their giant Wurzburg
were reconditioned and thoroughly investigated.
The first Japanese radar available, captured at
Guadalcanal. was also placed in operating condition to determine its characteristics and vulnera.
bility.

To provide jammers for the operating forces
for use in the invasion of Italy, NRL, under a
"crash" program, developed the Model XBK
spot jammer (1943). In reporting on the results
from the use of the Model XBK jammers, the
Commander, Task Force in the Atlantic, in a ruesage dated 17 Oct. 1943, stated, "...XBK spot jammers...were considered very successful against
enemy airborne radar whose range has been determined to be from 560 to 620 megacycles. It is
believed that enemy aircraft radar was effectively

For interception of hostile radar signals,
NRL developed the Model XARD earlywarning airborne receiver (1942).' This receiver provided for the reception of enemy
radar signals in the frequency bands then

jammed, because shortly after jammers were cut
in, enemy radar was secured and immediately
after )ammers were secured, enemy radar was
turned on again...no fire was sustained by major
vessels during the assault phases."'
i 1,

~~0l
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GERMAN WORLD WAR 11 RADARS
Shown above is the "small Wurzburg" radar (range on aircraft
30 miles), a portable equipment with a 10-foot-diameter
parabolic antenna, and below it is the "giant Wurzburg"
(range 45 miles), with a 25-foot-diameter parabolic antenna
forfixedinstallations. These radars were used for both search
and fire control. They had rotating dipoles at the focal point
and provided both azimuth and elevation data. The small
radar was available in considerable numbers. The giant
radar was available in smaller numbers. They operated in
the frequency range of 450 to 600 MHz and were provided
with antenna duplexers. The quality of the workmanship was
excellent.

47.
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60834 (H-457)

PARATROOPER ASSEMBLY SYSTEM,
MODEL DAV
NRL was first to develop a combined direction finder and

From knowledge acquired of the enemy's
radar, it was determined that higher powered
jammers would be required to protect our
ships. Also it was considered that the enemy
might change the frequency of his radars, requiring broader frequency coverage in our
jammers. To meet these contingencies, NRL
in cooperation with a contractor developed the
Model TDY jamming equipment, which covered
a range of 116 to 770 kHz, with a power output
of 150 watts.' 0 A number of these equipments
were built for use by the Fleet.
NRL developed the first radio-guidedmissile countermeasures equipment. This
equipment was effectively used against the
German radio-controlled air-launched missiles (1943)." The Germans started to use these
air-launched missiles, the HS-293 and FX, in
late August 1943, and were able to sink a number
of British and American vessels in the Mediterranean Sea and Bay of Biscay. For a year
NRL had been preparing for such eventuality
and was in a position to institute a crash program
to provide the necessary countermeasures equipment. Two destroyers, the USS DAVIS and USS
JONES, were equipped with intercept and recording equipment provided by NRL and were
sent to the active warfare area to obtain information on frequency range and type of control
signals. 4d Analysis of the data obtained provided
the basis for the development of a complete,
integrated missile intercept-jamming system
by NRL. Four complete search and jamming
equipments were rushed to completion and
shipped by air to Africa for use on ships operating in the Mediterranean. Two more destroyers, the DD-225 and DD-227, were outfitted
with similar equipment at the New York Navy
Yard under NRL guidance before proceeding
to active duty protecting convoys from missiles in the same warfare area. During the spring
of 1944, fourteen equipments of similar design
were built for use in the protection of the
Normandy invasion fleet. The operators of these

communication equipment (1943) for use by intelligence
and special miosion groups during operations in North

equipments were trained by NRL. Fifty equip-

Africa and landings at Salerno, Italy. The equipment was
used for assembling the members of a group about a leader.
A total of 10,000 equipments were procured.

ments, the design of which was modified by NRL.
were also constructed in a rush. Including
these equipments, 65 ships equipped for jamming

ments
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THE U.S. MODEL TDY RADAR JAMMER
At the left is shown the beam antenna, andi at the right is
the transmitter. This equipment covered a range of 116
to 1 O k-Hz, adequate for the radars used by both the Germans
and the Japanese. This equipment was developed by NRL
with the aid of a contractor.

participated in the invasion of southern France.
No ships so equipped were ever hit, and the
ships were so placed that they protected large
numbers of other ships.12
The principal equipments designed and
developed by NRL for thc program included
the jamming transmitters (Models XCA, CXGE,
and TEA), search receivers (Models RDC, RDG,
and RDH), monitoring receivers (Models RBK,

Models RDG and RDH search receivers were
wideband, with panoramic capability for quickly
locating enemy signals. The monitoring receivers
were for setting the jamming transmitters accurately to the enemy's radar frequencies. The
modulation analyser provided information on
the type of control signals employed.
If special countermeasures to combat Japanese
radar had not been expeditiously developed, the

(Model

can lives than it did. It was realized that the

OB), and

broadband

antennas. The
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THE FIRST GUIDED-MISSILE COUNTERMEASURES SYSTEM
This system, developed by NRL and installed on many ships, served during World War I to protect ships of the invasions and
tonv ,ys.No ship equipped with this system was ever hit by German guided missilts. At the left is shown one of the antennas,
°
7,
proicting at .15 I). installed on the destroyer DD425. At the right, as installed on the destroyer DD42 is shown the jamming
equipment, including the Models RBK receiver (1), the RBW panoramic adapter (2), the XCJ.- transmitter (i), the RCX panoramic adapter (4), the RAO receiver (5), and the transmitting antenna switches (6).

Japanese had some knowledge of our radars,
since they captured some early American radars
in their conquest of the Philippines. and also
some British equipment was seized at Singapore.
However, the first conclusive evidence that the
Japanese had radar in operation came through the
capture of three badly damaged sets on Guadalcanal. These were shipped promptly to NRL
Using the various components, NRL was able to
assemble one complete Japanese radar and to
study its characteristics and vulnerability. The
results were forwarded to field commanders,
which enabled them to judge the probable
effectiveness of the Japanese radar and to plan
their campaigns to exploit its weaknesses. Concurrently with this, NRL began to devise means
for combating the Japanese radar. Intercept
receivers were quickly produced by the Laboratory which were successfully used by the U.S.
forces in the Aleutian Island operations. Jamming

devices were also developed for the purpose of
denying the Japanese of the usefulness of their
radar.
As the war progressed, more intercepted Japanese radar information became available. With the
capture of Hollandia, New Guinea, the first
sample Japanese airborne radar was obtained.
NRL reconditioned this equipment, together with
similar equipment captured on Saipan. One
radar was installed in a captured Japanese airplane, and its performance was determined.
Another equipment was installed in a Navy torpedo plane and used in the Fleet maneuvers rehearsing for the IwoJima landings.
Experience with jammers provided opportunity
for improving their effectiveness. During the Iwo
Jima invasion, many Japanese radar-equipped
planes tried to come in and sink our ships, but
would suddenly become confused and turn back
after ,or jammers were turned on.
305,
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FIRST JAPANESE RADAR CAPTURED BY U.S. FORCES
This radar, of the search type, was captured at Guadalcanal. Shown above is the antenna; below itis the transceiver
anti
display equipment. The radar had a frequency range of 87 to 105 MHz, with 3-kW pulses and i range on airtraft of 60 miles. It was of poor design, large and heavy. It had no duplexer. The lower half of the antenna was
used for transmitting, the upper half for receiving.
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The first samples of Japanese fire-control
radars were captured on Saipan and Peleliu.
NRL investigated these equipments, and the
results obtained enabled our bombers to take
appropriate evasive action. This, togetherwith
the use of confusion devices called "window,"
resulted in Japanese antiaircraft gunfire becoming extremely erratic.

became operationally available, submarines
could transmit messages over very long distances to home base not previously possible
at the lower frequencies, due to lack of installation space for the high-power, lower frequency transmitters. From a countermeasures
viewpoint, it became important to have direction
finders effective at high frequency to locate
enemy submarines. NRL and others had atPOSTWAR ELECTRONIC
tempted to obtain satisfactory direction-finder
COUNTERMEASURES
performance at high frequencies by using antenna
structures similar to those devised for the lower
The Laboratory's experience during the
frequencies, but encountered unacceptable
war made evident the importance of electronic
bearing errors. NRL eventually observed that
countermeasures in Naval operations and the
bearing errors could be greatly reduced by
need for continued research and development
using a structure employing two opposed
in this field to fully exploit it, potentialities,
Accordingly, after the war, NRL established
vertical dipole spaced antennas, with the receiver
a major program to provide new techniques
placed directly at the midpoint between the
two sets of dipoles. The antenna and receivers
and systems of signal interception, signalhad to be adequately elevated and without
source location, signal recording, signal
external metallic connections. The whole
analysis, jamming, and deception. In carrying
structure had to be remote from the immediate
out this program, NRL became the principal
vicinity of metallic objects.
organization in the United States conducting
As a result, NRL was first to develop a
such research programs. The many important
high-frequency direction finder which gave
advances made and their adoption by the Navy
bearings of operationally acceptable accaracy
and other military services brought to NRL
(1936).1-1 Direction finders of this type were
national and international recognition of
produced in considerable numbers, NRL
leadership in electronic countermeasures.
furnishing an initial quantity of twenty. They
Much of the electronic-countermeasures
were installed along the Atlantic and Pacific
equipment used by the several military services is
based on NRL's work,
coasts and in Oahu, Hawaii. During World
War II the Atlantic chain of direction finders
extended from Iceland to the middle of South
America. Additional direction finders were
installed in the Pacific. The radio direction
HIGH-FREQUEN FINTEIN EP
AND IRETIONFININGfinder, both shore station and ship, had a
The evolution of the lower frequency
major part in defeating the German submarine
radio direction finder and the impact of its
menace and also helped, although to lesser
countermeasures aspect on warfare were reviewed
degree, in dealing with Japanese submarines.
under "Radio Navigation," Chapter 7 The
Some of these direction finders remained
advent of radar brought about the development
in service for many years. In NRL's original highof pulse-navigation systems such as Loran, which
frequency direction finder, known as the Model
were found, in general, more acceptable than
XAB and later as the Model DT (2500 to 30,000
the direction finder for navigational purposes.
kHz), the operator stood on aplatform at the top of
The direction finder then became primarily
a quadripod tower support structure to operate
a countermeasures device,
the controls. The operator had to move around
After World War 1, when high frequencies
as the opposed dipole structure was rotated,
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THE FIRST HIGH-FREQUENCY RADIO DIRECTION FINDER PROVIDING
BEARINGS OF OPERATIONALLY ACCEPTABLE ACCURACY (1936)
This direction finder, developed by NRL, was known as the Model DT A chain of these

direction finders was installed from Iceland to central South America and in the Pacific.
These equipments gave valuable service in the antisubmarine campaign during World War
II and remained in service until recent years. Shown on the right is Dr. M. H. Schrenk. who
as head of NRL's aircraft Radio activities was responsible for the development of the first
U.S. airborne radar, the Model ASB. Later he became an associate superintendent of the
Radio Division. On the left is shwn R. A. Gordon. who became head of NRL's Aircraft
Radio Division after the war and participated in many important developments.

to obtain the bearing. In the subsequent Model
DY, NRL arranged the operating controls to
be brought down into the base of the support
structure with nonmetallic shafts for more
convenient operation. The base of the structure
was enclosed to protect the operator in bad
weather. To provide maximum accuracy in the
performance of radio direction finders, NRL
conducted investigations on site factors affecting
accuracy and prescribed standards for shore
installations.

SHIP HIGH-FREQUENCY RADIO
DIRECTION FINDERS
NRL conducted an investigation with the
destroyer USS CORRY (DD 463) to determine
the possibilities of using radio direction finders
in the high-frequency band aboard ship. Bearing
deviations on ionospheric transmissions were
found to be so great and variable as to render
bearings of little value. However, NRL determined that with proper installation of
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the direction-finder antenna, operationally
useful bearings could be obtained aboard ship
on high-frequency ground-wave transmissions
(1942).'1 This made possible location of the
source of enemy transmissions out to a distance
of 200 miles, performance of great importance
in attacking enemy submarines. For best
results, the antenna had to be mounted on the
top of a mast as high as possible, clear of all
obstructions, and aligned with the ship's keel
line. The shielded loop, instead of the opposeddipole type of antenna, had to be used. Other
electronic equipment such as radars could be
mounted on the same mast, but had to be well
below the direction-finder antenna. Furthermore,
since the deviation varied with frequency, the
calibration had to be carried throughout the
high-frequency band.
The results of NRL's work led to the
development of the Model DAQ high-frequency direction finder, the first of its type
for ships, by a contractor; NRL participated
in this effort (1943).15 The antenna of this
direction finder was of the nonresonant, fixed,
shielded-loop type, and of considerable size
to enhance its signal-collecting power. A remote
goniometer rotating synchronously with the
magnetic-deflection structure about the neck
of a cathode-ray tube produced instantaneous
bearing displays of the received signals. This
type display was advantageous for short transmissions and for operators having minimum
training. Large numbers of the Model DAQ
high-f'equency direction finder were produced
and installed on Navy ships, where they were
employed with great effectiveness against enemy
submarines and in other functions.
A series of high-frequency direction finders
having novel features for use in both ship and
shore installations was developed. NRL took

60834 (H-463)

-

-

.

part in this effort. The Model DAQ was the first
of the series for shipboard use. The Model DAJ

SHIPBOARD INSTALLATION OF EXPERIMENTAL
HIGH-FREQUENCY DIRECTION FINDER

(1942) was for shore stations (1500 to 30,000

A fixedcross-loop highfrequency direction finder antenna is

kHz). The Model DAR (1942) was originally
a British development, modified by NRL (1000
to 20,000 kHz). NRL provided it with a display
having two parallel vertical lines to be matched

shown here mounted on the top of the after mast of the
destroyer USS CORRY, which was used by NRL in its

investigation of high-frequency direction-findes accuracy
possible aboard ship.
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6004 (H-464)

5'6"

THE FIRST U.S. HIGH-FREQUENCY SHIP DIRECTION FINDER EMPLOYING FIXED
CROSS-LOOP ANTENNAS, WITH BEARING DISPLAYED ON A CATHODE-RAY TUBE THROUGH
THE USE OF A ROTATING GONIOMETER AND A SYNCHRONOUSLY ROTATING MAGNETIC
DEFLECTION YOKE ABOUT THE TUBE (1943)
This direction finder, the Model DAQ, was developed collaborative ly by N RL and a contractor. It was procured in large numbers
asnd extensively installed on Navy ships, where it was employed with great effectiveness against enemy submarines. The antenna
is shown on the left, and the display equipment is on the right.

a continuously rotating resonant shielded loop,
much smaller than the previous fixed untuned
loops (1.5 to 30 MHz). Remote control was
provided for it, so that the loop could be tuned
in its location to obtain the gain provided by
reasonance. The Model AN/GRD-6 (1951) was
for shore use, for which NRL provided an improved eight-element antenna system to reduce
octangular error (2 to 32 MHz). The systebi used

in height on a cathode-ray tube. NRL had previously developed this display for the lower-frequency Model DAH direction finder. The Model
DAU (1943), for ship use, was similar to the
Model DAQ, but modified to have a panoramic
adapter of ±7.5 kHz range (1.5 to 22 MHz).
The Model DAW (1944) was similar to the
Model DAQ, but truck mounted for mobile
use. The Model DBA (1944), for ship use, had
310
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THE AN/GRD-6 IMPROVED HIGH-FREQUENCY

DIRECTION

I

37851

FINDER ANTENNA SYSTEM(1958)

NRL developed self-sustaining broadband sleve antennas to greatly reduce the (Mtangular error of this direction finder

sleeve broadband self-sustaining antennas which
the Laboratory had developed."
*
WIDE-APERTURE, CIRCULARLY
DISPOSED DIRECTION FINDER
During the earl,, 1950's NRL conducted experiments to determine the improvement in highfrequency direction-finder bearing accuracy that
could be obtained if a wide aperture were used. 1
A series of loops extending in a line 1100 feet
long was installed at the Laboratory's Fox Ferry,
Maryland, site, a short distance south of the Laboratory. The loops, connected with a phasing
arrangement, permitted only limited azimuth
steering, but sufficient to permit fxusing on a
311

transmitting station 1200 nautical miles distant
and to determine variations in bearing. Observations were made in the high-frequency band on
"burst type" low-power transmissions to determine bearing variations under typical ionospheric
conditions. Although operational siting and instrumentation lacked the desired precision, bearing accuracy of 0.25 degree was obtained, a value
many times better than that obtained with earlier
direction finders.
Based upon the experimental results obtained,
NRL developed the first U.S. wide-aperture,
circularly disposed radio direction finder to
provide high bearing accuracy (1957).'" With
this direction finder, NRL was first to determine the orbit of a manmade satellite, the

ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES

EXPERIMENTAL HIGH-FREQUENCY WIDE-APERTURE RADIO
DIRECTION FINDER ANTENNA
With this antenna, NRL was first to demonstrate the capability of a wide aperture to greatly improve high-frequency direction-finder accuracy over earlier types of direction finders (1952). The direction finder used a series
of loops extending in a line 1100 feet long.

first Russian satellite, Sputnik 1 (4 Oct. 1957),
using both bearing and doppler information
(20 MHz). NRL's direction finder has since
been widely used. The antenna system comprised a circle of NRJ.-developed broadband sleeve
antennas arranged in front of a vertical circular reflector screen. The vertical antennas were
connected through transmission lines to a rotating goniometer located at the center of the antenna system. The bearing output was displayed
on a cathode-ray-tube indicator. Through the
antenna scanning function, all signals received at
the particular frequency were automatically displayed on the indicator about the entire azimuth.

ultaneously on several frequencies (1958).t
Each operator, provided with separate cathoderay-tube consoles, could observe a signal on
any bearing at any frequency in the high-frequency band.
NRL was first to devise a digital counter
technique to avoid the inaccuracies incurred
in taking the bearing of a signal with a
mechanical alidade from the conventional
indication on a cathode-ray tube (1958)."
The shaft of the goniometer carried a magnetic
gear with teeth which produced pulses, the
digital count of which began at north. The
pulse generator controlled by the operator

NRL also was first to provide multiplex-

produced a "pip" superimposed on the cathode-

ing on a single direction-finder antenna

ray-tube display, the count of which varied with

system, so that several operators could observe
independently the bearings of signals sim-

the signal azimuth, beginning at north. The
operator adjusted the pip to coincide with the
312
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WIDE-APERTURE CIRCULARLY DISPOSED HIGH-FREQUENCY RADIO DIRECTION FINDER
NRL was first in the United States to develop a high-frequency direction finder of this nature, to provide greatly improved direction-finder bearing accuracy. The direction finder shown was 400 feet in diameter and was installed at NRL's Hybla Valley,
Virginia site. With this direction finder, NRL was first to determine the orbit of a man-made satellite, the Russian Sputnik I
1957). This type of direction finder has been widely used.

cathode-ray indication, taking advantage of the
more accurate alignment which could be obtained through offsetting and enlarging the
display. When the goniometer bearing count
equaled the pip count, the bearing was automatically extracted accurately in digital form and
transmitted to the central computer for position
determination. Later, this technique was extended
by sending all of the video information on the
cathode-ray tube to a computer, which determined the direction of arrival.
To determine the position of a transmitting
source in a radio direction-finder system, it
is necessary to obtain bearings on the same signal
at separate geographic points, so that crossbearings can be plotted or computed in determining the position of the source. However,
the conventional manual process was slow and
required a high degree of skill obtained through

long training of operating personnel. NRL was
first in the U.S. to devise a radio directionfinder system utilizing an electronic computer
to determine automatically the position of
a radio signal source through computations
from data automatically transmitted from
several direction-finder sites to a central
computation site (1958).2 0
High reliability is an important factor in
certain uses of electronic computers, particularly those for military purposes, of which radio
signal source location is one. In the computer
field, high reliability had been achieved through
the use of back-up computers to provide the
downtime necessary for servicing. This arrangement resulted in a great deal of idle computing
capacity. In providing a computer for signalsource location, NRL had to contend with data
to be processed from several direction-finder
313
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sites for several functions, including that for

ware amounts to about half that required for

the identity and association of signals. Computations had to be applied to selected combinations of data, involving multiple programming.
With these considerations in view, NRL was
first to develop, with the aid of a contractor,
a polymorphic multiprocessor computer
syKem which provides, in radio signal source
location, high reliability togetht. with
minimal redundancy (1965).P The very high
reliability of the system is provided at modest
cost by dynamically restructurable assemblies

operation at maximum allowable degradation,
contrasted with the redundancy ratios of one
or two for replicated monolithic systems previously used. NRL's system is widely used in the
computer field.
NRL's first wide-aperture, circularly disposed
antenna had a single circle of dipoles. However, additional concentric rings of NRL-developed sleeve antennas are used if the highest
degree of bearing accuracy over the full highfrequency band is required. As many as three sets

of autonomous processor, memory, and input
modules. Furthermore, the redundant hardware

of such concentric rings of dipoles have been
used for ultimate accuracy over the full band,

can be used more easily in this system than by

limited only by ionospheric propagation factors.

a replicated monolithic system in the performance of useful functions beyond those absolutely required. With NRL's system, designated the AN/GYK-3 (V), the redundant hard-

NRL's wide-a..rture antenna system has also
been found useful for radio-communication
reception in the high-frequency band The sharp
beam provided by the antenna at any azimuth and

75184 (16)

THE WIDE-APERTURE, CIRCULARLY DISPOSED HIGH-FREQUENCY ANTENNA AT THE NAVY'S
RADIO COMMUNICATION STATION AT SUGAR GROVE, WEST VIRGINIA
The sharp beams whith are available
Itth

thi% antenna greatlh redut v intertert.n(c from unwanted signas on the same frequency

but coming fro)m a different direttion The antenna has two sets of dipoles arranged in front of two reflector screens. It has an
effective diameter of M(X)feet iouter portioni. wrol, an overall diameter of 984 feet for the ground mat,
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frequency in the band permitted great dasagainst interference at azimuths
twtthAn the one being used.

frequency direction finders for installation in
aircraft. At these frequencies, airframe surface
contours caused severe antenna-pattern distortion and prevented obtaining of operationally
useful bearings. Later, as the cold war evolved,
I 0IN FINDER
el
is
the Navy was in need of such direction finders
Itb,~
ASATELILITE
(AiL
for radar intercept in its European "Ferret"
NRL vwm hra
.
hir trans
Airc raft program. NRL developed several
mitting signals in thr tits,
i.dand
direction finders, which provided, for the
-..
shrs tame, operationally acceptable bearing
to determine the pertoraAis
-.
in aircraft in the VHF band and
direction finder and its site, irklud...
,*ecd hj the Navy in the Ferret
effects of nearby mountains (1966). The saieii,
" 1 19ih
1
Antenna-pattern
a.
was flown at low altitude, below the Flayer, so that
. lei
as avoided by
an essentially free-space path would be available at
if. the air
mountingl thrit
night. Thus, nocturnal observations could be made
craft. Three of t helir J,: t
on performance free from errors caused by propagaing dipoles, with sign.t Jatietion factors. Comparison of these observations with
cathode-ray tube, the minimum stgtia ~
those made during daytime when the E layer was
used to indicate the bearing These eclupiib
present indicated that the E layer was relatively
were designated the Models AN, APA-24x, Xh4
stable.
which covered a range of 50 to 100 MHz (195,0
(XB-2), with a range of 50 to 140
HF-HF-SF IN ER-AN/APA-24x
AIRBRNE
the AN/APA-24x (XB-3), with a
1);
and
(195
MHz
AIRBORNE DIRECTIONHF INTER.
A( Ally

riminAtion

range of 142 to 280 MHz (195 1).
At the end of the war. NRL conducted an
investigation of the probability of incercepting
enemy radar signals with direction finders

SYSTEMS
During World War 11, great difficulty was
experienced in developingz VHF and higher

FINDERS (1950-1951)
-FERRET" AIRCRAFT VHF DIRECTION

U4 (H18

These- NR I..developed dire(t ion finders provtided, for the first t imre, operAt ionAll % tt ptAb I beciri n aiot urat N in Air rAtt in thc
VHF hand They were used effe~tivelt in the Navy's European -Ferret" Aircraft prograrn The Miodel AN APA '4X -%ti280
MIHz) Antenna is shown .At the left, extending below the rAil ot the tvpe P-1Nf Aircraft The Model AN ARD)6,S0t)NHz,
M
antennai is shown extending below the middle (if the fuselage
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which rotated. 23 Since radar signals are intermittent, it is possible to miss a short transmission during part of the rotation period of
such direction finders. NRL came to the conclusion that 100-percent probability was necessary, and to attain it, all-around-looking direction
finders with instantaneous response to signals
coming from any azimuth angle would have
to be provided. In providing for the Navy's
Ferret program, NRL developed the first
VHF airborne direction finder which could
display instantaneously and simultaneously
both bearing and frequency of intercepted
radar signals over a broad frequency band
(1951).2,24 This direction finder, designated the
Model AN/ARD-6 (XB-1), covered a range of
55 to 90 MHz. It had four fixed antenna arrays,
pointing in the four directions, to cover 360 degrees.
The antennas were connected through circuitry to
the four deflection plates of acathode-ray tube. Ten
receivers were used to cover the frequency band for
the display of the frequency of the received signals
A IA hode-ray tube. After the Navy used this
,nnie in its Ferret operations, it turned
t-,.,r rothe Air Force for further
I.

%RI

posed at 90-degree intervals for all-around
coverage. The amount of electromagnetic field
energy received by each antenna was a function
of the azimuth angle of arrival of the energy.
The bearings were displayed on a cathode-ray
tube.

SUBMARINE VHF-UHF-SHF INTERCEPT

During the war in the Pacific, the Japanese
used VHF and UHF radars to search out U.S
submarines and attack them. To provide protection against this Japanese radar threat,
NRL developed the first submarine VHF-UHF
intercept and direction-finder system (1944).26
The system was installed and demonstrated on
the submarint- USS PIKE in July 1944, with
satisfactory results. This system, designated
the Model XCV and later the Model DBU,
covered a frequency range from 100 to 1000
MHz. The system utilized two sets of broadband
antennas, arranged at an angle of 45 degrees
with the vertical so as to be effective for both
vertically and horizontally polarized radiation,
as well as to cover the frequency band adequately.
ih
antennas were mounted on the sides of
.....u!.marinc as clear of obstructions as possible.
.,, -'riding
feature involved swinging
. thifg alternately between
, tor the equi,&.,
'hu bearirigs

developed

the hrsi .,,r.....
tinder
capable ot simult,ii,
gV'AII
from submarine radars ,',,
tion and at any frequenc) in the t,,
10,000 MHz (1954).a This equipmen
.
the Model NL/ALD-A, was procured in quantjtv ,-

*

the Navy and installed on its ASW aircraft This
equipment allowed aircraft searching for submarines to detect radar signals, regardless of attempts
to make these signals extremely short in duration,
and to be in a position to home on them, pressing
the attack with minimum delay. In addition to
fulfilling its primary function, ASW, this equipment was an excellent warning device against
airborne or ground-controlled gun-laying radars,
because of its wide-open and instantaneous
features. The equipment employed two sets of
four horn-type antennas, which were mounted
on a cylindrical ground plane having its axis
vertical The horn antenna elements were dis-

Oft rN

Th
rtq..
extended h$ an,,th(
so as to coer the rarli
MHz. 27 This modification WAs aC,.#,
Model XCY, and later the Miodel l)b,
modification was installed and demonstrr.rt,
on the submarine USS DENTUDA and the L'S!,
SKATE with satisfactory results.
After the war, the need continued for an
operationally suitable microwave submarine
direction finder to take bearings on radarequipped ships and aircraft at distances well
316
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6063 (14-M6)

FIRST SUBMARINE

VHF-UHF RADAR INTERCEPT AND DIRECTION-FINDING SYSTEM (1944)

This system was developed by NRL to proLt our submarines against att k bhyJap.nesc. aircraft in the Pa.tLi during the Aar
The two sets of antennas for this system covering 100 to 1000 M1Hz are shown on (he left. installed on the sides of the submarine
USS PIKE (Model XCV) The antennas for the 2000 to ,,)O MHz range are shown at the right, inside the cirle. as installed on
the submarine USS SKATE IModel XCY)

beyond radar range. This required that the
direction-finder system have enough sensitivity
and a high enough probability of intercept so
that the submarine could detect enemy radars
at several times radar range. It was necessary
that the direction-finder antenna be mounted

in a high, unobstructed position on the submarine and be capable of withstanding the
hydrostatic pressure experienced at considerable
depths. To meet the Navy's requirement,
NRL developed the first microwave direction
finder with automatic bearing indication
?18
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60834 (H-470)

RECEIVER

ANTENNA
CATHODE RAY
INDICATOR

THE FIRST SUBMARINE MICROWAVE DIRECTION FINDER WITH AUTOMATIC BEARING
INDICATION, MODEL AN/BPA-I (1948)
This N RI ,dlcvcIsid di retiotn tinsder ws first demoinstrated on the submari ne I.SS I RIFX It ws~proctured iii quani ttv arnd
instailted I or serv itt
in suibmaine% At lettare'shi wn the usinpontents ol the equi pmnit
At right is sli, ssn i ht intnna structiure'
with the domeinrenmovedl The twoi larger horns on the left are it'd .is an arra' ito tovenr tist hand 2 wo to
iso S
H)
MIz
The si ngle
hir
sin

ii

the. right covered 1,00( ) [(H.(,O) N11112,
Thea.nttnna systen ro tated at rate% tip' to
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marines. Subsequently, the equipments were pro.
cu~red from contractors and installed on many submarines. The system was designated the AN/

suitable for submarines (1948).29 Its performance was demonstrated on the submarine
USS IREX (SS 482) in 1949. It was subse.
quently procured and installed in submarines
for service use. The direction finder had a
frequency range of 2300 to 10,600 MHz and
was designated the Model AN/BPA-l. It was
provided with a horn-type antenna system.
Two larger horns fed in phase as an array served
to cover the band from 2300 to 5000 MIHz.
A single smaller horn covered the band from
5000 to 10,600 MHz. The antennas were so
arrayed as to be capable of receiving both horizontally and vertically polarized waves. They
were rotated at rates up to a maximum of 700
rpm. The bearings were presented automatically
on a cathode-ray tube.
Until 1958, submarine microwave intercept
and direction-finder systems had been devised

BLR-6.
"UNIVERSAL'- SHIP RADAR
INTERCEPT SYSTEM
During World War 11, intercept equipment
was developed for such specific frequency bands
that experience indicated were used by the
enemy. This approach required the use of
different equipments for the several frequency
bands, but expedited availability for use in
combat. Furthermore, except for very-narrowband frequency scanning, the scanning rates
were very slow, which made the probability
of missing an enemy signal quite high. The
phenomenal growth of enemy electronic applications to military problems during the period
after the war, including the cold war and the
Korean "police action," served to emphasize
the need for advanced intercept capability.
To improve this type of operation, NRL developed the first universal integrated radar
intercept system for both surface ships and
submarines, covering VHF through SHF
(50 to 10,750 MHz) with rapid, high-probability frequency scanning (1956).29 Large
quantities of this equipment were procured,
with extensive installation in the Naval
service. This equipment, known as the Model AN/
WLR- 1, had a speed of operation such that the rate
of signal acquisition, of analysis, and of data storage was limited by operator decision time instead
of by equipment characteristics. The equipment
had both high resolution and high sensitivity,
with capability of analyzing the various characteristics of the received signal.

with antennas located on the conning tower,
which made it necessary to expose that part

of the submarine when making observations.
To meet an urgent Fleet operational requirement for an improved system and at the
same time to reduce the exposure of the
submarine during interception, NRL developed the first radar intercept and directionfinder system in which the antenna was
mounted in a submarine periscope without
interfering with the operation of the optical
system (1958). Various configurations of NRL's
basic system saw wide operational use. NRL's sys
tem as irs
n thintaled
sumarne ss OGFISH (1958). Since the mission of this ship also required communication intercept, a vertical "sleevestub" intercept antenna coverinh the band from
VLF to UHF was provided attached outside, behind
the periscope head. The internal antenna provided
broad coverage in the gigahertz region. The intercept system was of the "wide-open" crystal-video
type, with the video amplifier furnished as part of
the equipment. Rotation of the periscope provided
the directional function. The special periscope was
designated the type 8A (later 8B). The Laboratory
furnished six equipments for installation on sub-

SHIPBOARD SHF INTERCEPT
RECEIVER-DIRECTION FINDER
In response to an urgent Navy requirement, and
as requested by the Bureau of Ships, NRL was
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3888

80834 (H-472)

FIRST RADAR INTERCEPT AND DIRECTION-FINDER SYSTEM MOUNTED IN A SUBMARINE
PERISCOPE, MODEL ANIBLR-6 (1958)
This system, developed by NRL and first demonstrated on the submarine USS DOGFISH (1958), was procured and installed
on many submarines. The spiral antenna for microwaves is shown at the lower right. It is mounted in a special window in the
upper part of the periscope with the fitting shown at the upper right. At the left is shown the periscope top with an external
vertical sleeve intercept antenna to cover VLF through UHF.
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UNIVERSAL SHIP INTEGRATED RADAR INTERCEPT SYSTEM (1956)
NRL developed this system, designated the Model AN/WLR-I, to provide for the first time-integrated intercept coverage of VHF
through SHF (50 to 10,750 kHz) with rapid high probability scanning for both surface ships and submarines. Many of these equipments
were procured and utilized by the Navy. Shown is NRL's prototype of the equipment without the antennas.

cured, and was installed on many ships. This
equipment saw service in southeast Asia. The
equipment comprised a crystal-video waveguidetype receiver with a stationary horn antenna
illuminated by a rotating reflector which could
be continuously spun or remotely trained. High
sensitivity was obtained by detecting and preamplifying the video signals in low-noise amplifiers in the antenna housing. Interference from
out-of-band radars was avoided through the use of

first to develop a shipboard intercept receiverdirection finder which was first to operate
successfully at microwave frequencies not
previously covered and in the high.power environment of shipboard radars not within the
receiver frequency region (1963).3o NRL's
experimental model was successfully demonstrated aboard the destroyer USS HUGH
PURVIS (DD709) in 1964. The equipment was
designated the Model ANISLR-! 2 when pro322
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603144731

MICROWAVE SHIPBOARD INTERCEPT RECEIVER-DIRECTION
FINDER, THE AN/SLR-12 (1963)

*

This was the first microwave receiver to operate successfully in a part of the microwave
band not previously covered and in the high-power environment of shipboard radars Production equipment based on NRL's model was installed on many ships anti saw service in South
east Asia. The photograph shows NRL's model as installed on the destroyer USS HUGH
PURVIS (DD7O79) where it was successfully demonstrated

duced by the transmitter pulses of the several

short sections of reduced-cross-section waveguide preceding the detectors, which acted as
high-pass filters attenuating all frequencies below
the operating band of the receiver. The directional bearing display was of the polar-cathoderay-tube type.

local radars when operating at the same time.
Since the transmitter pulses are short relative
to the interval between them, there is sufficient
time to permit "look-through" operation of
the intercept receivers. However, the interceptreception equipment must be capable of withstanding the high power imposed on it and the
resulting interference, due to its proximity to
the radars. In spite of careful selection of location
in siting intercept and radar antennas to minimize
mutual coupling, difficulties in simultaneous

SHIPBOARD INTERCEPT
RECEIVER BLANKING
The reception of intercept signals aboard
ship must contend with the interference pro-
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operation existed. Intercept mixer diodes
"burned out," and improved diodes, which could
withstand the power level imposed, had to be
developed. A major difficulty was the "blocking"
of'the intercept receiver circuits by the highpower pulses. To avoid this difficulty, NRL
devised a means of "blanking" the intercept
receiver circuits during radar transmitting
pulses, providing, for the first time, inter.
cept signal reception simultaneous with
radar operation (1953).sl In NRL's original
system, the radar transmitting pulses were picked
up by an antenna and used to operate circuitry
which "blanked-out" the video portion of the
intercept receiver. This system was found to
be limited with respect to the setting of the
power level of the blanking, since weak but
interfering pulses from a ship's own radars
could not be eliminated without also eliminating
the intercept signals at that level. NRL met this
difficulty by utilizing the energy derived directly
from the radar pulse circuitry, via coaxial cable,
to the intercept receiver to actuate the blanking.
A delay line could be inserted into the trans-

mitter pulse circuitry to compensate for the
differences in the pulse rise times of the several
radars. NRL's experimental model of this
system was installed on board the cruiser USS
CANBERRA with satisfactory results (1962).
NRL provided another similar blanking equipment installed on the carrier USS ENTERPRISE
(1963).
The equipments aboard the USS CANBERRA and the USS ENTERPRISE were especially designed for their particular intercept
reception requirements. As a major improvement of the radar interference blanking
system, NRL developed a filter-blanker in
which the blanking operation was accomplished at intermediate-amplifier frequency
instead of at video frequency, the region
in which most of the interference occurs
(1963). This system avoided the special
adaptations required with video blanking
in the different ship installations and provided
improved interference reduction with installational versatility. NRL's blanking system,
designated the Model ANISLA-lO when

INTERCEPT RECEIVER RADAR INTERFERENCE BLANKER
NRL developed the interference blanker which first made feasible intercept receiver "look-through" operation simultaneously
with the operation of radars aboard ships (195 3). Shown is the final experimental model of the blanker, which provides fully
satisfactory operation with installation versatility. The blanker comprises a five-stage low-pass filter with individual diode gates
at each stage biased at proper voltage level foradequate blanking. In quantity production, this blanker was designated the Model
AN/SLA-10.
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produced in quantity, was installed an
Navy ships responsible for carrying out the
intercept function.

useful, the available techniques were completely
inadequate for the analysis of pulse signals of
short time duration.
To meet the need for adequate signal
analysis, N3IL developed the irst radarsignal pulse analyzer, which instantaneously
and automatically synchronized with the pulse
rate of the incoming radar signal and simultane.ously displayed the several signal parameters
(1948)2 The design of NRL's original pulse
analyzer was the basis on which many subeequent units were built. For this analyzer, NRL
developed the first multi-electron-gun
cathode-ray tube, which became an important
pioneering effort in another aspect (1948). The
techniques devised to make the tube's performance satisfactory contributed to the feasibility of
the three-electron-gun color picture tube used
today in color television sets to generate the three
colors, red, blue, and green. The techniques are
also used in black-and-white television sets.
These unique techniques included shielding the
several electron-gun structures from each other to
preentinterction,the useof nonmagneticmaterials to prevent electron-beam distortion, a slitformation of the gun anodes to prevent their
distortion during the high-temperature tubeexhaust process and malformation of the electron
beams, and the use of a rectangular shape for the
glass envelope of the tube to maximize the display
area. NRL's tube used five guns, and its analyzer
produced five lines of display, one for short and one
for long pulse lengths, one for low and one for high
pulse-repetition rates, and one for nonlinear signal display. Provision was made for photographically recording the display. When procured
version
shipboardthenen
the
in quantity,
anayze
wasla
desgree
Model of NRL's signal
Ieceand
analyzer wasdesignatedtheModelAN/SLA-1 and
the airborne version the Model AN/APA.74. These
analyzers were followed by a series of models with

INTERCEPT SIGNAL ANALYSIS
Analysis of the signals emitted by an enemy's
electronic equipment is an important means of
determining its potential capability. Such analysis also provides the knowledge necessary for devising and applying effective countermeasures
against enemy electronic systems. The frequency
bands covered, spectral distribution of the
emitted energy, modulation type, pulse-repetition
rate, pulse length and shape, antenna character.
istics, the number of antenna beams, their disposition, horizontal and vertical beam patterns, and
their scanning rates, are all of value in assessing
performance capability and the potential for devising and applying effective countermeasures.
While these characteristics can be determined
during the process of interception, further study
made possible by recording the signals allows
much more accurate and complete appraisal.
During World War 11, NRL devised means
for analyzing the signals used by the Germans
in controlling their guided missiles. The information obtained led to the development of
effective countermeasures for these missiles.
NRL also developed "fingerprinting" techniques
for identifying enemy communication stations
through their signal characteristics. With respect
to radar, equipments for panoramic spectrum
display and analysis of pulses were developed.82
Due to the urgency in making these equipments
quickly available, they had certain limitations
which impeded their operation. The analysis
the
were dependent upon theA
of signals for relatively long periods of time.
The methods used required a number of adjustments by the operator before the various characteristics could be accurately measured. For
instance, it was necessary to adjust the sweep
frequency of the cathode-ray-tube indicator
to synchronize with the repetition frequency
of the received radar signal, or to compare the
repetition frequency with an audio tone whose
frequency was known. Although otherwise

somemodifications,suchastheAN/ULA-2(1963).

SIGNAL RECORDING
During the war, signal-recording devices
available used magnetic steel wire, steel tape,
325
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RADAR SIGNAL ANALYZER
NRL develoiped (he first radar signal analyzer which instan.
tancously anti automatically synchronized with the pulse
rate of the incoming radar signal and simultaneously displayed
the several signal parameters 11948) Preseni-day signal
analyzers are based on NRL's original analyzer An important
feature of the analyzer is its five-gun cathode-ray tube, the
first such tube to be developed uleft) The techniques devised
by NRL which made this tube possible were later the basis
for the three-electron-gun iolor picture rubex used in color
television sets today The techniques are also used in blackand-white television set picture tubes The analyzer, d-signated the AN!SLA-1, shipboiard version (airbsrrie version
was the AN APA-'.4l, with icamera miiunting for pho(o raphit
recording, is shown on the right

-60834 IH-4741

or paper tape with a magnetic coating as recording media. NRL's investigation of two
captured German tape recorders disclosed
their use of tape with magnetic coating on an
acetate film base, very similar to tape in wide
use today. This tape was found to have superior
qualities, including high signal-to-noise ratio,
low residual noise, and smoother and more uniformly distributed magnetic particles. The

with respect to very low frequencies ( 19 4 9 ).34
This recorder was designated the Model IC/
VRT-7. Its features were found attractive for use in
many related items for a long period.
In recording signals, a tremendous quantity
of tape can quickly be used if measures are not
taken to limit recording to signals of particular
interest. Such a volume of tape would involve
severe problems of storage, selections for

results of this investigation led to NRL's
development, with the aid of a contractor,
of the first U.S. recorder for signal recording
featuring acetate film base magnetic tape,
multispeed, multitrack, tape synchronous capstan drive, phase equalization, and extremely
wideband frequency response, particularly

analysis, and high cost. However, a certain period
of observation is required to determine whether
a particular signal is of interest, and if it has
not been recorded, the information is lost. In
dealing with this problem, NRL was first to
develop a short-term, continuous, signalstorage device to hold a signal for a period
326
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permanent recording upon recognition of
their value (1951).35 Over the period of years
until 1968, NRL developed belt material of
much higher quality than existing materials,
which did not meet Navy requirements. The
new material also had long life, with greater
dynamic range, and avoided the long-standing
problem of output-amplitude variations.
The equipment provided a recording time of
up to three minutes, which was found adequate
to assess the value of the recorded information
for transfer to magnetic tape. NRL's experimental model was followed by the Models AN
FSH.I, AN/FLR - - drum recorder, and AN
FSH-9. The AN!FSH-I was the first of a family
of long-lift-, unattended, magnetic drum recorders for signal recording and analysis. Four
analog channels of information were handled
simultaneously. The AN/FLR-- drum was an
extension of the AN/FSH-I principles to 150
tnformation channels. The AN/FSH-5 was an
extension of the AN/FSH-I principles to wideband predetection recording. The model AN
FLR-- drum recorder was turned out in production quantities by NRL's machine shops. The
equipments found extensive use by the Navy
and other military services.
For various purposes, the Navy used a very large
number of expensive, high-quality magnetic tape
recorders provided by many manufacturers
A major maintenance expense had been the replacement of recording heads which have had
short life and involve stocking in a wide variety of
head types. In advancing this situation, NRL de-

s44M

FIRST U.S. SIGNAL RECORDER WITH ACETATE
FILM BASE TAPE (1949)

veloped
a universal recording head which
matched the requirements
of

This rc(order, develop-vd by NRI. ieatured muhtisteed,
multtrak. apc syn(hronous Lapsran drive, phase equaiza
rion.md extremely widebAnd frequency response Designated
hc IdtI IC VRT.-, it was the torerunner of A series of
immi r retrders u sedI extiensiv ly

sufficiently well so as not to compromise performance (1967). s" Th- head had seven channels.
Two heads were used to provide 14 channels on
one-inch tape. NRL's new recording head had
much longer life and incorporated radiofrequency-interference shielding. T he cost of

of time sufficient for evaluation, comprising
a rubber belt impregnated with magnetic
particles and mounted on a drum for continuous recording. The signals could then
readily be transferred to magnetic tape for

replacement had been reduced to one-third, and
head life was increased three times.
In analyzing signals, it is advantageous to know
quickly the spectral distribution of the energy.
Since existing methods of obtaining this information were inadequate, NRL developed the

all recorders
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cylinder carrying a magnetic reproducing head.
The signal on the tape is repeatedly scanned by
the rotating head and displayed on the cathoderay-tube screen. An air film builds up under the
magnetic tape and prevents tape wear by the rotating head during observation. This device provides great time saving for the data analyst.

:..

JAMMERS

During World War I1, jammers for use against
enemy radars were developed to cover the limited
frequency bands then known to be used by these
radars. After the war, since a potential enemy
might choose to use any frequency suitable
for radar, NRL set about to develop a series of
jammers which would cover the most likely

4-.
.

,

radar frequency spectrum. At that time, mag-

'

40i

686 "
8and

NRI. dcve oped this Iong.lite rt'ordig htid as a repla u.mnnt
tot the hc.idj of the various Nav% signal retorders , 10(,-)
the head h.ss secn tra ks To hads are used to prowtdc
tourtevei tr&td on omc inch tipc

first instantaneous audio-frequency spectrograph, which provides an instantaneous plot of
the energy of a signal in the frequency and
time domain (1955).s6 The signal to be analyzed
is amplified and fed to a group of comb-type
filters The output of the filter bank is graphically
recorded on A new type of chemically treated
electro-sensitive paper also developed by NRL
In analyzing signals, particularly transient signals, recorded on magnetic tape, some means must
be provided for their visual display. Since no
satistactory means had been devised. NRL developed the first analysis device for displaying on
a cathode-ray-tube screen, or analyzer, transient signals recorded on magnetic tape
(1965)."' In this device, designated the Model
AN FSH-(. a length of magnetic tap' is held
stationary wrapped around a rapidly rotating

'

netron tubes were found to be the best Vype of
power generators available. They provided the
.power output necessary for effective jamming
could be noise modulated. A jammer operates
under an inverse second-power law and a radar
under a fourth-power law. Thus, based on jammer
power, there is a limit to the closeness a vehicle
carryiag a jammer can approach a radar and
still cover its own echo by lamming However.
magnetrons were limited in the frequency
range over which they could provide adequate
power for echo coverage, making it necessary
to use , onsiderable number of them to provide
the deied frequency coverage In carrying
out its magnetron jammer program, NRL
developed the first U.S. airborne microwave
noise jammer (1948).s8 At first, X band was
covered. Later, S and L band coverage was
added, with power output up to 200 watts.
Several hundred of these jammers were procured under the designation AN/ALT-2.
Some of these jammers were used later in
combat action in southeast Asia.
Prior to lt)49, after a radar signal had been
intercepted, the jammer had to be adjusted to
the radar frequency manually by an operator
using a monitoring receiver. In improving upon
the manual type of operation, NRL was first
to develop an automatic search and jam
3;0
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FIRST DEVICE FOR THE DISPLAY OF TRANSIENT SIGNALS REORDED ON MAGNETIC TAPE
In this device, a length of magtnetic tape is held stationary while wrapped around a rapidly rotating cylinder carrying a
magnsetic reproducing head. The tape is repeatedly scanned by the head, and the information is displayed on a cathode-ray
tube for analysis. This NRI. development was designiated the Model ANIFSH-6.
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FIRST U.S. MICROWAVE AIRBORNE NOISE JAMMER SYSTEM GIVING A BARRAGE-TYPE
PROTE( TIVE COVERAGE (1948)
fhsNRI.-developed .qulpmnln was designated the AN/ALT- 2. Some otthese magnetron jammers were used incombat ativitics
iun mr transmitter is shown on the right The rest of the equipment provides look-through reception ol
t radar signal h i ng ammedl to pernmt the wi
.mer
to lie setoni the radar frequens y

in Southeast Asia. The

FIRST AUTOMATIC SEARCHi AND) JAM SYSTEM (1949)
IDeveloiiwd its NRI.. this %%'siem Nv.is dcsignated the Nfodel AN Al Q .'; T
was used iii Southeaist Asi.t it tioit

sy-stem wa% proitired iii

onsideraible quaitos
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system (1949), designated the Model AN/
ALQ-23 (earlier the Model APQ-33 (XB)).
This system was procued in considerable
quantity. It also found use in southeast Asia
combat action. In operation, the automatic
control stopped the scanning receiver on an
intercepted radar signal, which caused the jammer
first to scan and then stop on the frequency
selected for jamming. Periodic -look-through"
sensed the cessation of the radar signal and
caused the receiver to search again for a new
signal. A unique feature of the system per-

the development of a backward-wave.
oscillator tube, the frequency of which could
be controlled electronically. With this tube,
NRL developed the first search-and-jam systern, in which the jammer could be set onto the
radar frequency very rapidly through electronic control (1956)." Furthermore, the systern provided superior "noise" modulation,
with the modulation bandwidth controllable
to provide most effective coverage of the radar
echo. The experimental model was designated
the NIALQ-F(XB-l). When procured in

signals

quantity, a series of airborne jammer systems

based on pulse characteristics. The system
would lock on to the signal with the required
pulse characteristics. A shipboard version of
the Model AN/ALQ-23, known as the Model
AN/SLQ-l1() (960), was also developed,

resulted, including the models AN/ALT-19
(1960),
AN/ALT-2I
(1961), AN/ALT-27
(1964), and the AN/ALQ-76 (1966). Of these
systems, the Model AN/ALT-27 inboard systern and the Model ANJALQ-76 outboard
"pod" system used in type EA-6A jammer aircraft saw extensive service recently in southeast
Asia. A shipborne system, the Model AN/
SLQ- 12 (1963), capable of fully automatic
operation, wats also developed. avoidling the
manual set-on-frequency operattion of' the airborne versions, which, Although ratpid, had to be
accompl istied by persoinnel. T*he backward-wave

mitted

discrimination

among several

When the Model AN/ALQ-23 automatic search
a1nd jam system was developed, the frequency of
the magnetron output could be controlled only
through mechanical means, relatively a very slow
process. To contend with improved radar techniques. much more rapid mneans of setting on the
radar frequency wats necessary. NRL sponsored

FIRSI SI-AR( II AND )JAM SYSTEM IN WIIi
THE JAMMER COULD1 BE SET O)N TIIF RADAR
FRFIUN( V VERY RAPIDLY THIROUIGH ELECTRONIC CONTROL tI19W
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TYPE EA-6A JAMMER AIRCRAFT

I

This modern aircraft, which has seen extensive service recentiv in Southeast Asia, utilizes the AN/ALQ-76 outboard "pod"
ammer system, which is based on the experimental model developed by NRL (1956) The system was first to incorporate electroinic frequency control with a backward-wave-oscillator tube, which permits rapid setting on the frequency of an enemy radar
to be jammed. Five jammer pods, adjusted to cover pertinent frequency bands, can be seen mounted beneath the wings and fuselage iof the aircraft. The primary mission of the aircraft is to support strike aircraft and ground troops by suppressing enemy
electronic activity.

tube is a variety of traveling-wave tube in which

NRL sponsored further development of the
traveling-wave tube to take advantage of its
amplifier characteristics with power generated as
a result ef bunched electrons traveling in the
same direction as the beam. This type tube offered for the first time the potential of amplification over very wide bandwidths, i.e., in excess of
octaves. With this traveling-wave tube, NRL
was first to develop an automatic search-andjam system in which the jamming was accomplished through the amplification of noise,

the bunching of the electrons in the beam propagates along the tube's length, but in a direction
reverse to that of the electron beam. This action
established operation as an oscillator of considerable power and frequency range which was superior to that of the magnetron. The modulation was
of the frequency-modulated -noise type of sufficient bandwidth to be effective without precisely setting on the radar frequency Of S and X
band radars.
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with the capability to jam several radars on different frequencies simultaneously (1954).40 The succesful operation of this system was first demonstrated with the equipment on NRL's picket boat
against its radars at its Chesapeake Bay site. This
system, known as the Model AN/ALQ-99, was
used to a major extent in the type EA6B jamming
aircraft in southeast Asia. Since the traveling-wave
tube is used as an amplifier with one or more lowpower-level master oscillators, the latter can serve
to provide great flexibility in operation without the
complication of physical manipulation in the ampliier. Thus, modulation can quickly and easily be
changed from wideband "barrage" type to multiple
"spot" type, with power output concentrated
accordingly.

ELECTRONIC DECEPTION - PULSE
REPEATERS
During World War 11, the Laboratory made a
study of various means to deceive enemy radars

and determined the requirements for successful
radar deception equipment. NRL developed a
pulse-repeater deception device ("Moonshine"),
designated the Model CXFG, for deceiving enemy radars with respect to true range of the target by transmitting back false pulses (1943).1"
Many flight tests were run on this equipment
against a captured Japanese radar. In another effort, NRL developed a pulse-repeater deception
device in which the target echo was obliterated
by the noise modulation of the retransmitted
pulse (1943).41 This equipment was designated
the Model MBE. Its performance was proven
through trials against a captured Japanese firecontrol radar. It was installed on the light cruiser
USS MIAMI.
The early deception pulse repeaters were effective only when operating against relatively lowpowered radars with long pulse lengths and using
the lower radar frequencies. They were ineffective against the higher frequency, short-pulse
radars soon to be used for fire and missile control.
The minimum time delay possible in repeater circuits then available was much too long to contend

MODEL EA-6B JAMMER AIRCRAFT WITH NRL's SIMULTANEOUS MULTI-RADAR AUTOMATIC
SEARCH AND JAM SYSTEM
NRL was first to develop an automatic search and jam system, incorporating traveling-wave tubes, in which the jamming isaccomplished

through the amplification of noise. This system has the capability to jam several radars on different frequencies simultaneously (1954).
NRL's system, designated the Model AN/ALQ-99 when procured in quantity, was utilized in the Model EA-6B jammer aircraft, which had
been used to a major extent in Southeast Asia. To cover a very broad frequency range, five pods, each carrying a jammer, are used. These pods
can be seen mounted beneath the wings and fuselage of the aircraft,
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with the shorter pulse lengths of these improved
radars. Moreover, much higher repeater output
power was required to provide adequate cover for
target echos. It was not until considerably later
that adequate repeater techniques became available to counter these radars.

NRL sponsored the development of a traycling-wave radio-frequency amplifier tube
having very broad bandwidth and high power
(2 kW) output (1954). To provide a means of
pulsing this output amplifier, NRL developed the first electron-multiplier tube capable
1959

1960

1962

A-60834 (H-480)

MICROWAVE
OUTPUT WINDOW

AIR-COOLED
IELECTRON COLLECTOR

NlOCROWAVE

INTERACTION
SRCUECII

*CAVITY

U

8-01134 (H-4811

NOVEL DECEPTION PULSE REPEATER TUBES (1914)
The ettronniultiplier tube (stage% of development above) developed by NRI. was first ito provide pulse amiplification toi a
(6-OW power level with a time delay of less than 201nanoseconds It provided pulse power for the traveling-wave tube (below)
of high power ( 2 kW) developed under NRL. sponsorship These tubes made possible the hirst deteption pulse repeaters to be
successful against modern fire and missile control radars These tubes were incorporated into the deception pulse repeater, the
Model AN/AI.Q-thX), shown subsequently
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of pulse amplification to a 6.kW power level
with a delay time less than 20 nanoseconds
(1954).1 2 With these components, NRL developed the first deception pulse repeater to be
successful against modern fire and missile control radars (1956). NRL's system was capable
of both range and angle deception and could
contend with a number of radar signals
simultaneously over a frequency band as wide
as two to one. This system, known as the
Model AN/ALQ-H(X) in early form, was the
basis for the procurement in quantity of a
series of successful deception pulse repeaters
designated the Models AN/ALQ-19 (1959),
ANIALQ-49 (1959), ANIALQ-5l (1960), AN/

ALQ-100 (1965), and AN/ALQ-l 26 (1972).
The Models AN/ALQ.51 and AN/ALQ-l00
saw action in southeast Asia. NRL provided the
technical base for many improvements for these
equipment as they evolved for service use.
The basic NRL deception pulse repeater system

utilized two traveling-wave tubes having broad
bandwidth. One of these was a lower power receiver tube which, upon receiving a radar pulse,
provided amplification and excitation for the input of the other, which was the power-output
tube, The receiver tube also provided video
pulses for the electron-multiplier, power-amplihier tube, which in turn provided the high pulse
power to operate the traveling-wave output tube

THE FIRST PULSE REPEATER DECEPTION EQUIPMENT TO BE SUCCESSFUL AGAINST
MODERN FIRE- AND MISSILF.(ONTROI. RADARS (1956)
I111
10A
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NRL's system used both receiving and transmitring antennas arranged for minimum mutual
coupling, so that the attenuation between antennas was greater than the electronic power gain
of the system. Otherwise, the system itself would
oscillate and be inoperative as a repeater.
RADAR PASSIVE DECEPTION
AND CONFUSION

longitudinal sequence of dipoles mounted on
paper tape. Still another form of reflector used
large areas of chicken-wire netting suspended
from captive balloons to simulate a real target.
These devices were employed by the allies with
great effectiveness in protecting streams of bombers against enemy antiaircraft fire, and on "D"
day, in causing the Germans to believe that the
landing was directed at Pas de Calais inallied
stead of Normandy.41

During World War 11, both the allies and Germany developed passive reflectors to return back
echoes for the purpose of deceiving or confusing
enemy radars. Lightweight dipoles dispensed
from aircraft in large numbers was one form of
these reflectors, known as "chaff' or "window."
Clouads of these dipoles, which fell slowly, were
used by the allies to conceal aircraft in flight
and to provide false targets for decoying purposes.
Another type of reflector, called "rope," was used,
primarily for the lower frequencies. Rope consisted of ribbon-like streamers of narrow aluminum foil about 400 feet long, packaged for dispensing as rolls. Rope was also arranged as a

During the war, NRL carried out a program to
determine the best form of chaff dipoles and the
best method of dispensing them." Dipoles made
of narrow strips of paper-backed aluminum foil
bent longitudinally into a flattened V cross section and cut to a length a little less than half a
wavelength were considered to give the best resuits. Investigations were made of types of packaging, package size, dispenser design, rate of dispersion, rate of fall, and effects of polarization.
The practicability of ejection by means of shells
and rockets was also considered. The tendency of
the dipoles to coalesce into a mass, known as
"birdnesting," when released into the air was a

EARLY TYPES OF "CHAFF"
Shown are packages of chaff in cardboard wrappers of various lengths corresponding to the frequencies of the radars to be countered In its early applications, chAff was elected manually from the aircraft The coils attached to the parachutes are rope,
which uncoiled in the air and were held susptended by the chutes.
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THE FIRST SUCCESSFUL CHAFF DISPENSER CAPABLE OF PROTECTING AIRCRAFT FROM
RADAR-DIRECTED ATTACK
This dispenser, developed by NRL in 1954, incorporated a dispensing technique devised by NRL (1951), utilizing cylindrical cartridges
containing squibs which-when fired ejected the chaff. The dispenser (Model AM/ ALE-29), holding 30 cartridges, is shown above. It was used
extensively in Southeast Asia. The rate of cartridge ejection is controllable, so that proper chaff cloud formation can be obtained. Shown
below is a cartridge containing (left to right) S, C, and X-band chaff, respectively, 2, I, and 0.6 in. in length. The five packets of
metallic-coated dipoles contain a total of 3,750,000 dipoles per cartridge. V.). Kutsch, who developed the dispenser, is shown holding a
cartridge.
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particularly difficult problem. During this work,
many trials were conducted with aircraft dispensing chaff using the radars at NRLs Chesapeake Bay site for observation.
After the war this program continued, and
for many years NRL was the principal U.S.
organization conducting research for Naval
chaff objectives. Postwar developments brought
about radars of increasingly greater capability,

form a cloud or bloom quickly. This is necessary
for the adequate protection of aircraft. Chaff dispensers and methods of packaging had to be greatly improved. A series of chaff dispensers was
developed, but each one was found to have
serious limitations. Finally, NRL developed a
chaff-dispenser technique which first gave
47
operationally acceptable results (1954).
This technique was incorporated into a dis-

making countermeasures far more difficult. It
became important to be able to break the tracking
or vitiate the accuracy of the improved fire and
missile control radars. It was found possible to do
this with improvements in chaff. When properly
used, chaff has been found to be an effective
weapon. It i s a simple and relatively inexpensive
material. It can be dropped in large quantities to
form barriers to screen the movement of aircraft
or ships. It can be dropped in small quantities to
confuse an interceptor's missile-control computer. It can be fired from large guns or dispensed
from aircraft. It can be fired ahead or dropped
behind
the vehicle. The very existence of chaff
has forced radar system designers to incorporate
elaborate and sophisticated circuits to counter
its effects, leading to increased probability of
malfunctioning.

penser designated the Model AN/ALE-29
(1962). This dispenser has been used to a considerable extent in southeast Asia air operations. A tremendous quantity of chaff has been
utilized in protecting our aircraft in these
operations. The use of chaff by Naval aircraft is
based upon the results of NRL's work. The dispenser utilizes cylindrical cartridges with the chaff
cut into packages to fit inside. One end of the
cartridge contains a squib which when fired ejects
the chaff. The rate of cartridge ejection is controlled to provide the proper spacings of chaff
clouds.

NRL conducted investigations to improve the
effectiveness of chaff, particularly with respect
to minimizing dipole volume relative to cloud
size, broadening frequency coverage, and increasing rapidity of cloud formation.46 As the development of chaff evolved, aluminum foil with a
plastic coating was used (1950). The plastic coating made it possible to cut the foil so that the
volume of the chaff package was reduced to onefifth that previously used. A further reduction to
one-third size or less was accomplished throu''t

used in rockets, mortars, and Naval guns. NRL's
work provided the basis for the effectivenss of
chaff.

The Laboratory has also made important contri-

butions to the development of ship-launched chaff
warheads to provide screening for ship operations
and decoys. The warheads are fired from ships,
and when they attain proper altitude, exploding
squibs eject the chaff. These warheads have been
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PRECISE FREQUENCY AN)

allocations were considered by the conference
to be permanent, with the exception of the

TIME

DESIGNATION OF RADIO SPECTRUM
FUNCTIONS BY FREQUENCY

United States, which held them to be a basis
for future research and experiment. The next
conference
planned
held in Rome
in
1942, but was
World
War to
11 be
intervened.
Further

Ie
vr
of u
adio
epme
n
period
of
circuit
osciliation
was
expressed
in
"wavelength' rather than "frequency." This had
been the practice since Heinrich Hertz's pio-

conferences were not held until the 194 -7 conference at Atlantic City, which considered

neering work {188 7 -1888), it being convenient
to measure the wavelength, as he had done,
by
determining the distance between "nodes" and
dantinodes
in a radio-frequency energy path
However, at the time the Navy acquired its tirst
radio equipment (1902), existing stations operated on wavelengths in the range 100 to 1000

channel allocations up to 10,000 MHz. From
this time on, conferences have been held periodically on various aspects of radio-spectrum
called upon to provide technical information
to support the United States positions for these
confernces.meters
conferences.
In taking the initiative to deal with the radiointerference problem, which later was to receive
worldwide consideration, a committee was

(3000 to 300 kHz), wavelengths so long
as to make impractical their direct measurement
by this method. Instead, the wavelength was
determined from values of inductance and
capacitance, calculated from the dimensions of

established in 1922 through the cooperative
efforts of the interested United States departments and agencies to coordinate their radiochannel requirements. In 1923 this committee
became known as the Interdepartment Radio
Advisory Committee and was given official
sanction by the President of the United States in
1927.3 The committee continues to be active in

precisely constructed structures, either of which
was made variable and calibrated in wavelength.
Such a waveineter, with its inductance variable,
was provided with the Navy's first radio equipment (1902). The resonance point was determined by observing the intensity of the spark in
a needle-point spark-gap with which the wavemeter was provided. This crude device was

considering radio-frequency-allocation problems
of government concern. NRL has continued to
provide technical support to this committee.
This committee agreed with and supported the
192'
radio-frequency-allocation plan devised

followed by the neon tube, the hot-wire ammeter,
and the thermocouple ammeter, which improved
the accuracy of observation. However, this
accuracy was limited to one part in 103.
The "wavelength" method of expressing the

by the Navy and offered fo, consideration at
the international conference.
To meet its responsibilities in carrying out
the provisions of the 192 7 International Radio
Convention agreement with respect to commercial radio stations, the United States Congress
established the Federal Radio Commission in
192' The Navy gave extensive assistance in

period of circuit oscillation prevailed until
the pressing need for additional radio channels
arose, when it became apparent that channel
separation was related to "frequency" rather
than to "wavelength." Accordingly, in 1923 the
Navy agreed, in conference with various government departments, henceforth to use the term
"frequency." 4 NRL, as a strong advocate for

activating this commission, NRL participated
to a considerable degree in drafting the first
regulations and specifications. In 1934 the scope

this designation, was instrumental in having
the concept and term "frequency" adopted by
the 1927 International Radio Conference for
worldwide usage.2 NRL's pioneering work in
the de :-pment of the higher frequencies had
provided th, 'sis
s for this acceptance.

of this commission was broadened when, through
Congressional action, it became the present
Federal Communications Commission.
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In improving upon the existing "tuning-fork"
standard and its means of' calibration, NRI.
Wats first to develop it calibrating method and
to calibrate at quartz-crystal frequency standArd (2 klz) directly from official standard
Naval Observatory time ( 192-.6 The accuracy
wats thus increased to I part in I (s Tli I rvstal
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PRE( ISE FRI;QUEN( Y AND TIME

the accuracy of the Naval Observatory's standard
of time, considerable future effort of the Laboratory was devoted to advancing the quality of
the standard of time. This subject will be treated
later in tnis chapter.

RADIO FREQUENCY STANDARDS
AND INSTRUMENTATION
In 1921, the Bureau of Engineering requested
the Laboratory to conduct a survey in the Fleet
to determine the need for radio-frequency meters
of much higher accuracy to control radio-channel
emissions beyond the capability of the existing
wavemeters. To accomplish this survey, NRL
developed the Navy's first heterodyne radiofrequency meter (1923). During January
192,1, NRL conducted the survey, using two of
these instruments. 7 The results confirmed and
emphasized the need for higher accuracy. To

provide this accuracy, NRL developed the first
radio-frequency meter for operational use in
setting the frequencies of Navy radio equipment (125 to 4000 kHz, type SE 2307) (1924).'
A considerable number of these instruments
were produced by the Washington Navy Yard
and distributed to the Fleet and shore stations
(1926). The Army also obtained these instruments from the Navy for their use.
These meters, which were of the heterodyne
type, required periodic recalibration. To permit
recalibration to be done in the Fleet, in 1925
NRL developed the Fleet's first quartz-crystal
radio-frequency standard (50 kHz) which, as
combined with harmonic-generation circuitry, was also the Fleet's first crystal-controlled frequency calibrator (50 to 8000 kHz,
type SE 2907). 9 These calibrators were made
available to the Fleet and shore stations in
quantities in 1926. This instrumentation was

THE NAVY'S FIRST QUART7? CRYSTAL RADIO FREQUENCY STANDARD (1925)
nit lets S 1:
I hii N RI.-dvvv lopedi % ndird. the typu S 1:'I . t priitted it uraw ilibrat ion tit thc hi. i.rottyniu tqui. i
ntn gudhigh tretititit s hannesIt wauspro vided to
prvv iou sly turn she-d, wh ic.h stm cd- tomnuintini raudio eqmmnem
the Fleet in quaiti em 192)2
2 Wt
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the beginning of the development of a long
series of improved radio-frequency meters
which has continued to the present day and
to which NRL has made major original contributions. As a preliminary effort toward
standardization of radio frequency, NRL's type
SE 2907 quartz-crystal oscillator standard was
compared with the Bureau of Standard's tuningfork standard and found superior to it in accuracy.10

FREQUENCY STANDARDIZATION
With the Navy's increasing procurement of
high-frequency equipment, the need for high
accuracy in frequency standardization among the
commercial suppliers of this equipment became
urgent. During 1926 NRL developed a quartzcrystal standard oscillator employing a 25kHz crystal having its temperature controlled
for higher accuracy, the type SE 4376. With
additional 50-kHz (type SE 4376A) and 200kHz crystals (type SE 4376B),

the standard

oscillators permitted standardization of the
entire high-frequency band. These quartzcrystal oscillators became the Navy's principal
radio-frequency standards, and the first
radio-frenational quartz-crystal-oscillator
quency standards. 6 '" I NRL initiated radiofrequency standardization among commercial
suppliers of the Navy equipment by circulating these standards for comparison and
coordination among several organizations,
including the Bell Telephone Laboratories,
RCA, the General Electric Company, and the
Bureau of Standards ( 192-). In March 192-, the
NRL 25-kHz standard was taken to the Bell
Telephone Laboratories and compared with
their frequency standard, which was then a 50cycle electrically driven tuning fork. The two
standards agreed during a three-day trial to one
part in IH0,000. Subsequent to the round of
comparisons of NRL's quartz-crystal standards,
the Bureau of Standards, which at that time vas
using a tuning fork as its standard, requested
NRL to furnish them quartz-crystal standards

THE FIRST NATIONAL
QUARTZ CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR RADIO
FREQUENCY STANDARD (1927)
TiIs ir ,kl ,,ntr,,(-d is~tll.,ir ,randarn. devlolpd by NRL
I1''. usitig thrcc. quartz trst.ils. |rnitttcd st.mnd,'dA
tio (it thu cntirc hih-Ircqucnt , band It wa% Tlt Navs s
radiofrcqucnt\ stitidard For national standard
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Nav
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thtNatiotial
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operating at 100 kHz and 250 kHz NRL delivered these standards to the Bureau of Standards
in May 1921).
NRL also initiated high-precision international radio frequency standardization comparisons (Oct. 1928).13 Transmissions were
made by NRL on 17,746 kHz which were
observed by the National Physical Laboratories,
Teddington, England. These comparisons continued for several years. At this time the British
were still using a temperature-controlled,
electrically driven tuning fork located in an
3419
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Ii.'
QUARTZ-CRYSTAL-CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR RADIO-FREQUENCY STANDARD FURNISHED TO THE
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS BY NRL FOR THEIR FREQUENCY STANDARDIZATION (1929)

underground temperature-insulated vault. Nevertheless, agreement of standards to within 2 parts
in 10 was achieved,
RADIO-FREQUENCY METERS FOR
THE HIGHER FREQUENCIES
As the Navy began to utilize increasingly
higher radio frequencies for communication,
the need arose for radio-frequency meters of
correspondingly higher frequency ranges. To
meet this need, NRL was first to develop a
high-precision radio-frequency
meter to
cover the entire high-frequency band (1927). 4
This equipment was the first to be used in
the Fleet and at shore stations to maintain
communication equipments operating in any
part of the entire high-frequency band on
assigned frequencies (SE 43-9, heterodyne,
SE .+3,89, calibrator) (-(100 to 20,000 kHz).
They were furnished to the operating Navy in
1928.
350

To provide further increase in the accuracy
of maintaining the Navy's radio emissiofns on
their assigned frequency, NRL developed the
first radio-frequency meter to incorporate a
quartz-crystal-standard oscillator-driven clock
which permitted comparison and adjustment
in the field through observations made
directly from Naval Observatory time-signal
transmissions (1927-1930).", This equipment,
designated the Model LF (30 to 30,000 kHz),
provided an accuracy of one part in 101 . This
equipment was installed at the Navy's stations
at San Francisco, Hawaii, and the Panama Canal
Zone. Radio-frequency meters of this ryp-, but
without clocks (Model LG), Acrc installed as
standards aboard Naval flagships
NRL developed the first high-precision
radio-frequency meter suitable for use in
aircraft covering both the medium and high
radio-frequency bands (195 to 20(XX) kHz)
(1934). Designated the Model LM, it employed a single quartz-crystal standard with a
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low-temperature-coefficient I-MHz crystal for
calibration. It was capable of an accuracy of
0.02 percent. Its compactness, light weight,
and flexibility brought about extension of
its application to universal use. Thousands of
Model LM meters were procured and used,
particularly during World War il. The Army
also made extensive use of this meter, giving
it the designation type B(-221 but retaining
its essential features. Many of these instrumnents
remained in operational use for over a quarter
century. A considerable number are still being used
by nongovernment activities.
RADIO FREQUENCY MONITORING
SYT
E
NY MNavy
In 1944 the Navy planned to establish a
radio-frequency-monitoring system to provide

worldwide surveillance of the frequency of its
own radio transmissions and those of other
nations, with a frequency range covering the
very low through the high-frequency bands It
requested NRL to develop the required equipment, which would be capable of rapid measuremcnt of fretquency with the highest degre.' of
accuracy then possible Accordingly, NRL developed the first radio-frequency-monitoring
equipment for worldwide surveillance of
radio emissions covering a frequency range
from 16 to 27,000 kHz and capable of measuring frequencies with an accuracy of one
part in 101, or one cycle (1946).7 These
equipments (Model LAM) were installed at
operating stations in San Francisco and
Washington, D.C., with one at NRL in 1946.
Subsequently, the equipment's frequenty
range was broadened to rover from 1.1 kil? to
3S 1
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THE NAVY'S FIRST RADIO FREQUENCY-MEASURING EQUIPMENT INCORPORATING A
QUARTZ-CRYSTAL-DRIVEN CLOCK WHICH PERMITTED DIRECT C:OMPARISONS WITH OFFICI AL
NAVAL OBSERVATORY TIME TRANSMISSIONS
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THE FIRST AIRCRAFT PRECISION RADIO-FREQUENCY METER FOR
RADIO-CHANNEL ADHERENCE (1934)
This nit-er emrploye-d A single quart,.- rystal cAlihrmror to) (over the r~nw I 95 ro 20,0(X)
kHz The simpiq
ncoimpa(trneis. ind utility of this NRL-developed meter brought abour
utuvemil usAge
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WO( NI liz. and it was redesignated the AN
FR NI.i (19500" A considerable quantity of'
these cquipntts was obtained from commnercial
s( ur, s working under N RL guidaneec. The
cquiptnent was installed in all Naval distric~ts

devulopment. (olstrut tionl,.1arid nISlpetoI
non
radio equi pment bei ng protured. Thu equipment
used aI 100-kilz h igh-pre s ion qua rtz-i rvstal
Oscil lator standard, wirh a systeni of pre nSClV
control led trequencu multiplicrs and divider-s

at ertriln strate-gic Naval stations throughout
the wvorld, and at eurtain Navy Yards and lahorati rics liii, e-qu lptilnt isr provided a meanIIs
ot au. urate ly
he tking ftrequen ics during the

to proix
three' series ot' i terlat ed spet trunIISI
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auio-frequency level, using an interpolation
oscjilator and a cathode-ray' tube with at Lissajous

reducing the time previously required in
oscillator comparisons. NRL's method is now
in worldwide use. In 1951 the original capahi lity of the method of I part In 10' was increased

pattern.

I part in 101 through NRL's development ot
an error-miultiplier technique. This made feasible
for the first time (195 1) the rapid, precise comparison of the frequencies of the hank ot quairtzcrystal oscillators then used in the determination
of official standard time tor the Lnited States b%
the Naval Observatory. The method taame Into)
general use in the Navyin-11 11)51 In 114,2oNRI.
further increased the ai urac% of the iiiethodL ito

HIGH PRECISION FREQUENCY
COM PARATOR

to

NRL was first to devise a method of instantaneous precise comparison of the frequency
stability of highly stable radio-frequency
oscillators capable of an accuracy of one part
in I01", to accelerate the advancement of
radio-frequency standardization (1947-I19 62). ii
With NRL's method, frequency differences
could he continuously recorded, tremendously

one part inI loll, by, devising a Li-rsstal-dis rimi nitor and active-filter technique
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DECADE FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER
For niany years there had been sought a nicans
of generating highly precise radio frequency,
selectable on a decade basis, for both trAnsIMSsion and nicasurernent purposes. Various mnethods
were devised involving the use of both single
And conibinastions of precise crystal-controlled
Oscillators. However, these mnethods utilized
Continuous self-oscillators to interpolate between
steps ito provide the required tine gradations of
trequenc% Previous attemipts ito produce 11he
small frequency incremnents on .1 decadc basis
ntroduted unacceptable spurious f-requenicy
comiponents in the output. NRL was first to

Hz
10THF
t

AND) TINIF

develop a decade frequency synthesizer which
generated output radio frequencies of high
purity, equal in frequency precision to that
of the input standard, from a single-crystal
frequency standard and selectable on a decade
basis with digital increments of any desired
degree, the smaller increments having no
detrimental effect on output purity (1949).211
Each decade could be selected either manually
or automatically, in accordance with a program digitally controlled. The synthesizer
could be frequency-switched at a rapid rate.
a feature of importance to certain communication systems. NRL's synthesizer has been used extensively by the Navy, other government organ-

FIRST HI(,H.Pt'RITY-OT~tpTT DECADE FREQIUENCA' SYNTHESIZFR

This synthesizer generated on output equa i!frequency precision to that of the input standard from a single crystal frequency standard and
seectable onadecade basis with digital increments of any desired degree NRL's original model, shown here, covered a frequency range ofI
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izations, and commercial interests in controlling
the frequencies of transmitters and receivers for
radio communications, navigation, radar, standard time and frequency transmissions, and for
measurement and other useful functions. The
latest versions of NRL's synthesizer utilized solidstate components. The synthesizer was made possible through NRL's choice of special combinations
of electronic algebraic operations and its development of a locked-oscillator-f requency -divider technique which inherently provided filtrationoifundesirable frequency components. Spurious output
components were eliminated by avoiding the
use- of hartionit steps less thati t ninth inI tl1w
freqUent', divider chain W'ith the proper choic
of algebraic cotibinations, miv frcquenky.v oitlut
down to thle kvk..I or amn desired, deuimal trakion therevof kan111Cprod Ukted w ith preckis on
of the basiL inpu t IrequciL\ standard 11w first
produ.ttion ot the
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ashore were not suficiendy rugged to provide
satisfactory performance at sea. Under Bureau
sponsorship, NRL provided the necessary
guidance of a contractor to develop a satisfactory shipboard
quartz-crystal
frequency
standard which had a precision of one part in
108, two orders better than the precision previously available (Model AN/URQ-9) (1952)2"
This standard employed a 5-MlHz quartz crystal
of special design, utilizing the tifth overtone
of- I M~Hz, which was less susceptible to ships'
motion. Further improvement in the utilization
of" this standard aboard ship was obtained in the
subsequent Model A N LTRQ-I10 through the
use of solid-state components, which reduced
the physical size to one-third (1901). These quartz
crystal frequency standards were used throughout
the Fleet.
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Naval Research and the Navy Bureaus, NRL
has participated in a development with the
National C:ompany, Maiden, Massachusetts,
involving the adaptation of the cesium-beam
resonance pr: -iple to provide the first
cesium-beam frequency standard for service
use.%1 In 1956 NRL received the first cesiumbeam standard and carried out investigations
of its accuracy and general performance in
collaboration with the Naval Observatory
and with the National Physical Laboratory of
Teddington, Frngland. Through a special cir-

cuit set up between NRL and the Naval
Observatory, this standard was used in the
first determination of standard atomic time
iA-l) for the United States (1956). The
cesium beam was adopted by the International
Conference on Weights and Measures, held
in Atlantic City in 1967, as the international
standard of frequency relative to the second,
operating at 9192.631770 MHz (1967)."1 It
can be relied upon to provide frequency accuracy to better than one part in 1011, one
order higher than that previously attained.
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PRBI ISlE FRUQIL:N( Y AND TINIME

tileUnited States were declared by the Departmnt of Defense (I 9- 109 The Observatory
began providing standard time service to the
nation via transmissions over telegraph lines
in IO-1. The Navy was first to establish official
scheduled transmissions of standard time signals
by radio, so that ships at sea could chick their
chronometers frequently, antedating all similar
services by

at least

1 ) years ()190-1. These

neering to provide a quartz-crystal oscillatorcontrolled clock (9i l)."s
At this time, NRL
was advancing its quartz-crystal frequency
standards, frequency divider, and clock-operation
techniques in providing a frequency standard for
the Fleet, the Model LF. Since the General
Radio Company had produced the synchronous
motor for this equipment, NRL placed a contract
with this organization to provide the clock for

transmissions were made from its Boston Navy
Yard Radio Station. This was accomplished on
an experimental basis from its station at Navesink, New .lersey a year earlier. Thereafter,
tile
Navy's transmission of standard time signals
was extended to a number of its radio stations
locatcd at strategic coastal points of the country.
Beginning in )ecember 1)12, the Navy's schedulcd time transmissions were placed on a nationwide coverage basis with the availability of its
new
Radio (entral"
station at Arlington,

the Naval Observatory. The resulting device
used a ,0-kHz quartz-crystal oscillator which,
through the use of a frequency divider, drove a
1000-Hz synchronous motor geared to a shaft
which rotated once per second. The shaft carried
a master cam contactor, producing the time
signals. The shaft also carried a dial, illuminated
by a neon ttlbe, caused to flash by the contactor,
which permitted observation of the precise
time of contact and its adijustnent to the required tine.

Virginia (NAA), at that time the world's most
powerful station (205 ; meters, I I i kHz(:110
This dissemination of standard tine by the Navy
with surveillance for accuraly by tileNavail
Observatory continues to the present day fron
the Navy's several radio stat ions, delegated to

Another important feature of tilenew clock
was its use in connection with the Observatory's
"Photographic Zenith Tube" (PZT) in tile

determination of standard tine. The PiT con-

provide time service, with worldwide coverage.,
Ili (ooperation with the
Naval Observatory,
NRI. has made nany contributions to dvAnCe

prised a rigidly mounted vertical tube with an
objective and a photographic plate carriage at
the top and a mercury basin at the lower end.
Light from stars near the zenith of the observatory was reflected from the surfatc ofthe mercury

the

and

determi nation,

coverage,

a.curac,

.intl

utility of st.dard time and time inte-rval, soie
Of

which have already been iLndica-ted,

recorded

oin

thC

plate

mounted

(n

the

carriage. Sharp star images were obtained due
to the east-west movement of the carriage,
driven through a mechanism by the quartz-

crystal os(illator
STANDARD TIME TRANSMISSIONS
WITH QUARTZ-CRYSTAL CLOCK
I t its transmissions of standard time signals, the
Nival Observatory, prior to 1 ) 1.1,
used pendulum
type clocks, checked through astronomical ibser-

vations UIndesirab!c inaccuracies were encountered with these chloks, because Of aCtuatioll if
.ontacts required to produce tinlc signals. To

improve both tileaccuracy of producing tiiC
(ttlle signals and also the determ ilination of time,
NRI. was requested by the Naval Observatory
undcr the Splontsorship of the Bureau of Ingi

at a rate compensating for
thel e.rths rotation during the exposure. Through
a procedure involving measurement of tile
itnaiLs on the plitc, the time of star transit of
the

mnridian tould be obtainted. On a clear
night as mlny is 20 star images could be recorded.
The quirtz-crystal clock equipnient Was placid
in opcration by the observatory in May 190i
It renained in service for a consldcrable peri od,
during wh. h improvemnnt in aturacy was
obtai iet by iiiod ifying tih mou01l1nting oftle quart.
crystal anlld
Cnclosing it i an eva. Uated chanbcr
tt)redu c til.efte.is (if tc.ngcs in baronietri.
pressurc

PRE(:lSE F:REQUTEN( N' ANt) TIME

TIME TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT
FOR REMOTE STATIONS
In 1951 the Navy required further increase
in the accuracy and reliability in the transmission
of its time signals. It had been transmitting time
its sttosa

ohihfeunisfrom

na-

on hgh requncis sttios
Anapohis, San Francisco, Hawaii, and Balboa in the
Panama Canal Zone, accomplished through the
tsor
tlAnnaplind thencte valadiorela-o
usey o Anteegaplinedro thene Niaai rbera-t
the remote stations. Variable errors had been

FREQUENCY_____

DIVIDER

COK

experienced of up to 20) milliseconds in the

*

Annapolis transmissions and over 100 nmilliseconds from the Hawaii and Balboa transissions.
After an unsatisfactory attempt to obtain improvements from commercial sources, NRI. was
requested to undertake the problem. NRI
RLM
investigations revealed that the iacrce
and unrealiability were due to several factors.
nc lud ing variations in the wire linte and in
propagation, the reliance upon mechanical confactors to produce the time signals, and mnadequacies in the time determination and transmnission equipment at the Naval Observatory.
In dealing with this problem., NRL was first
to develop a standard time-transmission
system in which the several remote stations
were provided with equipment to generate
their own time-transmission signals with a
high degree of accuracy, the errors of which
could quickly be corrected by means of
observations made at the Naval Observatory

in Washington.

D.C.

(1953 ).32 The NRL-

equipment
time-transmitting
(Model ANIFSM-5A) was first to utilize the
leading edge of continuous-wave transmitted
pulses generated by a quartz-crystal oscillator
as a means of indicating a desired precise
moment of time. This equipment was installed
at all the Navy's time transmitting stations
which provided coverage of the Atlantic and
Pacific Ocean areas. The new system made
possible for the first time transmissions from
widely separated transmitting stations to a
precision of one millisecond.
developed
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COMPARATOR -

CRSA
PRECISION
OSCILLATOR

POWER
SUPPLIES

I1 b,

THE NRI.-DEVELOPED QUTARTZ. C-RYSTAL CL(X:K
WHICH AS INSTALLED AT ALL NAVY TIME

RANSMITTING; STATIONS PROVIDED. FOR THE
FIRST TIME, STAND)ARD) TIME TRANSMIISSION
(:OVERAGE OF THE ATLANTIC AND PAC:IFIC
AREAS WITH AN ACCU1RAC:Y OF
ONE MILLISECOND tI050

IIlo
i~kt AN I:SNIlSA) were kept aa..ur-Atu through
obervations inadt- and torra-atlans tzrni,hud by) the NaisaI
ObsuraitorN In .a later iversion. the ANTS 151,
NRI.
pro\vided tIW)i I a tI . whith for the first tame has inikilta.
II sidereal and sol.ir ticantrinme it, itt
ouint~ita ot both
,A"Ur~a (Ifo -' p'Artst 1111"' clattan.iting the N.tiaaI ObM-rvato)r%%lot: proauss in toaparing the several a otks us~ed in
the detration tit staindird tm
tnvouS

PRECISE FREQUENCY AND TIME

This Model AN/FSM-5A equipment utilized
new pulse-delay and cathode-ray-display techniques for measurements to permit the precise
control Qf the incidence of the timing pulses
and to allow adjustment prior to the time transmissions. A novel regenerative type of frequency
divider was devised which proved fully reliable
in operation of the quartz-crystal clocks. The
mechanical contactor, although retained to
serve as a gate to pass the time pulses, no longer
affected the accuracy of the leading edge of the
time transmissions.
To improve substantially the Naval Observatory's time functions, NRL developed a
quartz-crystal clock (Model AN/FSM-5B)
which, for the first time, provided from a
single crystal, power outputs simultaneously
at
both
sidereal
and mean
solar
frequencies
to an
accuracy
oftwo
parts in
l0,equivalent

"Radio Central" station at Arlington, Virginia
with high-power, high-frequency transmitting
equipment, the Model XD, already described in
Chapter 3, "Radio Communication." The capability of this station to transmit simultaneously
on four selected frequencies assured broad
coverage for the Navy's time service. Time
transmission on high frequencies are still being
continued from certain designated Navy radio
stations.
Experience has revealed that the rapidity of
the change in phase of the transmitted energy
in this high-frequency band, due to movements
of the ionospheric reflecting surfaces, limited
the accuracy of time transfer over long distances
to one millisecond and that of frequency and
time interval to one part in 107. Propagation
observations inin the
bandwere
established
that
transmissions
thisVLF
band
much more

to a possible error of one millisecond each
to aposibleerrr
o onemilisecnd ach
3
3 Power at the sidereal rate
century (1954).
droe te sarimae
rcorin mehansm
drove the star-image recording mechanism
for the determination of time. The power at
the mean solar rate was utilized in the observatory's surveillance and control of the time
transmission of the Navy's several stations.
This clock eliminated the long comparison
process and errors involved in the two separate
quartz-crystal clocks which previously had
to be used by the Observatory in performing
these functions. NRL's clock embodied a
dual-frequency generator involving a special
combination of electronic-algebraic operations
to provide a sidereal to mean solar time ratio,
as derived from Newcomb's right ascension of
the mean sun. Power from the clock was also
used to drive other astronomical devices at
the Observatory, including its large telescope.

stable and predictable both diurnally and
seasonally. In 1959, NRL proposed that the
ation
power cm
Ighnay

Navy's

high-power

VLF

communication

stations be used for the simultaneous transmissiots of precise frequency and time together with its communications. In accomtime-communication
dual
this
plishing
transmission function, NRL devised phase
tracking and other techniques and a timesignal format which provided the transfer of
time on VLF over long distances to an achig
highe tan
tw oer
cumc n

curacy nearly two orders higher than on high

frequencies, or 50 microseconds, and the
transfer of frequency and time interval to
one part in 1010, simultaneously with frequency-shift-teleprinter communications
(1959-1973). 34 NRL's developments were
first applied to the Navy's VLF station at
Summit, Panama Canal Zone (NBA) to meet
an urgent operational requirement for more
precise time rating for missile launchings at
the Atlantic and Pacific Missile Ranges, now
known as the National Missile Ranges (1959).

VLF WORLDWIDE PRECISION TIME
AND FREQUENCY TRANSMISSION

The NRL developments

SYSTEM

as they became

The Navy has been transmitting precise time

available have been applied to all of the
Navy's high-power VLF radio stations, pro-

and frequency on the high-frequency band since
1927, when NRL first equipped the Navy's

viding worldwide precise time and frequency
service in addition to their communication
365
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60834 (H-501)
FIRST TRANSMISSIONS OF HIGHLY PRECISE FREQUENCY

AND TIME ON VLF

thereby
NRL was first to devise techniques for the transmission of precise frequency and time by VLF and to apply these techniques,
time (or to 200
of
accuracy
the
in
increase
a
five-fold
and
frequency
in
10"0)
in
2
parts
to
(or
accuracy
in
increase
a
two-order
obtaining
techniques to the Navy's
microseconds) over that previously possible with transmissions in the high-frequency band NRL first applied the
outer panels
station NBA at Summit, Panama Canal Zone (1959) Shown is the NBA frequency-time control equipment The two similar
panel NRL
center
of
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top
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at
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units
adjuster
and
indicator
phase
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The
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the
below
contain time comparators immediately
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adapted the system for simultaneous FSK operations in 1963 and for timed FSK transmission operations in 1970 The
have been applied to the
precision has now been improved to one part in 1012and time accuracy to 50 microseconds NRL's developments
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communication
to
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in
service
time
and
frequency
worldwide
providing
Navy's high-power VLF radio stations,
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function. This system currently serves other goverment organizations, commercial interests, and
organizations of other countries such as England,
France, Australia, New Zealand, and the South
American countries.
Actually, the capability of the Navy's radio
stations to operate at VLF in the frequencyshift-keying mode is a direct result of NRL's

work on high-precision frequency stabilization,
already reviewed. The necessary phase coherence
and continuity were thus made available. For
incorporation of time and time-interval transmission in the system, NRL developed the first
radio receiver and auxiliary equipment which
could automatically track and record the
phase of the received VLF energy with high
precision. Through observations with NRL's

NIAVAL
SHIP

60634 (H-502)

WORLDWIDE VIY FREQUENCY AND TIME SYSTEM)
NRLs precise frequency and time developments havebeen appliedtothe Navy's high -powerV IF communication stations N AA.
NSS, NBA, NPG, NP,fNOTand NWC., making possible precise frequency and trmeservice in addirionto the communication
function 0l959 to 1967). England's station GBR also provides service. NRL's developments have also been applied at the Naval
Observatory (NOBSY) to serve its frequency and time determination and surveillance functions NOBSY has astronomical
observation stations (085) at Washington, D.C., and Richmond, Florida NRLL provides NOBSY with atoms, time data over a
special radio circuit, which is used in combination with data from the NOBSY clock system in the determination of standard
frequency And time. The system serves all military services, other government organizations, such as the Bureau of Standards
(NBS), commercial interests, and organizations of other countries- International cooperation is accomplished through the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) of the International Telecommunications Union (ITUl, an organization under
the United Nations
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equipment and the correlation of the data
obtained, prediction of the corrections necessary to compensate accurately for ionospheric
variations could be determined. The observations also allowed the detection of sudden
ionospheric
disturbances and permitted
taking the necessary action to deal with them.
Further NRL imiprovemients have perimted
timec transfer between the V'LF station at Summnit.
Piana

Canail

Zone

NBA)

and \\ashingron.

D.C. to a precision of one

iriirsecond And

trequency and tinie interval to one part

n 1()1

ItQ-). These improvements resulted through
NRI's aipplicaition of' eletrionic: Lorrecl.itiOn
tec hniques ito the VLI LUonniunic.iron SNsstem).
These improvements were applied to all Nav y VLF

by aircraft. The success of the demonstrations
has led to operational use of' satellite tiflie
transfer between Brandywine, Marl-land, Fort
Dix, New jersey, and Germany to serve our
military forces and NATO in the Atlantic and
European areas. Satellite links between Brandywine, Maryland. Camip Roberts, California.
Haw~aii, and Guam serve the U.S west coast and
a large portion of the Pacific Ocean areas. Subsequently, the service was extended to provide coverage of the Western Pacific and Indian Ocean areas.

The NRL technique has also improved the communication performance of the Department of Defense satellite communication system, in that it
permits time predicted initiation of coded
transmissions.

communication stations.
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NRL demonstrated the feasibility of trainsferring time over long distances via comnmunication satellites with precision as high
as one-tenth microsecond, making possible
synchronization of time functions on a worldwide basis to this accuracy for the first itifne
(Feb. 19 7 0 ).*IsSubsequently, the time function
was found of such utility that it was incorporated as an integral feature of the
Department of Defense satellite communication system. [:or (he de.monstration, NRI.
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time control systemn in which a standard of
highest precision would control all the frequency and time functions involved from a
central point. Synthesizers, located at the
individual equipments. would then produce
the desired output for the frequency and time
functions. It would then be feasible to provide
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radar, IFF, navigation, and electronic countermeasures equipment on shipboard.

OEJ. Kirk, O.R
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Chapter 10
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
developments, which made the high-frequency
band available for use, resulted in greatly re-

INTRODUCTION

duced size of both antennas and equipment.
These developments made possible the installation of many more communication equipments
aboard ship, with an actual reduction in mutual
interference. NRL's subsequent development of

The subject of the integration of electronic
systems has several facets, each one of which
has marked influence on the overall effectiveness
of these systems in serving command and control
functions. One facet of major importance is
that of combining the information provided by
systems such as communication, radar, IFF,
weapons control, navigation, and countermeasures so that it is most effectively available for
command decisions and their execution. Another
facet is that of the electromagnetic compatibility
of the several systems in close proximity as they
are aboard ships and aircraft and in task forces.
Compatibility involves the avoidance of mutual
interference through proper equipment design
to control spurious emissions, realistic frequency
channel assignment, anti adequate frequency
discipline. Still another facet concerns the
physical integration of equipment and components to contend with the tremendous pressure for the proliferation of equipments to be
fitted into the limited space available aboard
ships and aircraft. Allied with this is the factor
of reliability and the standardization of components and equipment design to minimize.
service and to facilitate storage of spares and use
of operational manpower.
The Navy's first step in electronic systems
integration was taken when the radio facilities
of the battleship USS WYOMING were arranged
so that simultaneous transmission and reception

broad-band antennas and multiplexing circuitry
brought about a further substantial increase in
communication capacity, with reduction in shipboard antenaa structure complexity and adverse
equipment interaction. NRL's developments in
the antenna anti multiplexing fields are reviewed
in(:hapter 3 of this document.
An important factor in electronic systems
integration is that concerning radio frequency
anti time discipline. The number of channels in
the radio-frequency spectrum which can be
practically utilized by the several electronic
systems and the reliability of their respective
functions are dependent upon the degree of
precision of control of the frequency of the
system's radio emissions anti that of the selectivity of the associated reception equipment.
Furthermore, the utilization and reliability of
time functions such as synchronization in digital
and security code operations over great distances
require that highly precise time and time interval
be available for the several electronic systems
requiring them. To insure maximum radiospectrum channel and time function utilization
and maximum system reliability, NRL initiated
the concept and developed a system for the

were first made practical aboard ship (1923).
The WYOMING incorporated NRL's multiple

precise control of frequency and time functions
of the several electronic systems from a single

reception system, with reception and control
facilities for communication centralized forward,
and the transmitting facilities located aft.i NRL's

high-precision, locally situated centralized source
with means for reference to the standards of
radio frequency and time established by the
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Naval Observatory in Washington, D.C. with
world-wide coverage. This system, intended for
use both aboard ship and at shore stations and
termed "Centralized Frequency and Time Control," is described in Chapter 9 of this document.
NR s development of radar brought about a
radical change in the concept of'command decision. Instantaneous, comprehensive preception
of combat situations and unique means to carry
out decisions first became available to command.
However, the effectiveness of command's use of
radar's capability required the utilization of
other electronic systems. During the Fleet
exercises in 1939, when NRL first demonstrated
the operational capabilities of radar with its
Model XAF aboard the battleship USS NEW
YORK, the need for associating radio-com
munication facilities with radar was quickly
observed.' The alliance of these facilities was
promptly arranged, and at once the operational
use of the radar-derived information was strikingly expedited. NRL's invention of the PPI,
providing a map-like, antenna-centered display
of targets and obstacles within range, greatly
enhanced command's capability to assess air
and surface situations NRL's IFF develop,
ments and its origination of the display of target
IFF responses associated with radar echoes in
PPIs greatly facilitated the identification of
targets and the conduct of operations such as
air intercept. 4 PPIs were first mounted integrally
with other major components of radars. When
the need arose for several radars to be grouped
together, the large size of the assemblage interfered with the effective utilization of the target
data presented. NRL's development of the
remote PPI permitted the compact assembly
of several PPIs, a large plotting board, and
communication facilities, with other radar
components remotely located.' This assemblage became known as the "Combat Information Center" (ClC), inaugurated in the Fleet
during 1942 and 1943. NRLs developments
in these fields have been described in Chapter
4 of this document.

After the war, the greatly increased numbers of
aircraft and missiles estimated to be involved
in future combat made evident that the existing
manual method of plotting data in CIC and the
use of voice communications in carrying out
such functions as air intercept and task-force
target-data coordination would no longer be
adequate. New means would have to be devised
to process the large amount of data involved and
put it into a form suitable for rapid and accurate
use for command and control and for task-force
distribution. Furthermore, automatization of
processes would have to be introduced whenever
possible to relieve the burden on manpower. In
1946 NRL initiated a program to seek a solution of the problem.6 Through observations of
data handling during various Fleet operations,
the analysis of the characteristics of the several
electronic systems, and a study of their interrelationship, the Laboratory endeavored to obtain
a thorough and realistic understanding of the
nature of the data involved and its flow inconducting the several combat functions. NRL's
interest in electronic systems integration led
to its taking the initiative in bringing about
the establishment of a systems-utilization panel
under the Electronic Committee of the Depart'
ment of Defense Joint Research and Development Board (1947). This panel was responsible
for coordination and integration of the various
military electronic systems. In March 1950,
NRL held the nation's first symposium on elect
tronic systems integration, bringing to the attention of representatives of the Chief of Naval
Operations, the several cognizant Navy Bureaus,
the Army, Air Force, and British the results
of its efforts. NRL reviewed its concepts concerning the utilization of electronic storage,
processing, and display of target data. These
concepts were particularly apropos, since they
offered the most promising solution of the
pressing data problem. One item reviewed,
which has continued to be useful to the Navy,
was the presentation of the technical characteristics of the Navy's radar equipment in document
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form. NRL has periodically revised this document
at the Navy's request up to the present day.?

the system was completed. it was subjected to
evaluation by the Navy's Operational Development Force personnel, who manned all the operating4 positions. Extensive operational trials
were carried out with both aircraft and simulated
targets. The resulting report indicated that the

ELECTRONIC TACTICAL
DATA SYSTEMS
NRL continued its development of a data
system employing electronic means to generate
target-position data in tracking, to store the
target data in ai memory, to display selectively
such stored data for command And control, and
to transmit the stored data between component
ships of a task force for coordination in air
defense. During 1950, while proceeding with
this program, it became known that an equipment was under development in England (Elliott
Brothers) for the British Navy which employed
remotely controlled potentiometers operated
by trackers to store target information, And
telephone stepping switches to Scan the stored
target data for display on PPIs. This equipment
was part of a system termed the "Comprehen.
sive Display System' (CDS). Since the British
Navy was not in a position to investigate the
performance of this equipment adequately in
An air-defense system. it WAS proposed that the
U.S. Navy undertake the task. NRL reviewed the
equipment in England And reported its findings
to the Bureau of Ships. This review resulted in
a decision to proceed with the invt-stigation of
the equipment, and under the Bureau'.s sponsorship NRL assembled a complete air-defense
system including the British equipment at its
Chesapeake Bay site. With this installation NRL
was first 'o demonstrate an air-defense system
utilizing electronic memory and switching
means in the tracking of targets and their
selective display for command decisions and
their execution (1951-1952).g This system was

basic concepts of the system were sound and
that its potential target capacity was many
times greater than existing CIC installations.
However, this capacity could not be fully
realized until radars of far superior performance,
such as that of the Model SPS-2, were made available. The report recommended continued develop.
ment of the data-system concept (1952).'
The air-defense system involved live target
data from three radars, an AEW terminal, and
Mark X 1FF system. Ten HF And UHF equipments were part of an external -internal cornmunication network. Displays were provided
for the Flag, ship captain, CIC officer, detectors,
trackers, analyzers, air-intercept controllers,
supervisors, and gunnery liasion officers. Elaborare
nsrumentation for automatic recording
of operational data electronically was also
provided. The data store had a capacity of 96
positions, 24 of which were assigned to target
data from three tracker positions, 12 to earlywarning data obtained via the AEW terminal
and communication circuits, and as many simulated targets as desired to minimize the number
of target aircraft and to permit operations to
continue during bad weather. Track-number,
plan-position, identity, height, and size data
were stored. Identity data were stored in categories of friendly or hostile, action taken or no
action, own-force aircraft or other, aircraft
homing, or emergency. Height was stored as
low, medium, or high. The size of aircraft groups
was stored as single, few, or many. A "detector"

the most elaborate assembled up to that time.
It aroused widespread interest, and numerous
demonstrations were given to many high
officials of the U.S. Navy, Army, and Air
Force, and to British and Canadian military
services and associated laboratories, When

operator, observing a target on own-ship radar
PPI, inserted the targets plan-position data into
one of the store track number positions by
aligning a small circle with the target echo on
the PPI with a control stick and pressing a button.
Three tracking operators, equipped with PPIs,
379
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THE AIR-DEFENSE DATA SYSTEM FIRST TO DEMONSTRATE ELECTRONIC MEMORY AND
SWITCHING MEANS IN THE TRACKING OF TARGETS AND THEIR SELECTIVE DISPLAY FOR
COMMAND AND CONTROL DECISIONS AND THEIR EXECUTION; ASSEMBLED AND DEMONSTRATED
BY NRL AT ITS CHESAPEAKE BAY SITE (1951-1952)
This system was the forerunner of tactical electronic data systems, such asthe Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS). The picture on the left
shows the electronic memory (left in picture) and the target and display switching equipments (right in picture). The target detection and
tracking equipments are shown at the upper right. The tactical control consoles can be seen at the right in the lower right picture; the sir
controllers' consoles are to the left.
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this study was the first comprehensive collection
of actual traffic data taken simultaneously on a
large number of communication nets during a
Naval exercise (LANTFLEX-/2, 1952). The
volume of communication traffic flowing among
the various operational points in the group of
ships forming the exercise was carefully measured
to serve as a basis for future improvements. NRL
contributed to the analysis of the results of this
and other phases of the Cosmos project.

continually updated this plan-position stored
data in a similar manner. Equalization of the
target load on the tracking operators was automatic. Analyzer operators equipped with PPI,
1FF, and height-finding inserted the identity,
height, and size data in the store. A supervisor
equipped with PPI, 1FF, and height finding
maintained surveillance over the detectortracker-analyzer group. For tactical use the data
stored on targets were displayed as small dots in
their relative plan-positions on four large
cathode-ray-tube consoles. Target data could be
displayed and arranged about the plan-position
of the target, and could be selected by target
number, any category, or any combination of
categories. By using a control stick to align a
circle with any target plan-position, the data on
that target could be individually displayed. A
total of 91 symbols and 96 track numbers were

THE NAVY'S ELECTRONIC
DATA SYSTEM
The availability of the CDS target datasoaeadsicigeupetpoie
valuable experience, with the use of electronicalgertdsodndipay'aainn

avabletEctr-arnindaa suervioharlby
a deectr-tackr
ad b a upevisr smilrly
equipped. Three intercept controller positions
equipped with PPI, 1FF, and height finding were
provided. The analyzer, supervisor, interceptor,
and tactical positions were provided with a small
.. cde
ube eadng
onwhih idivdua taget
information could be displayed, with height
presented more accurately in thousands of feet.
To obtain satisfactory operation, the British
equipment had to be modified with respect to
such functions as target selection, display
switching, and polar to rectangular coordinate
conversion for strobe development in PPI
display. 10 Tactical and other display consoles
had to be added. Radars, 1FF equipment, target
posiionheiht
dta imuator,
ad oher
equiim-et atbe provided.
ultos
equimen
to e povied.readiness
ha

air-defense system. However, its control-stick,
servo-driven potentiometer store and target
display switching mechanisms were not suitable
for operational use due to bulkiness, mechanical
difclestmpruesniivyadak
diictestmpruesniivyadlk
of adequate data precision. NRL had devised
techniquesetre
drathlyingfuonsvsiths
sn hs ehius
dt-adigfntos
NRL developed the Electronic Data System
(EDS), the Navy's first system employing electronic means for the generation, storage, display,
and utilization of target data and the automatic
interchange of such data between component
ships of a task force (1953).12,13 This system was
the forerunnerof the Naval Tactical Data System
(NTDS). It was installed on a number of destroyers and guided-missile ships and served the Fleet's
until 1968, when it was replaced by the
NRL installed a model of its EDS at its
Bay site (195 3). Numerous demonstrations of the system were given to military and
civilian officials of various levels to inform
them of the system's capabilities and unique
features. In 1955, with the approval of the Department of Defense, the Navy established

PROJCT CSMOSNTDS.
PROJCT CSMOSChesapeake
To study information handling for command
purposes, the Bureau of Ships set up Project
Cosmos, placing contracts with the Bell Telephone Laboratories and the RCA Corporation
for various phases (1951-1956)." A feature of
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THE NAVY'S FIRST TACTICAL ELECTRONIC DATA SYSTEM, THE EDS
The EDS, developed by NRL (1953), was the Navy's first system to employ electronic means for the generation, storage, display, and
utilization of target data and the automatic interchange of such data among the component ships of a task force. This system was the
forerunner of the Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS). The upper picture shows the command decision area, with detection and tracking
equipment at the sides and the automatic plotting board in the center. The lower picture shows on the left the EDS data link terminal
equipment (AN/SSA-21). The next unit provides for the common task-force track number and for selection of tracks for local display and
transmission. The third unit isan improvised CIC Officer's communications station. The fourth unit isthe tactical display of memory data
for threat evaluation and command decision. The interceptor and fire-control-designation displays are not shown.
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Project Lamplight to seek solutions to problems
involved in the Navy's role in continental air
defense. The country's available qualified scientific
talent was assembled to study the problems.
In addition to other aspects of the study, NRL's
data system was considered and favorably viewed,
The final report of the Lamplight project stated
that NRL's EDS met important Fleet requirements regarding air defense and recommended
its installation by the Navy (1955). The Navy
procured 20 EDS equipments (Motorola), the
first being installed on the destroyer USS WILLIS
A. LEE (DL--4) (1956). Subsequently, installations of the EDS were made on four radar picket
destroyers (1959), the USS CARRY (DD 81-),
O'HARE (DD 889), CECIL (DD 855), and
STICKEL DD 838) of the Destroyer Division
262, and on guided-missile ships of the CAG
and CI.

types,

An important EDS feature developed by

NRL was a unique PPI target-position datatakeoff technique which provided rapid
acquisition of targets and accurate planposition data in target detection and tracking
(1949). An electrically excited conductingglass plate overlay replaced the conventional
glass top of the PPI. Contact made with the
plate's transparent conducting film by an
operator using a pencil-like probe placed
directly over a radar echo provided electric
potentials corresponding to the two rectan.
gular target-position coordinates. Accuracy
was assured by NRL-developed retraceinsertion circuitry, which displayed a bright
dot on the PPI screen controllable by the
probe so as to coincide with the target echo.
These electric potentials were stored by a compact "capacitor" memory with a capability of
storing data on 24 targets. As a new target
appeared, a detector-tracker operator stored its
plan position, continually revising the previously
stored target data by rapidly running through
the series stored, with each position displayed
in succession by a bright dot on the PPI. This
operation generated stored velocity data. Automatie rate-aiding circuitry provided in the store

projected the plan position of the target, as
indicated by the moving dot. This technique
reduced the number of position readjustments
and expedited the tracking operation. An operator could effectively track up to eight targets
with this new technique, as compared with two
targets possible under similar conditions with
the earlier nonelectronic method. With the EDS
rate-aiding circuitry, it was possible for the
first time to provide velocity data in electrical
form for use in determining aircraft interceptions.
The data stored included track number, plan
position, velocity, height, size, and identity.
Two operators took care of storing the height,
size, and identity information. Provision was
made for target designation for the air-intercept
and gunfire-control functions. A supervisor
maintained surveillance over the data-handling
operations. The group of consoles involving these
functions was designated the AN SPA-26(XN-1).
To provide a large-scale display of the stored

tactical data, NRL devised the first automatic
tactical target plotting board as a feature of
the EDS (1952). 10,11 This device greatly accelerated the plotting of target tracks, as
compared with the previously used oral,
grease-pencil method. With it,plots on the
edge-lighted plastic board could be made at the
rate of one per second. The plotting board,
designated the AN/SPA-15, 5 by 5 feet in size,
was servo-driven, the marker being positioned
by the electrical data in the memory,
The NRL-developed Electronic Data System was the first data system to provide means
to exchange tactical data automatically
between the memories of component ships of
a task force for rapid, coordinated action
against air attack based on the possession of
common information. t 6 Such exchange was
first accomplished with the EDS installations
aboard four destroyers (DDR) of Destroyer
Division 262 (1959). During trials at sea, the
EDS data were successfully exchanged be.
tween ships out to ranges of 400 miles. The
transmission system, designated the Model AN/
SSA.21, utilized teletype format transmissions

Ll
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NAVAL TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM
(NTDS)
At the time the EDS was under development,
binary digital techniques had not yet attained
practicality for operational use, so analog
techniques were employed. However, the prospective versatility of binary digital techniques
with respect to storage, computation, selection,
and display of data and its transmission via cornmunication links made these techniques particularly attractive. NRL had conducted a program
to explore the capabilities of various approaches
to the use of these techniques. Electronic computers were investigated with respect to the
6
processing of tactical data (1949).1 Techniques
were devised employing the magnetic-drum and
magnetic-core devices for the memory, switching,
selective scanning, and display of digitized
information. NRL was one of the first to devise a

position of tactical targets (1953). This feature
is now used in great profusion in voltage regulators wherever highly precise and stable voltage
is required. Information, as provided by radar,
is in analog form, and it must also be in this
form to display it on a PPI. To utilize digital
techniques in this connection, NRL devised
the first high-precision (0.1 percent) analogto-digital and digital-to-analog converters
(1951) and the first high-speed converters
(1953) for digital data systems.1 , 20° With the
latter, a ten-bit word could be completely converted in less than 20 microseconds. These
converters were termed ADCON (analogdigital) and DACON (digital-analog), respectively. NRL adapted its conducting-glass-probe
technique, so that a PPI operator in tracking a
target could generate target-position coordinates
in binary digital form and insert the data in this
form in the memory (1957).21 Provision was
made for automatic digital switching to the next
target of the series being tracked to accelerate
the tracking operation. Velocity data were then
generated automatically in digital form. NRL
also developed a technique for automatic target
detection and determination of target-position
coordinates in binary digital form ( 19 5 5 ).' This
technique (MATALOC) involved conversion
of digitized video data from polar to rectangular
coordinates, integration of the converted digitized video data, and automatic determination
of the center of the radar target to obtain the
coordinates. Means were also developed for the

digital memory comprising a series of rotating

electronic generation of letters and numbers to

magnetic disks (1952).? Such devices formed the

display target characteristic data. The alphanumeric data were arranged about and associated

in the high-frequency band with a compact
message structure transmitting track number,
target status, plan position, velocity, identity,
height, and size. Means were provided for automaric conversion of the data between analog
and teletype forms at both transmitting and
receiving terminals. Position data were related
to a 1000-mile-square grid. Incoming target
data Lould be displayed separately or jointly
with own-ship tracked targets. Orders and
messages could be transmitted by the usual
relerype process.

basis for certain electroniccomputer systems. NRL
conducted investigations of solid-state devices
(diodes, transistors) to avoid the use of bulky
vacuum tubes in large numbers and thus greatly
reduce the size and increase the reliability of

with the target plan position on the PPI ! 952).2
To provide advanced capability for coordinated effort by Naval task forces in air defense,
NRL devised a binary-digital tactical data-

binary digital equipment (1949-1955).1s,1I9 ,2

transmission system for the interchange of

One unique feature of this work was the early
use of the "avalanche" effect in silicon diodes
for the maintenance of precise, stable voltage
levels such as required in the PPI display of the

pertinent data existing in the memories of
the several ships in company (1952).11 This
system was capable of transmitting shipposition coordinates, target number, target
384
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THE FIRST HIGH-PRECISION ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL (ADCON) AND DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG (DACON)
CONVERTERS (1951); THE FIRST USE OF A LADDER DIGITAL NETWORK FOR ENCODING AND
DECODING CIRCUITRY (1951); THE FIRST MAGNETIC DISK TYPE DIGITAL MEMORY,
NOW WIDELY USED (1952)
NRL was the first to develop analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters having a precision of 0.01 percent. These converters
are necessary for displaying digital data on cathode-ray tubes of PPls and for processing of digital data taken from the analog
circuits of such tubes and of radars which are also analog. The rack right of center contains the converter. The magnetic-disk
digital memory is shown at the lower right.
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plan-position, identity, size, and height for
100 targets. An experimental model was
developed by NRL to demonstrate the capability of transmitting and displaying such

of the system. NRL had responsibility for
guidance of Collins Radio Corporation in
producing the ship data link equipment and
its evaluation. The HICAPCOM system merged

data. Transmission was over channels in the
high-frequency band, with frequency multiplexing to permit operation over circuits disturbed by multipath, with- ranges out to 200
miles (1952). In 1955 the Bureau of Ships
placed a contract with Collins Radio Corporation for a tactical data-transmission system,
designated the HICAPCOM SYSTEM (High
Capacity Communication), with NRL providing
technical guidance of the contractor. This
system was based on the results of NRL's work
on data systems and also on high-precision
frequency control, single-sideband transmission,
multiplexing, and cipher generation, previously
covered in Chapter 3, "Radio Communication."
Models of this system were produced by the
contractor. Sea trials were conducted with installations of the system aboard three of the four
destroyers forming Destroyer Division 61, the
USS NOAH, USS MEREDITH, and USS
STRIBLING, to verify performance of the
system (1957).
In 1956 the Navy proceeded to contract for
operational equipment for a binary digital data
system known as the Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS), which was used extensively throughout the Naval forces. The system processes data
available from the various electronic sensors
through the use of electronic computers and provides data in a form effective for use in carrying out
command-and-control functions in the coordinated conduct of the several modes of Naval warfare. Responsibility for the overall contract and
production of the computer portion was placed
with the Remington-Rand Corporation (UNIVAC
division of Sperry Rand Corporation). Collins Radio
Corporation had responsibility for the ship data
link, and Hughes Aircraft Corporation for the
data displays. The Naval Electronics Laboratory
was assigned responsibility for overall evaluation

into the NTDS data link. Its high precision of
frequency control and its flexibility through
the early use of frequency synthesizers was an
important factor in making the NTDS effective.
The features of the NTDS reflect the basic
concepts of NRL's original work. NRL placed
the results of its work at the disposal of the
several contractors, engaging in many conferences with them in furtherance of the
development. Since then, NRL has continued
to provide consulting services and technical
assistance to the Naval Ship Systems Command
concerning aspects of the NTDS, such as integrated sensor processing and conversion equipment, and evaluation of prototype hardware and
software. NRL has contributed to the automatic
signal data converter of the auto-tracking system,
to the video signal-processing system which
supplies automatic tracking and identity input
for all friendly targets, to the conversion of
analog data to digital for the weapons interface,
and to the processing of radar (SPS-48) data in
a format suitable for input to the NTDS for
automatic tracking (1966-1971).2 In 1961 the
first NTDS service test ships, systems, and
operational programs went to sea. The first
NTDS group of ships, comprising the USS
ORISKANY, the USS KING, and the USS
MAHAN, were deployed in company in July
1962. Since then, additional installations were
made as rapidly as possible in an effort to equip
all major combatant ships and most guidedmissile destroyers. NTDS versions were adapted
to a variety of vessels, large and small.
THE NAVY'S AIRBORNE TACTICAL
DATA SYSTEM (ATDS)
As previously stated,upon entering the postwar
period the prospective threat of very large
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numbers of attacking aircraft operating at much
higher velocities in future warfare was visualized
as requiring the use of automatic means wherever
possible, to relieve own personnel and to speed
up operations in carrying out interception
functions, if these were to be successfully accomplished. From the airborne viewpoint interception of enemy aircraft was considered largely a
problem in the realm of the air. While powerful
shipl orne radars would provide long-range
detecion and identity of targets, once the target
of attack came within the range of the fighteraircraft capability, interception was a task to be
accomplished through airborne means. After
the war, consideration of this requirement for
automatic operation led NRL to initiate a program, supported by the Bureau of Aeronautics
(later the Bureau of Weapons), to develop a
system entitled the Automatic Aircraft Interceptor Control System, AAICS (1948).'2 All aspects
of the system were treated, including the collection
and processing of target data aboard ship or AEW
aircraft, its transmission to intercept aircraft, its
utilization aboard this aircraft, and repeat-back
from the aircraft to ship or AEW ircaft pe i
remote instantaneous observation of the action of
the interceptor aircraft.2 New techniques were devised; some have already been described, such as the
generation, storage and display of target data9
enerintoraige nd dpayof aet at aIn introducing one phase of automatic operation, NRL was first to develop a system employing an electronic computer-type device
for replacing voice communications in
carrying
out the major function of"vectoring
rintereptor
aircraft in the acquisition of air-

demoostrate another valuable feature of the
system, involving return transmissions from
the interceptor aircraft automatically via
digital data link for instantaneous observations at the remote-control station of interceptor data, such as present heading, airspeed,
and altitude for determining ability to complete intercepts in target assignment (1958).
The Triangle system permitted quick determination of whether an interception with selected
paired aircraft was possible. Thus, the pairing
of existing aircraft could he effectively and
promptly carried out. Time-to-go to interception was continuously indicated to aid the pilot.
In NRL's device, two strobes were presented on
a cathode-ray tube, one proceeding from the
interceptor's positiois, the other from the target's position, which showed the present relative
course of- the target, the predicted intercept
point, and the course the interceptor should fly
pointantercos The ieet
of
the strobes represented the ratio of the speeds
the toesrcraft Th fato oa tomaspeeds
of the two aircraft. This factor was automatically
computed by multiplying electronically the speed
of each aircraft by the time required for coincidence of the two strobes or the interception
point. Numerous interceptions were conducted
with an F4B interceptor aircraft equipped with
the NRL Triangle system against available target
aircraft, using radar and data-processing equipmetlcedath
R CespkeByie
ment located at the NRL Chesapeake Bay site
(1958-1959). The Navy equipped four F4H-I and
twelve F4G interceptor aircraft with the Triangle
system and sent these to the Fleet for opera-

craft targets (1952)? o Designated the Triangle
system, its performance was first demonstrated
in simple form with simulated targets at NRL's
Chesapeake Bay site (1952).NRL was also first
to demonstrate, in an aircraft-interception
system, the transmission, automatically via
digital data link, of remotely acquired and
processed data (as from ship or AEW aircraft)
to an interceptor for direct control of the
interception of target aircraft aboard the
interceptor aircraft (1958). NRL was first to

tional use.
About the time that the Bureau of Ships
established the NTDS project, the Bureau of
Aeronautics initiated the Airborne Tactical
Data System project (1956). The ATDS provides
data gathering, processing, display, control,
and transmission facilities to serve airborne
command and control functions. s1 It includes
the several airborne components, whereas the
NTDS includes related components that are
shipborne. The ATDS and NTDS have provision
388
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TRIANGLE SYSTEM, THE FIRST ELECTRONIC COMPUTER-TYPE DEVICE FOR VECTORING
INTERCEPTOR AIRCRAFT IN ACQUISITION OF AIRCRAFT TARGETS
The Trian.le system, developed by NRL I1952), used two strobes drawn on the PPI. The angle between the strobes corresponded
to the cours. of the target and the course required to be flown by the interceptor for interception The lengths of the strobes
c¢orresponded to the product of the velocities of the respective aircraft and the time required for closing. The course of the interctptor antithe closing time were adjusted so that the tips of the strobes met in a point, with offset allowance being made for the
hnal intercept maneuver. A number of aircraft were equipped with the Triangle system and were sent to the Fleet for use

for the compatible interchange of tactical data
pertinent to airborne-ship functions. The earlier
AAICS program merged into that for the
ATDS. NRL's continuing contributions to
these programs, particularly those with re.
spect to AEW radar and to data handling and
transmission, were essential to the satisfactory
performance of the ATDS. The ATDS was used
extensively by the Navy. To provide a suitable
AEWaircraft, amajorelementofATDS, the Bureau
of Aeronautics entered into a contract with Grumman Aircraft Corporation for the type W2F-1

(Hawkeye) aircraft. NRL developed the Rotodome
antenna, possessing low beam-pattern distortion,
for the Model AN/APS.96 radar, specially designed
for this aircraft.
NRL also developed the monopulse technique,
giving high angular accuracy and the instantaneous height-finding technique utilized in this
radar. To increase the angular accuracy of the
target-position data furnished by this radar,
NRL contributed its MATALOC automatic
digital antenna beam-splitting technique, which
provided position coordinates in rectangular
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form with high accuracy. NRL developed the
conducting-glass-probe technique through which
target plan-position coordinates were obtained
in digital form from PPIs, for the initiation of
automatic tracking and the display of selected
targets in utilizing the data of this AEW radar.
The data links for two-way transmission of
interception data between AEW and the inter-

interest the Marine Corps in developing a data
system to advance its operational capability.
Lack of funds impeded subsequent action. However, sponsorship by the Office of Naval Research
of an effort in which NRL and Navy Department representatives participated resulted in
the formulation of detailed requirements and
specifications for an electronic tactical data

ceptor aircraft and for data interchange with

system to meet the command-and-control needs

the NTDS are also important components of
the ATDS. The development of the Navy's
AEW-interceptor data link for the ATDS. the
AN/USC-2 (by Bell Telephone Laboratories)
evolved from NRL's early demonstration of
transmission via digital data link of interception
data for vectoring interceptors and return transmission to the control point for determining
capability to complete intercepts. The AN/USC-2
data link has been designated "NATO LINK-4." Another data link for interchange of interception data
between ATDS and NTDS has been designated
"NATO UNK-1I.1 NRL has provided extended
guidance and consultative services to the several
contractors engaged in the production of the ATDS
components. The Laboratory has also been involved
in the evaluation of the performance of these components. The type W2F-1 (Hawkeye) aircraft was
redesignated the E-2A (1964), with modernization
including a programmable computer. Further iamprovements have been included in the type E-2B
AEW aircraft (1969).The types of AEW aircraft,
the E-2A, E-2B, and E-2C, utilize the NRLoriginated unique features incorporated earlier in
the type W2F-1 aircraft. These features included
the monopulse radar, rotodome antenna, and the
automatic antenna beam-splitting, conductingglass-probe target designation and data-link
techniques.

of the Marine Corps. Based upon these requirements and the attending specifications, the Marine
Tactical Data System (MTDS) project was
initiated (1957).s1,32 A contract was awarded the
Data System Division of Litton Systems by the
Marine Corps office of the Bureau of Ships for
procurement of equipment (1957).
The MTDS is similar in basic philosophy to
the NTDS and the ATDS. It differs principally
i i
in its transportable packaging, its capability for
quick installation, such as on beaches, and in
its provision of communication netting most
suitable for Marine Corps type of operations.
The MTDS is compatible with the NTDS and
the ATDS, with respect to the interchange of
the tactical data necessary for the conduct of
Marine Corps operational functions. Since
technical parameters and software variations
exist between these systems, interfacing has
been provided where necessary. The MTDS
provides, as do the other two systems, operation commanders with data pertinent to air
defense, air-traffic control, weapon systems,
and force status, and to many other areas required in the operational environment. Carrierbased aircraft may be used by an MTDS landbased control center to permit deployment in
close support of Marine Corps actions.
In addition to NRL's contributions to the
MTDS made during its formative period, the
MTDS incorporates NRL's conducting-glassprobe PPI plan-position data take-off technique for target selection and track initiation.
This technique has proven successful in operational use, since it is both rapid and accurate.
The MTDS also uses data links similar to the

MARINE TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM
(MTDS)
In 1953 NRL brought the results of its Electronic Tactical Data System program to the
attention of Marine Corps representatives, to
390
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j;

240-84

AIR TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM (ATDS) CIC ARRANGEMENT WITH ITS PPI DISPLAYS ON A TYPE
E2.C AIRCRAFT, THE LATEST VERSION OF THE E2.A AEW AIRCRAFT (1973)
The operator is shown using NRL's conductive-glass-probe PPI target-position take-off. Through its research, which began in
this tie-ld in 1948, NRL has contributed to important aspects of the ATDS. In addition to the probe take-off technique, NRL's
work included the mionopulse radar-, its aircraft rotodome antenna, the Automatic beam splitter, data link, and the Triangle
aiircraft

interception system.

and guidance to the contractor during the several
years of MTDS developmental effort. Developmental models of one command center and two
operational centers became available in 1962.
This action was followed by procurement in
quantity, with the MTDS going operational in
1967. Subsequently, it was utilized extensively in Vietnam, one important feature being

NRL data link previously described. For interchange of data with the MTDS, it uses NATO
LINK-IlI (U.S. designation, TADIL-A). For interchange with the ATDS, it uses NATO LINK-I
(U.S. designation, TADIL-C). For interchange betureen surface units it uses NATO LINK- I (U.S. designation TADIL-B). NRL continued to provide
technical consultative services to the Bureau of Ships
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MARINE TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM
belo)w usingt the NRL-orpginarcd conducting-sIass-probe PPI
The MTDS Console operator of a mobile instal lation is shown
info3rmatiofl into the electronic memory, for updating the
plan-position
placing
for
target data-take-off device. This device is used
for selectively displaying information in the memnory.
and
ptsition in tracking, for associating other information with the target,
NRL's conductive-glass probe is shown below.
using
operator
the
and
aboyve,
shown
is
area
The dearctor-tracking-control
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the rapid location of downed aircraft and the

OF.R. Flr 'Heighit Radar Target Simulator." NIL Memo.
Rept. 105, Sept. 1952
OW.H. Huntley. *A Range Computer Based on X-Y Coordinate

effective pickup of personnel by rescue craft.
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Chapter 11
SATELLITE ELECTRONICS

INTRODUCTION
NRL has been a pioneer in the development of
satellites and satellite systems for scientific and
operational objectives, and has conducted a longterm, continuing program in this field. In Chapter
8, NRL's work in providing the first determination of the orbit of a manmade satellite (1957),
the first Russian satellite, Sputnik I, was described. Chapter 3 reviewed NRL's work which
resulted in the world's first operational satellitecommunication system (1959). The Laboratory's
further work to meet the satellite-communication
requirements of the Navy was also described,
Chapter 3 also reviewed NRL's work with NRLdeveloped satellites to determine the feasibility

Naval Research, NRL was offcially delegated the
responsibility of placing an artificial satellite with
a scientific experiment into orbit around the earth
(9 Sept. 1955).' The responsibility included the
provision of the first U.S. satellite tracking
system, to demonstrate that the satellite had
actually attained orbit. Proposals for such a satellite system had been made by three organizations;
NRL's proposal was the one which was accepted.
The project was named "Vanguard."
The acceptance of NRL's proposal was based on
the experience and successful results NRL had
obtained in the extensive use of rockets to determine the properties of the earth's upper atmosphere.2 This experience included the design and

of communicating with submerged submarines
with satellites transmitting on VLF (1961).

execution of scientific experiments, the developfor transmitting realof telemetry
ment datalte
time
tonmitn
eath systems
and thedeig6o1rckts

t
Chapter 8 stated that NR was first to determine
the performance of a radio direction finder and
its site, including the effects of nearby mountains,
using signals transmitted from an NRL-developed
satellite (1966). In Chapter 9, NRL's success was
described in transferring standard time for t
first time over long distances via communication

time data to earth, and the design of rockets.
Parts for almost 100 German V-2 rockets had
been brought to this country after the war. The
Army had undertaken the task of assembling
U.S.
the rockets

satellites, with a precision as high as one-tenth
microsecond. This first made possible highly,
precise synchronization of time functions on a
worldwide basis (February 1970).
PROJECT VANGUARD
As a part of the scientific program for the International Geophysical Year (1957-1958), through
the coordinated efforts of the National Academy
of Sciences, the National Science Foundation,
the Department of Defense, and the Office of

at White Sands, New Mexico, for re-

search and experimentation by government
agencies and universities. In taking advantage of
this situation, NRL was first to use one of
these
V.2 r
an eqied i w
t
tion for probing he earths higher atmosphee. On 28 June 1946, NRL launched a V2
rocket which carried to an altitude of 67 miles
a geiger-counter telescope to detect cosmic
rays, pressure and temperature gages, a spectrograph, and radio transmitters for telemetry
transmissions. During the following six years,
63 V-2 rockets were launched at White Sands.
They carried over 20 tons of scientific instruments to altitudes ranging usually between 50
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and 100 miles. Two-thirds of the flights were
successful.
When it became evident that the supply of V-2
rockets would be exhausted, NRL proceeded to
develop its own rocket, with the aid of a contractor, the Glenn L Martin Company. NRL's
rocket, designated the "Viking," embodied
the successful, important innovations of a
gimbaled motor for steering and intermittent
gas jets for stabilizing the vehicle after the
main power cutoff (1949).3 These devices are
now extensively used in large, steerable
rockets and in space vehicles. The engine was
one of the first three large, liquid-propelled,
rocket-powered plants produced in the United
States. The Viking-I rocket, fired early in 1949,
attained a 50-mile altitude. The Viking-10, fired
early in 1954, provided the first measurement of
positive ion composition at an altitude of 136
miles. Viking- 11,fired in May 1954, rose to 158
miles, an all-time altitude record for a single-stage
rocket. A total of twelve Viking rockets were
launched. Through these Viking rocket firings,
NRL was first to measure temperature,
pressure, and winds in the upper atmosphere,
and electron density in the ionosphere, and to
record the ultraviolet spectra of the sun. NRL
also took the first high-altitude pictures of the
earth (1949-1954). During a launching over
New Mexico, a camera mounted in an NRL-

Viking rocket took the first picture of a hurricane and a tropical storm, from an altitude as
high as 100 miles (5 Oct. 1954).4The picture
embraced an area more than 1000 miles in diameter, including Mexico and the area from
Texas to Iowa. This was also the first naturalcolor picture of earth from rocket altitudes.
NRL's high-altitude photographs of earth
cloud cover led to the interest of the U.S.

_

.
N

.__._
,
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VIKING ROCKET (1949-1954)

This rocket contained the important innovations of agimbaled
motor for steering and intermittent gas iets for stabilizing
the vehicle after main power cutoff. These devices are now
used extensively in large steerable rockets and in space
vehicles. The engine was one of the first three large liquidpropelled rocket power plants produced in the United

Weather Bureau in high-altitude weather

States. With the Viking rockets, NRL was first to measure

reconnaissance, which is now rmutinely accomplished with satellites. The data obtained are
universally used in daily weather broadcasts.
The success NRL achieved in the series of
experiments cited encouraged Laboratory scientists to believe that, with a more powerful engine
and the addition of upper stages, the Viking

temperature, pressure, and wind in the upper atmosphere
and to record the ultraviolet spectra of the sun. With one of
these rockets, NIL took the first high-altitude pictures
of the earth. NRLs success with these rockets led to NILs
Vanguard project. Shown is the Viking. I, launched in May
1954, which rose to 158 miles, an all.time altitude record
for a single-stage rocket. It was also the heaviest Viking of
the series fired.
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FIRST HIGH-ALTITUDE PICTURE OF A HURRICANE IN A TROPICAL STORM (5 OCT. 1954)
This picture, taken from an altitude of 100 miles during an NRL Viking roket launching, embraces an area more than 1000
miles in diameter, including Mexico (left) and Texas to Iowa (right) The eye of the hurricane is shown in the bottom portion
Slight area) over the Gulf of Mexico. Note the position of the minor vortex in the upper left corner. The picture is a mosaic
assembled from individual frames of a movie camera carried by the rocket Although shown here in black and white, it is the first
successful natural-color picture from rocket altitudes NRL's high-altitude photographs of earth cloud cover initiated the interest
of the U.S Weather Bureau in high-altitude weather reconnaissance, now accomplished with satellites The data now obtained
are universally used in daily weather broadcasts

complete satellite-launching facility, installing it at Cape Canaveral, with central
control at NRL (1957). Suitable means for observing launchings underway were not avail.
able, so NRL provided the first "down-range"
instrumentation for determining the performance of multistage vehicles under launch,
where critic4l functions involved in attaining
orbir-had to be performed many hundreds of
miles from the launch pad. To provide means
for determining the orbit of a satellite, NRL
developed the first satellite-tracking system, called "Minitrack" (1956).5 This system
evolved from NRL's work on phae-comparison and angle-tracking, and utiliaed a series
of fan-shaped, vertical antenna beams. The
system comprised a chain of stations extending

rocket could be made a vehicle capable of launching an earth satellite. With much travail with respect to funding, negotiations, design, construction, and testing, NRL, through the aid of a
contractor, developed a three-stage launching
vehicle patterned after its Viking rocket for
project Vanguard. This vehicle became an
important milestone, since it was the basis for
the design of future launching vehicles, particularly the reliable, present-day "Delta,"
which has had a remarkable record, having
placed into orbit the majority of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration's
communication, meteorological, and scientific
satellites,
teilite-launching facilities
Since suitable
were not available, NIL constructed the first
397
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THE FIRST SATELLITE TRACKING SYSTEM

-

"MINITRACK" (1956)

This system, developed by NRL to track the Vanguard Satellite, incorporated NRL's phase-comparison and angle-tracking techniques and utilized a series of fan-shaped vertical antenna beams forming a "fence." The antennas are seen as rectangular-shaped
objects on the field. The system comprised a chain of stations extending from Blossom Point, Maryland. to Santiago. Chile, with
additional stations at San Diego, California, Australia, and South Africa, The data collected by these stations, telemetered from

the Vanguard Satellite, were transmitted to NRL's Control Center in Washington. Only the Blossom Point station isshown.
This station was also used in NRL's demonstration to prove the feasibility of tracking nonradiating satellites, which led to
NRL's development of the existing U.S. Naval Space Surveillance System (WS-4 34)

from Blossom Point, Maryland, to Santiago,
Chile, and other stations at San Diego, California,
Australia, and South Africa, which collected the
data telemetered from the satellite and transmitted it to the NRL control center in Washington.

miles, perigee 354 nautical miles, period 133.8
minutes, nclination 34.2 degrees, as of July
1973). The Vanguard satellite is a 6.4-inch, 3-1/2pound sphere which transmitted a signal on 108
MHz until it became silent in May 1964; the
duration of its transmission was the longest at that

NRL placed the satellite, Vanguard-I, into
orbit on 17 Mar. 1958.6 While not the first
satellite launched, Vanguard-I reached the
greatest distance into space from earth of any
manmade vehicle at that time (apogee 2466
miles, perigee 404 miles). Vanguard-I is still
in orbit, the longest in orbit of any manmade satellite to date. Its orbit has been particularly stable (present apogee 2120 nautical

time of any satellite. NRL's Vanguard-I was the
first satellite to use solar cells as an electrical
power source. These have become commonplace components of modern satellites. Probably the most noteworthy of Vanguard's many
maior contributions to knowledge was the discovery of the "pear shape" of the earth. Vanguard
provided extensive observations and measurements of air-density variations associated with
L98
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NRL'S VANGUARD-I SATELLITE
This NRL-developed satellite, launched in March 1958,
has been the longest in earth orbit of any man-made object,
It is still in orbit. With it the -pear shape" of the earth was
discovered. It was the first satellite to use solar cells for
electrical power; olar cells are now generally used in
satellites. Dr. J. P. Hagen. director of the Vanguard project,
is shown below holding a model of the satellite. On the right
is shown the satellite launching from Cape Canaveral. The
satellite-launching facility shown was the first complete
facility for launching satellites.

-

.
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solar activity and the first quantitative data on
how solar radiation pressure affects a satellite orbit.
Vanguard-li, launched on 17 Feb. 1959,
was the first satellite designed to observe and
record the cloud cover of the earth and was a
forerunner of the television infrared observation satellites (TIROS). It was also the first
full-scale Vanguard (20-inch-diameter sphere, 21
pounds) to achieve orbit. Vanguard-Ill, placed in
orbit on 18 Sept. 1959, was a 20-inch sphere
weighing 50 pounds. Both Vanguard I1and III are
still in orbit. The scientific experiments which
were flown on the Vanguard satellites increased
the amount of scientific knowledge of space and
opened the way for more sophisticated experiments.
When the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) was established on 29
July 1958, the NRL Vanguard group, a total of
approximately 200 scientists and engineers became the core of its space-flight activities. The
group remained housed at NRL until the new
facilities at the Goddard Space Flight Center at
Beltsville, Maryland, became available in
September 1960.
SATELLITE DEVELOPMENT
When NRL's Vanguard staff was transferred to
the cognizance of NASA in 1958, sufficient personnel with satellite expertise remained at the
Laboratory to establish a satellite-development
activity, which grew to substantial size and capability. Through its own satellite-development
activity, NRL has developed for scientific and
operational purposes 64 satellites (1958-1974).
NRL has also provided support in launching
these satellites and in the determination of
their orbits. Furthermore, it has developed
techniques to enhance the operational performance of satellites. NRL was first to incorporate
in a satellite means to extend and retract long
antennas for VLF operation. These antennas
were first installed in the Lofti-I (1961) and
Lofti-ll'1963) satellites.? The antenna mechan-
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ism utilized a metal ribbon, wound on a spool,
which could be extended and retracted through
remote control from a ground station. To provide
rigidity when the antenna was extended, the ribbon was prestressed to provide tension, which
caused it to curl up to form a tube as it was unwound from the spool.
With the metal ribbon antenna mechanism,
NRL pioneered the gravity-gradient systern for stabilizing the attitude of satellites
with respect to earth (1964). This system was
widely used in satellites. NRL incorporated this
system first in its Gravity Gradient Stabilization
Experiment-I (GGSE-1) satellite, launched IIJan.
1964. The stabilizing mechanism comprised a magnetically anchored damper attached to the end of
the metal ribbon formed into a tube. When this
boom-like device was extended, the mechanical oscillations incurred by the satellite system were gradually stopped by the damper. If the satellite assumed
an inverted position with respect to earth, the boom
was retracted and again extended when the satellite
rotated to the correct position. Satellite GGSE-1
was stabilized in pitch and roll, but not in yaw.
NRL was first to make satellite orbital
"station-keeping" with micropound thrusters
feasible. NRL's system, first used in NRL's
satellite GGSE-3, launched 9 Mar. 1965, has
subsequently been used in many satellites and
space vehicles. The thrusters are electrically
heated to provide long-life impulse capability in
the use of thb ammonia gas supply.
NRL was first to provide stabilization of a
satellite in all three axes-pitch, roll, and yaw.
This system was first used in NRL's satellite
GGSE-3. It was used in certain subsequent
satellites. While this stabilization system involves the use of three booms, each with a
damper, it has the advantage of requiring no
electrical power, which would otherwise be
needed.
In its first observations of solar radiation with
a satellite (Solrad-l), NRL used a spin-stabilized
satellite without gyroscopic precession control.
Therefore, sensors to determine radiation from
the sun would go out of the sun's view due to
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FIRST GRAVITY-GRADIENT-SATELLITE ATTITUDE-STABILIZATION SYSTEM
NRL pioneered this first system for stabilizing the attitude of satellites with respect to earth. First incorporated in NRL's satellite GGSE- 1,
launched II Jan. 1964, the system was subsequently used widely in satellites, The mechanism comprises a magnetically anchored damper
attached to the end of aboom extending from the satellite. The damper, shown on the left, uses a magnetic element (A) held suspended in a
spherical copper shell (B) by means of the diamagnetic shell (C) which magnetically repels element A. Shell C passes the earth's magnetic
field so that A, which is free to turn, can align itself with this field. As the satellite and its boom swing, the movement of shell B in the

magnetic field of element A induces electrical currents in B.causing corresponding losses which dampen the oscillations of the satellite. The
boom is formed by aprestressed beryllium-copper ribbon, which curls up into a rigid tube (pointing upward in the photograph to the right)

as it isextended by the mechanism.
precession until the satellite was again in proper
viewing position. This lack of precession control

The advancement of NRL's solar-radiation
program required the use of a larger number of
solar sensors than could be accommodated with
the arrangement previously described. To provide
proper viewing of the sun by these sensors, NRLdevised a system of precession control which
,utilized millipound thrusters. This system
stabilized a satellite with respect to gyroscopic
precession, with the spin axis pointing directly
toward the sun (1971). With this system, the
solar sensors could be positioned about the
satellite so that they would continuously view
the sun while the satellite was spinning, except
when the path was obscured by the earth. Furthermore, the data from the solar-radiation sensors
could be stored and sampled at a rate entirely

severely limited observations time. To increase
solar observation time, NRL devised the first
satellite gas thrusters, which automatically
provided millipound pulses for a fraction of
each revolution of the satellite to orient its
spin axis so that it was held perpendicular to
the sun (1965). Thus, the solar sensor could
continue to observe the sun on each rotation
of the satellite. The observation time was dependent upon etb, 6.amwidth of the sensor.
NQL'a '--:apound as thrusters used ammonia
and were first used in the Solrad-8 satellite,
launched 19 Nov. 1965.9 Gas thrusters are used in
this type of satellite control.
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77270 (5)

FIRST SATELLITE ORBITAL "STATION-KEEPING" WITH MICROPOUND THRUSTERS
NRL was first
to make satellite orbital "station-keeping" with micropound thrusters feasible. This system, first
incorporated in
NRL's satellite GGSE-3, launched 9 Mar. 1965, has been used inmany satellites and space vehicles. Shown isan actual size model
of the first micropound thrusters with the gas supply containers (center) and two thrusters to right and left.

independent of the satellite spin rate. This system
was first used in the Solrad-10 satellite, launched
8 July 1971.'

one of the satellites for the first dual satellite
launching. In 1961, it provided a satellite for
the first trio satellite launching. NRL also
and the support
satellites
developed
structures all
to the
interface
with the standard
launch vehicles for the first launchings of four

Satellites had previously depended upon realtime telemetry; therefore solar x-ray monitoring
and similar types of data collection could be conducted only at those times when the satellite
was within range of a telemetry ground station.
NRL was first to provide a satellite data system
in which information, such as solar-radiation
data, is collected and stored in an electronic
digital memory during an entire orbit of the
earth and is transmitted to a ground station
when the satellite is within range of the station
(1965). NRL first incorporated this system into
its satellite Solrad8, launched 19 Nov. 1965.
NRL's system continues to he used in satellite
data collection.

satellites at one time with one launch vehicle
(1962), five satellites (1963), six satellites
(1965), seven satellites (1967), and nine atellites (1969).
NRL was also first to develop a satellitestabilization system which was stabilized in
all three a yes-pitch, roll and yaw-using a
single boom with damper and a motor-driven
rotating flywheel (1969). The energy required
to drive the motor is so lo,. -at it is easily supplied by the solar cells of the satellite''tm; s;-,ten of stabilization has seen considerable use.

NRL has pioneered in multiple satellite
launchings. In 1960, the Laboratory provided

It was first used in an NRL satellite launched
30 Sept. 1969.
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SOLRAD

measurement of ultraviolet and x-ray emission
during a solar flare. NRL discovered that x-ray
emission, rather than ultraviolet, is the variable solar component which causes radio
fadeout (1956)."'
While rockets served to provide solar-radiation

During NRL's early investigations of the propagation of high-frequency transmissions via the
ionosphere, reviewed in Chapter 3, it was evident
that radiations from the sun had major influence

data to determine its effects on the transmission

on the ionosphere's radio-transmission characteristics. Knowledge of these characteristics, particularly those which attend serious transmission
disturbances, were essential to the operational reliability of radio communication and other over-thehorizon electronic systems. Such knowledge permits
predictions of usable frequency channels relative to
time of day and distance and forewarning of radio
circuit blackouts. NR L's early theoretical considerations indicated that the sun's ultraviolet radiation
produced electron and ion densities in the upper
atmosphere which were in agreement with the
densities inferred from experimentally acquired
propagation data ( 928).0 Further considerations
indicated that the x-ray component of the solar
radiation was a major factor in the ionization
process occurring in the ionosphere (1938)."
It was thought that the generation of x-ray radiation in solar flares was responsible for radio transmissions suddenly being disrupted. However, no
experimental data on radiations from the sun to
confirm the cause of the phenomena were available, since the pertinent radiations were absorbed
in the earth's atmosphere. Thus measurements
had to be made at high altitude.
It was not until the German V-2 rockets became available that experimental data could be
obtained. These rockets made it possible for NRL
to initiate an extensive program to determine the
nature and effects of radiation from the sun,
particularly its impact on radio communication
(Solrad)." NRL used the V-2 rockets to make
first observations of the far-ultraviolet spectrum of the sun (1946).11"1 In its subsequent
rocket research, NRL discovered solar x-ray
emission and its role in the production of the
ionosphere (1948).12b The Laboratory made the
first direct observation of solar Lyman-Alpha
radiation and its influence on the ionospheric
D-region (1949)."r It also made the first

characteristics of the ionosphere, the transient
nature of this method of collecting data made it
impractical to provide the continuous solar observations needed to serve Naval requirements,
Satellites possessed this potential. When satellites became available, NRL developed the first
satellite, Solrad-l, incorporating observation
equipment which first successfully monitored
solar x-r., and Lyman-Alpha radiation (June
1960).' 2'
Since the Solrad-l ¢atellite was launched,
NRL has developed and successfully placed
into orbit a total of eight Solrad satellites.
These satellites have incorporated successively
improved means of satellite solar orientation,
data collection, and means to transmit these
data to NRL's ground data collection site. The
improved stabilization and data-collection
instrumentation of these satellites provided
data of successively greater wavelength range
and dynamic senstivity range, making possible
more extensive and thorough analysis of solar
radiation for operational use. Solrad-!0,
launched 8 July 1971, is still in orbit, and is
still providing useful operation data.' 3
NRL was first to use a single-channel photomultiplier for recording extreme ultraviolet
radiation from the sun and for imaging the sun
from a satellite (1965). NRL's photomultiplier
equipment was installed in the NASA satellite
OSO-2 for this work. NRL also used television
for the first time to observe solar radiation
from a satellite (1971).14 This equipment was
first installed in the NASA satellite OSO-7.
This work was followed by NRL's 'XUV monitor," which, operating in Skylab, produced, by TV
images of the sun, data in the extreme ultraviolet. Images of the sun in x-rays and extreme
ultraviolet are important, because they show that
these emissions arise from highly localized
403
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SOLRAD-I SATELLITE (1960) - FIRST SUCCESSFUL MONITORING OF SOLAR X-RAY
AND LYMAN-ALPHA RADIATION BY A SATELLITE
Since the NRL-developed satellite Solrad-I was launched, NRL has developed and placed in orbit a total of eight Solrad Satellites with successively advanced means of orientation toward the sun, solar-radiation data collection, and data transmission to
earth. The data are processed, converted into operationally useful message formats, and transmitted to many users concerned with
radio communication and other solar-forecast functions.

regions, which are related to solar flare production and to earth ionospheric disturbances.
While this fact was known from NRL's earlier
photographic work with rockets, only with photoelectric detection and TV transmission from a
satellite could the changing character of the sun
be studied from day to day.
NR.'s Solrad work is recognized by the
Navy and by the Department of Defense as
an example of space science effort which has
genuine operational utility. Unlike other
satellites that have multipurpose space funcdons, Sofrad's principal mission is to monitor
all aspects of the sun's activity. Telemetered
data frdm the satellite are received at the NRL
Tracking and Data Acquisition Facility at

Blossom Point, Maryland, where they are
relayed by dataphone to the Solrad Data
Operations Center at NRL's main site in Washington. The telemetry data are then converted
into operationally useful message formats and
transmitted to many users. For example, Naval
Communications Command has utilized the
data in formulations of Naval alerts to all
communicators. Outside the Navy, Solrad
data are furnished on a routine basis to the
Environmental Services Space Disturbance
Forecast Center at Boulder, Colorado, and the
U.S. Air Force Air Weather Service."'
NRL has underway the development of two
Solrad monitoring satellites, Solrad- II A and 118,
for future placement in a 65,000-nautical-mile
404
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SOLRAD.8 SATELLITE
Two unique features, first devised by NRL, were embodied in the Solrad-8 satellite (1965). One feature involved the hrst gas
thrusters which automatically provided millipound pulses for a fraction of each revolution of the satellite, to orient its spin
axis. This feature allowed Solrad-8 to maintain an orientation with respect to the sun such that its radiation could be observed
without considerable loss in observation time due to precession of the satellite. Ammonia gas was used. Another feature was the
first satellite data sytem with which information, such as solar-radiation data, is collected and stored in an electronic digital
memory during an entire orbit of the earth and transmitted to a ground station, when the satellite is within range of the station
Both features, the gas thrusters and the data-collection system, continue to be used in modern satellites.
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orbit. At this altitude, continuous coverage of
solar activity will make real-time continuous
acquisition and transmission of solar data to the
single existing ground station with daily solar
forecasts a reality,
TIMATION SATELLITE
By 1964, the accuracy of electronic timekeeping devices had advanced to such a degree
that the range between two objects could be ineasured by radio transmissions from one to the
othr
anacurcy
it
ccptblefo ortiepecl
navigation purposes. By using stable tieics
at each location, the time that a signal is received
could be compared to the known time it was sent
to obtain the transit time. The distance between
the objects could then be obtaiuned from the
transit time and the velocity of propagation of
radio waves. If a stable timing device is located
in a satellite, and if another is located at a navigator's position on the surface of the earth, the
constant-distance sphere centered at the satellite
cuts the earth's surface on a circle through the
navigator's position. If the satellite moves to a
new position, or if two satellites are in view, the
earth's surface is cut by two circles, which provide
two possible fixes. Since these fixes are a great
distance apart, no problem exists in resolving
ambiguity to obtain the correct position. Furthermore, by modulating the satellite transmissions,
controlled by its precise timing source, precise
time epoch and time interval can be made
available at locations on the earth's surface.SYTM(
Nil was first to demonstrate the feasibility
of a satellite navigation system using radio
transmission transit time to obtain positions on
the earth's surface. it was also first to provide a
high-precision clock in a satellite which made
available both time epoch and time interval
at points on the surface of the earth. This was
successfully accomplished with Nil's Timation satellite, launched on 31 May 1967,
transmitting at 400 MHL'6 To provide the
necessary high precision of frequency and time,
an osckliator with a temperature-control led,
fifth-overtone, 5-MHz AT-cut quartz crystal was
407
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employed in the satellite. This crystal oscillator
had a stability of one part in 1011 per day. During
investigations of the frequency stability of the
oscillator in orbit, NRL was first to observe
that a change in frequency of a quartz crystal
occurs when it is subjected to high-energy proton radiation, present in the radiation belt
around the earth (1968).i? This effect, which
lowers the frequency as compared with the increase in frequency normally occurring with
crystal aging, was confirmed through laboratory
inetgiosInheaelteytmhsefquency changes are compensated for through the
use of remote control of the oscillator circuit
fo
rud
For navigation, the Timation satellite system
has an accuracy adequate for Naval operational
purposes. For transfer of time epoch and time intra
rmoeerhpsto
oaohr h
accuracy is better than one microsecond.
NRL's research has demonstrated that it is
feasible to obtain position-fixing accuracies
measured in tens of feet or better in a satellite
navigation system"i The Laboratory, seeking to
provide a capability to meet the requirements of
the several military services of the Department of
Defense in a single satellite navigation-time systern, is currently developing another Timation
satellite, which is scheduled for launching in the
near future.
U.S. NAVAL SPACE SURVEILLANCE
-4)
SYTM(
-4)
By 1958, it became apparent that in the future
the United States would have to contend with
large numbers of earth-orbiting satellites, its
own and those launched by other nations as well,
and that a system of detecting, tracking, and classifying these satellites would have to be devised.
Moreover, space would become cluttered with
parts of launching vehicles and other space
debris, which also would have to be identified
and followed. Knowledge of the existence and
position of orbiting objects would be necessary
if the requirements of national security and the
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TIM ATION SATELLITE
With this satellite, launched 31 May 1967, NRL was first to demonstrate the feasibility of a&satellite navigation system using radio
trawminssion transit tame to obtain positions on the earth's surface. This satellite also was first to provide a high-precision clock
in a satellite which made available both time epoch and time interval at points on the surface of the earth. The satellite is shown
mounted on the side of its launching vehicle.

LIL
*placement

of future satellites and space vehicles
in proper noninterfering orbits and other needs
were to be satisfactorily met. Many satellites and
the space debris would be nonradiating, so a
system, such as Nil's Minitrack system, requiring radiation from objects tracked, would
not suffice.
NRL was first to demonstrate the feasibility
of a detection and tracking system for earthorbiting nonradiating satellites (1958)"1 The
system utilized a ground-located, continuouswave tran~smitter to illuminate the orbiting object
and Nil's Vanguard Minitrack Tracking Station,
408

Blossom Point, Maryland, for reception. The signals reflected by the Russian satellite Sputnik
( 195 7 Beta) were the first observed by the system.
The transmitter (50 kW, 108 MHz). operating
into a SO-foot parabolic antenna sAd located at
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, was provided by the
Army Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories.
Based on the results obtained from this work, the
Laboratory proposed a satellite-surveillance
system for the United States.
NRL was responsible for the development
of the world's first system to detect and track
all types of earth-orbiting satellites, space

SATELLITE ELECTRONICS

vehicles, and other orbital objects (1958). In
view of the satisfactory results itobtained in
its experimental satellite observations and its
experience with the Minitrack system, NRL
was requested by the Advanced Research Project Agency (ARPA) of the Department of
Defense on 20June, 1958, to develop and operate this space-surveillance system for the
United States. 20 Many of the principles and
techniques devised by NRL for the Minitrack
system were embodied in the new system.

The system as it evolved at first comprised
an eastern complex and western complex, and
eventually a midcontinental transmitter. All these
are located on a great circle at 33.5 degrees north.
passing across the southern part of the country
from Georgia to California. Each complex includes a centrally located transmitter site and receiver sites approximately 250 miles to the east
and west of the transmitter site. The transmitter
sites are located at Jordan Lake, Alabama; Kickapoo Lake, Texas; and Gila River, Arizona. The

U.S. SPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM %SPASUR)

This system, developed by NRL asan outgrowth of the Vanguard Program, spans the continent on agreat circle at 33.5* north. It is the U.S.
system for the detection and tracking of all types of earth-orbiting satellites and debris. Shown isthe station at Ft. Stewart. Mississippi, one of
the receiving stations of the eastern complex of the system which became operational 29 July 1958. The sharp vertical beam antennas
mounted on the ground are seen as rectangular shaped ob*ts. The related transmitting station is at Jordan Lake, Alabama.
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Kickapoo Lake transmitter spans the United
States for all space objects of sufficient altitude,
The other two transmitters cover the very low
altitudes. The receiver sites are located at Ft.
Stewart, Georgia, Hawkinsville, Georgia; Silver
Lake, Mississippi; Red River, Arkansas; Elephant
Butte, New Mexico; and San Diego, California.
The transmitters are of the continuous-wave type,
with 50 kW power output capability for the
Jordan Lake and Gila River installations and
I MW for the Kickapoo Lake installation. The
transmitting antennas are of the fan type, with Coplanar antenna beams, wide in the east-west plane
and very narrow in the north-south plane. The
Jordan Lake and Gila River antennas are respectively 1100 feet and 1200 feet long, whereas the
antenna at Kickapoo Lake, the central, high-power
site, extends a distance of two miles. This long
antenna at the Kickapoo Lake site has a northsouth beamwidth of 1.5 minutes and an east-west
beamwidth of 120 degrees. It produces the extraordinarily high effective radiated beam power of
13.6 billion watts. The antenna beam of the Kickapoo Lake station overlaps the beams of the other
two transmitting station antennas, to provide complete east-west continental coverage. The receiving sites have two sets of antennas, with fantype coplanar beams, and extend from 1200 to
4800 feet in length. One set provides an alert,
detecting the presence of a satellite slightly
before it comes within range of the second set.
The second set of antennas provides for the determination of the look-angle of the satellite with
respect to the zenith and its height through phasedifference measurements and interstation triangulation.
In operation, the transmitters of the system
illuminate the satellites and other objects, and
the reflected radio-frequency signals detected at
each receiving site are processed in a radiointerferometer system to produce phasemodulated carriers. The radio interferometer
utilized in the system measures the angular position of the radio signal source by measuring the
difference in radio signal path lengths from the
objects reflecting the signal to each of a number of
paired antennas. The large amounts of data ob-

tained from the several receiving stations of the
system have made necessary the transfer of this
information via land line to a central processing
site. The information to be sent consists of interferometer phase channels, analog data, and administrative functions. Since most of the data to be
transferred comprises phase information, phasemodulation transmission to duplicate the primary
data at the central processing site is used. The
telemetry which has evolved is a frequencydivision multiplex system comprising phase.
modulated and reference subcarriers. Information
signals phase modulate the data subcarriers
with respect to the reference subcarriers. Correlation techniques are used at the central
processing site both to derive a reference time
base phase locked to the remote sites and to
retrieve the information signals. The dataprocessing and control center is located at Dahlgren, Virginia, where an IBM "090 computer
computes the longitudinal position and altitude
of objects as they pass through the "fence."
The first portion of the system, involving the
stations at Fort Stewart and Jordan Lake, was
placed into operation on 29.July 1958, less than
six weeks after NRL was designated by ARPA to
proceed with the system. The Silver Lake station
became operational in November 1958, and the
Western Complex in February 1959. The highpower, central transmitting station at Kickapoo
Lake was placed into operation in June 1961.
The system was first operated on 108 MHz, the
same frequency used for the Minitrack system.
Since this was only a temporary frequency assignment, the system was changed over to the permanently assigned frequency of 216 MHz during
the period 1965 to 1967.
After completing the development of
the Space Surveillance System (WS-434),
NRL was responsible for its operation. The
Laboratory was relieved of this responsibility
when the Secretary of the Navy established the
U.S. Naval Space Surveillance Facility
(NAVSPASUR) at Dahlgren, Virginia, on
19 Apr. 1960.21 However, the Laboratory has
continued to provide scientific improvements
to the system3'
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NAVSPASITR OPERATION CENTER DATA RE(ORDIN(

ARFA. I)AHI.GRFN, VIRGINIA

The NRL-developed U.S. Space Surveillance System (SPASUR, WS-434) incluiee. the data-recording equipment located at the Navspasur
Operations Center, Dahlgren, Virginia. as shown above This system detects and tracks all types of earth-orbiting satellites, space vehicles.
and other orbital objects. The receivers of the data from the four tracking stations are shown in the background. The operators concerned
with processing of the data are seen at their consoles in the foreground A completely automatic data-assembly system involving an
electronic computer was developed and installed later by NRL. NRL was responsible for the development and operation of the complete
NAVSPUR system, including the equipment shown, until 19 April 1960. when it was relieved of its responsibility for the operation of the
system with the establishment of the "U.S. Naval Space Surveillance Facility (NAVSPASUR)' at Dahlgren, Virginia, by the Secretary of the
Navy. However, NRL has continued to provide scientific improvements to tht ssrcm

The WS-434 served an important function in the
North American Air Defense Command's Space
Detection and Tracking System known as
SPADATS.

loads and 1 1O0 are last-stage rockets and
miscellaneous debris. A total of 680M earthorbiting objects have been cataloged by
NAVSPASUR and other space-surveillance

WS-434 makes over 6X0,0(X) single-station
observations per month on over 1900 different

sensors since the advent of the Russian satellite
Sputnik-I in 1957.

earth-orbiting objects, of which 500 are pay-

For crtin sticntiti( work, the orbital aIcuraty
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requirements are much higher than that needed

11. E. 0. Hulburt, -'Photoelectric Ionization in the Ionciaphere,"
Phys. Re., se 1938, pp. 344-01
12. R.Tousey, "Highslighsts of Twenty Years of Optical Space
Re-

for cataloging. NR. has been acting as an intermediry
oofrnih
hgh-ccuacydat
onorbtal
mediry hgh-ccuacydat
frnih
onorbtal
elements to world scientists needed in their
specialized ii~vestigatlons.

search," ApI. Opt., Vol. 4i Dec. 1967. pp. 2044-2077; see the

foiiowingrsefesences in Tosvy:

a. Rtef. 235
c. Refs. 53.54
d. Ref. 56
e. Refs. 58,59
fC Refs. 34,6-4.68
I3. Rt. W. Krepiin sad D. W. Horan, "The NRL Solrad 9 Satellite
Solar Explorer B 1968-17A." NRL Repo"t 6800. Mar. 1969
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ABA IFF system. 253

E-2A(W2F- I). 209-211, 389-390
E2B,212. 390
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E2C, 218, 390-391

ACHERNAR, USS, 109-110
Acoustic treatment, 24

EA-6. 333-335
EC-121. 286-287. 290

Adak. Alaska. 137-138
Adams. Charles Francis. 34
ADCON (analog-digital), 384-386
ADIRONDACK. USS. 104
Admiralty Signal Establishment, 104

F2H, 205
F3D. 205, 237. 280-281
F3H, 205
F4B. 228. 389
F4C. 206

Advanced Research Projects Agency. 125.409-410
Acriel targets, maneuverable. 228

F4D, 205-206
F4G. 388

Aerial torpedo concept, 236
AEW-interceptor data link AN/ USC-2. 390
AFAX code generator. 75

F4H, 205-206, 388

Agriculture. Department of, 123
AIA radar, 204

F5L, 25, 223. 268, 270
F6F, 204. 228. 237-239, 279

Air traffic control, 258

F8E, 205

Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System. 258
Airborne radar systems. 113. 201-203, 204-205

F8F, 205
F8J. 205

Airborne Tactical Data System, 211. 386-391
Air-cooled radio vacuum tubes, 55

F8U, 205
F14, 206-207

Air defense

F- I l. 206

F4J, 205
F4U, 201

IFF in. 379-381
radar in, 198
systems integration. 379-381

Ferret, 315-316
FJ-4B. 240
first radar detection. 171-176. 179. 188

Air density, measuring. 398

first radio detection. 171-172

Air search by radar, 188-189

first satellite communication in. 126
H- 16. 268

Airborne early warning (AEW) systems
airship as platform, 209
electronics in, 379- 31,383-390.
radar in. 195, 206-212. 315-316. 379-381. 387-390

HSS-I

helicopter. 337

intercept systems. ',15-M16, 388-589, '91
"" types. 203

Airborne microwave radar, 203. 204, 209. 315

KC- 10. 290

Airborne Omega system. 287-290

N2C2 drones. 228-231

Airborne Tactical Data System (ATDS). 3586-390

N-9. 225-226

Airborne VLF transmission. 142
Airborne weapon systems, radar in, 205-206
Aircraft

NC-4, 24. 268-269
02U, 228
P3A. 211

AKRON, USS, 276
automatic navigator, 276-279. 318-320

P4M. 315
PB, 209

B-29, 205

PB4Y, 232
PBY. 201. 203.268, 271

BG-I, 299
C-54. 289-29i

PDM. 268, 271

Convair, 237
Culver Cadet. 228
DI. 230
detection by radar, 171-179,186-188, 191-191, 204. 215-216

PN-9. 268
PV-.1, 203. 232
Q2C. 243
R40, 317

DH-4B. 63
EIB. 209

radar in direction, 191-193
radio direction finders, 17-18, 25, 267-271
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SC. 204
SHENANDOAH, 1355.46. 49. 39
SNO. 237. 240
TBF. 201. 203. 272
TBM. 202. 204. 208
TDC. 228
TDR. 252
TG-2. 228-229
TU-2. 227
vectoring systems.
3W8390
W2F-lI (E-2A). 209-211, 389-390
Wright B-I., 17
WV. 119-140. 209
ZPG airship. 209-210
Aircraft-vs. -battleship controversy, 223-224
Aircraft navigators,
AN/APN-67. 276
AN/APN-99. 290
AN/APN-122. 278
AN/APN-153, 279
AN/APN-187, 279
AN/APN- 190. 279
AN/APN-200, 279
Aircraft radio communications
first two-way. 2-4-25
first UHF system. 100- 10 1
naval operations. importance in. 17
Aircraft radio eq.uipment
early development, 16-IS, 21-25

Altimetem
ANIAPN-141. 276
ANIAPN-171. 276
AN/APN.294. 276
designs, 274-276
Altitude determination, 274-276
Amateur operators. 44. Sr ah. American Radio Relay League
AMERICA. LISS, 211
American Marconi Company, I I
American Radio Relay League, 22. Satshe Amateur operators
American Telephone & Telegraph Company. 13, 15
Ammunition. hazards to. 53
Amphibious operations. 96-97. 100, 188. 260. 274-275
Amplifier circuit, doubling and tripling, 53
Amplifiers
master oscillator-power, 49
radio-frequency tube. 19
SE1605. 19
SEI1615. 19
Anacosria Naval Air Station. 21,68-69, 169
Anacosria River area.169
Anacosria River area. 171
AN/ALE-29 chaff dispenser, 339-340
Analog-to-digital converters. 184- 386
Analog techniques. 384
AN/ALQ-H(X) pulse repeater. 336-337
ANIALQ-19 pulse repeater, 337
AN/ALQ-23 jammer, 332-33-1
AN/ALQ-49 pulse repeater. 337
A N/ALQ- 51 pulse repearer, 337

first effective system. 25
first UHF system. 101-102
first VHF system. 98-99
HF development. 63-67
problems in. solving. 24-25. V7-38

AN/ALQ-76 jammer. 333-334
ANIALQ- 200 pulse repeater. 337
AN/ALQ-126 pulse repeater. 337
AN/ALT-2 jammer. 330, 332
AN/ALT-19 jammer, 333

shielding measures. 25
Aircraft receivers. 58-59
CW1058, 14
Aircraft Radio Corporation. 67
Aircraft ranging, first by radar, 172-175
Aircraft target identification. SatIdentification. friend-foe
Air-ground communications. 25
Airlines, commercial. 290
Air-sea rescue. 11.1-114
Air-search systems, radar in. 189
Airships. as AEW plartorms. 209. Sa, aho Aircraft
Airspace, avoiding violation. 94
AKRON. USS. 276
Alaska area. 91. 139. 143. 286. 288
ALBEMARLE, USS. 183
Alberpoirrh. Scotland. 246
Aldra, Norway. 284
Aleutian Islands. 2031.260. 282. 303
Alesandersoin. E. F. W.. I I
Aletiandria, Va.. 171
Alidade. mechanical. 312
All-Weather Carrier Landing System. 280
Alternating-current powered receivers, 156
Alternator. HF transmitter. ID-IlI

AN/ALT-21 jammer, 333
AN/ALT-27 jammer, 3.3
Analyzers, statistical, 76
AN/APA-24s(XB-l1) direction finder, 315
AN/APA-24x(XB-2) direction finder. 315
AN/APA-24x(XB-4) direction finder. 313
AN/APA-74 signal analyzer. 325-326
AN/APG-21 radar. 298
AN/APG-26 radar. 198. 205
AN/APG-35 radar. t98
AN/APG-49 radar. 205
AN/APG-5l radar. 298
AN/APG-59 radar, 205
AN/APN-7 transponder beacon. 253
AN/APN-13 beacon. 260
AN/APN-41 radar beacon. 241
AN/APN-67 aircraft navigator. 276
AN/APN-99 aircraft navigator. 290
AN/APN-122 aircraft navigator. 278
AN/APN-141 altimeter. 276
AN/APN-153 aircraft navigator. 279
AN/APN-171 altimeter. 276
AN/APN-187 aircraft navigator. 279
ANIAPN- 190 aircraft navigator. 279
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AN/APN- 194 altimeter. 276
AN/APN-200 aircraft navigator. 279
AN/APQ-33(XB) jammer, 333
AN/APQ-35 radar. 198. 205
AN/APQ-36 radar. 198. 205
AN/APQ-41 radar. 198
AN/APQ-42 radar. 198
AN/APQ-43 radar, 198
AN/APQ-47 radar. 198
AN/A PQ-50 radar, 198. 205-206
AN/APQ-5 I radar. 205

AN/BPA-I direction finder, 319. 320
AN/BRA-t10 communications buoy. 9
AN/DRA-27 communications buoy. 89-90
AN/BRN-4 receiver. 284
AN/CPN-6 beacon, 260
AN/CPX-2 transponder. 256
AN/CRT sono-radio buoy, 111- 113
Anderson, ADM George W., 12 1.
Seea/ia Chief of Naval Operatin
AN/DPN-3 'transmirrer, 238
AN/DPN-7 transmitter, 239

AN/APQ-59 radar. 198

AN/DPW-2 receiver-decoder-beacon. 240

AN/APQ-72 radar. 198, 205-206
AN/APQ-83 radar. 205
AN/APQ-94 radar. 205
AN/APQ- 100 radar. 198. 206
AN/APQ-124 radar. 205
AN/APS-2 radar. 201
AN/APS-3 radar. 203
AN/APS-4 radar. 203-205
AN/APS-6 radar. 204-205
AN/APS-17 radar. 209
AN/APSIS1 airborne radar-link transmitter. 208. 232
AN/APS-19 radar. 205
AN/APS-20 radar-link system. 208. 212
AN/APS.20B radar, 209
AN/APS-20E radar. 209
AN/APS-21 radar, 205
AN/APS-25 radar, 198
AN/APS-28 radar. 198. 205
AN/APS-38 radar. 212
AN/APS-44 radar. 212
AN/APS-67 radar. 198. 205
AN/APS-70 radar. 209-2 10
AN/APS-8O radar. 212-213
AN/APS-12 radar. 209
ANIAPS-147 radar. 209
AN/APS-96 radar, 209-212, 591
AN/A PS- IlIl radar, 212
AN/APS- 116 radar. 212
AN/APS-120 radar. 212
AN/APW-4 guidance receiver. 238
AN/APW-19 command-guidance system. 243
AN/APW-3.1 radar beacon, 241
AN/APX-I transponder. 255
AN/APX-6 transponder. 256
AN/ARC-I transceiver. 98--99
AN/ARC- 13 transceiver. 104
AN/ARC- 19 transceiver, 10 1-102
AN/ARC-27 transceiver. 101
AN/ARC- 146 satellite communications terminal, 134
AN/ARD-6 direction tinder, 315
AN/ARR-9 link receiver-display. 208. 232
AN/ARR- 16 receiver. 113
AN/AftW-17 receiver, 233. 241
AN/ARW-37 receiver, 213. 241
AN/AWIG-9 weapon system. 206
AN/AWG- 1 weapon system. 203
AN/BLR-6 direction finder, 320-321

AN/FLR-7 recorder. 328
AN/FPQ-6 radar, 246
AN/FPS-7 radar, 190
AN/FPS-16 radar, 246
AN/FRA-49 antenna multicoupler. 85
AN/FRM-3 frequency monitor. 554
AN/FSH-1 recorder. 328-329
AN/FSH-5 recorder. 328-329
AN/FSH-6 recorder. 330-331
AN/FSM.-5 rime transmitter. 3%6-6
AN/GRC-27 transceiver, 101
AN/GRD-6 direction finder. 310-311
Angular accuracy, enhancing. 198-201, 209
AN/GYK-3(V) digital counter, 314
AN/MPQ-5 radar. 238
AN/MPS-25 radar. 246
AN/MSC-58 mobile SATCOM terminal, 123
ANNAPOLIS. LISS, 85
Annapolis naval radio station (NSS). 5. 9. 31. 46. 67. 85. 117.
137-138. 140, 144-145. 147-148. 152. 227,VA.
M8~
4
AN/SLA-I signal analyzer. 325-326
AN/SLA-l10 blanking system, 324
AN/SLQ-I0 jammer, 333
AN/SLQ-12 jammer, 333
AN/SLR-12 direction finder. 322-323
AN/SPA-4 plan-position indicator. 194
AN/SPA-8 plan-pnsition indicator. 193. 195
AN/SPA-9 plan-position indicator. 195
AN/SPA-IS plotting board. W8
AN/SPA-25 plan-position indicator, 195
AN/SPA-26 console. W8
AN/SPA-33 plan-position indicator, 195
AN/SPA-34 plan-position indicomr, 195
AN/SPA-59 plan position indicator. 195
AN/SPA-66 plan-position indicator. 195
AN/SPG-48 radar, 198
AN/SPG-49 radar. 200-201
AN/SPG-50 radar. 198
AN/SPG-53 radar. 198
AN/SPG-55 radar, 201
AN/SPG-56 radar. 201
AN/SPG-59 radar, 201
AN/SPN-I0 carrmerIanding equipment. 280-281
AN/SPN-40 receiver. 282-283
AN/SPN-42 carrier-landing equipment. 280
ANI'SPQ-2 radar. 238
AN/SPQ-5 radar, 200-201
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AN/SPS-2 radar, 189-190
AN/SPS-17 radar, 191
AN/SPS-29 radar. 191
ANISPS-30 radar, 193
ANISPS-37 radar, 19!
AN/SPS-40 radar. 191
AN/SPS-43 radar. 191
ANISRA-13 antenna multicoupler,
AN/SRA-14 antenna multicoupler,
AN/SRA- 15 antenna multicoupler.
AN/SRA- 16 antenna multicoupler.
AN/SRA-35 antenna multicoupler.
ANISRA-Mi antennsa muhicoplet.
AN/SRA-37 antenna multicoupler.
AN/SRA-38 antenna multicoupler.
AN/SRA-39 antenna multicoupler.
AN/SRA-40 antenna multicoupler.
AN/SRA-49 antenna multicoupler.
AN/SRA-50 antenna mulzicoupler.
AN/SRA-56 antenna multicoupler.
AN/SRA-57 antenna multicouplef,
AN/SRA-58 antenna multicoupler.
AN/SRC-20 transceiver, 104
ANISRC-21 transceiver, 104
AN/SRN receiver. 291
AN/SRN-12 receiver, 284

cumtin type. 178
dipole type. 172,173,198
directional systems. 20!
duplexing circuits, 201-203
Mark 22. 297
parabolic reflector, 169,187-88
paraboloid type. 193
planar types. 178. 206
polarized beam, 173
random-installed, distortion by. 209
rotating ryies. 188. 198
rorodome-installed, 209-211. 391
sequential lobing. 196
SK-3. 109
stacked-beam type, 189-190
Yagi type, 176-178, 214, 232
Antennas, radio
AT- 317 loop antenna. 153
balloon-supported. 137-I138, 145-146
Bellini-Tosi crossed loop, 263.
Stealso Radio direction finders
biconical systems. 106-107
broadband types, 78-79
characteristics, testing, I7
clearing-line loop system, 152
congestion. shipboard, 78
conical monocone. 80-82

84-85
84-85
84-85
84-85
85
85
85
86
86
86
86
86
83
85
83

AN/SSA-2I data-link
AN/SSR-HI receiver.
AN/SSC-2 SATCOM
AN/SSC-3 SATCOM
AN/SSC-6 SATCOM

terminal, W8-il81
157
terminal. 129-30
terminal, 130-133
terminal, 130. 133
ANISSQ-65 console, 358
Antarctic areas, 144

conical monopole, 79--80
diplex coupling, 84
dipole type, 111. 307, 314-315
directional systems, 107, 121. 253

DQ loop antenna, 153
duplesang circuits. 176
early types, 6
fan type, 410

AN/TED transmitter, 104
Antenna coupler. SE4363. 60
Antenna diplex coupling, XZ, 84
Antenna multicouplers
AN/FRA-49. 83
AN/SRA- 13. 84-85

helicopter-supported. 145
high-frequency, 78
high frequency multiplexing. 82-84
high-frequency, shipboard integration. 78,-79
high-frequency shipboard, radiation characteristics. 82
horizontal, end-fire array. 209
horn types. 31(6-320. 422
loop-receiver coupling, 153
loop types. 20-21. 149. 151- 157, 284. 309-3110
lower-frequency multiplexing, 135- 156
lower- frequenicy. shipboard, 145- 146

ANISRA- 14, 84-85
A N/SR A-I15, 84-85
AN/SRA- 16, 84-85
AN/SRA-35. 83
AN/SRA-36. 83
AN/SRA-37. 83

ANISRA- 38. 86
AN/SRA- 39. 86
AN(SRA-40, 86
AN/SRA-49. 86
AN/SRA-50, 86

lower-frequency types, 144- 145
multicoupler systems, 84-86. 107, 156
multiplexing. 107. M.2 M7
for Omega systems, 284

ANISRA-56, 85
AN/SRA-57, 85
AN/SRA-58. 85

omrnidirectional, 211
parabolic reflector. 114, 1 17-121, 127, 129-130, 276
paraboloid types. 109- 110. 115- 116. 12

C1J2554JR. 107
CU 1571, 86-87

pattern distiortion. avoiding. 4I15 116
radiation resistance in. 16

CU1574, 86-87

rotating beam, 251, 274

CU 1575, 816-87
Antennas, radar
cornet reflector type, 215

in satellites. 4Wt
size redsii,,n.o 17S
sleeve types. 784 79, 112
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spiral types. 321

ASH radar. 203
Assault drones. St Drones
Assistant Secretary of the Navy. St Roosevelt. Theodore, Jr.
Astronomical observation stations, 568
Astronomical observations. 161-3
Astronomy, advances in. 27
ASV radar, 203
AT-3l1 loop antenna. 153
Atlantic area, 9.3-94. 133, 136-1.14. 142. 186, 201. 209-210. 2601.

submarine-towable buoy. 88, 154-155
subsurface, potentiality explored, 20-21
trailing-wire, aerial, 49, 98. 142. 283
trailing-wire, submarine, 145. 149-150, 2231
UHF types. 105-107
varajations, minimizing. 49
wide-aperture, circular. 314-315
Antiaircraft defense. SeeAirborne early warning
Antigua, 246
ANTIETAM, USS. 280-281
Antipodes of stations. diurnal variations, 139-140
Antisubmarine radio buoy. Ill-I113
Antisubmarine warfare (ASW), 212, 264, 267-268. 300. 307. 309.
316
AN/TPQ- 18 radar, 246

Atlantic City Conferences. 145, 359
Atlantic Fleet, 47. 228
Atlantic Missile Range. 246, 365
Atmosphere, measuring phenomena in, 396
Atmospheric noise, shielding against. 290
Atomic explosion, radar detection, 216

AN/TRC- 156 SATCOM terminal. 134

Atomic freqsency standards, 358-162

AN/ULA-? signal analyzer, 325
AN/URC-9 transceiver, 104
AN/URC-32 transceiver, 73

Atomic hydrogen maser standard frequency, 161
ATULE, USS. 90
Audio amplifiers. 12

264,.305..564, 369

AN/URC-55 spread-spectrum modem, 132. 369-370

Audio-frequency eq~ualiiation, 24

AN/URC-61(S) spread-spectrum modem, 132

Audion vacuum tube, 12-13. 16

AN/URN-2 receiver. 287

AN/URN-Ill receiver. 284. 287

AUGUSTA. USS. 183
Austin. L. W., 15

AN/URQ.9 frequency standard, 157-358
AN/URQ-l0 frequency standard. 357

Austin-Cohen formuila. 16. 117
Australia area,47-48, 144, 286. 368. 398

AN/URQ.13 frequency-time standard. 370
AN/URQ.23 oscillator, 372

Aatiimatic Aircraft Interceptor Contriol System (AAICS. 388-3190
Automatic aircraft navigator, 276-279, 316-318

AN/URR-13 receiver, 104
AN/URR-35 receiver. 104
AN/USC-2 AEW-interceptor data link. 390

Avalanche in silicone diiides. 384
Azon guided bomb. 233-214

Azores area, 286-288, 290)

AN/USD- IA secure-guidance system, 2453
AN/USM-l 10 frequency synthesizer. 157
AN/USM-l I I frequency synthesizer, 357

B-29 aircraft. 205
BA 1FF system. 253
Backscatter reflections, 178, 21 '1-216
Backcward -wave-osc illatsr tube, 33-334

AN/USM.194 frequency synthesizer, 357
AN/WLR-I radar interceptor, 320, 322
AN/WPN-4 receiver, 283

AN/WPN.3 receiver. 283
AN/WRN-2 receiver, 284
AN/WRR-2 receiver. 73
AN/WRT-2 transmitter, 73
AN/WSC. I ship SATCOM terminal, 114
AN/WSC-2 SATCOM terminal. I30. 112-111
Appropriations. Congressional, 1, 27. 1 1- 2, 45- 17, 39, 171
Arabian Seaarea. I38
Arc oscillation generators. 16
Arc stations. I36
Arc transmitters, &-I1, 47, 53-54, 86
Arctic areas, 138,l 143., 145. 284. 2847,291)
Argentina. 286
ARIZONA. USS, 96

Baffin Bay area, 118
Bahamas area. 287
Bahrain Island. 139
Bainbridge Island, Wash., 2143

Balanced -amplifier circuit, $I. 59
Balboa naval radio statiiin. VAs
Balewa, A. T., 126
Balloon-bornec transmitter, 91

Balloon-supported antenna, 117-114, 115- 146
BANG, USS. 147
Bar Harbor naval rastit station, 20)
Barbers Point, Hawaii, 144
Barrage system receivers, 156
Baseline 1f escrcises, 457- 454
Bat missile, 235

Arlingitonnaval radsistatiin NAA).6,8-9, 14.24.52-51, 347. 16k.165.
;68

Battlesipl-vs. -aircrAft siintriversy, 2213-22.1

Army Conmmunications Net. 55
ASA radar. 203
ASS radar, 201-201, 208. 212, 232. 277. 1014
ASD radar. 203
ASE radar, 201
ASG radar, 203

Baudot code, 224
BIC-221. firequenmy mter. 151
BE I FF system. 213
Beaton responses, display oif, 19k N94
Beam-rider guidance in guided missiles, 216, 2348
Bedrock system, 147
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Bell Telephone Laboratories. 176. 19C 30. 391. 390
Selimni-Tosi crued-loop antenna. 263
Belmoar noval radio station. 20-21. 300

200.3W. U1-309. Sooaft. Cook~ RADII A. 3., MeCa*m
VADM John S.
Bureau Of Cooseructioll and Repair, 31. 36. 130

BELMONT. USS. 122
Bendx Eectic ompny,20167.
Bennett. CAPT E. L. 31-32
Bering Se
e,1718Bra
Berlin radio conference. 344
Bermuda area. 284, 287-2118. 294
SF IFF system. 253
BF IFF system. 253
SO- I airctaft. 229

Bureau of Engineering. 24. 31-32. 3436. 39. 47. 49. 59. 61-63.
169. 172, 175, 130. 196,225. 221, 251. 34S. 363.So*aks
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Bureau of Naval Weapons. 259. 237 3811
Bureauof Ordnance. 31.37, 175,180.195,225,235-236. L Sm eok.ADMI
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1279-230,283-2B4.287, 320,379. 381.386.390
391

534 1FFsystem. 253
SII 1FFsystem. 253

Bureau of Steam Enginting. 18, 21. 24, 31
Bureau system,
Department, 27

Smchowsky. F. R., .17
Bicossical antenna, 106-107
Bikini nuclear teats. 229
Binary digital techniques, 253-234.259 384-386
Birslnesting. 338
BIRMINGHAM, USS. 263
Biscay. Bay of. 264. 300,. 503
BJ transponder, 253.
OK transposnder, 253
BL tranaponder. 2531,255
Blackouts, higth-frequency. 137, 145
Blanking system AN/SLA. 30, 324
SLENNY. USS. 88. 111
Bloch. ADM C. C.. 220
Blossom Point Tracking and Data Acquisition Facility. 396,404.406
Sm transponder. 255
SN transponder, 253, 255
SO transponder, 255
Sod. Norway. 138-139. 284
Bombs
Azon, 233-234
glide types. 229, 233. 236
Glomb type. 235
Pelican, 235
Raton. 233
Bordeaux. France, 30
Bosphorus are, I111
BOSTON. USS, 200. 242
Boston novel radio station, 137,363
Botswana, 140
Bougainville are, 232
Bloulder, Colo., 91, 404
Bowen, RADII H. G., 33-36. 38. 173-176
Brandywine satellite ground terminal, 33,129,369
Branly, Edouaed, 6
Brazil area. 286
Beenner Pass,233
Brest naval base, 264. 300
Berish Mkission, 387
broadband antenna. 78-79
BRR-3 radio receiver. 337
ST aircraft, 228
Bullpup missile, 240-241
Buoy system, 69
bureau of Aeronautics, 37. 175, 130,204,.227.,229, 233. 236, 251.

Buseau of Y" arsd Docks, 31
Burke, ADM Arleigh A.. 116-117. Sar&se Chiefof Naval Operations
BURTON ISLAND, USS. 137, 145-146
BUSHNELL, USS, 148
Buzz bomb attacks, 195. 241
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C-I timer, 282
C-54 aircraft, 289-294
Cable, John L.. 23
Cable communications. 2, 5
Cairo, Egypt. 99
Cairo radio conference, 344
CALIFORNIA, USS, 49. 61, 96, 183. 224
California area 109,141. 39
Call letters. stations by. So. Radio stations by call letters
Call sign encryptor. electronic, 76
CAMDEN. USS, 54
Camp Roberts, Calif., 369
Canada, 379
Canal Zone area S.,46. 147, 287,.330
CANBERRA, USS, 129-130. 200. 324
Canfield, R. L., 37
Capacitor.' high-power, vacuum variable. 85
Cape Canaveral, Fla.. 143, 200, 238, 246,397
Cape Hatteras area 264
Cape May, N.J., 228, 230, 263
CARBONERO. USS, 238
Caribbean area 5, 24, 86. 180-181. 227
Carnarvon radio station (MUU). 21
Carnegie Institution, 44,171
Carrier-landing equipment
AN/SPN- 30. 280-281
AN/SPN-42. 280
Carrier traffic and landling control. 279-280
CARRY, USS. 383
Cathode-coupled crystal oscillator, 104
CAVELLA, USS. 89
Cavite Navel Station, 5. 9
CD6 (Comprehensive Display System), 379,381
CE615 transitter. 17
CECIL, USS. 3413
Central Pacific are, 282
Cesium-beamn tesonance principle. )W1361
CG916 tube, 14
CG 3144
tuba, 14.169
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Chaff dispenser AN/ALE-29. 339-340
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Chatham naval radio station. 20
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Polaris submarines. 138, 148, 155, 283
Polar is weapon system. 147, 24 1-24 7
Polarization of radio waves. t76
Polarized beam antenna, 173
Poldhu. England. 6
PORTER, LISS. 2
PORTLAND, KISS.228
Position indication and accuracy. 284, 293-294
Post Office Department, 121
Potentiometers. 379. 381
Potomac River area.169172,187-188, 225
Poulsen, Valdemar. 6

-

AN/ALQ- 100, 337
AN/ALQ-126, 337
CXFG. 335
in electronic countermeasure, 335-338
MBE, 335
moonshine. 335
in radar deception. 335-338
Pulse technique
in 1FF, 253
in radar. 253. 276
Pulse transponder. 253
Pulses
distance measurement with. 169-171
high-freqluency. 44
PV-I aircraft. 203. 232

Power output. in radio tubes, 13

Q2C aircraft, 243I

P07 (Nauen radio station). 21, 300
PRAIRIE, KISS.4-5
Precipitation static, interference from, 290
Prefix system. 294
President. U.S. (weohto Harding. Warren G.. Johnson. Lyndon B..
Kennedy, John F., Roosevelt. Franklin D., Wilson, Woodrow)
command post afloot. I 11, 189

Quanrico. Va., 294
Quartz crystals
determining optical axis. 51
production and supply. 5I
R4D aircraft. 317
RAA receiver, 156
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AN/SPG-48 radar. 198
ANISPG-49 (Mark 49) radar. 200
AWSPG-50 radar. 198
AN/SPG-53 rada. 198
AN/SPG-55 radar. 201
AN/SPG-56 radar. 201
ANISPG-59 radar. 201
ANISPQ-2 radar. 238
AN/SPQ-5 radar. 200-201
ANISPS-2 radar, 189-190
AN/SPS- 17 radar, 292
AN/SPS-29 rasdar.292
AN/SPS-30 radar, 293
AN/SPS-37 radar, 192
AN/SPS-410 radar. 291
AN/SPS-43 radar. 291
AN/TPQ- III radar. 246
ASA radar. 203
ASB radar. 201-203, 208. 222. 223. 277. 308
ASD radar. 203
ASE radar. 203
ASG radar. 203
ASH radar, 203
ASV radar. 203
clutter factor in. 177-178. 209. 212-213
command and control role in. 577
CXAM radar. 209. 1821.183
CXAS radar. 296
CXAZ radar. 293
CXBF radar. 293
deception systems and measures. 335-340
PA (Mark 2)radar. 196
PC(Mark 3) radar. 296
PD (Mark 4) radar. 296
PH (Mark 8) radar. 196
in fire control. 193. 195-198
first aircraft detection, 171-176,1279.,288
first aircraft ranging. 172-175
first atomic explosion detection, 226
first effective detection. 172-179
first long-distance missile-launching detection, 2125-216
first object detection. 169
first se clutter detection. 177-2178
F) (Mark 9) radar, 298
FL.(Mark 20) radar. 198
PM (Mark 22) radar. 296
in height-finding. 210-211
high-power Madre 0TH radar. 2235
higher pulse power in. 178-179
information displays. 193-1293
intercept receiver blanking, shipboard, 323-325
intercept signal analysis and recording. 300-301, 303.3W5,
325-330
Mark I (PA) radar. 296
Mark 3(PC) radar, 296
Mark 4 (PD) radar, 296
Mark 8 (P2) radar, 296
Mark 9 (P)) radar. 298
Mark 20 (FL) radar, 298

RAB receiver. 61
Rabaul area, 232
RAC receiver. 156
Radar (radio direction and ranging)
acronym adopted. 170
air earch by, 188-189
airborne Sun-laying by. 205
aircraft detection by. 171-179. 186-2188. 191-193. 204. 215-216
in antiaircraft delenie. 298
AN/APG-25 radar. 198
AbiAPG-26 radar, 298. 205
ANIAPG-35 radar. 298
ANIAPG-49 radar, 203
AN/APG-51 radar. 298
ANIAPG-59 radar. 203
AN/APN-41 radtarbeacon. 242
AN/APQ-35 radar. 298. 205
ANIA PQ- 36 radar. 198. 203
ANIAPQ-41 radar. 198
AN/APQ-42 rasdar.298
ANIAPQ-43 radar. 298
ANIAPQ-47 radar. 298
AN/APQ.30 radar. 198. 205-206
AN/APQ-3 2 radar. 205
AN/APQ-59 radar. 298
AN/APQ-72 radar. 298. 205-206
AN/APQ-83 radar. 203
AN/APQ-94 radar. 203
AN/APQ- 100 radar, 298. 206
AN/APQ. 224 radar. 203
AN/APS-2 radar. 203
AN/APS-3 radar, 203
ANIAPS-4 radar. 203-205
AN/APS-6 radar. 204-205
AN/A PS- 17 radar. 209
AN/APS- 18 airborne radar-link transmitter. 208. 232
AN/APS-19 radar. 203
AN/APS-20 rasdar-link system. 208. 222
AN/APS-20B radar. 209
AN/APS-20E radar. 209
AN/APS-21 radar. 203
AN/APS-25 radar. 298
AN/APS-28 radar. 298. 203
AN/APS-38 radar. 212
AN/APS-44 radar. 222
AN/APS-67 radar, 298. 205
AN/APS-70 radar. 209-2210
AN/APS-80 radar. 212-213
AN/APS-82 radar. 209
AN/APS-87 radar. 209
AN/APS-96 radar. 209-212. 391
AN/APS- Il radar. 222
AN/APS- 116 radar. 212
AN/APS- 120 radar. 222
AN/Pq6 radar. 246
ANIPPS-7 rasdar.290
AN/FPS- 26radar, 246
AN/MPQ-5 radar. 238
ANIMPS-25 radar. 246
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Mark 12 (FM) radar, 196
Mark 13 radar, 196
Mark 23 radar. 198.,240
Mark 28 radar, 198
Mark 29 radar, 198
Mark 34 radar, 198
Mark 33 ridar. 198
Mark 37 optical director, 197-198
Mark 39 rider, 198
Mark 49 (AN/SPG-49) radar, 200
in missile control, 198-201
missile-launching detection, 215-216
moon, contact with, 118- 121
moving target indication, 211-212
MPQ-50 radar. 198
Music 0TH radar, 214
naval operations, import-ance in. 180, 183, 193
Navy development, 24. 39. 114.377
origin. 169
over-the-horizon (0TH) rider. 45. 212-2 16
passive deception and confusion in, 338-340
radio, association with, 377
range, determination by,171,195-198
SA radar, 183
SC radar, 185, 194
SC- I radar, 183
SCR-270 radar, 176
SCR-584 radar, 195
SD radar. I8W-188
SEradar. 187
in usasurveillance, 201-203
SF radar, 107- 188
SG radar. 187. 194, 203
SH radar, 187
SJradar, 187-188
SK radar, 116. 183, 185, 194
5K-3 radar antenna. 109
SI. radar. 187, 189
SM radar. 187, 189, 191, 193
SN radar, 187. 189
SO radar, 187- 188
SP radar, 187. 189. 191, 193. 198, 238
SPS-2 radar, 579
SPS-48 radr, 386
SQ radar, 187
SR radar. 186
SR- I radar, 186
SR-2 radar, 186
51-3 radar. 186
SR-6 radar, 186
ST radar, 196
SU radar, 189
in submarine Attacks, 188, 196-198
SV radar, 187-188
SX radar, 191-193
techniquea, Association of. 172
tranamission source, determining, 313
XAE radar, 251-252
XAP radar, 179-183, 193, 195, 2512M,377

XAR radar, 183-184, 186
XAS radar, 186
XAT radar, 201
XSF radar, 186
XBF-l radar, 186
Radar beacons
AN/APN-41, 241
AN/APW-33, 241
Radar displays
ANIARR-9 link receiver-display, 208. 232
AN/SPA-4 plan- position indicator, 194
AN/SPA-8 plan-position indicator. 193. 195
AN/SPA-9 plan-position indicator, 195
AN/SPA-I15 plotting board, 383
AN/SP A-.25 plan-position indicator, 195
AN/s A-26 console. 383
AN/SPA-33 plan-position indicator, 195
AN/SPA-34 plan-position indicator, 195
AN/SPA-59 plan-position indicator, 195
AN/SPA-66 plan-position indicator. 195
VC plan-position indicator, 194
VD)plan-position indicator, 194
VE plan-position indicator, 194
VF plan-position indicator, 194
VG plan-position indicator, 194
VII plan-position indicator. 194
VJ plan-position indicator. 194
VIC plan-position indicator, 194
VI. plan-position indicator, 194
VM plan-position indicator, 194
VN plan-position indicator, 194
VP plan-position indicator, 194
Radar interceptor AN/WI.R-1. 320. 322
Radar systems
200-MHz system, 176
450-MHz system. 186
Airborne early warning systenm, 193. 206-209, 3116-390
airborne guided missile radar, 205-206
airborne systems. 201-206
airborne sea surveillance systems, 212
airborne weapon systems radar, 205-206
aircraft direction systems. 191-193
sir-weatch systems. log
commerical production, 176, 183. 196. 203, 212
conicall-scan systems, 198
continuous-wave, 169, 172
Doppler radar, 169
early pulsed system, 172-176
ire-control systems, 176. 195-198, 337
firat airborne, 276
firat fleet system, 179-183
fi- shipboard System, 17( -178
German development, 235, 299-302
height-Bonding system, 210-211
High Power Madre 0TH system, 215
Loran systems, 280-283
lower-frequency systems, 190-191
Mea 0TH system, 214-216
microwave wearch systems, 19 1
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radar, association with. 377
we safety, importance in, 343-3U44
solar radiation effect on. 403
submarine reception, omnidirectional, 153
from submerged submarines. 43, 56. 145. 148-55
at super-high frequencies, 114-136
systems planning and analysis. 105
trans-Atlantic transmission. 5-6, 20-21
transoceanic and transcontinental, 52-53
tropopheric scatter propagation, 107-111
in UHF band, 99-100
UHF, first shipboard, 100-104
in VHF bands. 94-99
VLF facsimile, 147
VlF propagation study, 138-142
VLF transmission, 147-148
Radio Control, Navy Department, 227
Radio Corporation of America, 11, 157, 183, 200-201, 212, 349.
381
Radio countermeasures intercept. 21, 39
Radio direction and ranging. SeeRadar, Radar systems
Radio direction fingers
airborne Omega. 287-290
airborne systems, 315-316
aircraft homing system. 270-274
Aircraft systems, 17-18, 20, 22, 25. 267-271
all-around-looking type, 317
altitude determination, 274-276
AN/APA-24X(XB- 1)system, 315
AN/APA-24X(XB-2) system. 315
AN/APA-24X(XB-3) system, 315
ANIARD-6 direction finder, 315
AN/BLR-6 direction finder, 320-321
AN/BFQ-1 direction finder, 319, 320
AN/GRD-6 direction finder, 310-311
AN/SLR-12 direction finder, 322-323
AN/SRN-12 direction finder. 284
British development. 294. 309
carrier traffic and landing control. 279-280
coastal system, 264
commerical production 264
computer systems, use with, 313-314
CXS system. 268
DA direction finder, 263, 267
DAE direction finder, 267
DAF direction finder, 264
DAH direction finder, 264, 310
DAJ direction finder. 309
DAK direction finder, 267
DAP direction finder, 264, 267
DAQ direction finder. 309-310
DAR direction finder, 309
DAS receiver, 282
DAU direction finder. 310
DAV direction finder, 301
DAW direction finder, 310
DB direction finder. 267
DBA direction finder, 310
DBU diiection finder. 316

misasle-control systems, 198-201
missile-rakge instrumentarion. 246
monopulse systems. 198-201, 209, 246. 569
multifrequency systems. 212
Music over-the-hoizon, 214
a navigational aids, 263-294
for night-fighter aircraft, 204-205
over-the-horizon systems. 45, 212-2 16
eriscope, use aswaveguide. 196
procurement program. 180
pulse navigational systems. 280-283
search systems. World War Il, 183-186
shipboard search systems. 176-178, 189-190
submarine detection systems. 203-204, 212
submarine direction systems. 201-203
submarine search systems. 186-187
super-high frequency systems, 187-189
in systems integration. 379-381
target-finding systems. 176
UHF-AEW systems. 209-212
world's most powerful, 189-190
Radial scan. 193
Radiated power, vertical. 142
Radiation Laboratory. 187, 203-204, 208, 235. 256, 280
Radiation resistance in antenna. 16
Radio broadcasting
advent of, I
broadcast band adoption, 44
commercial exploitation, 39
continuous-wave, 6,51.410
early developments, 21-24
public interest in. 44
Radio Central station. 363, 365
Radio communications buoys. 88-89. 111-114
Radio communications (se als Aircraft radio communications)
airborne VLF transmission. 142
air-ground, 25
amplitude modulation vs. frequency modulation, 104-105
command and control needs, 147
commercial interest in. 2
control, national and international, I, 343-345
early uses,343-345
first aircraft message transmission, 16-17
first installations, I
first multiplex transmission-reception, 24
first Navy message transmission, 2
firt radio teleprinter messages, 25
K375
first shipboard integration 86,
first VHF system, 96-99
fleet communications, deficiencies in, 47
in high-frequency band, 43-94
high-frequency, global, 45
high-frequency, from submarines, 88-89
at lower frequencies. 136-157
lower frequencies, phase stability in, 283
naval operations, importance in, 1-2. 138
a navigational aids, 263-294. 343
Navy, inception in, 2-5
propagation program, beginning, 43-45
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DBV direction tinder. 316
Dccas nav imon system. 294
delicocies in. 267
DK direction tinder. 264. 267
DL direction linder. 267

equipment, Receivers. Trammersuws
commercial reearch and development, 13. 18. 19. 57
compulsory installation. 44
early misdels. 4
effcstency and deficarc" aasaanenes, 11. 18

DM direction finder. 264. 267

env aonmsenral effcts on. 614

drift determination. 276-279

high-frequency. inteaflert. 49

DUI direction finder. 268
DV direction tinder. 26$

high-frequency, supply to Navy. 61-6il
hiah-hreuency. technical problems. 61-64

DW direction tinder. 268

Navy development. 1-§. "-. 17. 18-25. 27. 42-lI4I

fies Navy sequshamOn. 545
hilgh-fitequency development. 49

DN direction tinder. 267
DP direction tinder. 264. 266

DY direction tinder, '.08
DZ direction tinder. 264. 271
echo transmissions in. 276. 279
in electronic countermeasures. 299

in patrol aircraft. 60-67
procurement sad distributi~on. 1. 9. 16- 1'

firstsahipbsoard installation. 261. 299

shipbsoard insallation. '%.14
UHF equipment. 100- 104
voice equipment. 100- 104

tiround-speed determination. 27(6-279

voice equimnent. tirs. 14. 49

high-freuency in ercpt.
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in lane identifcation, 287

Radio inertial guidance in missiles. 244
Radio interferomerer, 410

LCCS system. .294
Lelts system. 294
long-range systems M~oran), 2140-294

Radio laboratory. tirst SorNaval Radio
Radio Modernization Plan. 4'% 49
Radio remote control
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Lorat system. 294
Navy development. 26%-264
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Surface-to-air missiles. So Guided missiles
Surface-to-surface missiles. SarGuided missiles
Surgeon General, U.S., 23
Surveillance systems. global, 171,409-410
Surveyor space vehicle. 247
SV radar, 187-188

Stone Radio & Telegraph Company, 263
STRIBLING. USS. 386
STRINGHAM, USS, 16
Stump, VADM F. B.,116
Stump Neck satellite research facility, 115. 120-121, 144
SU radar, 189
Submarine receiver RO, 156
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T-616(SRT, 114
XDM, 114
Submarine towable antenna, 8, 154, 155
Submarine-towed buoy antenna AN/BRA-7, 155
Submarines
attacks by, radar in, 188. 196-198

Swanson, Claude A., 35

BANG, USS,

SX radar, 191-193
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Synchronizer, first
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Synchronous rotary spark-Sap transmitter, 6
SYNCOM satellites, 126, 129-130. 135

BLENNY, USS, 88, III
CARBONERO, USS, 238
CAVELLA, USS, 89
CUSK, USS, 241-242

Synthesizers, frequency, 356-357, 369, 386
Systems integration
of air-defense systems, 379-381
Airborne Tactical Data System, 386-390

DENTUDA. USS, 316
DOGFISH, USS, 151,320-321
DOLPHIN, USS. 223
GAR, USS, 186
globe circumnavigation by, 147
HARDHEAD, USS, 151

Automatic Aircraft Interceptor Control System, 388-389
Combat Information Center role in. 377-379. 382, 391
Comprehensive Display System, 379, 381

high-frequency radio communication from 88-89

COSMOS project, 381
Electronic Data System, 381-384

IREX, USS, 85, 319-320

omnidireccion radio reception, 153
PIKE, USS, 316. 318

Electronic Tactical Data Systems, 379-381
Marine Tactical Data System, 390-393
MATALOC system, 384. 389
NATO LINK-l, -4. and -4 ,390-391

POLARIS class, 138, 148, 155, 283

Naval Tactical Data System. 384-386

radar detection systems, 203-204, 212
radar direction systems. 201-203

plan-position indicators in,193-195, 203. 377, 379-381, 383-384. 390-392
TADIL-A, -1 and -C systems, 391

radar search systems. 186- 187
RDF applications. 283-284

Triangle system development, 389

MEDREGAL. USS, 145, 149
N-6. 145, 223

S class,56-57
S-4 and S-5 class, 148

T tube, 14

S-30, 152
SABLE FISH, USS, 147

T- 147/SRT submarine-rescue buoy, 114
T-616/SRT submarine-rescue buoy, 114
TACAMO project, 142

satellite communication with. 142-144

TACAN navigation system, 260, 274
TACSAT satellite. 134-136
TACSATCOM Executive Steering Group, 134
Tactical Satellite Communications Systems (TSCS), 134-136
TADIL-A, -B and -C systems, 391

SEA LEOPARD, USS. 149
SEA LION, LISS, 145, 153
SEACAT, USS, 71. 89. 153
SKATE, USS, 147, 316, 318
snorkel types, 212
snorkel-type, communications in, 215
submerged, radio communication in, 43, 56, 145. 148-155
television application to. 70-72

TAF traromitter. 84
Tahiti area, 286
Tas missile. 200-202. 237. 247

THRESHER, USS, 288

TAMPA. USS. 54

TIRANTE. USS. 71. 89
transmitters, high-frequency, 55-57
TRITON. USS, 147
TRUTTA, USS, 71, 89
universal receivers for, 156

Tananarive. Malagasy. 139
TAR transmitter. 57
Target determination, computers in. 189-190, 206
Target Identtifcation
radar In, 176
satellie photo transmission. 129

V class. 55-57

Targets

Subsurface antenna, 20-21

serial, maneuverable, 28

Sugar Grove Satellite Communications Research Facility. 123- 124
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THUBAN, USS, 109-110
Tikker circuit, I I
Tillamook, Ofe., 91-92
Tinmation satellites, 407-408
Time
control centralized. 369-373. 375
frequency determination from. 346-348
precision transmission system. 365-369
quartz-crystal clock transmissions, 363-365
remote stations transmission by,564-365
satellite, transmission by.369-370.407
standard, for U. S.,361-363
standard atomic. 359
standard time transmissions. 361-369
standardization, need for, 343
zones. Navy efforts in fixing. 27
Time-diffeence method. 211
Time interval, standardizing, 361-363
Time transmitter AN/FSM-5. 364-366
Timed spark, 6
Timers
C-1, 282
first electronic. 283
UE, 282
TIRANTE, USS, 71, 89
Tizard. Henry T., 187
T. transmitter, 62
TO transmitter, 84
TOPEKA, USS. 5
Toulon, France. 284
Tracking system, satellite, 397-398. 408
Trailing-wire antenna
serial, 49. 98, 142, 223
submarine. 145, 149-150, 223
Trans-Atlantic flight, first, 24, 268-269
Trans-Atlantic radio transmission. 5-6. 20-21
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AN/ARC- I, 98-99
AN/ARC-13, 104
AN/ARC-19. 101-102
AN/ARC-27, 101
AN/GRC-27, 101
AN/SRC-20, 104
AN/SRC-2 1, 104
AN/URC-9, 104
AN/URC-32, 73
CW936. 14, 49
TBS. 96-97
XCU. 101
Transcontinental and transoceanic radio communication, 52-53
Transcontinental and transoceanic satellite communication, 116
Transistors, 259
Transmitters (w also Radio equipment. general)
AN/APS-18, 208, 232
AN/DPN-3. 238
AN/DPN-7, 239
AN/SSQ-17. III
AN/TED, 104
AN/WRT-2. 73

daa nting of, 379-504
dross,. Sa, Drones
identification. So Idernilcation friend-foe
plotting baud. 383
televisio in remote observation. 229, 232. 235
Tasse missile. 198. 247
Task force frequency monitoring. 357-358
Tatoosh Island naval radio sation. 5
Taylor. Dr. A. Hoyt, 20-21, 34. 37, 59, 178, 188
TBF aircraft. 201, 203. 272
TBF rmasmitter. 58
TBG transmitter. 57
TJ transmitter. 9
TBK transmitter, 58
TIlL transmitter. 57-58
TIBM aircraft. 202. 204. 208
TBN transmitter, 64
TIS transceiver, 96-97
TBX transmitter, 58
TCS transmitter, 58
TDC aircraft. 228
TDP transmitter, 282
TDR aircraft, 232
TDQ transmitter, 99
TDY jammer, 303
TDZtransmitter, 101-102. 104-105
TEA jammer, 304
Technical Research Ship Special Communications (TRSSCOM),
121-122
Teddington, England. 349. 359
Telemetry, in guided missiles, 246-247
Telemetry systems, development, 595,402,410
Telephone conversation, first by satellite, 126
Teleprinters
first radio messages, 25, 147
message transmission by, 67-70. 147
Television
first transmissions. 70
Navy development. 70-71
in remote target observation, 229, 232, 235
in solar radiation measurement, 403-404
submarine applications, 70-72
Television buoy, periscope. 70
Television three-electron-gun tube, 325-326
Temperate areas, 284
Temperature control of crystals, 51
Temperature-humidity-pressure chamber, 63
TENNESSEE, USS, 49
Terrier missiles, 200-201, 237, 247
Teals. Nikola, 223
Tetrode tube, 13
TEXAS, USS, 54-55, 84, 96, 183
Texas area.394. 397
TG-2 aircraft, 228-229
Thoristed-filament tube. 13. 15
Three Sisters radio towers. 8
THRESHER, USS. 228
Thrusters in satellites, 400-402,405
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arc transmitters. 6-11,. 47. 53-54. 86
commercial product ion. 57-58, 96
continuousi-wave. 73
crystal-controlled. 48. 51-53. 55, 57-59. 64.
101,171

early models, -6YJ.
electron-coupled. oscillator -coritrolled. 57-58
energy radiated by. 144
first shipboard UHF. 10 1- 104
GE, 67
GH. 67
GI, 67
in global surveillance, 409-4 10
high-frequency alternator. 10- 11

Transponder beacons
AN/APN-7. 253
AN/SPN- 13. 260
AN/CPN-6. 260
YH. 260
260
Transponders
ABK. 253. 255
AN/APX-I1, 255
AN/APX-6. 256
ANICPX-2, 256
BJ. 253
BK, 253
BL, 25.3. 255

BM, 255

high-frequency, balloon-borne. 91
high-frequency, high-power, for ships, 54-55
high-frequency, high-power. for shore stations, 53-54
high-frequency models, development, 46. 49. 58
high-frequency, submarine. 55-57
oscillator power-amplifier type. 211-212
MD, 67
ME. 67
oscillator power-amplifier type, 211-212
multiplesing, 84-86
number on ships. 63
performance predictions. 142
radio remote control of. 227
SEI3IO. 269
SE1385, 25. 65
spark transmitters. 6-7, 47. 86
synchronous rotary spark-gap. 6
TAF. 84
TAR, 57
TBF, 58
TBG. 57
TB), 9
TBK. 58
TBL, 57-58
TBN, 64
TBX. 58
TCS. 58
TDP. 282
TDQ. 99
TDZ, 101-102, 104-1l05
TL. 62
TO, 84
TU. 84
TV. 49. 62. 84
vacuum-tube transmitters, 6. 9- 10
XA. 54-55
XB. 55
XCJ, 305
XD. 51-54, 365
XE, 55-56
XF, 54
XE-I. 51
XK, 56
XP- 1. 95-97
Transosonde system, 89-94

BN, 253. 255
BO, 255
pulse systems, 253
Traveling-wave tube, 134-316
Triangle aircraft interception system. 388-W8.1591
Trinidad naval radio station. 284
Tropical areas. 284
Tropical storm, first high-altitude photo, 396-397
TRITON. USS, 147
Tni-Service Radar Instrumentationi Technical Group, 246
Tropospheric scatter propagation. 107-Ill
Truk Island. 201
TRUTTA. tJSS. 71. 89
TU transmitter. 84
TU-2 aircraft. 227
Tube types
air-cooled, 55
audion, 12-I1. 16
backward -wawe-ost Marco, 11;-114
C6916, 14
CG 1144, 14. 16i9
CG 1162. 14
CGIiSS, 15
CG2I'2. 15
CGi816 1. 58
CW94I. 14
Cw91 1, I1
CW 1144. 59-60
CW1818. 55-%6
development and expliiitatiosn. 12--I5
E. 14
electron -development, 1-2
electron-multiplier. 556-35
feediback circuit in, 18
first radio-frequency amplifiers. 19
Gammatron, 173
J, 13-14
klystron, 191. 209. 212
magnetron. 187-188, 201, .530
multi-electron-gun cathode-ray. 125-326
N. 13
P. 14
power output, 11-14
radar development, lack in. 171
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RK-20, 172

Vacuum-tube oscillator. 12

Kreen-grid. four-element. 55
SE1444. 13
SE3119. 55-56
SE3124. 55

Vacuum-tube transmitters. 6. 9-10
VALDEZ. USS, 122
VALLEY FORGE. USS. 279

SE3382.60
T. 14

Vanguard satellite system. 91, 200. 246. 195-400. 409
Varhaug. Norway. 131

tetrode, 13
thoriated-filament. 13. 15
three-electron-gun for television. 325-326
traveling-wave. 334-336
tungsten filament. 14-15

VC plan-position indicator, 194

Vandenberg Air Force Base. Calif.. 246

VD plan.position indicator. 194
VE plan-position indiLator. 194
Vectoring systems, aircraft. 190- 192
Velocity-heading compensation. automatic. 2814-290

U. 14
water-cooled metal-anode, 10- 1. 15, 55
Tucker. RADM S. M.. 170

Veracruz, Mexico, IN
Vertical, effective radiated power (VERP). 142
Very-high frequency (VHF)

Tuckerton naval radio station (WGG and NWW). 20

aircraft systems. 98-99

Tungsten filament tube. 14-15

first system. 96-99
radio communication in. 94-99
very low frequency (VLF). 21

Tuning-fork standard. 546-147, 149
TV radio transmitter. 49. 62. 84
TW radio equipment. 49
TX radio equipment, 49
Typhon missile, 201

absorption loss, 142
computer predu tions of performance. 14 1-42
coverage predictions. 141-142
ionosphere penetration, 144
night attenuation rates. 140
propagation study. I 18-142
radio-wave propagation.
8- 142
radio communication parameters. 155

U tube, 14
UA radio station (Nantes), 21
UE timer, 282

radio facsimile communitation. 149

Ultra-sudion oscillator. 12
Ultra-high-frequency (UHF)
in aircraft. 100-102
antennas, 105-107

satellite transmissions, 144
sea penetration. 151
transionospheri( propagation, 144
transmission in. 147-148

first shipboard. 100--104
radio communication in, 99--100
radio equipment. IO- 104

VF plan-position indicator. 194
VG plan-position indicator. 194
VH plan-position indicator. 194

receivers, shipboard. 99-101, 104
United Kingdom. 147. 195, 201-201. 288, 290. (68. (77, 179, 381 See,do

Vibration-testing equipment. 61-64
Vietnam. Sa Southeast Asia areas

Royal Ait Force, Royal Navy

Viking rockets.

9(- k97

United Nations, (44. (8

VIRGINIA, USS. 9

United States Air Force. 80. 101. 104. 127, 129. 134. 136.
189-190. 206, 209. 243, 258-259. 276. 279, 288, 290, 316.
77. (79. 404

Virginia Capes, 14
VJ plan-position indicator. 194
VE plan-position indicator, 194

United States Army, 101-102. 104. 126. 133-134. 171. 223. 228.

VL plan-position indicator, 194

238-239. 241. 243-244. 255. 259-260. 276, 290. (01, (48,
51, (77. (79, (95, 408 See aho Signal Corps, U.S Army; War
Department

VM plan-position indicator, 194
VN plan-position indicator, 194
Voice equipment, first, 14. 49

United States Coast Guard. 55. 59. 282-283. 288, 290

VP plan-position indicator. 194

United Sates Fleet. 47. 65. S haho
Cummander-in-Chief. U.S. Fleet
United States Marine Corps, 5, 59, 190, 294, (90-19(
United States Weather Bureau, 91, 96- 97
UNIVAC, (86

W2F aircraft, 209. 211, %89-90
Wahiawa naval radio station, 116-117, 122, 171. 572

UTAH. USS. 224-225, 228-229
Utility Squadron, East Coast, 228

WAINWRIGHT. USS, 132
Wake Island area, 286. 290

Utility Squadron Three. 228

Waldorf Satellite Communication Research Facility. 12.-125, 129.

V cls submarines, 55-57
V-2 t ckets, German, 195-;96, 401

Wallops Island. Va., 109, 123
War D)epartment. 17 %175, 22( Seea/so United States Army
WASHINGTON, USS. 183

V cuum-tube audio amplifier SE 1000. 19

W
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hington astronomical observation station,

8

Wuhing on Channel am, 169
Washington Naval Air Station. SwAnacoatis Naval Air Station
Waslhingon naval radio station. 8. 72, 76, 109. 116-117. 129. 133.
137,351. 369
Washington Navy Yard. 3,18,31.227, 267, 348
WASP, USS, 183
Water-cooled metal-anode tubes, 10-I1, 15.55
Waveguide feed, 198
Wavelengths
control, fixing and measuring. 6, 15
determining, 343.361

WS-434 %pace sureillance system. M 407-413
WV arCr. 139-140. 209
WYOMING, USS. 24, 54. 86. 263. 575

dial calibration instituted, 18
first propagation formula, 15
Wavemerer. 546
Weapon systems
AN/AWG-9. 206
AN/AWG- 20, 205
Polaris. 147, 241-247
Weather data collection and dissemination. 89-94, 396
Weather reports. first broadcasts. 24
Webster Field, Md., 93
WEST VIRGINIA. ISS. 96, 183
Western Complex, 410
Western Electric Company, 17, 196. 203
Western Pacific area. 69
Western Test Range. 246
Westinghouse Electric Company. 67, 201, 204-205
Whistlers, 142-143
White, Edward D., 23
White Sands Missile Range, N. M., 246. 395
Whitney, William C., 27
WICHITA. USS, 196

XAS radar. 186
XAT radar. 202
XB transmitter, 53
XBF radar, 186
XBF-! radar. 186
XBK iammer, 301
XCA iammer. 304
XCJ transmitter, 305
XCS shipboard receiver, 101
XCU transceiver. 101
XCV direction finder, 316, 318
XCY direction finder, 316, 318
XD transmitter, 53-54.365
XDM submarine-rescue buoy, 114
XE transmitter, 55-56
XF transmitter, 54
XF-I transmitter, 55
XJ- I receiver. 96
XJ-2 receiver, 95-96
XK transmitter, 56
XM direction finder, 264

Wide-aperture circular antenna, 314-315
Wide-aperture circularly disposed RDF, 311-315
Wilbur, Curtis D., 34. 70
WILLIS A. LEE, USS, 383
Wilson. Woodrow. 1. II, 28
Winch-buoy assembly, 88
Window confusion device, 307, 338
Winktield naval radio station. 144
Wireless Specialty Company, 18
Woomera, Australia, 144, 246
World War I
communications and equipment, 10-14, 16-21. 26-28. 47, 136,
152
electronic countermeasures in, 300
receiver equipment, 14
World War II
electronic countermeasures in. 300-307. 325
identification friend-foe. 2 3-255
ships in service, 63
Wright B-I aircraft. 17
WRIGHT, USS. 85. III. 130, 132-133

XP-I transmitter, 95-97
XT aircraft communications system. 98
XV receiver, 96
XZ antenna diplex coupling , 84

XA transmitter, 54-33
XAD direction finder. 307
XAE radar. 251-252
XAF radar, 179-183. 193. 195, 251. 280. 377
XAR radar, 183-184. 186
XARD receiver, 301

YE direction finder. 272-274
YG direction finder, 273-274
YH beacon, 260
YJ beacon. 260
YL direction finder. 275
YN radio station. Lyons. 21
YN direction finder, 275
YORKTOWN, USS, 109, 183
Yoaami naval radio station (NDT), 148, Me

ZB direction finder, 272-274
Ziegmeier, RADM H. J.. 70
ZPG airships, 209-210
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